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ABSTRACT
NASA Conference on Space Telerobotics
These proceedings contain papers presented at the NASA
Conference on Space Telerobotics held in Pasadena, January 31-
February 2, 1989. The Conference was sponsored by the NASA
office of Aeronautics and Space Technology, together with ARC,
LRC, GSFC, JSC, MSFC, KSC and JPL. The theme of the Conference
was man-machine collaboration in space. The Conference provided
a forum for researchers and engineers to exchange ideas on the
research and development required for application of telerobotics
technology to the space systems planned for the 1990s and beyond.
The Conference: (i) provided a view of current NASA telerobotic
research and development; (ii) stimulated technical exchange on
man-machine systems, manipulator control, machine sensing,
machine intelligence, concurrent computation, and system
architectures; and (iii) identified important unsolved problems
of current interest which can be dealt with by future research.
There were about 500 international participants including about
i00 from abroad.
An international program committee was established for the
conference. A.K. Bejczy and H. Seraji of JPL acted as co-chairs
for this committee. Members of the committee were
J. Amat, University of Barcelona, Spain
G.A. Bekey, University of Southern California
P.R. Belanger, McGill University, Canada
R.C. Bolles, Stanford Research Center
J.G. Bollinger, University of Wisconsin
W.J. Book, Georgia Institute of Technology
J.M. Brady, Oxford University, UK
F.E.C. Culick, California Institute of Technology
R.J.P. deFigueiredo, Rice University
W.R. Ferrell, University of Arizona
E. Freund, University of Dortmund, FRG
A.A. Goldenberg, University of Toronto, Canada
R. Jain, University of Michigan
T. Kanade, Carnegie-Mellon University
I. Kato, Waseda University, Japan
A.J. Koivo, Purdue University
P.D. Lawrence, University of British Columbia
J.Y.S. Luh, Clemson University
H.E. Rauch, Lockheed Palo Alto Research Lab
A. Rovetta, Polytechnic University of Milan
G.N. Saridis, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
T.B. Sheridan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
L. Stark, University of California, Berkeley
D. Tesar, University of Texas at Austin
H. Van Brussel, Catholic University of Leuven
R.A. Volz, Texas Tech University
iii
The Conference was organized by the Telerobotics Working
Group of the NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology.
M. Montemerlo of NASA Headquarters and S.Z. Szirmay co-chair this
working group. Representatives to this group from NASA centers
and other research organizations are
D. Akin, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
J. Bull, Ames Research Center
R. Davis, Kennedy Space Center
S. Fisher, Ames Research Center
J. Haussler, Marshall Space Flight Center
A. Meintel, Langley Research Center
J. Pennington, Langley Research Center
D. Provost, Goddard Space Flight Center
C. Price, Johnson Space Center
L. Purves, Goddard Space Flight Center
C. Ruoff, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
E.C. Smith, Marshall Space Flight Center
M. Zweben, Ames Research Center
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MANIPULATOR CONTROL 1

AN IMPROVED ADAPTIVE CONTROL FOR REPETITIVE MOTION OF
ROBOTS
F.Pourboghrat
Department ofElectricalEngineering
Southern IllinoisUniversity
Carbondale,Illinois62901-6603
Abstract
An adaptive control algorithm is proposed for a class of nonlinear systems, such as
robotic manipulators, which is capable of improving its performance in repetitive motions.
When the task is repeated, the error between the desired trajectory and that of the system is
guaranteed to decrease. The design is based on the combination of a direct adaptive control
and a learning process. This method does not require any knowledge of the dynamic
parameters of the system.
I. Introduction
The positionservo controlis an important and basic problem in the successful
operationof robot manipulators. Many methodologies regarding the solutionof this
problem have appeared in theliterature.Recently,theinterestin adaptivecontrolofrobot
manipulators has been growing noticeably [1,3]. This growth is mainly due to the fact that,
unlike the non-adaptive control methods, the adaptive control strategies do not require the
explicit knowledge of robot dynamics parameters.
On the other hand, recently some works have been reported for the generation of the
controlling input for the repetitive motion of dynamical systems [4,6]. These are called
learning controllers because the control input generated this way is improved through
repeated trials. The method proposed in [4] requires the derivative of the error function in
the learning process to guarantee the uniform convergence. Moreover, the conditions on
the system's transfer function is very restrictive, and it also requires that the system's
inverse dynamics be proper and stable. In [5], the concept of a dual system is used for the
recursive generation of the input. This result is mainly applied to linear, time-invariant
systems and the conditions for it's convergence are not restrictive. However, the
construction of the dual system requires the knowledge of the original system, and it is also
not practical. In [6], an adaptive learning controller is designed which can be applied to
robotic manipulators and can be easily implemented.
In thispaper the concept of learning controlis applied to the problem of model
reference adaptive controlof manipulators. Our objectiveis to design an adaptive
controllercapable of learning to improve itsperformance in repetitivemotions. The
approach issimilartothatused in [6],with a slightmodificationwhere the concept of
inner-loop/outer-loopcontrolisused. The proposedadaptivecontrollercan be appliedto a
robotmanipulator in non-repetitivemotion,inwhich caseitperforms as a standardmodel
referenceadaptivecontroller.But when itiscommanded toperform a taskrepeatedly,the
learning controller improves its performancein subsequentmotions.
We first develop a model reference adaptive control strategy [1,2] to the robot
manipulator so that the resulting closed-loopsystem is equivalent to the preselected
referencemodel. The model referenceadaptivecontroller designedin [I] is shown toforce
the robot dynamics to follow those of a predetermined linear time-invariant reference
modelvery closely.
Then we developa now learningcontrollerfora lineartime-invariantsystem L,with
guaranteed convergence under very mild conditions. This is similar to the learning
controllerproposedin [6],which isbased on the existanceofan auxiliarysystem L* such
thatitscompositionwith theoriginalsystem (i.e.,LL*),ispositivereal.Itwas shown in [6]
thatsuch an auxiliarysystem can alwaysbe found iftheoriginalsystem isstable.
Finally,we apply our learningstrategy,as an outer-loopcontrol,to the linearized
inner-loopsystem resultedfrom applyingthe model referenceadaptivecontrollertothe
robot.The proposedcontrolsystem isshown inFigure I. The overallclosed-loopsystem is
shown tobe asymptoticallystable,and does notrequireany knowledge about thedynamic
parameters of the robot. The error between the desiredresponse and the actual robot
responseisguaranteed toapproach zeroafterexecutingthedesiredtaskrepeatedly.
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2. Robot Dynamics
The dynamic equationofa robotmanipulator ishighlynonlinearand isgivenby
M(q) q" + H(q,q')q' + g(q)= u (I)
where q(t)isthe nxl vectorofjointangles,M(q) is the nxn symmetric, positivedefinite
inertiamatrix, H(q,q')q'is the nxl Coriolisand centrifugalforcevector,g(q)is the nxl
gravitationalforcevector,and u isthe nxl appliedtorquevectorforthejointactuators.It
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can easilybeshown thattheaboveequationcan alsobewrittenas
x'=A(x)x+B(x)u (2)
y =Cx
where
Ao(x) Al(x) Bo(x)
c = [c1, c21
forsome C I,C 2 ,such thatx(t)is2nxl statevector,u(t)isthenxl inputtorquevectorand
A 0 = M'IG, A1 ='IH, B0=M-I, and g--Gq.
3, Inner-Loop Adaptive Control
Consider the robotic system, given by equation (2). Let the
referencemodel be givenby a minimal, 2n-thorder,stablelinearsystem
x'm = A m xm + Bm r (3)
Ym = Cm Xm
where xm isthe2nxl model statevector,u isthenxl referencemodel'sinputvector,
Am=F0 I 7 ,Bm--F0 7
C m = C = [CI,C2].
Now letus definethestateerrortobe
e= xm -x.
Then thedynamic equationofthestateerrorisgivenby
e__'= A e+ (Am -A) Xm + Bm r -h -B u
e =Ce
dynamic equationof a
(4)
(5)
where h isassumed tobe any unmodeled disturbancesnotalreadyconsideredin the robot
dynamics, and e = Ym "Y istheoutputerror.
The problem is todesign an adaptivecontrollerso thaterrorequation(5)isasymptotically
stable,where the stateerror _ and hence the output error e, approach zero as time
increases.
ResultI
Consider the robotmanipulator given by the dynamic equation(2),and the linear,
time-invariantstable,and controllablereferencemodel, given by equation(3). Let the
adaptivecontrollerbe givenby
u --K e e__+K x Xm+ K r r + z (6)
with the adaptation law
K'e = <xIE P eeT + o_2d/dt(EP eeT)
K'x = [_IE P exm T + _ d/dt(EP exmT)
K'r= _I E Per T + _2d/dt(EPer T)
z'= _I EPe+ _2 d/dt(EP e_)
where <xI, [_I,_I, 111> 0,E = [0,1],and P and Q are symmetric positivedefinitematrices
such thatforsome stablematrix D ofthedesigner'schoice,we have
PD + DTp = -Q, (8)
The above adaptivecontrollerresultsin an asymptoticallystablesystem such that the
dynamics oftheclosed-looproboticsystem followthatofthelinearreferencemodel. That is,
the stateerror e = xm - x, and hence the outputerrore = Ym -Y, approach zero as time
increases.
Proof
The proofuses Liapunov'sdirectmethod forstability,and can be foundin[I]. 0
The aboveresultindicatesthatusing theproposedadaptivecontrol,thedynamics ofthe
nonlinear robot in the closed-loopmatches that of the predetermined, stable,linear,
time-invariantreferencemodel. Therefore,the inner-loopcontrolin Figure 1 can be
assumed toapproximatelyhave thesame dynamics as thelinearreferencemodel.
4, Outer-Loop Learning Control
Letus considera linear,stable,time-invariantdynamical system,givenby
x'=Ax+Bu (9)
y =Cx
where x isthen-dimensionalstatevector,u isthem-dimensional inputvector,and y isthe
m-dimensional outputvector.The abovesystem can alsobe denotedby thelinearoperatorL,
where y = Lu.
Now letYd(t)be the desiredoutput function(trajectory)of thesystem overthe interval
[0,T],with theinitialstatex(0)= x0. Assume thatuk(t)and yk(t)are thecorrespondinginput
and outputfunctionsofsystem (9)overthetime interval[0,T]intrialk,with theinitialstate
x0. Then thelearningcontrolstrategyistheupdating rulethatgeneratesthe inputfunction
Uk+l(t)forthe interval[0,T]from the knowledge ofUk(t)and the error ek(t)= yd(t)-yk(t).
This isthen appliedtosystem (9)with thesame initialstatex8 attrialk+l todrivethe error
functionek(t)tozero.
Letus definethenorm and theinner-producttobe givenby
<xI,x2>= _0T xlT(t)x2(t)dt
IIxll2= _0T xT(t)x(t)dt
Then theauxiliarysystem isdefinedtobe a linear,stable,time-invariantsystem,givenby
z'= F z + G e (I0)
v =Hz+E_e
orequivalentlyby theoperatorL*,as
v=-L*e
such thatLL* isa positiverealoperator.That is
<x, LL* x> > 0,forallx. (II)
Now letthedynamics ofa referencetrajectorybegivenby thelinearoperatorL such that
Yr = L s (12a)
orequivalently
x'r = A r xr + Br s (12b)
Yr = Cr Xr
where s=q"r, and
,.°
'
Cr = C=[CI C2].
Utilizingthedefinitionofauxiliarysystem (I0),we can show thefollowingresult.
Result2
Consider the linear,time-invariant minimal, and stablereferencesystem (12),
denotedby operatorL. Suppose thata linearauxiliarysystem,denotedby operatorL*, is
such thatthe operatorLL* ispositivereal.Letthelearningcontrolstrategyfortrialk+ 1be
givenby
Sk+l(t)= sk(t)+ ak vk(t) (13)
with s0(t)=q"r(t),where
ak = <ek(t),LL* ek(t)>/fILL*ek(t)ll2
ek(t)= yr(t)-yk(t)
and vk(t)is the outputofthe linearoperatorL*, i.e.,"_ = L* ek,with zeroinitialvalues.
The above learning controlleris convergentin the sense that ek(t)vanishes over the
interval[0,T]as thenumber oftrialsk increases.
Proof
Considerthe linearsystem (12)with input(13).Now leta discreteLiapunov candidate
begivenby
Jk --llek(t)ll
where ek(t)= yr(t)-yk(t)istheerrorattrialk. Then we have
8
hJk = Jk+ 1- Jk
-- l_ek+l(t)ll 2- l[ek(t)ll2
= llek(t) - ak L vk(t)ll2- llek(t)ll2
=ak2IlLvk(t)II2-zak<ek(t),L vk(t)>
= ak2 IInn*ek(OII2-2akIIek(t),nL*ek(t)II2,
Now takingak = <ek ,L L* ek>/IIL* _kll2,itiseasy tocheck thathJ isminimized with
respectto ak, and hence AJk < 0. Therefore,from the discreteLiapunov method, the
learning controller(13)guarantees that the errorfunctionek(t)approaches zero as the
number oftrialsk increases. []
5. Learning Adaptive Control
Combining Results 1 and 2,itispossibletodesign a learningadaptivecontrollerfor
the roboticsystem. Itisdesirednow thatthe robotoutputy = C x followYr = Cr Xr in
repeatedtrials.From Figure I,itcan be seen thatXm=X r + s, where S_k=[SkT, s'kT]T and
r=q"r + sk. That isthedynamic equationofthereferencemodel can bewrittenas
x"m = A r xm + Br r (14)
Ym = Cr Xm'
Now, we have thefollowingresult.
Result3
Consider the robotmanipulator given by the dynamic equation(2),and the linear,
time-invariant,stable,and controllablereferencemodel given by the operator L as in
equation(14).Letthelearningadaptivecontrollerbe givenby
u=K ee+K xxm+K rr+z (15)
with theadaptationlaw
K'e= o¢1EP e_eft + 0¢2 d/dt(E P e_e_T)
K'x = _l E P exmT + _2 d/dt(E P e_xmT)
K'r = _l E P e__rT + _2 d/dt(E P e__rT)
z' = _l1 E P e_+ _12d/dt(E P e_)
where thestateerrore = xm -x istheerrorbetween thesystem and themodel states.Also
Sk+l(t) --Sk(0+ akVk(t) (16)
with s0(t)=q"r(t)which is generatedbyreferencedynamicsequation(12),and
ak = <ek(t),LL* ek(t)>/fILL*ek(t)ll2
and also
v(k)= L* ek(t)
withzeroinitialvalues,such thatLL* ispositivereal,Cr=C=[C I,C2],and ek(t)= yr(t)-yk(t)
is the error functionbetween the desired output trajectoryYr and the robot'soutput
trajectoryy in the k-thtrial.The abovelearningadaptivecontrollerisconvergentin the
sense thatstartingfrom thesame initialstatex0,theoutputerrorek(t),and equivalently
e(t)and e'(t),,approach zeroovertheinterval[0,T]as thenumber oftrialsincreases.
Proof
The proofismerely a combinationoftheproofsofResultsIand 2,and isfound in[6].[3
6. Conclusions
A new adaptive controlis proposed, that is capable of improving its tracking
performance in repetitivemotions. The design can be appliedto a classof nonlinear
systems that includesroboticmanipulators. The controllerguarantees thatthe error
between a desiredtrajectoryand the robot'strajectoryapproaches zeroas thenumber of
trialsincreases.The proposed controllerdoes not requireany knowledge ofthe dynamic
parameters oftherobotand can be easilyimplemented.
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Abstract
The paper describes the implementation and experimental validation of a new direct
adaptive control scheme on a PUMA 560 industrial robot. The testbed facility consists of a
Unimation PUMA 560 six-jointed robot and controller, and a DEC MicroVAX II computer
which hosts the RCCL (Robot Control "C" Library} software. The control algorithm is
implemented on the MicroVAX which acts as a digital controller for the PUMA robot,
and the Unimation controller is effectively bypassed and used merely as an I/O device to
interface the MicroVAX to the joint motors. The control algorithm for each robot joint
consists of an auxiliary signal generated by a constant-gain PID controller, and an adaptive
position-velocity (PD) feedback controller with adjustable gains. The adaptive independent
joint controllers compensate for the inter-joint couplings and achieve accurate trajectory
tracking without the need for the complex dynamic model and parameter values of the
robot. Extensive experimental results on PUMA joint control are presented to confirm the
feasibility of the proposed scheme, in spite of strong interactions between joint motions.
Experimental results validate the capabilities of the proposed control scheme. The control
scheme is extremely simple and computationally very fast for concurrent processing with
high sampling rates.
1. Introduction
During the past decade, the control of robot manipulators has been the focus of consid-
erable research, and many different control schemes have been suggested in the literature.
With a few exceptions, all existing schemes are tested on manipulators through computer
simulations only, often using the popular two-link arm paradigm. Although the simulations
are useful for illustration and proof-of-concept, practical issues such as effect of friction,
limitation on controller gains, and sampling rate constraint are often neglected. Despite the
large number of proposed manipulator control schemes, the number of schemes that have ac-
tually been experimentally evaluated on manipulators, and particularly on industrial robots,
is very small today.
This paper describes the implementation and experimental validation of a newly de-
veloped direct adaptive control scheme [1,2] on a six-jointed PUMA 560 industrial robot.
The control scheme has a decentralized structure and consists of a number of simple local
feedback controllers. Each local controller consists of an auxiliary signal generated by a
constant-gain PID controller, and an adaptive position-velocity (PD) feedback controller
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whose gains are updated on-line in real time. The control scheme is implemented on a Mi-
croVAX II computer using the RCCL software, and generates the control signals that drive
the PUMA joint motors directly. This simple control scheme is not based on the complex
PUMA dynamic model and is therefore implemented at a high sampling rate and yields a
good tracking performance.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, an overview of the design theory
for adaptive joint controllers is given. The descriptions of the testbed facility at JPL and
the RCCL software are given in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the experimental results
on simultaneous control of all six joint angles of the PUMA 560 industrial robot. The
conclusions drawn from the paper are discussed in Section 5.
2. Theory Overview
In this section, the design theory for direct adaptive control of manipulators is outlined.
The proposed control scheme has a decentralized structure, where each manipulator joint is
controlled independently of the others by use of a local feedback controller. Therefore, the
dynamics of each joint will be considered separately.
Consider a robot manipulator with the n joint angles 8 = [01,02,..., 8hi and the cor-
responding n joint torques T = [7"1, T2,..., Tn]. The dynamic model of the s_h manipulator
joint which relates 0i to Ti can be represented by the second-order nonlinear differential
equation
mii(0)8, + _ rnij(0)0j + hi(0,0) + 9i(0) + hi(di) = Ti (1)
jffiffil
#i
where rnii is the (i,j) th element of the inertia matrix, and hi, gi, hi are the i tu elements of
the Coriolis/centrifugal vector, gravity vector, and friction vector, respectively. The terms
in equation (1) are highly, complicated nonlinear functions of the manipulator configuration
8, the speed of motion 8, and the payload inertial parameters. The manipulator control
problem is to generate the joint torques Ti(t), for i = 1,... ,n, such that the joint angles
O_(t) track some desired trajectories O,_i(t) as closely as possible.
In the proposed decentralized control scheme, the i th joint is controlled by the local
adaptive feedback control law [2]
T (t) = fi(t) + kpi(t)e,(t)+ k i(t) i(t) (2)
as shown in Figure 1, where e,(t) = Odi(t) - 0i(t) and _i(t) = Odi(t) - Oi(t) are the position
and velocity tracking-errors, and the controller terms are given by
Weighted tracking-error
(3)
Auxiliary signal
fi(t) = fi(o) + fo' ri(t)dt + piri(t) (4)
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Position feedback gain
kp,(t)= kp,(0)+ _, ['
Jo
,',(t)e_(t)dt+ _,"_(t)e,(t) (5)
Velocity feedback gain
£k,,i(t) = k,i(0) + _i ri(t)_i(t)dt + >_ir,(t)_i(t) (6)
In equations (3)-(6), {bi,ai,_i} are positive scalar integral adaptation gains, {pi,/_i,Ai}
are non-negative scalar proportional adaptation gains, and {Wp_,Wvi} are scalar positive
weighting factors of the position and velocity tracking-errors.
From the implementation viewpoint, the auxiliary signal fi(t) can be generated by a
constant-gain PID feedback controller acting on the position tracking-error eiit), since from
equations (3) and (4), fi(t) can be expressed as
/o'fi(t) = fi(O) + Pi [wpiei(t) + w_i_(t)] + 8i [wviei(t ) + w_i(t)] dt
/o'= y_(o) + [mw,_ + _w_il _(t) + [mw.d _(t) + [_w,.l _,(t)dt (7)
Hence, the joint torque (2) can be generated by the adaptive PID feedback controller
/o' _]_,(t) (s)
where -_(t) = k_(t) + p_,o._+ 6_wo_,_ = _,o_,, and _._(t) = k._(t) + p,,o_ are the
adjustable PID gains and T_(0) = fi(0) is the initial joint torque.
The dynamics of manipulator joints are highly coupled, as can be seen from equation
(1). The local control law (2) for each joint compensates, to a large extent, for the static and
dynamic cross-couplings that exist between the manipulator joints. For fast simultaneous
motion of all joints, the inter-joint coupling effects can be significant and may cause insta-
bility under the decentralized adaptive control scheme (2)-(6). In such cases, the controller
adaptation laws are modified slightly in order to achieve robust stability in the presence of
the unmodeled cross-coupling effects. A popular approach is the "a-modification" method
[3], which yields the adaptation laws
/0' /0'fi(t) = fi(0) + 8i ri(t)dt + piri(t) - ai fi(t)dt (9)
/o' /o'k_(t) = k._(o) + a_ r_(t)e_(t)dt + _r_(t)e_(t) - o_ k_(t)at (10)
/o' /0'k°,(t) = _o,(o)+ _, r,(t)_,(t)dt + _r,(t)_,(t) - a, _°,(t)dt 01)
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where a_ is a positive scalar design parameter. The a-modified adaptation laws produce a
non-zero residual tracking-error of 0(v/'ai) but guarantee stability in the presence of inter-
joint couplings.
Itisseen that the controlleradaptation laws (9)-(11)and the controlaction (2)are based
entirelyon the observed manipulator performance through 0(t)and Od(t)rather than on the
manipulator dynamic model (1). As a consequence, the knowledge of either the complex
dynamic model and the parameter values of the manipulator or the inertialparameters of
the payload is not required in the control law formulation. Thus, the adaptive controllers
can cope with uncertainties or variations in the manipulator or the payload parameters.
This isa highly desirablefeature in practicalapplications,where some dynamic effectssuch
as frictioncan not be modeled accurately and the payload mass can vary substantially.
Furthermore, the proposed decentralized control scheme isextremely fastcomputationally,
since the controller gains are generated on-line in real time by simple adaptation laws,
and hence the control action can be evaluated very rapidly. Due to its simplicity and
decentralized structure, the proposed scheme can be implemented on parallelprocessors
for distributed concurrent computing with high sampling rates,yielding improved dynamic
performance.
3. Description of Testbed Facility
In this section, we describe the robotic testbed facility at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The testbed facility at the JPL Robotics Research Laboratory consists of a six-jointed
Unimation PUMA 560 robot and controller, and a DEC MicroVAX II computer, as shown
in the functional diagram of Figure 2. The major components of the Unimation controller
are the LSI 11/73 microcomputer, six 6503 microprocessor boards Cone per joint), and se-
rial/parallel interface cards. The MicroVAX H hosts the RCCL (Robot Control "C" Library)
software, which was developed by Hayward and Lloyd at Purdue and McGill Universities
[4,5]. The original version runs on a DEC VAX 750 computer, and later the software is
ported to a DEC MicroVAX II running UNIX 4.3 BSD operating system. The organization
of the robot software is reflected in the control hierarchy diagram illustrated in Figure 2.
The complete software resides on two different pieces of computing hardware. A MicroVAX
computer, which plays the supervisory role, hosts a two-level software written in the "C"
language. The lower level, called Robot Control Interface (RCI), provides the programmer
a facility to write real-time control procedures. It serves as a substrate to the higher level
(RCCL), which gets its collective name from the robot software. The higher level con-
sists of routines to specify a robot trajectory in Cartesian coordinates. The second piece
of hardware is the Unimation controller hosting an LSI 11/73 processor on which an I/O
control program called "moper" executes to monitor communication between the 6503 joint
microprocessors and the RCI control level.
At the lowest level of the hierarchy, robot servoing is achieved by the 6503 joint mi-
croprocessors. The processor has two different operational modes: position and current.
In position mode, the 6503 processor accepts a position setpoint from the LSI 11/73 and
servos to the desired position by executing a control code written in the assembly language
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that is stored in ROM (this servo code was developed by the Unimation Corporation). In
this mode, the control task, triggered by a hardware clock, executes approximately at the
sampling rate of 1 KHz. In current mode, each input is interpreted as current (or torque)
by the 6503 processor and is simply converted into an analog value to be forwarded directly
to the power drive electronics. This mode makes possible the implementation of any joint
control law (e.g. force control and adaptive control) on a remote computer that can inter-
face with the LSI 11/73. In order to implement the adaptive control algorithm, the joint
PID servos provided by the resident Unimation code are in effect disconnected by selection
of the 6503 current mode, and current inputs are supplied directly from the MicroVAX for
driving the robot.
At the intermediate level, the LSI 11/73 executes the "moper" communication monitor
program that transfers data and commands back and forth between the LSI 11/73 and
the MicroVAX II host computer. The interface between the two processors is a DRVll
high-speed parallel link for control communication. The moper program synchronizes the
operation of the entire system as described in the following. A hardware clock located in the
Unimation controller constantly interrupts the LSI 11/73, and at each interrupt, the moper
collects data relating to the robot state, such as joint positions, currents, and arm status,
and transfers it to the MicroVAX via an interrupt. The MicroVAX receives this data and
immediately sends position or current values that have been computed in the previous cycle
by the control code to the LSI 11/73 for execution. Available system sampling time is in
increments of 7 milliseconds, ranging from 7 to 56 milliseconds (18--143 Hz). The sampling
time of 28 milliseconds is best suited for the 6503 position mode and is set as default. In
our adaptive control implementation, the lowest sampling time of 7 milliseconds (143 Hz)
is chosen to obtain the best control performance.
On the MicroVAX, two programs run concurrently: the foreground planning level
(RCCL) and the background control level (RCI). The planning level executes in the fore-
ground in the sense that it interacts with the user and performs high-level computations as
well as communicating with the control level. It has access to standard I/O resources such
as files, devices, and system calls. At this level, the programmer can specify the task in
Cartesian coordinate system in terms of homogeneous transformations and define a robot
end-effector trajectory with a series of via points. Essentially the planning level consists
of task sequencing, motion planning and queueing, and modeling of the world in terms of
homogeneous transformations.
RCI (Robot Control Interface) level executes a series of control routines during each
sampling period to interface in real-time with the robot. In practice, the control level
communicates with the planning level only through global external variables (i.e., shared
memory). Both levels can communicate with the robot through predefined global variables:
"how," that contains information describing the state of the arm, and "chg," that is used
to control the arm. These variables are used for robot control and are usually accessed at
the control level. To meet the constraints imposed by the sampling time in the range of
milliseconds, the control level is executed in the UNIX kernel mode at the highest priority,
which effectively locks out all hardware interrupts. Once initiated, it quickly loads the
memory context of the robot control code, performs I/O with moper, and executes the
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control code and supporting RCI interface routines. Since the control level is in kernel
mode, it cannot access the usual system calls or I/O facilities.
The RCCL software was originally designed to control the robot in the 6503 position
mode (i.e., with the control action provided at the 6503 joint processor level at 1 KHz
sampling rate). This way the user can concentrate mostly on the programming aspects of
performing a task rather than the real-time control issues. For this purpose, by default, a
set of standard real-time control routines is provided to perform functions such as trajectory
generation, error checking, event synchronization, kinematic computations, and coordina-
tion with the planning level. In order to implement a different control scheme, however, the
user selects the 6503 current mode to drive the robot, which in turn necessitates writing
control procedures essentially to replace the nominal control functions. In addition, the
user must consider meeting his newly imposed sampling time requirement; more often he
wants to lower the sampling time to control the robot more effectively. As a consequence,
smaller and more compact control code must be written to meet the real-time constraint.
For example, to implement our adaptive controller in the sampling rate of 7 milliseconds
(lowest rate available in RCCL), the need for a trajectory generator is met by writing a
simple cycloidal generator that provides smooth series of setpoints without added features
such as real-time trajectory modification. In addition, the adaptive control algorithm for
computing the desired motor currents from the observed joint positions is coded in its most
numerically efficient form.
4. Experimentation with a PUMA 560 Robot
In this section, the theoretical results outlined in Section 2 are applied to a six-jointed
PUMA 560 industrial robot in the testbed facility described in Section 3.
To test and evaluate the control scheme of Section 2, the adaptive controllers are
implemented on all six joints of the PUMA 560 robot. The dynamic model for a typical i th
joint of PUMA can be written as
6
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(12)
where 0 -- [01,...,06] and the terms in equation (12) are highly complicated nonlinear
functions of 0 and 0 as given in [6]. From equation (12), it is seen that the effective inertia
mi_(O), the gravity loading gi(O), and the Coriolis/centrifugal torque n_(O,O) seen at each
joint are nonlinear functions of all six joint angles; i.e., the robot configuration and speed.
Furthermore, there are inertial couplings between joint motions, as indicated by rn_j0j
terms, with the coupling factors dependent on the robot configuration. In the adaptive
control implementation, the i tu joint is controlled independently by the local feedback law
Ti(t) = f_(t) + kpi(t)e,(t) + k,,(t)_,(t) (13)
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where ei (t) = Odi (t)--0_ (t) is the position tracking-error, 0di (t) is the reference trajectory, and
[fi,k_,koi] are the auxiliary signal, position and velocity feedback gains for the i th joint,
respectively. It is seen that although the joint dynamics (12) are coupled, the proposed
control scheme (13) is decentralized, i.e., the control torque Ti does not depend on the joint
angle 0y for j _ i.
In the experiment on adaptive control of PUMA, the sampling period is chosen as the
smallest possible value Ts = 7 milliseconds (i.e., sampling frequency fs = 143 Hz), since the
on-line computations involved in the adaptive control law (13) are a few simple arithmetic
operations. The adaptation gains in equations (3)-(6) are selected after a few trial-and-errors
as
Wpl : 15 , wvl : I0 , wp2 = 40 , Wv2 : 20 , wp3 : 12 , Wv3 : 4
wp4 =3 , wv4:2 , wp5:3 , wvs:2 , Wp6:3 , wv6:2 (14)
All joints : 6 : 30, a : 100,'7 : 800,p =/_ : _ : a : 0
The initial values of all controller gains are chosen as zero, i.e. kp{(0) : ku{(0) : 0 for
i : 1,... ,6. The initial values of the auxiliary signals are chosen as
f2(0) = 12sgn[0d2(r)- 02(0)] + 1.02sin 02(0)
-- 8.4 sin[02(0) + 03(0)]- 37.2cos 02(0) Nt.meter
f3(0) = 2sgn[Sd3(r) - 03(0)] + 0.25cos[82(0) -}- 03(0)] (15)
- 8.4 sin[02(0) + 03(0)] Nt.meter
f1(O) = f4(O)----fs(O)= f6(O)= 0
In the above expressions, the first term is chosen empirically to overcome the large stiction
(static friction) present in the joints, and the remaining terms are used to compensate for the
initial gravity loading [6]. It is important to note that friction and gravity compensations
are not used separately in addition to the adaptive controllers, and are used merely as the
initial conditions of the auxiliary signals in order to improve the initial responses of the joint
angles. Furthermore, no information about the PUMA dynamic model or parameter values
is used for implementation of the control scheme.
In the experiment, the PUMA arm is initially at the "zero" position 0(0) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
with the upper arm horizontal and the forearm vertical, forming configuration. All the
six joint angles are then commanded to change simultaneously from the zero positions to the
goal positions 0d(3) : [60 °, -60 °, 60 °, 60 °, -60 °, -60 °] in three seconds, and the desired
trajectories Odi(t) are synthesized by a cycloidal trajectory generator software in RCCL.
While the robot is in motion, the readings of the joint encoders at each sampling instant are
recorded directly from the robot, converted into degrees and stored in a data file. Figures
3(i)-(vi) show the desired and actual trajectories of all six PUMA joint angles. It is seen
that each joint angle O_(t) tracks the desired trajectory Od_(t) very closely despite inter-joint
couplings. The experimental results demonstrate that adaptive independent joint control of
the PUMA robot is feasible, in spite of the static and dynamic couplings between the joints.
* The unit of angle in the control program is "radian," and hence the numerical values
of the adaptation gains are large.
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5. Conclusions
A decentralized direct adaptive control scheme has been experimentally validated on
a PUMA 560 robot, where each robot joint is controlled independently by a simple local
feedback controller at a high sampling rate. This avoids the computational burden of a
centralized controller, which results in a slower sampling rate and hence degrades the robot
performance. The experimental results demonstrate that accurate trajectory tracking is
achieved by a simple control algorithm, without any knowledge of the complex PUMA
dynamic model.
Adaptive control is particularly useful in applications (such as in space) where the
manipulator has long light-weight arms and handles payloads of unknown and heavy weights.
In such cases, the dynamics of the manipulator is dominated by the inertial terms due to
the payload. The controller adaptation can then compensate for such terms and provide a
stable and consistent performance under gross payload variations.
Finally, it is important to note that the rate of sampling, .t.,, has a central role in the
performance of any digital control system. In general, the value of f, is dictated largely by
the amount of on-line computations that need to be performed during each sampling period
in order to calculate the required control action. The simplicity of the control scheme
proposed in this paper allows joint servo loops to be implemented with a high sampling
rate, yielding improved tracking performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This research effort has its origins in an experimental study 1 of dynamically stable manipulation. The
interest in dynamically stable systems was driven by the objective of high vertical reach, for which human
balance was the inspiration, and the objective of planning inertially favorable trajectories for force and
payload demands, for which human (animal) efficiency was also the general inspiration. A double inverted
pendulum system was constructed as the experimental system for this mission, and the research effort led
to activities in non-linear control methods, in trajectory planning (still to be completed), and in the use of
model based control The findings from that last task form the main emphasis of this paper. Sections 2, 3
and 4 herein are drawn in large part from a recent workshop paper [5] paper; we then discuss in sections 5
and 6 two general areas by which this work is pertinent to space tele/robotics.
The design of a control system for manipulators is a formidable task due to the complexity of the nonlinear
coupled dynamics. The goal is the calculation of actuator torques which will cause the manipulator to follow
any desired trajectory. In a broad sense, two basic categories of control design are found in the literature.
The first contains the robust control methods in which the control is able to overpower the system's
nonlinear coupled dynamics. The second contains the model-based control (MBC) methods in which many
of the system nonlinearities are calculated using a systems dynamic model and the nonlinear system forces
are then canceled by actuation forces. Recent advances in computational hardware have made it possible
to evaluate in real time the equations of motion of robotic manipulators. Khosla [1]was the first to
demonstrate the feasibility of real time MBC using an inexpensive computer system for control of a six
degree of freedom manipulator, the CMU Direct Drive Arm I1. The requirements for applying MBC can be
satisfied for many manipulators of practical interest to space applications. Basically, the system must be
amenable to mathematical modeling, and the mathematical model and the control law must be evaluated in
real time.
1The project was sponsored by the Department of Energy, Advanced Reactor and Nuclear System Technology Support, Program
NE-85-001, under contract DE-AC02-85NE37947, Dynamic Stability for Robot Vertical Reach and Payload. We are indebted to Clint
Bastin of DOE for his particular interest and support, and are most grateful to Westinghouse AES for their cooperation in
accommodating Mr. Petrosky's residence at Carnegie-Mellon. We further wish to acknowledge the contributions of Professors
I. Shimoyama and J. Bielak, and graduate student Eric Hoffman. Disclaimer: The view, opinions, and/or findings contained in this
report are those of the authors and should not be construed as an official U. S. Department of Energy or Carnegie-Mellon Universfly
position, policy or decision, unless designated by other documentation.
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2. CONTROLAPPROACH
2.1.Computed-TorqueControl
Computed-torque [2] control is a mode/-based control scheme which strives to use the complete dynamic
model of a manipulator to achieve dynamic decoupling of all the joints using nonlinear feedback. The
dynamic model of the manipulator is described by the system equations of motion which can be derived
from Lagrangian mechanics:
N N N
ZDijqj + ZZ Cjk(i) qjqk + gi = "ti
j=l j=ik=1
for i = 1..... N. (1)
where the q are the joint coordinates. The "ti are the externally applied joint actuation torques/forces. The
inertial Dij, centrifugal and Coriolis Cjk(i), and gravitational gi coefficients of the closed-form dynamic robot
model in Equation 1 are functions of the instantaneous joint positions qi and the constant kinematic,
dynamic and gravity manipulator parameters. The kinetic energy gives rise to the inertial and centrifugal
and Coriolis torques/forces, while the potential energy leads to the gravitational torques/forces. Actuator
dynamics can be incorporated in the dynamic robot model by additions to the Lagrangian energy function.
The Computed-torque algorithm begins with a calculation of the required torque to be applied to each of the
joints (in vector notation):
_/i - ¢1T C(i) q
(2)
where u is the commanded joint accelerations. The "~" indicates that these matrices are calculated from the
system model based on estimated system parameters. The resulting dynamic equations for the closed-loop
system are:
= U - D-I{[D - D]U + [H - _1]
+ Ig - <3)
If the system dynamic parameters are known exactly, then [) = D, _1= H, and _ = g, then the closed loop
system is described by:
i:i = u (4)
which is the equation for a set of decoupled second order integrators. This completes the formulation of the
modeling and feed forward decoupling functions of the algorithm.
The feedback control law for the commanded joint acceleration ui is formulated to incorporate the error
feedback signal and the reference signal. After decoupling, each joint acts as a second order integrator,
therefore the control law is given the form:
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ui = qla - 2_o._( ili- ilia) - toz( qi- qia) (5)
which causes each joint to act as a second order damped oscillator with natural frequency co and damping
ratio (,. The form of the equation causes the joint to track the desired joint values q/a, q/a, and 2//_.
The computed-torque control defined above is based on the assumptions that the system model is accurate
and that all joints are actuated. In our experimental effort the dynamic parameters of the manipulator were
manually measured to provide an accurate system model. We assume in all simulations that the dynamic
model is accurate. Our experimental system, the double inverted pendulum depicted in Figure 1, does not
conform to the second assumption (in that all joints are not actuated) and therefore the algorithm was
extended as described in the next section.
2.2. Application to Balancing
Consider first the simplest balancing problem, the planar single inverted pendulum. Balancing is a fourth
order control problem with a single input and in the context of this article is equivalent to controlling two
manipulator joints with a single actuator. The presumption of the computed torque algorithm, that all joints
are actuated, does not apply. However, a suitable control law was found by Petrosky [3]; that method,
called hierarchical partitioning, is directly applicable to the balancing problem, is robust, and can be
integrated with MBC. The balancing problem is partitioned into two second order subsystems, tilt and
position. The input signal, base position acceleration, has a component driving the tilt subsystem. The tilt in
turn is considered as the input to the position subsystem. This cascaded pair of subsystems is then
controlled by a pair of control laws of the form of Equation 5 with the tilt subsystem given a faster time
constant. By removing internal variables from the cascaded system, a nonlinear balancing control law is
obtained for the manipulator base position variable. This is combined with the computed-torque control for
the actuated joints to complete the manipulator control algorithm.
2.3. Determination of Applied Forces
Indirect determination of applied forces (Le. without the use of load sensors) is accomplished by
comparison of the manipulator mathematical model and the observed manipulator behavior. A simple
example of this is the algorithm for payload determination for the balancing manipulator. Payload
estimation can be performed for a balancing manipulator on-line in real time. Consider the equation of
motion for pivoting about the base of the dynamically balanced manipulator:
N N N
"Ci = _._Dijqj + _,_Cjk(i) qjqk + gi
j=l j=l k=l for i = base rotation (6)
The base joint of a balanced manipulator is not actuated, therefore "q = 0. However, if the payload value is
incorrect, then this equation will evaluate to a non-zero value of xi when the observed values of the joint
variables are entered. The difference indicates the value of the payload which is given by:
_1_i" l
= - ( )- (75
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where _ is the difference between the actual payload and the current estimated value. Under ideal
conditions this equation would yield the correct payload value in a single sample; however, the accuracy of
the values for _j can be exceedingly poor if obtained by double differentiation of position measurements.
This was the case in the experimental system, but the problem was overcome by the use of a parameter
estimator.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
The experimental manipulator is a planar double inverted pendulum as depicted in Figure 1; the system is
presumed to traverse an approximately level surface, and requires constant active balancing motions. In its
plane of motion there are three degrees-of-freedom: translation of the base position, ql, rotation of the lower
arm with respect to the vertical, q2, and rotation of the upper arm with respect to the lower arm, q3. It is q2
which is not directly controlled in this system. The manipulator has a servo driven wheeled base, a hinged
connection (free rotation) to the lower arm section, an elbow joint which is servo driven, the upper arm, and
an electro-magnet pickup at the tip. It is constructed primarily of aluminum and has a total weight of 13 kg;
the tip of the manipulator can reach a height of 1.8 meters in an erect stance.
The wheeled base and the elbow joint are driven by Aerotek servos rated at 1.3 N-m peak torque. The
elbow joint has a chain reduction ratio of 57.6:1 and the drive wheels have a chain reduction of 4.8:1. The
chain reduced servo arrangement was chosen over direct drive to save weight, and over gear-reduced or
harmonic drive to mitigate costly damage in the event of a severe floor collision.
The sensors utilized for manipulator control are:
• Inclination RVDT - a rotary differential transformer measures the angle between the floor
surface (via a feeler) and the lower arm.
° Motor Encoders - each servo has an optical encoder of 500 counts per revolution which runs a
hardware counter read by the parallel interface board.
The control system hardware consists of a Motorola M68000 based single board computer as the master
CPU, a Marinco Array Processor Board (APB), an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) 32 channel input
board, a Digital to Analog (DAC) 4 channel output board, a 96 line Parallel Input/Output (PIO) Interface
board, and a terminal. The Marinco APB, with an instruction cycle of 125 ns, is used to perform the
calculation intensive operations required to implement MBC. The board has fixed point multiplier and
addition hardware which are used for floating point operations. The floating point addition or multiplication
routines execute in approximately 1 p.s. Negation requires 125 ns. Computation of the sine/cosine pair
requires 15 Its. Additional routines perform data type conversion and other functions required to format
sensor data.
Manipulator trajectory calculations are handled by the M68000 CPU on a time sharing basis. In operation a
timer interrupts the CPU at each sampling interval. The CPU copies the sensor data to the APB memory
and initiates APB execution. The APB formats the data, does scaling operations, performs the
trigonometric functions, and then calculates the inverse dynamics. The formatted output data is ready in
less than 0.5 ms. Data needed for control are returned to the CPU, which outputs them to the DAC's.
Cycle time is sufficiently fast for the control algorithm and dynamic model to be evaluated at a sampling
frequency in excess of 1000 Hz. However, 100 Hz appeared to be more than adequate for the
experimental system.
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4. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
Theexperimental manipulator was fully reliable in maintaining balance for long periods while performing a
variety of tasks. The base moves approximately +3 mm to maintain balance and the tilt varies by +0.0063
radian. This motion does not indicate a flaw in the balancing algorithm, but rather the motion results from
being at the limit of tilt resolution of the RVDT sensor used with the floor feeler; the RVDT signal variation
corresponds to the magnitude of a single digital count. Because the base dimension of the experimental
system is zero, it is physically impossible for the manipulator to balance without some minor motions.
The manipulator proved very resistant to upset; its recovery ability appears to exceed that of a human under
similar magnitude disturbances. Figure 2 records the transient response of the manipulator to a severe
impact applied 0.3 seconds into the record. The manipulator moved forward in order to balance, translating
0.75 meters, and then quickly returned to its original base position. Rotation through a range of 0.25
radians is recorded for the lower arm. The manipulator was also extremely forgiving (compliant) of collision.
The manipulator would bounce lightly off an obstacle and come to rest simply leaning against it. When
commanded to back away from the obstacle, the manipulator would resume balancing as soon as contact
was broken.
Figure 3 records the transient response of the manipulator under the application and removal of a payload
at the tip, with the upper arm near the horizontal; the payload was 0.811 kg, and the tip position was offset
horizontally by 0.8 meters from base position. The time histories of ql and q2 reflect the payload applied at
5 seconds, removed at 13 seconds, and applied again at 19 seconds. The presence, magnitude, and
location of the payload was determined indirectly as discussed in section 2.3; the information was used to
adapt the control scheme by updating the sytem model. Figure 3 shows the trace of this payload estimation
process, which is noteworthy for its accuracy. In this manner it was possible to adapt to large payloads,
demonstrated experimentally with ease up to 3.2 kg, or 25% of the total system weight. A payload
estimation record from ongoing balancing in the absence of payload (not shown) demonstrates a typical
noise level of +26 gin, which is only 0.2% of the system mass.
Another experiment demonstrated the successful development and control of lateral force through the
motion of the system masses. A chain connected the manipulator to a heavy mass on a rough table, and
the manipulator was used to pull the mass against the force of friction through some target distance. The
manipulator developed a lateral force through the movement of its mass center to a point behind its wheel
axis; the system them maintained control through the motion ensuing as the lateral force exceeded the
friction force, in much the same way that a human would pull a heavy weight accross a floor. Another
experiment demonstrated the pickup of the 3.2 kg payload from the floor to an overhead height of 1.8m.
The vertical force required to raise the mass was generated by placing the manipulator system masses at
great eccentricity to the payload; this effect, and subsequent control of the system, closely resembled a
weightlifter's clean-and-jerk.
5. APPLICATION OF MODEL BASED CONTROL TO SYSTEMS WITH FLEXIBLE LINKS
MBC has potential space tele-robotic application for manipulators with flexible links. In principle,
information available from the on line system model can be utilized to adjust controller gains to the current
manipulator configuration. We observe (but do not discuss further) that joint-flexible manipulators, in which
flexibility effects are confined to revolute joints, would be controllable in all configurations. We direct our
2"/
attention at manipulators characterized by linear elastic link bending effects, and presume in our discussion
that lumped parameter modelling can apply. Such manipulators are difficult to control because there are
many additional system degrees-of-freedom (the "deformation variables" introduced in modelling the
flexibility effects) and because some flexural modes may be poorly coupled in the inputs. In this section we
develop specialized equations of motion and discuss the potential for the application of MBC using modal
decomposition.
Flexible manipulators undergo quasi-periodic oscillations due to elastic deformation. These vibrations
develop in response to actuated motions and disturbances. Small vibrations of this type normally
decompose into orthogonal modes. This holds true for a manipulator only if it is not undergoing gross
motion. As a result of the nonlinear manipulator dynamics, oscillations in the structure exhibit cross terms
which negate modal orthogonality. This effect can be deduced from the equations of motion. Equation 1,
the manipulator equations of motion, can be expanded for a manipulator with flexibility; deleting summation
symbols for purposes of clarity, it becomes:
"ti = Dij ijj + Cj/c(i)ilj ill: + gi + Kij qj
for i = 1..... M. (8)
where q also includes required deformation degrees of freedom. Consider a decomposition of the q into a
vibration component, &/, plus an equilibrium trajectory component, q. Substituting into Equation 8 and
segregating the terms for vibration yields:
Zi + &Ci =
Dij qj + Cjk(i)ilj ilk + gi + rij qj
+ DO. E4j + 2Cj,(OiljSil k + Cjk(i) SiljSil k
+ Kij 8qj for i = 1..... M. (9)
Because the equilibrium trajectory portion of the equation by definition satisfies Equation 8, the remaining
terms for the vibration component yield the governing equation of motion for vibrations:
for i = 1..... M. (lO)
We see that velocity cross terms exist if the manipulator is in motion. If the amplitude of vibration is small
the equation linearizes. The D, C, and K are constant and the C./k(i)&_j &lk term is ignored. The free
vibration (i.e. _i = 0) portion of the manipulator motion forms a linear dynamic system:
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for i = l ..... M. (ll)
M
where Bij = _ 2 Cjk(O qj
j=l
The B matrix appears in the role of a damping term, however due to its form no vibrational energy is lost,
only exchanged among the modes. If the manipulator is stationary, qj = 0, then it behaves like an
undamped multiple degree of freedom elastic structure. To achieve stable control it is necessary to use the
system inputs to add damping to the vibration equation.
In principle, such a manipulator would remain amenable to mathematical modeling. The computational
burden of calculating a manipulator stiffness matrix is low compared to calculating the dynamic parameters,
except that for the link flexible manipulator the entire system has more degrees of freedom. However, a
valid control scheme which utilizes the model of the flexible manipulator is significantly more complex that
for its rigid counterpart. Nonlinear decoupling such as achieved by the Computed-Torque method cannot be
anticipated in most cases for flexible systems. Considering next modern control theory methods for pole
placement in Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems, since the system model in MBC can be
continuously updated for the current manipulator configuration, MIMO pole placement control would have
available at all times a model to linearize for control feedback gain calculation. However, preliminary
evaluation of MIMO pole placement indicates that the methods involve numerous matrix inversions, and
would not be suited to online implementation using current microprocessors.
An alternate control scheme to discuss is modal decomposition. Presumably, free vibration mode shapes
can be calculated based on the system model. Once calculated, modal decomposition of the system
dynamic equations and determination of input gains would be straightforward. It appears feasible to
determine control gains by specifying the required modal damping matrix and calculating the resulting
required actuator inputs. The calculation burden for this control scheme is high because of the eigenvector
calculation, but appears to be within the capability of current technology. If proven feasible, this method
represents an excellent solution to the flexible manipulator problem.
6. TRAJECTORY PLANNING FOR UTILIZATION OF INERTIAL EFFECTS
Trajectory planning utilizing inertial effects promises efficiencies of great significance to space applications.
The payload experiments described at the conclusion of section 4 exemplify these efficiencies at an
informal level. More broadly, in this category of trajectory planning one would find minimum energy paths,
minimum energy-density paths, minimum time paths, minimum torque paths, and so on. One would also
find paths which represent favorable matches between actuator capacities and task requirements. This
work is the doctoral research objective of the first author [4] and is currently under investigation. Its pursuit
is supported by the MBC capabilities described herein, but is not a direct extension of them. Therefore this
brief section is less prescriptive and more descriptive than the discussion of MBC for flexible manipulator
control.
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Optimal control can solve certain of these problems, such as the minimum time path, and mathematical
approaches exist which (under restrictions) can solve others, such as the geodesic for the minimum energy
path. Our interest is in approximate approaches which can be framed more generally, and which can be
calculated on-line, though not necessarily in real-time. A number of approaches are being studied,
including evaluation of different abstractions for use as objective functions, and various mappings of inertial
space from which approximate paths might be determined.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The feasibility of utilizing real time Model Based Control (MBC) for robotic manipulators has been
demonstrated. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the control approach, balancing,
and of the payload estimation/adaptation algorithm developed for this effort. The mathematical modeling of
dynamics inherent in MBC permit the control system to perform functions that are impossible with
conventional non-model based methods. These capabilities include:
• Stable control at all speeds of operation;
• Operations requiring dynamic stability such as balancing;
• Detection and monitoring of applied forces without the use of load sensors;
• Manipulator "safing" via detection of abnormal loads;
• Control of flexible manipulators.
This work directly demonstrates the first two capabilities and indicates the feasibility of the additional
capabilities. The control of flexible manipulators is a particularly important potential application because this
problem has proven very difficult to solve. This technology also supports our work on trajectory planning for
favorable utilization of inertial forces.
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Abstract
A discrete-time model reference adaptive control scheme is developed for trajectory track-
ing of robot manipulators. Hyperstability theory is utilized to derive the adaptation laws for the
controller gain matrices. It is shown that asymptotic trajectory tracking is achieved despite gross
robot parameter variation and uncertainties. The method offers considerable design flexibility
and enables the designer to improve the performance of the control system by adjusting free
design parameters. The discrete-time adaptation algorithm is extremely simple and is therefore
suitable for real-time implementation.
1. Introduction
It is recognized that adaptive schemes are effective means of robot control due to their abil-
ity to cope with the highly nonlinear, coupled and time-varying characteristics of robots. This is
specially true in the case of direct drive robots and light weight manipulators where inertia
changes and gravity effects are significant. Research efforts on adaptive control of manipulators
have been concentrated on developing continuous-time control schemes [e.g. 1-9]. In practice
however, robots are controlled by digital computers on discrete-time basis. Digital implementa-
tion of a solution based on continuous-time formulation can result in degradation of performance
and the closed-loop system can even become unstable, especially when the sampling time is not
small. Even if the sampling time could be made sufficiently small, digital implementation of a
discrete-time adaptive scheme is more direct and straightforward.
In this paper, we develop a discrete-time model reference adaptive control scheme for tra-
jectory tracking of robot manipulators. The present approach differs from the previously pub-
lished results [e.g. 10-12] in that the discrete-time adaptive control is developed on the basis of a
general coupled robot model, without linearizing the model or assuming negligible interactions
among robot joints. Furthermore, instead of the conventional Lyapunov approach, hyperstability
theory is utilized to obtain the adaptation laws. The use of hyperstability theory is more appealing
than the Lyapunov approach since it is better suited to discrete-time systems and also offers more
flexibility in design by providing additional free design parameters. These parameters can be
adjusted by the designer to improve the response. Finally, the proposed discrete-time adaptive
control algorithm is extremely simple and computationally fast, and is therefore suitable for real
time digital control of robot manipulators.
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2. Discrete-Time Robot Model
The equation of motion of an n -joint robot manipulator carrying a payload of mass m can be
written as [4,9]
B 2(0,0,m ) 0 + B i(0,0,m) b + B0(0,0,m ) 0(t) = u (t) (1)
where 0(t) and u (t) are the n x l joint angle and joint torque vectors respectively, and B2(.), B 1(.)
and Bo(.) are nxn matrices whose elements are complex nonlinear functions of 0(t) ,0(t) and m(t).
Since 0(t) ,0(t) and re(t) are functions of time, (1) can be expressed as
B2(t) O(t) +B l(t) O(t) +Bo(t) O(t) = u(t) (2)
where B 2(t) ffi B 2(0,0,m ), B l(t) - B l(0,0,m ) and B 0(t) = B 0(0,0,m ) are n ×n time- varying robot
matrices.
Suppose that the robot is controlled by a digital controller. The inputs to the controller are
the reference trajectory represented by the n ×1 vector 0, (k) and the actual joint angle vector 0(k),
where 0,(k) and 0(k) are obtained by sampling 0r(t) and 0(t) at equally spaced time intervals T.
The output of the digital controller is the vector u (k), and is passed through a hold circuit to
obtain the continuous-time signal u (t) where u (t) is constant over the time interval (k-1)T<t<_kT.
In order to obtain the equation relating 0(k) and u (k), we must discretize the robot model (2). A
simple method of discretization is by using the approximations
t_(t)" l[0(k)-0(k-1)] ; "O(t)=-_O(t)=-_[O(k)-20(k-1)+O(k-2)] (3)
Substituting (3) into (2), we obtain
A2(k,T) 0(k-2) +A i(k ,T) 0(k-l) +Ao(k,T) O(k) = u(k) (4)
B2(k) Bi(k) 2B 2(k) Bl(k) B2(k)
where A 2(k ,T) = --, A l(k ,T) = and A 0(k ,T) = B 0(k) -- are n xn
T 2 T T 2 T + T 2
matrices, and B2(k) ,Bl(k ) , Bo(k ) are the values of B2(t), B l(t), Bo(t ) respectively, evaluated at
time t--kT. Note that A2(k,T) is a symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix since B2(t ) is always
SPD [13]. Equation (4) is an accurate discrete-time representation of (1) provided that T is
sufficiently small so that (3) can be used.
For exact discretization, we must find the response 0(t) of the continuous model (2) at time
t=kT and equate it with the response 0(k) of the discrete model (4), [14]. This will ensure that the
two models describe the same robot motion at the sampling times t--kT, k=0,1,2 ..... Although this
procedure provides structural information about the robot discrete-time model, it is extremely
complex and will not be pursued here.
In the analysis to follow, we assume that the equation of the robot with a sampler in its out-
put and a hold circuit in its input can be described by the discrete-time model (4), where Ao(k ,T)
is invertible and the robot matrices are unknown. Since the sampling period is constant, we drop
it for convenience and write (4) as
A 2(k) 0(k-2) + A l(k) 0(k-l) +Ao(k) 0(k) = u (k) (5)
3. Adaptive Control Scheme
In this section, we describe a method for the design of discrete-time adaptive controllers for
the robot model (5) such that the robot joint angle vector 0(k) tracks the reference trajectory
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vector 0, (k) despite variations in the payload and unknown robot model parameters.
Let the n xl joint angle error vector be defined as
Oe(k )=O,.(k )-O(k ) (6)
Substituting (6) into (5), we obtain the equation of the joint angle error as
Oe(k)=aol[-u(k)-al(k)O,(k-1)-a2(k)O,(k-2)+ao(k)Or(k)+Al(k)Or(k-1)+a2(k)Or(k-2)] (7)
Equation (7) suggests that in order to completely influence the joint angle error, we require a con-
trol law of the general form
u (k) = P l(k) O, (k-1)+P2(k) O, (k-2)+Q 0(k) Or (k)+Q l(k) Or(k-1)+Q2(k) 0r (k-2) (8)
where Pl(k),P2(k) are time-varying feedback matrices acting on the joint angle error, and
Qo(k),Q l(k),Q2(k) are time-varying feedforward matrices acting on the reference trajectory, all to
be determined. Note that the discrete-time control law (8) is analogous to the continuous-time
control law using position-velocity feedback and position-velocity-acceleration feedforward [9].
Substituting (8) into (7), we obtain the joint angle error equation for the closed-loop system
0,(k)+affl[Pl(k)+a,(k)] O,(k-1)+affl[p2(k)+a2(k)l 0e(k-2 ) (9)
= aol[ao(k )-Qo(k )]0r(k)+ a_l[al(k )--Q 1(k)]0r(k-1)+ a_l[a2(k )-Q 2(k )] 0, (k-2)
Suppose that the desired performance of the manipulator is represented by
0,,,, (k) + C _0,,,, (k-l) + C 20,,,, (k-2) = 0 (10)
where 0_,,,(k) is the n×l joint angle error vector of the reference model and CI,C 2 are constant
n ×n matrices chosen such that joint angle errors are decoupled and decay with time. In the model
reference adaptive control terminology [15], equations (9) and (10) describe the adjustable sys-
tem and the reference model, respectively. For decoupling of the joint errors , we choose
Cl--diag{cli} and C2=diag{cEi }, i=1,2 ..... n. In order that the errors decay to zero, the roots
_.li , kEi of the characteristic polynomial A(z) of the reference model (10) must lie inside the unit
circle in the complex z-plane, where
I I "A(z)= lnz2+Cl z +C 2 =lI_i(z) (lla)
i=1
and
5i(z ) = z 2 + c li z + c2i = (Z+kli)(z+L2i) (1 lb)
Thus the diagonal elements of the matrices C1 and C2 are
¢1i =_'li"k_2i ; C2i =_'li_V2i , i=1,2 ..... n (llc)
where Ik_i I<1 , 1_2i I<1 for the stability of the reference model.
The solution to (10) is
0,,,, (k) = O,,, (k) 0,,,, (0) (12)
where O,,,(k) is the transition matrix of the reference model (10) and 0e,,,(0) is the initial value of
the reference model. If 0,,,, (0) is chosen to be zero, 0_,,, (k) becomes identically equal to zero, i.e.
0,,,, (k) - 0 for all k_>0, due to the stability of the reference model. The objective is now to devise
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an adaptation scheme such that the robot joint angle error dynamics 0,(k) governed by (9)
approaches that of the reference model dynamics (10) in which 0,,,, (k)-ffi0. In order to achieve this
objective, we define the deviation between the ideal and the actual errors as
e(k ) = 0e,,, (k) - 0, (k) (13)
Combining (9), (10) and (13), we obtain
where
e(k) + C l e(k-1) + C2 e(k-2) + w (k) = 0
w(k) = [c
+Ao'[Ao(k )'Qo(k )] 0r(k )+ A_l[a l(k )--Q l(k )]0r(k-1)+
mWl(k)+w2(k)+'" +ws(k)
I-A o-l(A l(k)+P l(k))] 0e (k-l)+ [C2-A ffl (A2( k)+P2(k ))] 0e (k-2)
affl[a2(k)---Q2(k)] 0r (k-2)
(14a)
(14b)
The adaptation problem is to find the feedback gain matrices Pi(k), P2(k) and the feedfor-
ward gain matrices Qo(k), Ql(k), Q2(k) such that the adaptation error dynamic (14) is stable, i.e.
e(k) approaches zero asymptotically. If this is achieved, the joint angle error vector 0,(k)
becomes equal to the reference model error vector 0e,,,(k)_0, implying that 0e(k)=0, hence
0(k)=0, (k) and trajectory tracking occurs.
The state-space representation of (14) is
e(k) J = -Cz-C_ Le(k-1)J-
Now consider the adaptation algorithm
(e(k-l)l
v(k)=D [ e(k) J (16)
w(k)=Wl(v,O,)O,(k-1)+W2(v,Oe)O,(k-2)+W3(v,Or)Or(k)+W4(v,Or)Or(k-1)+Ws(v ,Or)Or(k-2) (17)
where v(k) is an n×l vector, D is a constant nx2n matrix to be determined, and
Wl(v ,0,) ..... Ws(v ,0,) are n×n matrices, also to be determined. In order to ensure that the adap-
tation dynamics described by (15)-(17) is stable so that the adaptation error approaches zero
asymptotically, we utilize the Popov hyperstability theory. This theory requires that the dynamic
equations of the adaptation process be arranged in a feedback configuration. The forward block
must contain only linear time-invariant dynamic equations while the feedback block can contain
nonlinear time-varying dynamic equations. In the robot control problem under consideration, the
forward block has the input w(k), the output v(k) and is described by (15)-(16). The nonlinear
feedback block is described by (17).
Accordinjg to the hyperstability theory, the adaptation algorithm (15)-(17) is stable in the
sense that Lira I e(k-1)l = 0 if the following two conditions are satisfied:
k_:_L eUc) J
Condition 1 : The transfer function matrix of the forward block H(z)=z D (zl2n -C) -1B is
c_[o [0]strictly positive real (SPR), where - -C 2 -C and B = l_ •
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Condition 2 : The input-output of the feedback block satisfies the inequality )".vr(k)w(k)> _.[2
k=0
for all k 1, where T is an arbitrary finite constant and the superscript T denotes the transposition.
Using proportional plus integral type adaptation for the gain matrices, it is shown in the
appendix that the following algorithm that satisfies conditions 1 and 2
P l(k) = P l(k-1) + 0e (k) 0T(k-1)E IP + 0, (k-l) 0T(k-2)[E lt-E 1e ] (18a)
P2(k) = e2(k-1) + 0, (k) 0T(k-2)e2e + 0, (k-l) OT(k-3)tezt-E2e ] (18b)
ao(k) = a0(k-1) + 0,(k) 07(k)Fop + 0, (k-l) Orr(k-1)[eot-Foe] (18c)
a l(k ) = Q l(k-1) + 0, (k) 0T(k-1)F tP + I_, (k-l) 0rT(k-2)[F tt-F iv ] (18d)
a 2(k ) = a 2(k-l) + 0, (k) 0T(k-2)F 27 + 0, (k-l) 0,r(k-3)[F 21-F 2p ] (18e)
and
I_, (k) = R 2 0e (k-l) +R 3 0e(k) (18f)
where EopEot ..... F2e and F_ are SPD adaptation gain matrices and the subscripts P and I
denote proportional and integral parts, respectively. R2 and R 3 are nxn diagonal matrices whose
diagonal elements r 2i and r 3i are obtained from
r2i = OLi _li _2i (_'1i + _['2i) (19a)
r3i = Oti (1 + _,li _L2/) i=1,2 ..... n (19b)
where cti are positive constants and _1i, g2i are the eigenvalues of the error reference model
chosen such that I_,li I<1 , 1_.2i I<1, as explained before. Note that the feedback gains depend only
on the joint angle error vector, whereas the feedforward gains depend both on the joint angle vec-
tor and the reference trajectory vector. A block diagram of the adaptive control scheme is shown
in Figure 1.
Equations (8), (18) and (19) constitute the adaptation control algorithm. The SPD matrices
Eop , Eo! ..... F2p, F2t, the positive scalars cq. and the eigenvalues _i, g2i must be specified by
the designer. A simple structure for the above matrices is the diagonal structure. Furthermore, a
particularly simple expression for 6, (k) is obtained if the eigenvalues of the reference model are
_Lli=_.2i=O , i=1,2 ..... n. This corresponds to the so called "dead-beat control", and in this case
(18f) simplies to
l_e(k)=RaOe(k ) ; R3=diag{txi} (20)
Larger values of the elements of the matrices Eop .... ,F2t and the scalars otz correspond to higher
adaptation gains and make the errors decay faster. However, if unmodeled dynamics are present,
high adaptation gains can excite unmodeled dynamics, resulting in instability. Thus the design
parameters must be selected based on a compromise between speed of adaptation and stability
considerations.
It is seen that the adaptive control laws given by (8), (18) and (19) are extremely simple and
are suitable for real time control. Furthermore the complex robot dynamics or robot parameters
are not required for the generation of control torques. The adaptation algorithm ensures that the
closed-loop system remains stable and that trajectory tracking occurs provided the rate of adapta-
tion of controller gains is higher than the rate of change of robot matrices. For example, the
matrices of many industrial robots do not change appreciably over time intervals of about ten
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milliseconds,in whichcasethecontrolleradaptationtimecanbeafew milliseconds.
5. Conclusions
An adaptive control scheme is developed using a general discrete-time model of robot mani-
pulators. The control scheme utilizes only joint position-velocity measurements and the reference
position, and does not require knowledge of the payload or the robot characteristics. The adapta-
tion laws are derived using hyperstability theory which guarantees asymptotic trajectory tracking
despite gross robot parameter variations. The controller gains are independent of the robot param-
eters provided that the gain adaptation is sufficiently fast.
The method offers considerable flexibility in design by providing many free design parame-
ters. These parameters can be adjusted by the designer to improve the response and to increase
the speed of adaptation. The discrete-time adaptive control algorithm is extremely simple and
computationally fast, and is therefore suitable for real time digital control of robot manipulators.
Extensive computer simulation studies using a model of a direct drive manipulator have shown
that the discrete-time adaptive scheme performs satisfactorily despite gross payload variations
and unknown robot parameters.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we derive the gain adaptation algorithm (18). Consider Condition 1 and
write H (z) as
H(z)=z D (z12,t -C)-IB =DB +DC (zl2n-C)-lB (21)
Now, H (z) is SPR if the exists 2n x2n symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices R and M, n xn
matrix K and 2nxn matrix L such that [15, Lemma B.4-2]
CTRC - R = - LL T - M (22)
BTRC + KTL T = DC (23)
KT K = (DB ) + (DB )r _ B TRB (24)
The problem is to choose the matrices R, M, K, L and D to satisfy (22)-(24). Let
R = R2 R ; Rl=diag{rli} ' R2=diag{r2i} ' R3=diag{r3i]
where R 1, R2 and R 3 are diagonal nxn matrices whose diagonal elements are rli > 0, r_ > 0 and
r3i > 0; i=1,2 ..... n. This particular structure ensures that R is SPD and simplifies the derivations,
as will be seen. Substituting R and B in (24), we have
KTK = R T =R 3
or K = diag {_-_3i} and thus the matrix K is found to satisfy (24). Next we choose D = ( R 2 R 3 )
and substitute for D, B, R, C and K in (23) to obtain L = 0. Thus L is also found and (23) is
satisfied. Now we consider (22), and in order to obtain explicit relationship between the elements
of R and the given matrices C and M, we select the following structures
M ; M1 =diag{mli} ' M2=diag{m2i}
1 ; 2 = diag {c 2i} , 1 = diag {c li}
0 In
C = _C 2 -C 1 C C
Substituting for R ,C and M in (22) and solving, we obtain
mi 2 mi
rli =mli +--CEi(l+c2i) , r2i =--c2icli
c i ci
where
;mli ,m2i >0
mi
, r3i =--(1+c2i ) (25a)
ci
m i =(mli+m2_.)>O ; c i =(1--C2i)[(1+C22)2--C?il (25b)
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Thecharacteristicpolynomialof thereferencemodel(10) is
A(z)=Iz21. +Clz +C21 = I-I i (z)
i=l
(26a)
where
_i (Z) = Z 2 + C li Z + ¢ 2i = (Z +_'li )(Z +_.t2i )
Since the reference model is stable, i.e. I _.1i I < 1, I Lzi I < 1, we must have
18i (0) 1<1 6i (1)>0 5i (-1)>0
(26b)
or
Ic0/ I<1 , (l+cli+c2i)>O, (1--6" li--C2i )>0 (27)
m li+m2i
,i=1,2 ..... n where ai are
Ci
Inequalities (27) imply that ci in (25b) is positive. Let oti -
positive numbers, then using (25) and (26b) we have
r li = m li -I-_i (_,1i _,2i )2(1+_,1i _ ) (28a)
r 2i = (Xi _'li _r2i (_'1i +_2/) (28b)
r3i = ai (l+_,li _2i) (28c)
Note that the acquired rli ,r2i and r3i are positive, and thus R 1, R2, R3 and consequently R are all
SPD. We conclude that Condition 1 is satisfied by choosing D in the adaptation algorithm (16)
as D = ( R 2 R 3 ) where the elements of R 2 and R 3 are given by (28b) and (28c), respectively.
In order to satisfy Condition 2, we select the matrices _Fl(V ,0, ) ..... _t'5(v ,0,) in (17 accord-
ing to the following proportional plus integral (summation) adaptation law
k-I
=Gv(k)Or,(k-1)Elv +G_v(l)O,r(l-1)Eit (29a)
l=O
k-I
= Gv (k)oTe(k-2)E 2e + G E v (l)0T(l-2)E21 (29b)
l=0
k-I
= Gv (k)O_(k)Foe + G Y'.v (l)O_(l )Fat (29c)
l=0
k-I
= Gv (k)O_(k-1)F1e + G Y.v (l)O,r(l-1)Flt (29d)
l=O
k-1
= Gv (k)07(k -2)F2p + G E v (l)0rr(l-2)F21 (29e)
l=0
Vl(V ,Oe)= C 1 - Affl I A l(k )+P l(k)]
_F2(v ,0e ) = C 2 - AfflIA2(k )+P 2(k)]
W3(v ,Or) = a fill a o(k)--Q o(k )]
W4(v,Or)=Affl[al(k)-Ql(k)]
Ws(V,Or)=aol[a2(k)'-Q2(k) 1
where G, E 1e , E it ..... F2p , F21 are SPD matrices, and the subscripts P and / denote propor-
tional and integral terms, respectively.
Consider the first term in the expression for w(k), i.e. wl(k) given in (14b). Using (29a), we
have
_,vT(k)wl(k)= vT(k)Gv(k)OTe(k-1)E1pOe(k-1)+vT(k)G_,v(1)oTe(l-1)EuOe(k-1 (30)
k =O l =O
It is seen that the proportional term produces two quadratic forms vr(k)Gv(k) and
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Oe(k-1)rEipOe(k-1) which arebothpositivefor all kk>0. Similarly, it can be shown [15, Appen-
kl
dix D] that the integral term produces quadratic forms and thus _vr(k)wl(k)>O. Since
kffi0
w2(k) ..... ws(k) in (14b) and (17) have structures similar to wl(k), we have
kt
_vT(k)wj(k) >0,j=l,2 ..... 5. We conclude that Condition 2 is satisfied due to the particular
k=0
choices in (29).
Let us chose G =A_ 1 , define the change in the gain matrices due to adaptation at time k as
APl(k)=Pl(k)-Pl(k-1 ) ..... AQ2(k)=Q2(k)-Q2(k-1), and denote the corresponding changes in the
robot matrices by AA0(k), AA l(k) and AA2(k). Then after simplifications, we obtain from (29)
Iv(k-l) OT(k-2)-v(k) 0,r(k-1) 1 E1p - v (k-l) Or(k-2)Elt (31a)AP I(k)+AA l(k )-AAo(k )C l
Iv (k-l) OT(k-3)-v(k) 0T(k-2)] E2e - v (k-l) 0T(k-3)E it (31b)AP 2(k )+AA 2(k )--AAo(k )C 2 =
AQo(k)_AAo(k)=[v(k_l)OrT(k_l)-v(k)OT(k)lFop -v(k-1)OT(k-1)Fo, (31c)
Iv(k-1) OT(k-2)-v(k)OT(k-1)l F1p -v (k-l)0T(k-2)FI, (31d)AQ I(k )-AA i(k ) =
Iv(k-l) OT(k-3)-v(k) 0r(k-2) 1 F2p -v(k-1)0T(k-3)Fzt (31e)AQ2(k )_/_kA 2(k )=
In order to make the controller gain matrices independent of the robot matrices, we assume that
the changes in the robot matrices is much smaller than the corresponding changes in the gain
matrices due to adaptation, i.e.
AP i(k ) >> AA I(k)-AA 0(k)C I..... AQ 2(k ) >> AA 2(k) (32)
This assumption is valid if the adaptation rate is sufficiently fast or equivalently, if the robot
matrices are slowly time-varying. The vector v(k)in (31) is obtained from (16) as
v (k) = R 2 e(k-1) + R 3 e(k ) (33)
which in view of (13) with 0,m(k)_=0, is
v (k) = - (R 20` (k -1) + R 30, (k)) ffi- 1_,(k) (34)
Finally, using (31), (32) and (34), we obtain the gain adaptation laws given by (18).
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Abstract :
In this paper a decentralized trajectory controller for robotic manipulators is designed m.d
tested using a multiprocessor architecture and a PUMA 560 robot arm. The controller is made up
of a nominal model-based component and a correction component based on a variable structure
suction control approach. The second control component is designed using bounds on the difference
between the used and actual values of the model parameters. Since the continuous manipulator
system is digitally controlled along a trajectory, a discretized equivalent model of the manipulator is
used to derive the controller. The motivation for decentralized control is that the derived algorithms
can be executed in parallel using a distributed, relatively inexpensive, architecture where each joint
is assigned a microprocessor. Nonlinear interaction and coupling between joints is treated as a
disturbance torque that is estimated and compensated for.
1. Introduction :
Strategies for designing manipulator controllers can generally be classified according to the
degree of their dependence on the availability of reasonably accurate manipulator models. While
some of these schemes, such as those based on systems with variable structure [1-10], model
referenced [11,12], and self tuning controllers [13,14], are not necessarily model-based, others [15-22]
depend to a varying extent on the availability of such models. Although controllers that belong to the
first class are clearly robust to model inaccuracies, such schemes often disregard useful information
embodied in the dynamic equations. Some of these approaches, however, have recently taken account
of manipulator dynamics [2,4,5,11,12,22] in the form of additional nonlinear feedback. Model-based
robot controllers, on the other hand, such as the computed torque control [15], are susceptible to
deviations of the used model parameters from their actual values. More general nonlinear model-
based control approaches [16,17] rely on using the complicated Lagrange-Euler inverse dynamic
equations in real time. As a result, additional model inaccuracies are introduced if and when
simplified versions of the L-E equations are used. Relatively few studies [17] have investigated the
robustness of these control schemes to model parameter uncertainty.
It is generally agreed to in the literature that compensation for model inaccuracies is necessary to
improve the robustness of model-based controllers. One form of such compensation, among others,
is the use of the theory of systems of variable structure (VS) to compute auxiliary (or substitute)
control signals. Many attempts in designing robotic VS controllers have relied on neglecting major
components of the coupling torques between manipulator joints. Compensation for such torques is
often left to the VS controller to achieve. The controller performance, however, can be significantly
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improvedif estimatesof thesetorquesarealsofed forwardto compensatefor them. While some
effortshaveignoredall componentsof the coupling torques (gravity as well as inertia and velocity
coupling torques) and treated them as disturbances that can be compensated for by the VS controller
[1,3,6,9,10], others have relied on direct computation of gravity torques [5] or have made use of the
full set of dynamic equations [2,4,7,8]. The latter approach depends on the complexity of the
manipulator dynamics and implementation of the control schemes of [2,4,7,8] for manipulators other
than the used simple two and three link robots is computationally expensive. Most of the developed
VS manipulator controllers have been tested by simulation using very simple (two or three link)
robotic structures [1-3,6-10]. By contrast, few efforts have been tested experimentally using actual
robot arms [5]. The majority of the reported analyses in this area use continuous time models
[1,2,4,6-10] and ignore the effects of friction and damping encountered by the joint motors. Since
the robot system is a continuous one that is digitally controlled along a trajectory (or towards a
desired position), however, a discretized equivalent (or a sampled data) model of the manipulator is
most relevant to this problem.
In this paper, a discretized equivalent model of the continuous robotic system is used at the
joint level, taking into consideration all dynamic nonlinearities and sampling effects, to develop a
decentralized linear time-varying controller. The motivation for decentralized control is that the
developed control algorithms can be executed in parallel using a distributed, relatively inexpensive,
architecture while avoiding the burden of computing a global nonlinear manipulator model in
real time. Time schedules of the feedback gains and feedforward terms are computed off-line by
computing the inverse dynamics along the desired trajectory. Due to uncertainty in some dynamic
parameters, however, such as link inertial parameters, some coefficients of the discrete model are
not exactly known. These coefficients also change as the robot configuration and load change. This
is where the developed controller is modified using a variable structure suction control approach
to compensate for model inaccuracies. The approach of this paper makes use of the knowledge
of the model form and some of its poles and zeros. This results in a reduction of the number of
unknown parameters and more a_curate system representation. The developed controller is tested
using a multiprocessor architecture and a six joint PUMA 560 robot arm. Each joint is assigned a
microprocessor board based on an Intel 8086 processor. The parallel operation of the six processors
is synchronized by a common clock. In section 2 of this paper the discrete manipulator model is
presented along with the model-based controller. The VS-based controller is developed in section
3. Finally, section 4 presents the experimental testing of the developed controller.
2. A Discretized Equivalent Model and a Controller for a Manipulator Joint :
2.1. The Discrettzed Equivalent Model :
The discretized equivalent manipulator model developed in [21] is adopted in this paper since it is
thought to account for nonlinear arm dynamics, joint motor electrical and mechanical characteristics,
damping factors, friction, interference torque between joints, and sampling effects. A block diagram
of this model with possible digital compensation and feedback filters is shown in Figure 1. The
control voltage, V is output by each microprocessor joint controller to a digital-to-analog converter
(DAC) which acts as a zero order hold (Z.O.H.) device. The DAC output voltage, _/rDAC, is applied
through a linear voltage amplifier to the joint motor input. V_ and Vm are the armature and motor
voltages, R_ and L_ are the armature resistance and inductance, I_ is the armature current, k_ is
the motor voltage constant, r is the torque applied by the motor shaft, zd is the disturbance torque
observed at the motor shaft which includes inertia and velocity coupling, gravity, friction, and other
disturbance torques, J is the effective inertia at the motor shaft, B is the effective damping factor,
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n is the gear ratio, k' is a conversion constant, 0, and 8d are the actual and desired joint positions,
and 7_ is a feedforward compensation for rd. The system inside the dashed line is continuous while
the one outside is described by the digital hardware and software used to control the joint.
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Figure 1. A Dtscretized Equivalent Joint Model
Assuming that J can be approximated by a constant within each sampling interval, the following
transfer functions are obtained [21]
kk' 1
nk. R_------Js(s + st ) '
where 81 = _ "_- _ --
k
H(s)- O_(s) F'(s) = VDAC(S) _ k_----_vo.o(s)
S 2 4J k_ L_ J (1.b)
where the inertia Ji and disturbance torque rd, encountered by the rotor of joint i, are
D. r_ - D. 0_
Ji = _ + J., and rd, -- + rl, (2)
TIi l_i
where D. and ri are the self inertia and torque of joint i computed using the inverse dynamic
equations [15,22], J_,, rs, , and n_ are the rotor inertia, friction torque, and gear ratio of joint i.
Using an exact mapping of poles and zeros from the s plane into the z plane, (z = e°T , where T is
the sampling period), the discretized equivalents of the transfer functions (1) are [21]
(--_) kH'-l(l "Jc "-1) (3.a,H(z) = 0,(z) _ (1 - z_X) Z _ (1 z-Z)(1 pl z-l)vo.oCz) - -
rd(Z) _ (l_ z_X)z ( F'(s) _ _ kF,Z_ 1 (3.b)F'(z) -
Tkk'(1-p,) kF,-- k (3.c)
where pt = e-"T , kit = 2nk_JR, sz ' k_R_
where the gains k_ and kr, are computed such that the steady state discrete system response is
equal to the sampled steady state continuous system response.
2.2. The Digital Linear Time-Varying Controller :
Given the transfer functions (3) that represent a manipulator joint, the control task is to design
the digital filters F(z), D(z), G(z), and a dynamics-based feedforward control signal such that 0_
tracks 8d as closely as possible. To perform this task it is necessary here to note the timing of
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the model operation. At sample point n a desired position Ca(n) and an estimated feedforward
term r_(n) that compensates for rd are input to the system while the actual joint position e,(n) is
observed. It is desired that the actual position at the next sample time (n-t-l) be equal to the desired
position input to the system at the current sample time i.e. eo(n-b 1) : Od(n). To achieve this it is
necessary to estimate a discrete input, r_(n), that is equivalent to rd ahead of time to compensate
for rd between the two sample times. This feedforward compensation signal is computed off-line
using the robot inverse dynamic equations. Hence, it is desired first to have rd(z) -- z-lr_(z). As a
result, one gets [21]
F(z) = V(z) z -1 1 (4.a)
-
After simple manipulations, the filters DCz) and G(z) that result in the response e_(z)= z-XOd(z)
are found to be [21]
G(z)- 1 and D(z)-- kF, 1--plZ -1
i__ _ (4.b)
The feedback control is then written as
1 1-plz-1 (5)
V(z) = D(z)F(z)[Od(z)-O_(z)]+ F(z)r_(z) with D(z)F(z) - kH 1 + z -_
In the discrete time domain, the controller is written as
1 1
V(,,)- k_. (n) [AO(,',) -p_ (,.)_0(,', - 1)] + _[,'_," (n) + r,? (,,,- 1)]- VCn- 1) (6.,',)
where AOCn) = Od(n) - O_,(n) (6.b)
and superscript u denotes used (as opposed to actual) values. It remains, however, to compute the
feedback gains k_ (n), p_(n), and r_(n). Since the only information available to a joint controller
in a decentralized control environment is that generated off-line, estimates of these parameters are
computed off-line, when the desired trajectory is generated, and later used in real time to implement
the controller (6). This scheme is based on a computed torque approach and, as a result, is susceptible
to the potential problems facing a computed torque approach. The most serious problem of these is
the difference between the values of J and rd along the actual path and their nominal (used) values
along the desired path. To address this problem, the controller (6) is modified using the theory of
systems of variable structure (VS) to compensate for parameter uncertainty. The modified controller
is developed in the next section.
3. Development of The Variable Structure Controller :
The purpose of the VS-based controller introduced in this section is to modify the controller
(6) such that deviations of the used model parameters from their actual values are compensated for.
The basic form of the controller (6) is, however, maintained since it is based on the actual model
form which is known. An appropriate sliding surface and a switching variable are selected in terms
of the joint tracking error and a suction control strategy [2,4] is used in the discrete time domain to
design the controller such that the switching variable and tracking error converge to zero. First, the
model (3) is written in the discrete time domain in terms of the actual model parameter values as
O_(n) --0_(n - 1) -t-pl(n - 1)10_(n - 1) - 0_(n - 2)1
-t- kH(n 1)[V(n 1) -t-V(n- 2)] IcH(n - 1) [r_(n _ 1) ÷ r_(n- 2)] (7)
kr
and the switching surface for each joint i is defined as
s(n) -- e(n) --I-_XeCn- 1) , eCn) -- O,_(n- 1) - 9,_(n) (S)
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such that the trajectory tracking error decays exponentially when the switching variable is driven to
zero. The switching variable s is "sucked _ to zero using a discretized version of the suction control
strategy outlined in the continuous time domain in [2,4]. Namely, the controller is designed so that
s(n- 1) [sen) - s(n- 1)] < 0 (9)
such that s(n) > sen- 1) ifs(n- 1) < 0 and sen) < s(n- 1) ifs(n- 1) > 0. Condition (9) is
not sufficient for the convergence of s(n) to zero. If Is(n) - s(n - 1)1 can, however, be shown to be
bounded by a small positive number 6 then sen) can also be easily shown to be bounded by a small
positive number 8' using condition (9). To show this, we write
Is(-) - sCn- 1)1=le(-) - ,,(- - 1) + _[e(n - 1) - e(n - 2)]1
=10.,,(-- 1) - Od(n -- 2) -- [O=(n) - O_(n - 1)]
+ _{Od(".-- 2) -- ed(n- 3) - [e,,.Cn- 1) - 0,_(,..,.- 2)]}.1
<10,,(- 1)- O,,(n- 2)1+ IO,.(n)- Oo(n- 1)1
+ IAl[lOd("--2) -- O,,,(n- 3)1+ IO.(n- 1) - 0°(_--2)1]
<a,.+ a:_+ I_lCa_+ a,) < a
where the magnitude of the upper bound 6 is determined by the speed of the desired trajectory,
the manipulator mechanical time constants, and the sampling frequency. It is clear that 6 decreases
with increasing sampling frequency. For example, if the desired and actual joint speeds are bounded
by 10 rad/s and the sampling frequency is 100 Hz, then Is(n) - s(n - 1)1 is bounded by 0.25 radians
for A -- 0.25. It is clear that as the sampling frequency increases infinitely, condition 10 tends to the
suction control condition s_ < 0 of [4]. Although the condition
sC-) [s(.) - s(.- I)] < o (9)'
is more attractive since it ensures that 0 > sen) > s(n - 1) if sCn - 1) < 0 and 0 < sen) < sCn - 1)
if s(n - 1) > 0, the design of a controller that would satisfy condition (9)' is quite complicated
mathematically (as will be clear from the proof of Lemma 1.). Next, we proceed to design a
controller that satisfies condition (9). First, the following set of upper bounds on model parameter
deviations is defined
> k_,(.) > I
-, _>I _>Ip;(n)-piC-)l , _>I._"(-)-_(-)I , .>o
- k. (.) - _ - ' - - -
The variable structure controller that satisfies condition (9) is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 1 : The control
1 [ 2 (_- a/a ) ]V(n)_k_r(n) a+l/---_aul(n)+a +l-_lu,(n)l+t_lO,,(n)-O.(n-1)l sons(n)
1 .r, u
- v(n - I) + _L d (n) + r3"(.- t) + 27 son sCn)]
where u, Cn) : OdCn)- Oa(n)- p'_Cn)[O=(n)- O,_(n-- 1)]- (I- A)eCn)- AeCn- 1)
Satisfies the convergence condition (9).
Proof : Using the controller (11), the closed loop system response (7) is rewritten as
k. (n - 1) 2
O"(n)--k_H(n, 1) c_+ 1/_[Oa(n-, 1)--(1-- _)eCn-- 1)- Ae(n- 2)]
( kuCn- 1) 2 [l+p,;Cn_l)l}O.Cn_l )+ l+p,(n-1)- k_Cn-1) a+I/_
_ [pz (n _ l) _ kH (n -- l) 2 • u( n 1)]8,,(n 2)k_(n 1)a4i/[_ p* -
(10)
(ll.a)
(ll.b)
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kxCn-1) (_ -lla 1+ak_Cn I) ¥11aNxCn-l)l+_IS_(n-1)-O.(n-2)l ,g..Cn-l)
k,_(n 1) [r_(n - 1) - r_(n - 1) + r_(n - 2) - r_=(n - 2) - 2"7 sgn s(n - 1)]1
v_
Using equation (12)and definingthe followingquantities,
ku(n) *fiCn) = pxCn) - p;(n) _(n) = 6(n) - _=(n)
_(n)- k_(n) '
the increasein the valueofthe switchingvariables between saxnpletimes n-1 and n is
s(n) - sCn- I) =eCn) - C1 - A)e(n- I)- AeCn- 2)
=OdCn-- 1) - O.(n) - (1 - A)e(n- 1) - Ae(n- 2)
----(1 2f(n- 1))o -l- 1"/-_ [Od(n -- 1) -- (1 -- A)e(n -- I) -- Ae(n -- 2)]
- [1 2f(n- 1)a + I/a + 1oI(n - I) 2f(n_l/1--)_P'_(n-a-I- 1)] O,_(n- 1)
(12)
(13)
[:_1,o ]
-af(n-1) -__l/alulCn-1)l+Dla.Cn-1)-a.Cn-2)l sOns(n-I)
+ ku(n- 1)[_(n_ l) + _(n- 2) - 2"7son s(n - 1)]
=(1 2t(n- 1))aW 1-/-_ ux(n- 1) -*fl(n - 1)[O.(n- 1) - O.(n- 2)]
- at(n- l) -__l/alul(n-1)l+31O.(n-1)-O.(n-2)l sgns(n-1)
+ kH(n- 1)[_(n_ 1) 4- _(n- 2)- 2"7 sgn s(n- 1)]
= -(1 2f(n- 1)_- ul(n- 1)- af(n- 1) 1/aa
---7--7_., lul(n - 1)1 agn s(n - 1)
I
\ a + / tl/aa
-*f_(n- 1)[e.(n- 1)-Oo(n- 2)]
-_t(n-1)#IO_(n-I)-O_(n-2)I_gns(n-l)
+ ku (n- 1)
_i [_(n - 1) + _(n - 2) - 27 sgn s(n - 1)] (14)
Hence,
to(n) =sCn- 1)[sCn)- sCn- 1)]
=[(l 2g(n-I);¥T/X __son [.x(n- -l/a]/ 1)s(n- l)]-at(n-l)_ 1/ajlux(n-l)s(n- 1)1
- [,fix(n- 1) sgn {s(n- 1)[O_(n - 1)- O.(n- 2)]} + af(n- 1)/_] x
IsCn- 1)[0,,(n- 1) - $.(n - 2)]1
ku (n - 1)
+ _F {[_(n - 1) + ?_(n - 2)1 sgn s(n - 1) - 2"_)lsCn- 1)1
=a(n)Nx(n- 1)s(n - l)l + bCn)lsCn- 1)[0,,(n - 1)- $,,(n- 2)]1 + dn)ls(=- l)l (15)
and _(n), n > O, will be shown to be negative by showing that a(n), b(n), and c(n), are negative.
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I. To show thata(n) isnegative,we need to show that
+ 2f(.-1)I< I/ )I
Sincethe righthand sideof inequality(16)ispositive,two casesare at hand
a) Ifa + 1/a - 2f(n - 1) > 0, then we need to show that
1) 1)- f(.- 1)
or 1/ci- f( n - 1) <cl[cif(n- 1)- 1]
or 1- af(n- 1) <a2laf(n- 1)- 11
This inequality is satisfied since a 2 > 4-1. Hence, a(n) is negative.
b) Ifa + lla - 2f(n - I) < 0,then we need to show that
2f(n- 1)-a- 1lot <c_2fCn - 1) - f(n- 1)
or cialclf(n- 1)-I- 11 >3clf(n- 1)- 1
3af(n - 1) - 1
or o_2 >
af(n - 1)+ 1
but 3af(n-1)-I <3a 2-1
af(n- 1) + 1 a2 + 1
3a 2 - I
_ot 2
and a2 + 1
since a I + a 2 - 3a 2 + 1 ----(as - 1) 2 _> 0
Hence, a(n) is negative.
2. To show that b(n) is negative, we need to show that
(-- 1)1< 1)#
This inequality is satisfied since I/_x(n - 1)1 < _ and c_f(n- 1) > 1 by definitions (10).
3. c(n), n > 0, is negative since I_(n)l < "_ by definition (10).
Hence, itisseenthat _:(n)< 0,n > 0,and condition(9)issatisfied.
(16)
Q.E.D.
The next sectionpresentsthe experimentaltestingofthe developed controller.
4. An Example : A PUMA 560 Manipulator :
To obtainmodel parametersfora PUMA 560 arm, the motor and armature circuitparameters
kv, Jr, and L_, were obtained from the manufacturer. R_ was measured foreach jointby applying
a DC voltageat the DAC output and measuring the armature currentwhen no motion took place.
To obtainthe damping factorand frictiontorque foreach jointa DC voltagewas applied at the
DAC output and the armature currentand jointspeed were measured. The resultingdata points
ofcurrentversusspeed yieldedB_ and rs,usingregressiontechniques.The linearvoltageamplifier
gain was set to 4. Itwas alsonecessaryto adopt a setof linkdynamic parameters. There are few
reported effortsdirectedat identifyingparameters not suppliedby manufacturers such as inertial
parameters and centroidcoordinates.While some oftheseeffortsadopt directgeometricapproaches
[22],othersrelyon experimentalidentificationfthese parameters [23-25].Many approximations
are made in [22]about linkmass distributionand component shapes. Identificationtechniques
requireacceleration,torque,and forcesensorsand the resultsoftenbear a lotof noise[24].In this
paper, linkmasses were obtained from the manufacturer. Most of the centroidcoordinatesand
inertialparameters reported in [22]were thought to be reasonablyaccurateand were used. All of
the used model parameters forthe used PUMA 560 arm are listedin [21].a, _, and A were set to
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2, 0.2, and 0.25 respectively for all joints. '7 was set to 0.5 N.m for the first three joints and 0.05
N.m for the last three joints.
The desired trajectory for the arm was specified by a cartesian path and a desired velocity
profile for the end--effector. The path, sampled every 30 ms, consisted of three curves defined in the
arm base frame. The first curve was a semicircle that started at (x,y,z)--(15,75,10)cm and ended
at (5,65,-10)cm. The point (x,y,z)--(10,50,0)cm was in the motion plane and the semicircle followed
was the one closer to this point. The end-effector accelerated from rest to a velocity of 0.35 m/s
in the first 3 segments (90 ms), cruised at this speed for 34 segments, and decelerated to rest in
the last 3 segments. The hand approach vector, a, was required to change from (0,0.9798,-0.2) to
(0,0.9798,0.2) by requiring the angle
az
= tan- 1
v -a:
to change from -11.5 ° to 11.5 ° by accelerating in the first 3 segments, cruising at a constant speed
in the middle 34 segments, and decelerating to rest in the last 3 segments. The second curve was a
straight line that ended at (x,y,z)--(-5,S5,-15)cm. The approach vector, a, changed to (0,0.9539,0.3).
All velocity profiles were similar to those of the first curve except for the numbers of acceleration,
constant speed, and deceleration segments which were 9, 7, and 9 respectively, and the end-effector
constant speed which was 0.48 m/s. The third curve was a semicircle that ended at the initial arm
configuration of the first curve. The point (x,y,z)--(5,60,-2.5)cm was in the motion plane and the
semicircle followed was the one closer to this point. All velocity profiles were similar to those of the
first curve except for the numbers of acceleration, constant speed, and deceleration segments which
were 5, 45, and 5 respectively. The arm stayed at rest for 5 segments between each two curves. The
corresponding desired joint trajectories are shown in Figure 2. The used PUMA arm was driven
very close to its maximum speed.
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Figure 2. Desired Joint Trajectories
The arm was sampled every 10 ms and desired joint positions were generated every 10 ms by
linear interpolation between their values stored for use every 30 ms. The feedback gains computed
off-line were used three times within the 30 ms intervals each 10 ms (i.e. T=0.01 sec). The
computation delay at each sampling interval was 1.00 ms. The joint trajectory tracking errors
resulting from this experiment are shown in Figure 3. The tracking error is bounded by 2 degrees
for joints 1 and 2, 4 degrees for joint 3, 0.5 degrees for joint 4, 1.5 degrees for joint 5, and 0.25 degrees
for joint 6. This performance is slightly worse than that of the controller of [21] which is similar to the
controller of this paper except for the absence of the VS-based compensation for model inaccuracy.
5O
Oneprobablecause for the increase in the tracking error, compared to the results of [21], is the
chattering problem associated with the VS-based control. This chattering effect is clear in the high
frequency behavior of the tracking error of Figure 3 and was felt clearly when the used manipulator
exhibited noisy gittery motions during the performed experiments. Another probable cause for the
increase in the tracking error is the increase in the computation delay (which is 0.55 ms for the
controller of [21]). It does not appear that using a VS-based control, in the experimental context
and setup described in this paper, to compensate for model parameter uncertainty has offered an
advantage over using parameter estimates computed off-line.
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Figure 3. Joint Tracking Errors
5. Conclusion :
A decentralized digital linear time-varying variable structure trajectory controller for manipu-
lator arms was developed and tested. A discretized equivalent model of the continuous manipulator
system was used to design a nominal digital linear time-varying feedback. Time schedules of the
estimated values of the feedback gains and feedforward terms were generated off-line. The feedback
was modified using the theory of systems with variable structure to compensate for the difference
between the used and actual values of the model parameters. The controller performs reasonably
well considering that the used PUMA arm was driven along the trajectory at its maximum speed.
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Abstract
Confrontation with difficult manipulation tasks in hostile environments such as space, has
led to the development of means to transport the human's senses, skills and cognition to the remote
site. We examined the use of advanced Telerobotics to achieve this goal. A novel and universal
hand controller based on a fully parallel mechanical architecture is discussed. The design and
implementation of this 6 DOF force reflecting joystick is shown in relationship to the general
philosophy of achieving telepresence in a man-machine system.
1. Introduction
This paper describes the work undertaken at the University of Texas at Austin to construct
and implement a force reflecting universal hand controller in a microprocessor driven testbed with
an industrial robot as discussed in [1]. The Texas 9-string kinesthetic joystick has been interfaced
to a robotic manipulator and a microprocessor to realize a prototype telerobotic system. The system
is a generalization of the industrial bilateral master-slave teleoperator. The man-machine interface is
universal and therefore capable of positioning and orienting any 6 DOF manipulator once the
suitable transformation changes are made in the controlling software. The 9 string kinesthetic
joystick represents the extension of force reflection to the original 9 string unilateral joystick
developed by Tesar and Lipkin as discussed in [2]. The design of the joystick has been based on
maximizing its capability to convey telepresence through a novel parallel architecture which is
actuated in antagonism. The Texas telerobotics system represents an experimental test facility for
research into the engineering and human factors issues of man-machine interface. In the table
below the design goals of the project are given.
1) decoupled interface:
2) motion projection:
3) variable control point:
4) accommodation:
5) coordinated control:
6) motion filtering:
7) positional scaling:
8) indexing:
9) reorientation:
System Functional Attributes
no geometric similarity required between master and slave
projection of commanded motion
electronic control point selection
manipulator motion is altered by the end-effector
operator directly controls end-effector motion
jitters and jerks in input motion removed
variable positional gain between interface and manipulator
controller repositioning
compensation for operator perspective
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2. Man-machine interface
Because of man's need to have control or an effective presence to do manipulation in
remote or hostile environments the teleoperator system (TOS) has been developed. These TOS
have given man the ability to extend his strength and dexterity along with his intelligence into the
remote site. Historically, the TOS consisted of two manipulator arms which were geometrically
identical. One arm, called the master served as the control input device positioned by the operator.
The other arm, called the slave, could if servoed sense and feedback its load state to the master
arm.
The importance of TOS is in its capacity to extend to a human operator the remote control
of the full 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of rigid body motion through the positioning of one hand.
In an advanced TOS the man is only one component along with the computational base, remote
manipulator, display facility, sensory hardware, communication system, and the control input
device. In figure 1 below, a schematic of such a generic system is shown with the arrows
indicating the flow of communication signals.
visual, Computational
Base
auditory, etc.
feedback ----__ £i2PLaY [software I
____ ___C_ hardware
outpU Communication
Control Input System
Device
SeNSOF.%
Iator
Barrier of
Time and Distance
Figure 1: Advanced Generic Teleoperator System
An important characteristic of a TOS is the degree to which the operator is made to feel he
is at the remote site actually performing the manipulation task. This illusive design feature is termed
'telepresence'. Studies conducted on advanced TOS indicate the need for force feedback to the
operator from the remote manipulator. Thus, the TOS must condense the vast quantity of data that
is echoed back from the environment of the manipulator into a form favorable to human perception
and interpretation. Simultaneously, the human's limited output must contain sufficient information
for unambiguous interpretation by the computational base. The result is a very comprehensive
control input device. To achieve the most effective relationship between the operator and the
manipulator, the control input device or man-machine interface should be effectively transparent to
the information flowing through it.
In order to function efficiently, the TOS used in general, unstructured tasks will require
specific slave manipulator geometries which may vary greatly in size. The man-machine interface
must be constructed with respect to its utility as a control input and kinesthetic feedback device.
The intersection of these two demands dictates the need for a universal manual controller. The
universal controller is one which is fully software driven and requires a computational base or
machine intelligence to drive two geometrically dissimilar manipulator arms. The inclusion of a
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machineintelligenceinto theTOS,freestheman-machineinterfacedesignerfrom therestrictionsof
kinematicreplicationandlimitedcontrolin thedevelopmentof ageneralizedmaster-slaveTOS.
As indicated earlier, the state-of-the-artin TOS are replica (geometrically identical)
master/slavesystems,essentiallya30yearold technologythatwill notbeadequatein difficult task
environmentssuchas orbital andinterplanetaryspace.Thesesystemslack transparencyin the
bilateralflow of communicationthatcausestheoperatorto bebetween2 and20 timesasslowashis
functioningwithoutaTOS,andgenerallyprecludesaltogethercomplextasks.
Our beliefis thatthemosteffectiveTOSwill incorporateauniversalman-machineinterface
optimizedin its designto therelevanthumanfactorsinvolvedinorderto achievetelepresence.As a
result theman-machineinterfacewill havea geometrydistinct anddecoupledfrom thatof the
manipulatorbeingcontrolled.Theinterfacewill thenrequirea computerto augmentthehuman
intelligenceasacomputationalbaseperformingtheneededgeometrictransformationsbetweenthe
man-machineinterfaceandthe manipulator.Theform of this idealizedcontroller is a universal
bilateralpositioncontroller.
Advancesin the last 25 yearshave also led to the developmentof programmableand
autonomousmanipulatorarmscalledrobots.A recentresulthasbeentheir combinationwith TOS
into ahybrid form of systemcalled'telerobotics'.Theresultingsystemcanbedefinedasarobotic
systemwhich in additionto its usualautonomousmodesof operationcantakecontrolinformation
directly from a humanoperatorthroughaman-machineinterfacethusbecomingteleoperated;or
from a higher, supervisorylevel of executivecontrol, therebyacting in a semi-autonomous
manner. By making the universal mastercontroller bilateral, the resulting systembecomes
conceptuallytwodissimilarcooperatingrobots,softwarecoupledandrunningin realtime.
3. Design and Analysis
In the past, problems with man-machine interfaces have included their inertia, backlash in
their drive trains, friction, and limited or non-ergonomic motion capability. Transparency in the
flow of communication signals requires that the inertial dynamics and friction effects of the man-
machine interface be well below the intended feedback level in order to avoid operator confusion
between signal and noise. In this project an isotropic controller has been sought with a constant
(but programmable) joystick-to-end-effector position mapping and end-effector-to-joystick load
state mapping.
Usually in a TOS or telerobotic system the hand controller is designed around the robot or
remote manipulator arm which is designed around the tasks it is meant to perform. In contrast, our
goal has been to design a universal man-machine interface around the human operator and use the
necessary geometric software transformations in a computer. The forerunner of this project is the
work of Lipkin (1983) in the design and construction of a unilateral 9-string joystick [3]. This
work had then been followed by the initial configuration study for a 9-string bilateral joystick
finished in 1986 by Agronin [4].
Therefore, we designed the joystick to minimize the interface dynamics and maximize the
force feedback capability. In order to reduce the inertia associated with each of the air cylinders, an
optimization has been performed and the point near the air cylinders closest to its moving centroid
has been chosen as the pivot point in order to minimize the inertia. The air cylinder is connected to
a universal joint by brackets. An additional benefit to this choice is that the air cylinder is supported
near its center of gravity and most of the weight of the air cylinders is off loaded.
In order to maximize the force feedback a geometric optimization of the geometry of the 9-
string joystick has been performed. The optimization has been used to design for the largest fixed
minimum of maximum force feedback for use in the open loop control of the feedback signal. In
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orderto assurean isotropicnatureto theforcefeedback,thesmallestmaximumforcethatcanbe
generatedanywherein thejoystick workspacein anydirectionis the limiting factor. In orderto
maximizethatquantityananalysishasbeencompletedwhichrelatestheminimumforcemaximas
to thegeometryof thebasetriangles(wherethecablesemanatefromthesupportingstructureof the
joystick frame),thedistancefrom thebasetriangleto thecenterpoint of thejoystick workspace,
andtheair cylinderconstantforce.
Theanalysisapproach(detailedin [ 1])finds thealgebraicrule thatexpressestheminimum
of maximumforce in aplaneandthenrotatestheplaneabouttheworkspacecenter point and the
line of action of air cylinder constant force. The calculus of minimization in one variable has then
been used to find the minimum of force maximums. The technique has then been developed into a
computer program which uses a global search technique to scan the joystick workspace. The
program is interactive and the user inputed design factors in an adaptive fashion. The force
feedback has been found to degrade as the volume of workspace increases. The final design
chose an equal angle of 34.5 degrees between the strings and air cylinder shafts at the workspace
center point, a pivotal offset of 0.0 inches, and an equilateral base triangle dimension of 20.83
inches.
As indicated earlier, the inertial dynamics of a kinesthetic controller is an important
description of its quality of transparency or fidelity (signal-to-noise ratio)• Therefore, a method of
dynamic simulation has been performed based on the method of Tesar and Freeman [5]. The
method uses dynamic equations based on influence coefficients which separate the purely position
dependent functions from those which are time dependent (velocity, acceleration, etc.). An
interactive program has been written and run simulating the Texas 9-string joystick undergoing a
variety of path motions under representative velocities and accelerations.
The results of the simulation can only be summarized here (see [1]); but showed the inertial
forces to remain at below 3% of the intended force feedback level even when the velocities and
accelerations of the handgrip were at their peak representative values. The relatively small level of
inertial force disturbance is to be expected as this along with high stiffness are representative
properties of parallel mechanisms.
The choice of joystick working volume or that workspace the T-shaped handgrip can be
moved within has been based on information found in the literature on other manual controllers
which showed no debilitation using workspaces in the vicinity of a 12 inch cube [2]. Since an
initial decision to use 18 inch stroke air cylinders as the compressive actuators had been made, the
resulting approximate workspace of an 18 inch sphere has been deemed acceptable.
JOYSTICK DESIGN OBJECTIVES
joystick workspace
dexterous workspace
incremental translation
orientational range
incremental orientation
force feedback range
torque feedback range
18 inch diameter sphere
10 inch diameter sphere
•13 inch
180 degrees (3 axis)
1.1 degrees
0 to 10 lbf
0 to 24 inch-pound
In figure 2 below, we see the annotated schematic of the Texas 9-string kinesthetic
joystick. The two upper (vertical) planes of the joystick frame are constructed of clear acrylic in
order to not obscure the operators' vision as the robot work area is in front of the joystick and
slightly to the fight.
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OF POOR QUALITY
air cylinder
2 DOF gimbal
spherical
joint
acrylic sheets
eel cable
motor-transducer units
Figure 2." Texas 9-String Kinesthetic Joystick
4. Implementation
The handgrip position and orientation of the joystick is calculated in the dedicated
microprocessor from the lengths of the 9 steel strings. The string lengths are measured by custom
made rotary potentiometers. The microprocessor then maps the handgrip position and orientation to
the end-effector of the robot. This mapping exists in software and can be scaled by the operator.
Simultaneously, the robot end-effector load state is measured and mapped to the handgrip of the 9
string joystick.
A general transformation is used to map from the 6-dimensional force space of the robot
end-effector to the 9-dimensional force space of the joystick. The 9-dimensional force space of the
joystick is represented by the 9 independent servoed cable tensions, which can only act in tension,
thus requiring the 3 constant forces of the compressive actuators in order to generate an arbitrary
force at each connection of the 'T' shaped hand-grip. Force Feedback is accomplished by holding
the three air-cylinders at constant pressure and then controlling the tensions in the strings via
current controlled servo-motors. As the problem of determining the cable tensions is
underconstrained, an optimization has been performed to minimize the sum of the squares of the
cable tensions. In mathematical form this is known as the pseudo-inverse of a non-square matrix.
The dedicated microprocessor is a DEC Microvax II. The Microvax II computer represents
the computational base for the application of the transformations, filtering, communications, and
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control activities present in this system. With a sufficiently fast protocol for communications to and
from the robot controller, the Microvax II would represent real-time computing power for this level
of task.
Each DC motor-transducer unit consists of a high-resolution .1% linearity rotary
potentiometer attached to a spool wound with a steel cable. As the cable or 'string' is unwound
from the spool, its length is proportional to the potentiometer resistance. Analog voltage
measurement across the potentiometer can then be calibrated to the string length. The voltage
readings from the transducers are continuous values which are converted via the DEC ADV11-C
analog-to-digital converter board to digital information for the computer. Each transducer is driven
by a brushless DC servo-motor to control the tension in the string. The Harowe motors are DC
permanent magnet and brushless servo-motors with a stall torque rating of 35 pound-in.
The force feedback control signals from the Microvax are converted by the DEC AAV11-C
digital-to-analog converter to the continuous voltage signals needed for the Benton SC-10 servo
controllers. The servo-controllers operate in a current regulating manner to drive the DC motors.
The use of a current control scheme over that of a voltage controlled one is critical to the
performance of the 9 string joystick. The motor torque is proportional to the applied current. If the
motors are powered in a voltage controlled mode then a back EMF forms which reduces the motor
armature current. This results in the reduction of motor torque due to the circuit dynamics. This
effect is equivalent to a mechanical damping. The magnitude of system dynamics is large enough to
interfere with the operator's sensing of force feedback. In figure 3 below, the complete U.T.
telerobotic testbed is shown.
I TEXAS 9-STRING BILATERAL CONTROLLER ] MICROVAX Cincinnati Milacron T3726 Industrial Robot
Figure 3: U.T. Telerobotic Test Facility
The three air cylinders represent the prismatic joints in the legs of the Stewart-platform
parallel mechanism. The compressive actuators are Benton B-120 single ended, 18 inch stroke air
cylinders. Each air cylinder is supported by an adjustable bracket to the center of a 2 DOF gimbal
or hook's joint. The end of each air cylinder shaft is connected to a 3 DOF spherical joint,
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composedof asteeluniversaljoint with aballbearingateachend.Onesphericaljoint is connected
to theendof eachoneof thethreearmsof the 'T' shapedaluminumhandgrip.At theconnectionof
eachsphericaljoint to anair cylinder shaft, three steel cables are attached. The intersection of the
three strings with the air cylinder axis represents the point where the force at that arm of the
handgrip is generated.
Consequently, an arbitrary force vector (magnitude bounded) can be applied to each arm of
the 'T' shaped handgrip. Each force vector is limited by the applied maximum string tension. The
three triad force vectors sum to produce the desired force and torque state at the center of the
joystick grip.
Software has been provided by the manufacturer to interface the Microvax II to the
controller of the Cincinnati-Milacron T3-726. The Cincinnati-Milacron Inc. (CMI) host software is
responsible for a time lag in the communications rate. The CMI software uses a non-real time
protocol system known as DDCMP.
The load state at the robot end-effector is sensed by a commercially available force/torque
sensor. The sensor is a Lord corporation model 15/50 load cell. The model 15/50 is mounted to the
wrist of the robot, and a connection is provided to affix a Telerobotics International EP 100/30
robot gripper. The force sensor and the robot gripper are both driven by software implemented on
the Microvax II. The robot end-effector is utilized by the telerobotic system operator via an on-off
control button box. The button box is small and designed to be held in one hand by the operator to
control the robot end-effector, while the other hand is in bilateral control with the robot arm.
The fully integrated telerobotic system is represented in figure 4 by a signal flow chart.
After the system undergoes the startup procedures the T3-726 is placed in a remote mode in which
the Microvax computer becomes a peripheral to the robot's controller. The operator then controls
the system at two levels. In the first level, he must enter instructions into a menu-driven interactive
routine on the computer terminal. At this stage, the operator can determine which control mode is
desired. The different options available include; position-only control, resolved motion rate
control, and kinesthetic control. In addition, the operator has the ability via the menu-driven
terminal display to modify the spatial correspondence between the robot and the 9-string joystick.
The operator can rereference the fixed joystick workspace to a new region of the robots
workspace, he can scale the position and force mappings between the robot and the joystick either
up or down from unity, and he can perform a smoothing operation on the position data to remove
jitter from the robot's motion.
In the second level, the operator has placed the system software into control mode. The
telerobotic system is then active. The operator by moving the handgrip within the limitations of the
joystick workspace performs either a proportional move or sets a proportional velocity into effect
for the robot end-effector. If the kinesthetic control loop is active, when the wrist of the robot is
loaded by forces and torques, a scaled equivalent force and torque state at the operator's hand is
generated.
Testing of the DC motors has shown that a stall force greater than 12 pounds for several
minutes yields high motor temperatures and declining performance. Therefore, the system is
operated in the kinesthetic mode with a maximum string force of 12 pounds. From our design
optimization procedure we calculated the pnuematic system set point and the maximum available
force reflection for each triad of the joystick. The air cylinder constant force has then been set to
IF1=14.83 pounds or 12.06 psig. The result is a maximum force feedback signal of 3.25 pounds at
each arm of the 'T' shaped handgrip without affecting the isotropic nature of the force reflection.
This corresponds to a range of force/torque feedback for the handgrip from a pure maximum force
capability of 9.75 pounds in any direction, to a pure maximum torque capability of 43 in-pounds
about any axis.
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Figure 4: Testbed System Communications
5. Conclusions
Current methods of control use limited, corrupted, or inappropriately coded information to
the human operator as well as hardware and software of insufficient power, generality, and
dexterity to exploit the full capacity of telepresence.
The
kinesthetic
engineering
uniqueness of the 9 string joystick's geometry, the portability of its software, and the
attractiveness of its operation make this man-machine interface a break with past
work in hand controllers and an excellent analysis tool for R&D.
The Texas telerobotics testbed after completion has been evaluated and found to be
functional, yet showing significant detractions. Indicating the importance and difficulty of
achieving real-time
telepresence in telemanipulation. The most crucial detraction to performance is the existence of a
high level of coulomb friction in the joystick mechanism. The effect is concentrated in the sliding
joint of the air cylinders. The implemention of a pnuematic system resulted in a masked force
feedback, which blocks the joystick's transparency to bilateral communication flow. The friction
force also had the effect of making small precise motions difficult.
The high level of friction force in the pnuematic system also had the effect of obscuring the
importance of friction from the motor-transducer units, and the inertial forces incurred in moving
the joystick. A number of alternatives to a passive pnuematic system were considered such as
motorized capstan, linear induction motor, and a linear mechanism employing a constant force
spring. Another significant limitation to system performance is the slow update rate, or system
cycle time. The protocol that allows information from the T3-726 controller to be sent to, or
received from the Microvax II computer is not sufficiently fast to fulfill our design goal of
achieving a 30 Hz run-time bilateral mapping.
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Theresultingupdaterateof 9-10ttz represents a significant reduction in performance. The
operator becomes cognitive of this time delay during precise positioning. Also, the time delay
produces increasingly jerky motion in the manipulator as the distance between subsequent
sampling points grows.
In its present form the Texas 9-string kinesthetic joystick represents a proof-of-concept for
a universal, parallel 6 DOF force reflecting manual controller for telerobotics. It does not yet
achieve the demanding characteristics of transparency to information flow, and the system does not
yet achieve the goal of telepresence. Currently, it is not expected to pursue improvement in the
Texas 9-string joystick; but rather to use it for research into the issues necessary to design the next
generation of man-machine interfaces. Current thinking for next generation interfaces include
advanced hand-controllers based on redundant and hybrid (parallel and serial mechanical
architecture) design as discussed by Sklar in [6].
Primarily, the research use for the Texas 9-string joystick is in such areas as human factors
engineering. Results from that work would then push the design of man-machine interfaces based
on a quantified understanding of issues such as joystick inertia, friction, cycle time, work volume,
etc.
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Abstract
Reflected-force feedback is an important aspect of teleoperations. Our objective is to determine
the ability of the human operator to respond to that force. The present study simulates telerobotics
operation by computer control of a motor-driven device with capabilities for programmable force
feedback and force measurement. We have developed a computer-controlled motor drive that
provides forces against the fingers as well as (angular) position control. A load cell moves in a
circular arc as it is pushed by a finger and measures reaction forces on the finger. The force
exerted by the finger on the load cell and the angular position are digitized and recorded as a
function of time by the computer. We investigated flexure forces of the index, long and ring
fingers of the human hand in opposition to the motor driven load cell. We present results of the
following experiments: 1) Exertion of maximum finger force as a function of angle; 2) Exertion of
target finger force against a computer controlled force; 3) Test of the ability to move to a target
force against a force that is a function of position.
Averaged over ten individuals, the maximum force that could be exerted by the index or long
finger is about 50 Newtons, while that of the ring finger is about 40 Newtons. From our tests of
the ability of a subject to exert a target force, we conclude that reflected-force feedback can be
achieved with the direct kinesthetic perception of force without the use of tactile or visual clues.
1. Introduction
Space telerobotic systemsl, 2 have many aspects, ranging from quite direct control by an
operator in a master-slave configuration to much more autonomous control, which may be
particularly useful when signal transmission times are large. We are concerned with the former,
particularly the response of the human operator. Such a system might be used for work on a
space station. An operator of a telerobotic system must be supplied with information on the status
of the controlled device, perhaps an arm or manipulator. This information can be in the form of
visual displays, audible or tactile signals, or reflected force feedback. Since knowledge of the
r'_-:.'-.:.-'.....,' . _ :_©_ !'_Lrt,ED
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forces experienced by the driven telerobotic system, as well as the position information, are of
fundamental importance to the operator, it is useful to develop systems that feed that information
back to the operator in as natural a way as possible. Our study is on the ability of a subject to
respond to simple force signals to the fingers.
Each finger 3 has a metacarpal bone, which is inside the hand, and proximal, middle and distal
phalanges. In our experiments, the metacarpalphalangeal (MCP) joint rotated in flexure. At high
angles of rotation of the finger with respect to the straight ahead direction, the proximal
interphalangeal (PIP) joint also rotated. The flexure forces are transmitted by tendons from muscles
in the anterior forearm. The physiological basis for the perception of position and muscular force
is discussed in review articles4, 5 on proprioception and kinesthetic sensations.
Reflected-force feedback to the fingers of an operator will be effective, if the operator can
sense force levels in a normal way. This not only provides a more natural mode of perception by
the operator but also frees up the other senses, for example vision, for other information gathering.
In our experiments on the ability of a subject to sense forces, the computer provides a functional
dependence of force on position that simulates the forces that might be felt by the slave unit in
teleoperations in space.
2. Instrument Design
This study simulated telerobotics operation with a computer (IBM AT) which controls adc
motor (Galil control board ) to provide angular position and torque control. Metrabyte DAS8 and
Tecmar LabMaster boards were used for data acquisition. A semiconductor load cell was used to
measure the force exerted by a finger on a computer controlled motor drive system that carried the
load cell along a circular arc in a horizontal plane. Angular position was measured with an optical
encoder and a potentiometer. The digitized force and position information was recorded in the
computer as a function of time. Flexure forces exerted individually by the index, ring and long
fingers of the human hand were measured as the finger pushed against the motor driven load cell,
with the subject's arm and wrist stationary. The lower arm was horizontal, with the wrist and hand
extended straight ahead. The upper arm was vertical. The apparatus is shown in Figure 1.
A one inch diameter brass "pad" was placed on the distal (terminal) phalanx of the finger
being tested. It was soft on the side facing the finger and had a semicircular cross-section groove
on the side that mated with the load cell holder. The straight groove in the pad bore against a steel
rod on the outside of the load cell holder. Thus a force could be applied to the load cell with some
freedom of motion of the finger with respect to the load cell. The steel rod was attached to a
pivoted plate (see Figure 1) that held a block of teflon that actually pushed on the semiconductor
load cell and assured that the forces exerted on the cell surface were perpendicular and uniform.
The voltage output of the load cell was a linear function of the force. The voltage was digitized and
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convertedto theforce in Newtonsby useof a gravity calibrationmethod.In someexperiments,a
two inch long brass"splint" wasusedto restrictrotationto theMCPjoint only. This matedwith
theloadcell in thesamewayasthecircular"pad".
Figure 1: APPARATUS
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3. Experimental Results
3.1 Maximum finger flexion force:
We measured the maximum flexure force of the long, index and ring fingers of ten subjects.
In one procedure, the motor drive swept the arm at a constant rate of 6.75 degrees per second for a
time of 20.4 seconds. Data was obtained and recorded every 10 milliseconds. The subject exerted
maximum force against the load cell with the pad on the terminal phalanx. This force deflected the
arm slightly until the motor drive feedback torque became large enough so that the position was
determined by the angle-sweep commands from the computer. The motor drive system was
adequate to oppose the finger force and the angle increased as a linear function of time. Data from
a single run is graphed in Figure 6 in the appendix. That data yields force and angle as a function
of time after reduction based on the calibration of the apparatus. Figure 2 shows the maximum
flexure force exerted by a finger as a function of angle for one individual. The three lines are for
the index, long and ring fingers of this subject.
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The finger angle is 0 ° when the finger is extended straight along a line through the forearm and
hand. The subject's wrist was straight throughout the experiments . At first, only the
metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint rotates, but after about 70 ° the proximal interphalangeal (PIP)
joint also rotates. Averaging over many runs and individuals yields a curve that is rather flat out to
about 90 ° and then declines with increasing angle as shown in Figure 3.
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The distribution over individuals is shown in Figure 4 in which the cross hatched segments of the
bars represent a standard deviation above and below the mean, which is at the intersection of the
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cross hatched regions. For most individuals the index and ring f'mgers can exert approximately the
same maximum force while the ring finger is weaker.
FIGURE 4:
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3.2 Pulsed maximum force:
A second mode of testing was to have the computer sweep the angle range over a time interval
of 40.8 seconds with the subject intermittently applying a maximum force. Data was obtained and
recorded every 20 milliseconds. Typically, a signal tone was on for 3 seconds and then off for 3
seconds, etc.; and the subject exerted a maximum force when the tone was on and relaxed when it
was off. This reduced the effect of muscle fatigue. The force versus angle was similar to the
above graphs, with somewhat less decline at high angles. The higher angles occur at longer times
so that part (but not all) of the decline at high angles in Section 3.1 may be due to fatigue.
In order to prevent rotation of the PIP joint, we also used a splint on the fingers of some
subjects. The metal splint replaced the circular pad in bearing against the load cell device. The
results were similar to those discussed above except that the finger rotation was limited to about
80 ° .
3.3 Target finger force:
A series of experiments were designed to determine how well a subject could sense target
force levels. In one set of experiments, the computer simulated a spring-like force. That is the
restoring force was proportional to the distance from an origin. In this series, a subject heard a
three second tone about once every six seconds and was told to push with the target force while the
tone was on. The target force was half-maximum, quarter-maximum or eighth-maximum. A
typical run consisted of the subject pushing at full maximum during the first tone and then, on the
remaining tones, pushing at half maximum force. The repeatability of the force pulses was of
primary concern, while the relationship to the maximum force was secondary. In the simple
spring simulation, the computer selects a spring force constant and uses an origin near an angle of
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0 °. As the subject pushes against the load cell, the load cell moves through an angle while
providing a restoring force that is proportional to the angular displacement from the origin. The
finger might swing through an angle of forty degrees, for example, before the subject sensed the
target force and held that force. The spring force constant and origin remain fixed during a single
run. In each such run, the subject attempted to return to a target force 6 times. In a typical set of
eight such runs, the ratio of the actual force to the maximum force was 0.46 + .04 while the target
was 0.50. The scatter of the 6 force pulses within a run was 7% + 3%., which is .032+ .014
with respect to the maximum force. For this simple spring simulation, the repeated return to the
target force occurs at the same angular position during a run. Although the subject did not use
vision to return to this repeated position, a proprioceptive sense could have been used rather than a
perception of the force exerted by the finger.
3.4 Target finger force with separation of position and force sensing:
In order to separate the proprioception from the kinesthetic sense of force, we also simulated
springs in which the spring constant or origin were randomized within a run. In these runs, the
target force occurs at random angular positions during a run. Hence, the subject could not use
position clues as a means of returning to the target force. Raw data for a run of this type is
graphed in Figure 7 in the appendix. Since the vertical voltage scale is linearly related to the force,
this data shows that the subject was able to closely return to the target force in successive attempts.
The bar chart in Figure 5 shows the results of a series of runs with the index finger of a subject.
Within each run, the computer simulated either a simple spring, a spring with random force
constant or a spring with random origin. The long dark bar indicates the average ratio of the
exerted force to the maximum force, with the target value being 0.50. The lighter bars show the
average standard deviation of the scatter within a run, expressed as a fraction of the maximum
force. We conclude that the subject is not relying on a position clue, but rather is correctly judging
the force exerted by the finger.
FIGURE 5: HALF-MAX TARGET WITH SIMULATED SPRING
SIMPLE SPRING
RANDOM K • FORCE/MAX
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"RANDOM K" means random force constant or stiffness during a run.
"S_AND DEV" means the standard deviation of the scatter within a run.
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In order to study this force judgement at lower fractions of the maximum finger force,
subjects attempted to repeat similar runs with a) a maximum force pulse followed by six attempts at
a force of half-maximum; b) a first half-maximum force pulse followed by six quarter-maximum
pulses; c) a first quarter-maximum pulse followed by eighth-maximum pulses. Table 1 shows the
results of a series of these runs:
Table 1: Pulsed Target Forces Against Spring Simulations
Mean successive/first
First force 6 successive forces Target Observed Scatter
Maximum Half-maximum 0.50 0.48 + .05
Half-Max Quarter-Max 0.50 0.44 + .05
Quarter-Max Eighth-Max 0.50 0.34 + .05
The last column of Table 1 is the average scatter (standard deviation) within a run. This is
expressed as a ratio to the force in the first pulse. The individual runs within a set included simple
spring, random spring constant and random origin with results similar to those given above. The
perception of the finger-force appears to be successful even at relatively low force levels.
3.5 Tactile clues:
The possibility that the force perception is simply due to tactile clues should be considered.
For this purpose we repeated the runs with the use of the metal splint, which should reduce the
pressure on the terminal phalanx and isolate the rotation to the PIP joint. The results were similar
as long as the splint did not impede the motion with the least stiff spring simulations. These results
are shown in Table 2:
Table 2. Pulsed Target Forces with Splint
Mean successive/first
First force 6 successive forces Target Observed Scatter
Maximum Half-maximum 0.50 0.42 + .05
Half-Max Quarter-Max 0.50 0.46 + .05
Quarter-Max Eighth-Max 0.50 0.45 + .04
As another way to reduce the tactile sensation of force, we immersed the terminal phalanx of
the finger in ice for about ten minutes before repeating the runs. The finger was re-inserted in the
ice for several minutes between runs, each of which took about 40 seconds. The results are given
in Table 3:
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Table 3: Pulsed Target Force with Numbed Finger
First pulse was maximum, successive six pulses were half-maximum.
Spring simulation
Fixed force constant
Random force constant
Mean of successive forces/f'trst force
No Ice Scatter With Ice Scatter
0.46 + .05 0.42 + .04
0.34 + .05 0.35 + .05
The results indicate that numbing the terminal phalanx of the finger, which is in the pad that
pushes on the load cell, does not prevent the perception of force. We conclude that this force
perception is not an artifact of tactile clues at the finger tips.
4. Conclusions
Based on the results in Section 3.1 and 3.2, it appears that a good design value for the
maximum finger force to be exerted by an operator in a telerobotics system is about 40 Newtons
for the index and long fingers and about 30 Newtons for the ring finger. These forces can be
maintained out to angular excursions beyond 90 degrees. Averaging over runs and individuals,
the maximum finger flexure force is nearly independent of angle in this range.
From the results in Section 3.3 and 3.4, we conclude that a subject can successfully exert a
target force against a restoring force which is a function of position. The ability to repeatedly sense
the target force level did not require visual or position information and did not require
training.Furthermore, the perception of force was effective down to one-eighth of the maximum
force. From the experiments described in Section 3.5, we conclude that the perception of the
force exerted by a finger is not dependent on tactile clues.
This study is encouraging with respect to the use of direct operator perception of force in
reflected-force feedback telerobotic devices. This can be useful in developing space telerobotics
because it provides natural perception of force by the operator rather that a reliance on visual
displays, for example, which might then be used for other information.
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APPENDIX
0
FIGURE 6 Raw Data for Force and Position versus Time.
The load cell voltage is plotted vertically with a scale of one volt per dot.
6 volts corresponds to a force of 42 Newtons. The dots are 1.5 seconds apart
horizontally. The dotted line is position versus time with the motor drive
providing a constant sweep rate under computer control at about i0 ° per dot.
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FIGURE 7 Raw Data for Target Finger Force Against a Simulated Spring.
This simulation is for a spring with a random spring constant so that the
stiffness of the spring changes randomly at each attempt. The dots are three
seconds apart horizontally. The subject pushes for about three seconds and
then relaxes for about three seconds. The first pulse target was maximum
force and the load cell voltage reached about 6 volts which corresponds to
42 Newtons. The lower plateau at that time is the position data. On the
following attempts the target force was half-maximum. Notice that the force
levels are similar but that the lower plateau for position is variable. This
is because the system behaved like a spring with a random stiffness. The
subject pushes out to the same force level even though it occurs at different
positions.
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THE JAU-JPL ANTHROPOMORPHIC TELEROBOT
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes work in progress on the new anthropomorphic telerobot that is currently
being built at JPL. The initial robot configuration consists of a seven d.o.f, arm and a sixteen
d.o.f, hand, having three fingers and a thumb. The robot has active compliance, enabling
subsequent dual arm manipulations. To control the rather complex configuration of this robot,
an exoskeleton master arm harness and a glove controller have been built. The controller will
be used for teleoperational tasks and as a research tool to efficiently teach the computer
controller advanced manipulation techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Current-day robots lack the manipulation capabilities and sensing skills of the human
arm-hand system. The development of this telerobot has as its goal to provide limited
man-equivalent dual arm manipulation capabilities for remote material handling, servicing and
other manipulative tasks that require mechanical dexterity together with real time evaluations
of a variety of sensory information.
The initial thrust of this research is to demonstrate advanced manipulation skills at never
before achieved levels through teleoperation. The teleoperation mode is used for unstructured
tasks in changing environments where preprogramming is almost impossible. It will be very
useful for the early space station construction, assembly and contingency tasks: The dual arm
robot will serve as dexterous front end to an RMS arm that is located on the space station or at
the space shuttle and will perform tasks that previously required EVA astronauts. The robot
will be controlled from a remotely located IVA crew station such as the Shuttle's aft flight deck
where the operator controls the robot through the exoskeleton controller in a natural and user
friendly way by just simply performing the desired manipulations.
Once the initial space station construction phase is accomplished by the late nineties, the
station's tasks may become more routine while robot controllers will have become more
sophisticated so that limited autonomy of the robot system can be considered. The system can
then be upgraded to a telerobot with shared man-machine control due to the active compliance
and a variety of sensors that are already built into this robot. This paper, however, focuses
primarily on the soon to be completed first master and slave units in teleoperational control
mode.
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Fig.1 The Anthropomorphic Telerobot-Overall System
OVERALL SYSTEM
The initial system configuration is shown in Fig.1. It will consist of
o An anthropomorphic arm-hand robot
o An exoskeleton master arm harness and glove controller
o The computer control electronics
The second phase will be the addition of symmetrical master and slave arms and automation aids.
Subsequent developments will incorporate auxiliary equipment and tools, emphasizing tool
manipulation skills. Local and global mono and stereo vision and other sensory systems will
also be installed. Graphics and predictive displays will be used to aid time delayed operations
for robot control from a ground station.
THE ROBOT ARM-HAND
The Robot arm-hand is sketched in Fig. 2 without its auxiliary devices such as cameras. The
first arm is currently being constructed. It features the following items:
o A mid-body section that has the two arm attachments on either side and an external
attachment fixture at its back. The robot can be picked up by a carrying device such as the
space shuttle's RMS arm.
Seven d.o.f, arms in the exact kinematic configuration as the master arm. An exact
one-to-one kinematic correspondence between master and slave arm joints exists.
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The hands have three fingers and a thumb, a palm, the three d.o.f, wrist and extend further
through the forearm to the elbow. The finger drive mechanisms are located in the forearm
and the wrist drives are located behind the elbow to counterbalance the arm.
Most joints feature limber joint active compliance control which imitates the human
muscle capability to loosen or stiffen the joint. Active compliance is activated through
electromechanical devices that are built into the joint mechanisms. Active compliance
enables dual arm manipulations, soft grappling where the hand can conform to the object's
shape, and it opens the way for sensor-driven control.
The mechanical hand also has the equivalent kinematic configuration as a glove controller so
that the sensed human hand can provide direct teleoperational control, enabling the human
hand to convey skilled hand manipulation techniques.
Position, force and compliance sensors are built into the prototype. Other sensors will be
added at later phases.
THE EXOSKELETON ARM-GLOVE CONTROLLER
The device is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of seven d.o.f, arm harnesses and sixteen d.o.f, glove
controllers. All joints have force input sensors, position sensors, and are electromechanically
backdrivable. One master arm has been built thus far. The arms are suspended on an overhead
translation stage to relieve the operator from the weight of the structure. The operator can
work in a standing or seated position and is free to move or walk around as far as the weight
suspension system allows him to do so.
Arm Harness
0 The base of the controller is a backframe that is being strapped to the operator's back. The
backframe serves as reference position for subsequent arm joints. Any active or reaction
forces are countered at the frame-human body interaction so that there are no external
forces acting on the operator or on the controller. A recoil-free master controller is very
important in the weightlessness of space.
O Each side of the frame has an attachment for one of the symmetrical arms. Both arms work
completely independently. Linear slides are built in between frame and arm support,
allowing passive shoulder motions in all three principal directions. They provide freedom
for movements for the operator, enabling him, for instance, to raise his shoulder.
Further, they provide size adjustments to accommodate different-size operators.
O The shoulder joint consists of three individually backdriven joints whose rotational axes
intersect at the location which is concentric with the human shoulder ball joint.
A two d.o.f, counterbalancing mechanism, mounted on the arm support structure and acting
on two of the shoulder joints, effectively counteracts the mass-moment of the arm
assembly at any arm position. The operator is thus not burdened by having to support the
mechanical arm at extended arm positions and will not fatigue while working with extended
arms for lengthy time periods.
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O Two of the shoulder joint drives have mechanical overload release mechanisms built into
their gear trains. This feature, which automatically separates the motor drive from the
joint in overload situations, may prevent operator injuries and protects the mechanical
arm in case of unforeseen circumstances.
0 Telescopic arm sections are provided for both the upper and lower arms, providing
adjustment capabilities for different human arm lengths. The arm sections partially encase
the operator's arm without significantly limiting his arm motion capabilities.
Special strap-on features are provided at two locations each on the upper and the lower arm
to provide good motion compliance between the mechanical and the human arm.
The wrist also consists of three individually backdriven joints with their motor drives
located near the wrist.
Glove Controller
The hand controller is a slip-into device that the operator can wear on his hand, thus the name
glove controller. Three fingers and the thumb are instrumented, each finger unit has four d.o.f.
The little finger is not being used at present since the slave hand will be four fingered as well.
Metal plates ride on the backside of each finger section. They are connected by linkages which
have common pivot points above the finger joints. Each pivot point is the center for a pulley
that rotates at equal angles as the finger joint. The pulleys are backdriven according to the
slave's actual displacements to provide identical hand configurations for master and slave hands.
The finger actuators are located in compact finger-drive packages at and above the elbow, also
serving as counterweight for the forearm. The finger actuators are linked to the finger by
means of flex cables.
CONTROL
Due to its exoskeleton, anthropomorphic shape, the operator is able to wear the dual arm
control harness. He then just simply performs the desired operation manually while
monitoring the events at TV screens or by looking through the control station's windows.
Position and force feedback are reflected at each joint in the arm and hand, thus providing a
sense of actually operating out there. The master and slave arms are linked by high-speed
optical data transmission lines with communication rates of over 1000 Hz. Due to the matching
kinematic configuration between master and slave arms, no time-delaying coordinate
transformations have to be performed, which results in excellent feedback and response rates.
Compliance control is automatic: If the operator exerts a slight force to move a joint, the slave
will respond and feeds the actual motion back to the master controller. If the slave joint is
prevented from moving, the master controller will not respond either. Should the operator
continue to exert a force to the controller, the controller still senses the operator's force input
and produces a proportional force at the corresponding slave joints while at the same time
stiffening its internal joint stiffness mechanisms. Position and force control are thus
automatically regulated in a human like fashion without the operator having to switch from one
mode to another.
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SPACEOPERATIONS
The system has been designed with space applications in mind and could be readied for an early
space experiment prior to the space station's construction. Fig. 2 shows the artist's concept of
the space robot configuration. Employing this anthropomorphic system in space has
considerable advantages. Some of them are listed below:
o It is designed as dexterous front end to the standard RMS arm.
O The System Hardware can be stowed in the shuttle's cargo bay. The slave will be picked up
by the RMS arm. The master could be brought through the tunnel to the flight deck.
O The dexterous hand can plug in tethering devices and electronic connectors, including its
own electrical connections to the RMS arm.
o The master requires no independent fixed space or attachments in the aft flight deck.
o The operator wears the master on his back, eliminating disturbing recoiling effects.
O The operator retains his mobility and by freezing the slave is free to manipulate the RMS
controls.
O One operator can perform a variety of EVA manipulation tasks that previously required two
EVA astronauts and one RMS operator.
O No EVA life support system is needed. No decompression time is required for the
astronauts. No mandatory three-day waiting period for EVA operations is required at the
beginning of a mission.
o The system can quickly be deployed in contingency and emergency situations.
SUMMARY
The new anthropomorphic telerobot system was discussed. It will consist of dual robot
arm-hands and an exoskeleton dual arm-glove controller. The hands have a thumb and three
fingers. The robot arm-hand has active compliance which is essential for advanced dexterous
robot manipulations. The control harness allows the operator to command the task by simply
performing the desired manipulations. Advantages of this system for space applications were
mentioned.
GLOSSARY
EVA: Extra Vehicular Activities: Space Walking Astronauts
IVA: Intra Vehicular Activities: Astronauts commanding the events from an environmentally
controlled command post
RMS: Remote Manipulator System: The space shuttle's arm
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Fig. 2 Anthropomorphic Telerobot in Space Configuration
Paolo Fiorini & Jeffrey Chang
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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Abstract
This paper proposes an _tecture for th_ control of robotic devices, and in
particular of anarchic hands, characterized by a hierarchical structure
in which every level of the architecture contains data and control function
with varying degree of abstraction. Bottnm levels of the hierarchy interface
directly with sensors and actuators, and process raw data and motor commands.
Higher levels perform more symbolic types of tasks, such as application of
boolean rules and general planning operations, layers implementation has to
be consistent with the type of operation and its requirements for real time
control. In the paper we propose to implement the rule level with a Boolean
Artificial Neural Network characterized by a response time sufficient for
producing reflex corrective action at the actuator level.
l._on
The set of tools available to robotics researchers to build grasping strategies
includes path planners, many types of control algorithms, and sensor data
fusion techniques. Many authors have proposed different architectures for the
integration of these tools to assure a smooth flow of information from sensing
to central computing and back to actuation. A proposed system is based on
Logical Sensor Specification [6] and consists of software layers between
physical sensors, actuators and the central processor, each one of them able
to perform some local processing on sensor data and to directly modify commands
from the top level to the actuators. A proposal also aimed at reducing the
computational load of a controller is that of RefleK Cuntrol [i] in which a
limited number of actions are carried on by the mechanical hardware to react
to specified external situations. Other authors have proposed Expert Systems
at various levels of a layered architecture for hand control. In [15] an
expert system for configuring grasp postures is proposed, and this is
integrated in [9] with an Arl-_ificial Neural Network for learning the relations
between postures and object shapes. In [7] a learning Expert System is
presented for the discovery and refinement of control skills for fine
manipulation tasks. Tnese proposals represent efforts to improve performance
and applicability of Control Theory and can be associated with the research in
Intelligent (_trol [I0], [13], [14], whose main effort is the integration of
Control Theory, Artificial Intelligence and Operation Researc/h in a homogeneous
structure capable of autonc_ous reasoning and control.
From this brief overview, it is clear that architectures based on hierarchies
of p_ing stages are undergoing extensive study, but present results do
not take full advantage of the possibilities offered by this approach. For
example, reflex control alone is not sufficient to handle a large number of
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operating conditions, and expert systems are too slow for a direct interface
with a real time prooess. An efficient _ Cuntroller, must assure
immediate reactions to unexpected external conditions and thus bypass the long
processing time of the higher levels. A fast reaction would _te for the
different execution times of planning and control, and fill in possible voids
in the _ stream. This can be of great usefulness in the case of space
servicing with time delay, when the remote operator cannot provide immediate
feedback, and also to free some of astronauts time.
2. Hi_c_l (30r/croller
The needs described in the above paragraphs can be satisfied with
hierarchical architectures and with circuital implementations of the various
layers, that can assure better flexibility and performance than current
systems. Tnis proposed control architecture oonsists of three levels: a
planner, a rule base and the actuator controller. Each level can be composed
of different layers depending on the particular application, and on the
re_t of data fusion. In the implementation that we propose, each level
consists of a single layer, and the rule base is included between planner and
actuator controller, to have response time and amount of knowledge intermediate
between those of the other two. Tne purpose of this stage is to store expected
relations among single feedback signals or subsets of thegn, and to use the
results to understand the evolution of a grasping task. In particular this
design allows for a flexible reflex control in various grasping tasks and
permits the actuator controller to determine autoncmously the best reaction to
a given pattern of feedback signals. Both planner and actuator controllers
use feedback signals and rules output to start the generation of a new plan and
to modify actuator trajectory. When a new strategy is generated by the
plartner, the associated rules are blended with the current rule base, to assure
a smooth transition between plans.
This architecture requires several additions to the standard implementations of
planner and actuator controllers. The first one, in fact, has to generate the
set of conditions that qualify the task evolution, while the second has to
store a set of alternate trajectories. The rule base processes the feedback
signals and generates a set of boolean variables, applies the rules supplied by
the planner to these variables and deteamdmes the current evolution of the
task. When a replanning occurs, it assures consistency in its rule base. In
this implementation, two basic assumptions have been made: that a small set of
actuator trajectories can oover most of grasping situations, and that the
evolution of a grasping task can be represented by logical conditions. In this
case, the rule base is an adaptive boolean netwDrk in which sensor conditions
are stored as if-then rules expressed as boolean conjunctions. A range
detector converts data from the sensors into logical levels, and the
adaptation mechanism supervises the loading of a new plan.
The complete system will include two boolean netwDrks, managed by an adaptation
unit, to ensure that adaptation does not interfere with the correct processing
of the feedback signals. When the backup network is successfully updated, the
adaptation controller will switch it on line and will start updating the other
one. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the proposed architecture of the complete
system. In the following paragraphs, the justification for such an approach
will be presented, together with the description of functions and
implementation of the rule base.
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Fig. i: Hierarchical architecture for robotic control
3. Design Approach to a OmYcrol Ard_tecture
In defining a structure for a hand system, two main steps have to be taken:
first the analysis of function allocation in the hierarchy, and second their
match with candidate i_plementations to satisfy the needs of real time control.
After the initial achievements in designing good mechanisms and control
algorithms [3] [4], much effort is now directed towards the definition of an
architecture that can include and organize all ocmponents of a msltifingered
hand system. In this situation, it comes quite natural to turn to the
analysis of human behavior as a possible model for a control arQhitecture.
In the functional analysis of [8],[11],[12] a causal hierarc21y is defined,
describing the different types of control actions of human operators
supervising industrial plants. The layers of the hierarchy are based on
increased level of symbolic representation of the information, fr_n raw sensor
readings to descriptions of plant states. At each level, the degree of
complexity of the system representation is approximately kept constant. The
plant operator is the processing power acting at each level of the hierarchy on
different data abstractions. Depending on the case cc_plexity, he/she can
initiate a control action at every layer and, in particular, at the one whose
data representation best describes the current situation. Such a system then
has a capability for a particular reflex action, in the sense that ccmmmmds to
the plant can be generated at all levels of the hierarc/%y, without the need of
reaching the top level of abstraction for deciding the next action. Learning
of new skills is also necessary to fine tune the response of the system. A
hierarchical structure has the potential for implementing a distributed
supervised scheme, in which every layer can receive updates fram the next
higher level, and can modify the logic of tb_ next lower level in the dual role
of supervisor and learner.
Tne second step in designing a oontrol architecture is the match of the
functions assigned to a layer of the hiez-urd_y with a specific implementation.
In particular, the interaction between the actuator control and the strategy
generated by the grasp planner is not well defined. During task execution , no
provision is made for using sensor feedback to update in real time the initial
plan, or for switching to alternate cries. Tne normal approach is to halt the
operation when an error oondition is recognized, and generate a new plan based
on current sensor data. To answer the need for a fast activation of an
alternate plan, qualitative oonditions are mixed to the robot programs,
defining the expected logical conditions of the task. To be more general, these
qualitative or logical conditions should be generated by the task planner
together with the quantitative information pertinent to the trajectory
definition. In the same way that analog information is stored in the actuator
controllers, logical conditions should be stored in qualitative controllers
that would supervise the task evolution and would manage strategy changes. In
this paper we present an example of this by assigning to one of the layers of
the control hierarchy a particular class of artificial neural networks called
Dynamically Programmable Ingical Az3rays [2], [16], and by implementing it in
VLSI technology.
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4. Fu_tiu_l Hierard_
The model developed by _ and Lind and presented in [ii] describes the
operator's decision making process during the oontrol of ccmplex plants, such
as nuclear or power facilities. The proposed data organization closely follows
the needs of the human mind in terms of quantity and quality of information
presented. Tnree parameters have been determined to play a major role in the
modeling of a control action: causal relations, cumplexity of representation,
and expectation on feedback data. Operators organize their mental model based
upon the causal relations existing between elements of the plant, and generate
several plant descriptions, each one with a different level of abstraction. In
this way, tb_ number of elements in each level, i.e. the level's cc_plexity,
can be kept approximately constant. Particular situations direct the
operator's attention, and the corresponding oontrol actions are determined by
the prese/x_ or by the absence of specific feedback signals. Each hierarchical
level corresponds to a different kind of mental process. At the bottnm layers
actions are immediately activated by important feedback signals, middle layers
reasoning can recognize typical patterns in the feedback signals and command
more complex reactions, and top layers mental process is dedicated to a
symbolic type of reasoning in which sequences of patterns can be analyzed.
A schematic representation of this model is in Fig. 2, where three levels of
this hierarc/lical structure are visualized. The bottmm level is defined as the
skill level,where no conscious action takes place, and feedback/reaction are
governed by fixed and autumatic relation, e.g. maintaining a level within
ranges, or reacting to a particular alarm signal. At this level there is no
abstraction on the feedback data, but each signal is considered alone for its
particular meaning. In the middle level, scm_ processing of the feedback
information is neoessary before a control action can take place. This data
processing can be quite el_nentary, and can be visualized as a set of rules
combining subsets of feedback signals. At this level, actions are decided on
the basis of abstract entities derived from the rules stored at this level. The
next higher level represents the knowledge level, where ccmplex inf_ have
to be made. The type of prooessing at this level is not characterized by sets
of rules, but by general planning functions. If we consider the above
description as a possible model for a hiez-arc/_cal control structure for a
robotic system, we see that the decision process performed by the plant's
operator can be used as a guide to identify both the degree of data aggregation
needed at a certain level of the architecture and the type of processing most
suitable for that level. This model can also be used to describe a typical
sequence of actions in human manipulation.
The model can be mapped directly into a possible architecture of a control
system for an anthropcmorphic hand. In a simple three-level structure, the
skill level corresponds to the actuator controllers, the rule level corresponds
to an intermediate processing of feedback data and actuator _, and the
knowledge level corresponds to the grasp planner, such as the one presented in
Figure i.
5. k_/ve Boolean Ne_urks
This type of network is built with node modules capable of manipulating small
sets of input variables with logical operators that can be dynamically
p_ to change the boolean function implemented in the node. The overall
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network is then a oumbinatorial circuit and its outputs are boolean functions
of the ir_. These logical operations can be ccr_idered equivalent to
propositional logic calculation, cumpiled into the network as logical rules
relating symbolic inputs to symbolic clfcputs. Due to the nature of its boolean
constituents, this processing is oumpl_y cumbinatorial, non-numeric and
asynchronous. The architecture is regular with limited oonnectivity and
modules can be easily structured by aggregating groups of functions.
Adaptation is an additional feature of these networks that allows them to take
an active role in configuring the connections of the logic gates, with the
purpose of optimizing some performance index, such as minimality and
consistency of the rule base. Dynamic programmability distLnguishes these
networks from conventional _ Logic Arrays which realize fixed
functions after the initial p_ step. They are also different from
User Pm_ra_E@_le Gate Arrays [5], in which the logic function embedded in the
circuit can be altered by storing in the array a different set of oonnections
for the logic gates. These arrays play no active role during reconfiguration,
but they are reprc_ on line by an external _.
The underlying concept for this class of oumbinatorial dataflc_ ard_tectures
is the same than that of Artificial Neural _ (ANN); it is useful to make
a brief comparison of the two structures. The prototype structure of an ANN
element is a weighted sum of inputs modified by a nonlinear threshold function,
while these type of networks have fully input, output and prooessing boolean.
The main conseque/K_ of this is the simpler design of both the camputing device
and its control circuits. In an ANN, learning is ad%ieved by a process of
convergence following a gradient path in a multidimensional state space. In
adaptive boolean networks the learning process is aooumPlished by adapting the
current rule base to new rules presented to the network by an outside source.
This can be viewed as a type of supervised learning in which the network takes
the active role of blending the new rule with the old ones to assure
consistency and minimality (Fig.3).
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Problem specification is done by _ly entering into the system if-then
rules expressed as boolean conjunctions. During processing, the network acts
as a Programmable Logic Array. The network ir_ are discrete variables
supplied by the environment. The output of the processing is the truth values
for the logic predicates which have been previously stored in the network as
logic rules. During adaptation, the network structure changes to update the
overall network functions. As new rules are added, the netwDrk automatically
reconfigures to a logic circuit that seeks to maintain a minimal and consistent
rule base. Tnere is no explicit p_ of the network, and the internal
configuration of the network is not unique and depends on the initial state and
on the history of the previous adaptations. The system accepts new rules that
are sequentially presented to it by an external controller. This process
allows each node in the network to determine its relation with the new rule and
dete/mdne whether it should be involved in the adaptation process. The
adaptation may involve addition or deletion of nodes, or crmpaction of
subnetworks. A central controller is used for ooordination, but the adaptive
process itself is completely distributed in the network, and modifications to
network are performed with consid_le co_.
Rules consist of a conjunction of boolean variables as antecedent and of a
single boolean variable as consequent, e.g. :
ABC -> Z
which means that if the antecedent is true then the consequent must be set to
true. These rules differ frown ordinary boolean functions, because of the
characteristic of propositional logic of not specifying anything besides what
the rule states. To_is means that no condition is set for the truth value of
(not Z) and that Z can also be true in the absence of the given antecedent.
Thus whenever the antecedent of a rule is not matched by the input environment,
the instance provides no information about what the output of the system should
be. Rule consistency is achieved by resolving all conflicts between two
instances that contradict each other, i.e. if they are both eligible to fire
for some state of the environment, and they have discordant output.
Minimization occurs between concordant instanoes and only guarantees relative
minimality. Minimal representation is achieved by heuristics methods, and not
through procedures to derive a theoretical qotimum. Minimality is said to have
been achieved when no two concordant rules can be equivalently represented by
one rule only, or by two rules with fewer variables.
This type of digital neural network can be implemented in several arc.hi_
[16], depending on the degree of connectivity among the nodes and the type of
communication allowed between nodes and the external controller. A totally
connected archi_ has been extensively studied [2], and it consists of
two function arrays, separated by a controller column, as in Figure 4. The
first array is an AND plane, in which all nodes implement a logical AND
function. The second array consists of nodes implementing the logical OR
functions necessary to build the complete rule out of t/he minterms built in the
AND plane. The central column consists of an array of nodes called D-nodes,
which collect the output of a rc_ of the AND plane, thus generating an output
corresponding to a minterm of a rule. Variables are associated to nodes in the
AND plane by setting a status bit in the node located at the intersection of
the column, representing the variable and the row cozTes[_nding to the minterm.
In a similar way, the OR plane collects the minterms forming a rule by using a
chained OR to represent a logical function as a sum of products.
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The adaptation prooess in this architecture is a two step process. First the
new rule is presented to the network by the Adaptation Unit, where each node
performs a self classification to determine how it should be operated on, to
bring about the correct adaptation of the network. Second, the Adaptation Unit
guides the adaptation of the node pool so that a prioritized sequence of
operations can perform the network adaptation. Rules are presented to the
circuit as a sequerK_ of c_ponent minterms, and they are assigned to a
specific output, by enabling one of the coltmms of the OR plane. _lex
operations, such as fusion of two rules, are done by the Adaptation Unit to
which the network _es the offending minterm for external minimization.
To experiment with integration of the rule base with an real actuator
controller, the netwDrk has been implemented in VISI technology so that it can
be located with the controller and will not affect the communication bandwidth
of the system. During p_ing, the network receives the output of range
selectors that transform the analog output of the sensors into boolean
variables, and then it processes th_ aooording to the memorized rules. During
adaptation, the network structure c_es to update the overall network
function. In the present model, we use a reoe_ncy law for resolving rule
conflicts during the transition from a grasping strategy to the following one.
The impl_ prototype is a four ir_ut, four output, eight minterm network,
calling for a 4 by 8 AND plane, an 8 node oontrol column and an 8 by 8 node OR
plane. The whole chip measures 7900 by 9200 micTor_ and was designed in a
3 micron p-well £MOS tedmology. The chip is mounted in a 64 pin package, and
is currently interfaoed to a personal computer for functional testing. All
input output lines are buffered to avoid racing conditions among the feedback
signals. Figure 5 is a microphotograph of the chip.
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6. Om_/_si_n
In this paper we have presented the first steps of the design and
implementation of a hierardlical _tecture for the control of robotic
devices such as mechanical hands. The justification for this approach is found
in the analysis of human behavior during control functions, and it is an
improvement over similar design proposed for intelligent controllers. The
three fundamental criteria that this structure satisfies are: causal
connections between layers, constant complexity of each layer, and directed
focus of attention. Tne implementation of each layer _ast obey the same
design criteria, and therefore it must change from one layer to the other, to
fulfill the _ of processing type and execution speed of that level.
An implementation of a layer has been described, which will act as a rule base,
or logical controller, in a three layer ardlitecture, and the characteristics
of this implementation as a boolean artificial neural network have been
presented.
The research described in this paper was performed at the Jet Propulsion
laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Performance Limitations of Bilateral Force Reflection
Imposed by Operator Dynamic Characteristics
Jim D. Chapel
Martin Marietta Astronautics Group
Denver, Colorado
Abstract
This paper presents a linearized, single-axis model for bilateral force reflection which facilitates
investigation into the effects of manipulator, operator, and task dynamics, as well as time delay and
gain scaling. Structural similarities are noted between this model and impedance control. Stability
results based upon this model impose requirements upon operator dynamic characteristics as
functions of system time delay and environmental stiffness. An experimental characterization reveals
the limited capabilities of the human operator to meet these requirements. A procedure is presented
for determining the force reflection gain scaling required to provide stability and acceptable operator
workload. This procedure is applied to a system with dyn. amics typical of a space manipulator, and
the required gain scaling is presented as a function of environmental stiffness.
1. Introduction
The development of NASA's Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) provides the robotics research
community many engineering challenges which must be addressed to provide a safe. and effective
space-based teleoperation system. One of the problems confronting this new mmatlve is the
adaptation of control techniques widely used in nuclear and undersea teleoperation systems to a
space-based system. The control techniques utilized in these existing systems have evolved over the
past three decades to provide the operator with an interface that is comfortable and nearly
transparent. However, the teleoperation technology base developed during this time period is not
broad enough to facilitate engineering design and performance prediction for a system with
significantly different characteristics. Digital sampling and communication delay inherent in a space
teleoperation system have been shown to degrade the performance and stability of force-reflecting
teleoperation systems [1,2]. Additionally, the dynamics of manipulators designed for use in space,
as shown in Figure 1, are likely to be significantly different from those of manipulators designed for
terrestrial applications. To facilitate a rational design process, a model-based analysis is needed that
can predict performance of teleoperation control schemes when implemented in any specific system.
Figure 1 Early Flight Telerobotic Servicer Concept
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This paperexaminesthe dynamic characteristics of force-reflecting teleoperation systems, and
investigates the effects of communication time delay, digital sampling, task dynamics, and operator
dynamics on stability and performance. The technical approach presented here examines the
dynamic characteristics of bilateral force reflection by exploiting similarities between bilateral force
reflection and position-based impedance control. In both cases, a dynamic relationship is established
between the measured environmental force and commanded manipulator position. In the case of
impedance control, this relationship is realized by specifying parameters in a digital "impedance"
filter, whereas in the case of bilateral force reflection, this relationship is determined by the dynamic
characteristics of the human operator/hand controller combination. Unlike the impedance filter
parameters, the human operator dynamic characteristics are nonlinear and time varying. Analysis of
the linear time invariant problem generates stability boundaries for impedance filter design as
functions of communication time delay, digital sampling and task dynamics [ 1,3,4]. Comparison of
the impedance filter parameters to the physical parameters of the human operator/hand controller
model reveals that this stability analysis imposes requirements on human operator stiffness and
damping.
An experimental frequency response characterization of five test subjects is presented that quantifies
the limited capabilities of human operators to provide the dynamic parameters needed to stabilize the
system. The dominant features in the frequency range of interest are found to be captured using a
second order model parameterized by stiffness, damping, and inertia. Test results are presented for
minimum, moderate, and maximum exertion levels. Operator dynamic parameters are demonstrated
to be closely coupled over the range of capability, 1.e., operator stiffness cannot be generated
independent of operator damping. The results of this characterization provide a basis for determining
operational capabilities and limitations of force-reflecting teleoperation systems controlled by human
operators.
The impedance control stability analysis imposes requirements on dynamic compensation in the force
reflection loop, and the operator dynamic characterization provides the limits of human capabilities to
provide this compensation. Comparison of human operator capabilities to the dynamic feedback
requirements can be used to determine the stability and operator workload of bilateral force
reflection. If the system is not stable, or the resulting workload is considered excessive, the analysis
presented also shows how gains within the system, namely the force reflection and position gains,
can be adjusted to provide acceptable performance.
2. Teleoperator Force Reflection Analysis
The free-space position response of the teleoperation system's manipulator is assumed to be
accurately modeled by a second order transfer function. This assumption is valid for position
controlled manipulators that do not exhibit flexible modes in the frequency range of interest, which is
generally less than 10 Hz. Although the coefficients of this transfer function vary depending upon
the manipulator's pose, the following analysis considers operation about a point in space so that the
transfer function coefficients can be assumed constant. Stiffness is often the dominant effect of the
environment, especially for assembly and maintenance tasks using metal pans. The environment can
then be modeled by a single stiffness term, Ke. The transfer function relating position response to
position command for the manipulator in contact with the environment is then given by
X K
m
= (1)
Xc J s2+B s+K +K
m Irtl m e
where Km, Bin, Jm are the controlled manipulator stiffness, damping, and inertia, respectively. The
forces seen at the manipulator are assumed reflected back to the hand controller through a
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communicationlink with time delayTd/2. A feedback gain, Kf, is provided to scale the sensed
environmental forces to a comfortable level for the operator. The human operator/hand controller
system can be modeled as a second order dynamic system as well, but the transfer function
coefficients are not constant because of varying levels of operator exertion. For this analysis, the
operator dynamic parameters are assumed constant during the environmental interaction being
studied. The resulting transfer function relating reflected force to hand controller position is given
by
Xhc 1
- (2)
F Js2+Bs+K
where K, B, and J are the stiffness, damping, and inertia of the human operator/hand controller
combination, respectively. A feedforward gain, Kp, is also provided to scale the hand controller
motion to commanded manipulator motion. Finally,the commanded manipulator position is issued
to the manipulator through a communication link with time delay Td/2. The open loop transfer
function of the system is given by
-st.
K KfKeK e
T(s) = p m (3)
Figure 2 presents the system structure in block diagram form. A reference input is introduced as
representative of the operator inputs to the hand controller. Examining the block diagram of this
system, we can see that bilateral force reflection forms a feedback control scheme with a dynamic
compensator. The dynamics of the manipulator, the environment, and the operator/hand controller
combination, as well as communication/computation time delay and control law gains, are all
important in determining the stability of bilateral force reflection. Studying the magnitude and phase
characteristics of the open loop transfer function given in Eq. (3) provides insight into the stability
and performance of force-reflecting teleoperation systems that can be modeled as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Force-Reflecting Teleoperation Block Diagram
When the structure of this form of force reflection is compared to those of other forms of active force
control, it is seen that the structure presented here is identical to the "impedance control" structure
described in the robotic systems literature [5,6]. In both cases, the position command issued to the
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manipulator is modified by sensed environmental forces passed through a dynamic filter, thereby
establishing a dynamic relationship between manipulator force and position. This relationship can be
interpreted as a mechanical "impedance." Unlike the impedance control case where impedance filter
parameters can be programmed arbitrarily, bilateral force reflection has a limited capability of
providing filter parameters because of the human operator's physical limitations. Even so, the
requirements on the physical dynamics of the human operator/hand controller are identical to those
imposed on the impedance filter dynamics to ensure stability. This allows stability analysis results
derived for impedance control to be applied to this problem. Details of the analysis have been
previously published [3,4], and will not be repeated here. A summary of the approach and the
results of this analysis are presented in the following discussion.
To find the stability boundaries of an impedance control system with a second order impedance filter
described by Eq. (2), the parameters must be found for the open-loop transfer function in Eq. (3)
that result in a marginally stable system. Because we are interested in impedance filter design
requirements, we wish to find the parameters J, B, and K that produce a marginally stable system
while the other parameters in the system remain fixed. If the characteristic equations of both the
manipulator and impedance filter transfer functions in Eqs. (1) and (2) have damping ratios of at
least 0.707, the magnitude response is a monotone decreasing function of frequency. This
requirement implies that no resonant peaks be present in the magnitude response for either of these
parts of the system. If the impedance filter represents the human operator/hand controller dynamics,
this would normally be the case to provide acceptable performance and feel. The manipulator control
system would typically be designed to exhibit this characteristic when not in contact with the
environment, but the damping ratio of the characteristic equation of Eq. (2) decreases as the
environmental stiffness, Ke, increases. For some range of environmental stiffnesses, the damping
ratio of the manipulator's position response would still be greater than 0.707. The case where this
assumption is not valid is discussed later in this paper. If the damping assumption holds, the
simultaneous solution of the magnitude equation for a magnitude of unity and the phase equation for
a phase angle of-180 degrees provides a unique solution for the impedance filter parameter K given
J and B. Introduction of time delay into the system decreases the phase linearly with frequency and
therefore does not affect the uniqueness of solution.
Numerically solving this nonlinear system of equations with various communication/computation
time delays, we find stability boundaries on the K-B plane of the form shown in Figure 3. For the
solution shown, the impedance filter parameter corresponding to the hand controller inertia, J, was
set to zero. This assumption is equivalent to the inertia of the operator/hand controller combination
being small compared with its stiffness and damping characteristics. Manipulator parameters used
for the stability boundaries presented in Figure 3 are representative of dextrous space manipulators,
corresponding to a manipulator weighing 150 lbs being controlled by a moderate performance
position controller with a bandwidth of 1.5 Hz. Experimental studies using an impedance-controlled
industrial manipulator have verified the general characteristics of these stability boundaries, and have
also shown close agreement between analytical predictions and experimental measurements [3].
Interpreting the results shown in Figure 3 for the case of force-reflecting teleoperation, we see that
the stiffness and damping that must be provided by the operator are quantified for the system with
the given parameters. It is important to note that even with no time delay in the system, some
operator stiffness and damping is required to stabilize the system. This phenomenon is caused by
the phase lag or transport delay of the position-controlled manipulator. Not surprisingly, increasing
the time delay within the system while keeping the control gains the same increases the requirements
for operator stiffness and/or damping to retain stability. Because the operator provides stiffness and
damping to the system by tightening his arm muscles, increased time delay sharply increases the
physical workload of the operator. Additionally, the increased requirements may exceed the
operator's capability to stabilize the system. Because the stiffness and damping parameters required
are the ratios of operator stiffness and damping to the product of the control gains, decreasing the
position gain, Kp, the force reflection gain, Kf, or both reduces the stiffness and damping
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requirementsof the operator. In this way, a systemwith arbitrarily large time delay can be
stabilized. Although it is certainlypossibleto decreasethe forcereflection gain to havea stable
systemwith severalsecondsof timedelay,thegainwouldbesosmallthatforcereflectionwouldbe
effectivelydisabled.Smallerreductionsin thecontrolgainsalsodegradetheperformanceof force
reflectionby reducingthe"crispness"or "feel"of thesystem.
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Figure 3 Stability Boundaries as a Function of Time Delay
Families of solutions can also be generated on the K-B plane for different values of the
environmental stiffness. For systems with no time delays, the Routh-Hurwitz criterion can be used
to determine stability conditions on K, B, and J [3]. If K and B are restricted to being positive real
numbers and J is again set to zero, the constraint equation for K and B to retain stability is given by
g > _B__2_m+ B 2
2J m
B 2 K +K
4J 2 J
m m
+ B KpKIKeKm (4)
B
m
If the controlled manipulator dynamic characteristics, Jm, Bm and Km, are held constant and Ke is
allowed to vary, the relationship in Eq. (4) produces a family of stability boundaries parameterized
by B, K, and Ke. Using the same manipulator dynamics that were used to generate the plot in
Figure 3, we can find these stability boundaries in the K-B plane as shown in Figure 4. For a given
set of control gains, larger environmental stiffnesses require higher values of stiffness and damping
from the operator. Higher environmental stiffnesses therefore require higher operator workload and
will generally produce a less stable system. As discussed before, the control gains Kp and Kf can be
adjusted to guarantee that the system is stable, but at the cost of making the environment feel more
spongy to the operator.
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Figure 4 Stability Boundaries as a Function of Environmental Stiffness
If time delay is introduced in to the system, an analytical solution can no longer be obtained. As
long as the environmental stiffness, Ke, is not large enough to produce a resonant peak in the
magnitude response of Eq. (1), the same method of solution can be used to find stability boundaries
for various environmental stiffnesses as was used to find the stability boundaries for various time
delays. When a resonant peak is present in the magnitude response of the manipulator transfer
function, the simultaneous solution of the magnitude and phase equations for a magnitude of unity
and phase of -180 degrees no longer guarantees a marginally stable system. To find the values of
K, B and J that produce a marginally stable system in this case, the Nyquist plot needs to be found
that crosses the real axis at the -1 point and does not encircle the -1 point. Because the resonant
mode produces a nearly circular contour in the Nyquist plane [7] and the phase changes rapidly near
the resonant frc_luency , the real-axis intersection is approximately given by the real part of the open-
loop transfer function, T(s), evaluated at the resonant frequency. Use of this approximation results
in the following stability constraint:
Re (T(jo),.) ) > -1 (5)
where (Or is the resonant frequency of Eq. 1. This approximation is most accurate when the damping
of the manipulator dynamics is small, or alternatively, when the environmental stiffness is large.
The dynamics of the manipulator in contact with the environment are already known, so this
constraint imposes limits on the impedance filter to maintain stability. The constraint given in Eq.
(5) can then be used to determine the constraints upon impedance filter design to stabilize systems
with time delay.
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3. Human Operator Dynamic Characterization
The stability analysis presented above provides requirements for any dynamic force compensation
implemented in the structure of Figure 1. Force-reflecting teleoperation is of this form and therefore
requires specific human operator dynamic characteristics to retain stability. An experiment is
presented here that determines operator dynamic characteristics over a range of test subjects from
minimum to maximum exertion levels. Comparison of the experimentally demonstrated capabilities
to the requirements derived from the stability analysis provides information about system stability
and operator workload.
To investigate the operator dynamic characteristics, a one-DOF hand controller was set up as shown
in Figure 5. The test setup consisted of an Inland brush motor attached to the input shaft of a
harmonic drive with a 100:1 gear ratio. To obtain primarily translation motion, a hand grip with a 12
inch link was attached to the output shaft of the harmonic drive. The effects of drive friction and
reflected inertia were minimized by implementing a moderate bandwidth analog torque loop on the
harmonic drive. A conductive plastic potentiometer, mounted on the motor shaft, was used as the
angular position sensor. The resulting one-DOF hand controller had the desirable characteristic of
high torque levels yet was still responsive to extremely small operator force inputs.
Function
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Figure 5 One-DOF Hand Controller Testbed
A set of five operators was tested using this experimental hand controller configuration. Motion in
the direction forward from the body was chosen as representative of many teleoperation assembly
and insertion tasks. Frequency response data was taken from 1.0 Hz to 6.0 Hz to obtain the transfer
function between hand controller force and position. Each operator made three runs consisting of
minimum operator exertion, moderate operator exertion, and maximum operator exertion. The
torque input was set such that the operators could not stop hand controller motion even when
exerting maximum force. Stiffness, damping, and inertia parameters were extracted from the
frequency response data by first fitting a second order response to the frequency response data. The
dc level was used to extract the operator stiffness, K. The second order curve fit and the parameter K
were then used to determine the operator damping and inertia, B and J, respectively. These
parameters represent the dynamics of the human operator/hand controller combination in Eq. (2).
By subtracting off the hand controller damping and inertia terms, Bh/c and Jh/c, determined from a
separate open-loop frequency response on the hand controller alone, the human operator dynamic
parameters can be determined.
The stiffness and damping characteristics of the human operators, determined by the method
described above, are shown in Figure 6. For each operator, effective inertia displayed only a small
variation between runs compared with the variation in the stiffness and damping parameters. The
maximum inertia values were observed for the maximum exertion case where the operators attempted
to resist hand controller motion by tensing the upper body muscles. Because more body mass is
active during hand controller motion in this case, an increase in effective operator inertia of
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approximatelya factor of two was observed for each operator. Measured operator inertias displayed
negligible variation between minimum and moderate exertion runs.
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Figure 6 Operator Characterization Results
Two key results are observed from this testing. First, human operators clearly have limited
capabilities for providing stiffness and damping to stabilize force-reflectng teleoperation systems.
In the direction forward from the body, system designs requiring more than 10 lb/in stiffness or
more than 0.7 lb-s/in damping would be unacceptable for prolonged operation. Systems requiring
more than 15 lb/in stiffness or more than 1.1 lb-s/in damping could not be stabilized by human
operators in this direction. Second, stiffness and damping apparently cannot be provided
independently by human operators. In fact, the two parameters appear to be linearly related. This
simplifies the required stability analysis because only a small range of the stability boundaries need
to be examined to determine stability of the overall system and operator workload.
4. Teleoperation Performance and Stability Implications
The results of the stability analysis can be combined with the human operator characterization data to
predict whether or not a force-reflecting teleoperation system can be stabilized by a human operator.
If the operator is able to provide the required stiffness and damping characteristics, the operator
workload can be predicted by examining the location of the required dynamic characteristics within
the range of operator capabilities. Finally, if the system cannot be stabilized by the operator, or the
workload is considered unacceptable, the required force reflection gain, Kf, and position gain, Kp,
can be computed to ensure system stability and appropriate workload level. Examining the same
system presented in the stability analysis above and considering the case where there is no time delay
in the system, we can determine system stability, operator workload, and required gain scaling for
the ideal situation. As shown in Figure 3, the addition of time delay into the system will increase
operator dynamic requirements or, alternatively, will increase gain scaling requirements.
To compare the requirements of the force reflection compensator with the capabilities of the human
operator for this ideal case, a linear curvefit is first made to the data shown in Figure 6. This linear
equation is then scaled by Kp and Kf to account for non-unity control gains, and the resulting
equation modeling the human operator can be written as
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Overplotting Eq. (6) on Figure 4 provides a comparison between the human operator dynamic
characteristics and the stability behavior of the force-refecfing system given in Figure 2 as the
environmental stiffness is allowed to vary. By searching along the line given by Eq. (6), we can
find environmental stiffness values that produce a marginally stable system for particular values of
K/KL_K f and B/KpKf.. However, the human operator has clear limitations on providing stiffness, K,
and damping, B. If the operational limitations of the operator are used for K and B in Eq. (6), the
gain scaling required to provide a marginally stable system can be found as a function of the
environmental stiffness. Examination of the data from Figure 6 shows that an operator stiffness of
less than 8 lb/in was easily provided by the operators. Stiffness values above 10 lb/in required an
excessive amount of effort and would not normally be considered as within the operators' capability
range. Stiffness values between 8 lb/in and 10 lb/in required substantial effort but could be provided
comfortably for short periods of time. Operator stiffness values of 8 lb/in and 10 lb/in, along with
the corresponding operator damping values from Eq. (6), were used to find the required control
gain, KpKf, to provide a marginally stable system as a function of the environmental stiffness, Ke.
The resulting plot of KpKf as a function of Ke is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Gain Scaling Required to Stabilize Force Reflection
Examining the curves shown in Figure 7, we see that the product of the control gains, KpKf, can be
greater than unity for small environmental stiffnesses. The allowable control gains decrease with
increasing environmental stiffness. Even with no time delay, this system cannot be stabilized by the
operator when the product of the control gains, KDKf, is unity and Ke is greater than 500 lb/in.
Either the position gain, Kp, or the force reflection gain, Kf, or both must be reduced to operate this
system in contact with stiff environments. The KLtKf curve becomes flat as Ke increases above 1000
lb/in. Because of this, a single value of KpKf can be used for a large range of stiff environments.
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5. Summary
The existing teleoperation technology base needs to be expanded to allow efficient design,
development and deployment of the first generation of dexterous space robots. The initial work
presented here has examined the stability and performance of the bilateral force reflection control
scheme, commonly used in current teleoperation systems, when incorporated into a system with
characteristics typical of space manipulators. Because of the similarities between this control scheme
and the active force control scheme known as "impedance control," recent stability results from the
analysis of impedance control can be applied to this system. These analyses show that time delays
as small as 10 ms, such as those caused by communication delay or computation time, can
significantly increase the stiffness and damping required from the operator to stabilize the system.
The stiffness of the environment is also important in determining the stability of the system.
Interaction with stiff work pieces requires large operator stiffness and damping parameters to retain
stability. Experimental data has shown the operator stiffness and damping characteristics to be
tightly coupled, and has shown the maximum operational values for operator stiffness and damping
to be 10 lb/in and 0.7 lb-s/in, respectively, for the translational direction forward from the body.
Scaling of the position and/or force control gains will allow any system to be stabilized, but at the
cost of reducing the feel to the operator. A procedure was introduced that uses the operator model to
find the required gain scaling as a function of the environmental stiffness. Even with no time delay,
the example system representative of a space manipulator would require gain scaling when
interacting with environmental stiffnesses larger than 500 lb/in. However, a large range of high
stiffness values can be accommodated with little or no change in the gain scaling. Analysis of time
delay effects indicates that more gain scaling would be required for a model including time delay.
The further development of the understanding of how these critical system parameters affect overall
stability and performance will allow standard engineering design techniques to be used to develop an
effective control strategy for any specific telerobot system.
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Abstract
The control of a multifingered hand slave in order to accurately exert arbitrary forces and
impart small movements to a grasped object is, at present, a knotty problem in teleoperation.
Although a number of articulated robotic hands have been proposed in the recent past for
dexterous manipulation in autonomous robots, the possible use of such hands as slaves in
teleoperated manipulation is hindered by the present lack of sensors in those hands, and (even if
those sensors were available) by the inherent difficulty of transmitting to the master operator the
complex sensations elicited by such sensors at the slave level.
In this paper an analysis of different problems related to sensor-based telemanipulation is
presented. The general sensory systems requirements for dexterous slave manipulators are pointed
out and the description of a practical sensory system set-up for the robotic system we have
developed is presented.
The problem of feeding-back to the human master operator stimuli that can be interpreted by
his central nervous system as originated during real dexterous manipulation is then considered.
Finally, some preliminary work aimed at developing an instrumented glove designed purposely for
commanding the master operation and incorporating Kevlar tendons and tension sensors, is
discussed.
1. Introduction
A number of robotic tasks in space will involve operations inside narrow places such as
small cells, tanks, platforms, or on special extravehicular structures. Some of those tasks will
require high dexterity and complex sensorymotor control procedures. Environment conditions (e.g.
zero g) will strongly affect the execution and the performance of the specific task accomplished by
the robot. Nevertheless, all the other conditions of the particular task could vary according to the
different procedure used and, in general, the same task will not be repeated in the same conditions.
For the above reasons, a typical robot for space applications, even if it may possess almost the
same hardware of a common industrial robot, most often requires remote human control (1).
We have elected to investigate in this paper a particular, though fundamental, function in
which teleoperated robots are involved, that is telemanipulation. It is worth observing that
telemanipulation, which is ultimately aimed at extending the sensing and manipulation capabilities of
the human operator to the slave robotic system, requires not only a dexterous slave end-effector, but
also a sensory system able to sense and transmit complex tactile and kinestetic sensations.
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A number of articulated robotic hands have been proposed in the recent past in the field of
autonomous robotics for dexterous manipulation (2) (3). The use of such hands as "slaves" in
teleoperated manipulation is hindered primarily by the present lack of sensors in those hands.
Furthermore, even if those sensors were available, it would be inherently difficult to convey to the
operator the complex sensations elicited by such sensors at the slave level. This is a fundamental
problem in telepresence: the telemanipulation system should allow the human operator not only to
observe the manipulated objects, but even to feel the physical contact with them.
Current state of the art in telemanipulated end-effectors includes joysticks and handles, or
grippers, incorporating some simple sensors. At the master device level, some additional
sophistication has been achieved with the DataGlove (4), which incorporates fiberoptic position
sensors located at the finger joints, and a 6-degree-of-freedom tracking device mounted at the wrist
which provides information about position, orientation and whole configuration of the human
operator hand in 3D space.
It is the objective of the research reported here to investigate the design principles and to
identify the main problems involved in the development of a master-slave system which could be
used for sensor-based telemicromanipulation experiments. In particular our ultimate goal is to
render a human operator able to control a multifingered hand slave in a truly dexterous way, that is
to accurately exert arbitrary forces and impart small movements to a grasped object belonging to a
remote operational space.
In the following some basic considerations on the design of a telemanipulation system are
discussed first. These considerations are related to the general system architecture and to the
requirements for slave and master devices, as well as to the sensory systems which have to be
integrated in their structures in order to achieve an active bilateral control of the manipulative
operation. The following paragraphs deal with the description of the simple robotic system we are
currently developing in order to investigate some basic issues in telemicromanipulation. The robotic
system consists of a tendon actuated robotic slave finger with joint rotation and torque sensors and
tactile sensors at the fingertip, and of an anthropomorphic glove-like exoskeleton incorporating
actively controlled joints for reproducing kinesthetic sensations on the master human operator.
2. General design considerations for a telemanipulation robotic system
As a first step towards the development of a telemanipulation robotic system, we have
attempted to define some general specifications both on the principles of operation (for example, the
way in which the whole process could be performed) and on the specific hardware characteristics
that a master-slave system should possess for carrying out telemicromanipulation procedures.
As far as the human control of the remote manipulative task is concerned, we assume that
the operator (either the astronaut or a ground operator) will usually not supervise the operation just
by giving commands to a computer and leaving the execution of semi-automated manipulation
procedures to the robotic system. Rather, we assume a direct and continuous human control on the
operation. In fact we have even conceived a strict isomorphic relation (isomorphism) between
the robotic hand and the human master hand.
The isomorphic assumption leads to a clear emphasis in our approach for the concept of
telepresence (or tele-existence) of which the telemanipulation task represents only one (although
fundamental, because it is "active") aspect. For this reason, we have imagined a scenario
conceptually rather similar to that already introduced in the virtual display-control interface for the
DataGlove (4), where the human operator, wearing a video display in which the video image of the
operational space is represented, feels himself as present in the remote working place. A pictorial
representation of the possible scenario is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 A scenario for telemicromanipulation.
DEXTEROUS HAND
In analogy with the expected performance of the visual feedback in the case of ideal
telepresence, we assume that also the systems designed for feeding-back the contact information
detected by the slave robotic hand during manipulation procedures will generate adequate stimuli
(5) in the human operator hand. The term "adequate stimuli" means that the sensations evoked to the
human brain cortex when the manipulation procedure is performed directly by the human hand
should be similar to those evoked in the "artificial" situation in which the manipulaton procedure is
actually performed by the artificial slave hand. This fact implies, that the contact information (i.e.
that related to exteroceptors) should be conveied physically to the hand of the master operator,
without any display interface, such as a computer-graphic display or other equivalent devices.
Another important consideration for the definition of a robotic system for telemanipulation
refers to the availability of a dexterous robotic hand equipped with sensory systems of various
kinds. This requirement originates from the very concept of dexterous manipulation, which
requires an articulated effector equipped with proprio- and exteroceptive sensors, commanded
through a hierarchy of sensory-motor control procedures. Only the availability of an appropriate set
of sensors mounted on an artificial dexterous hand will allow the slave to perform "blind" (e.g.
without direct visual feedback) tele-commanded explorations.
From a design point of view, it is important to note that the kinematics of the slave device
could even be different from the master's one. The control of the slave in this case would be
performed by introducing coordinate transformations. In the particular case the human control is
obtained by using an instrumented glove, also the actuation system could be somewhat different
from the slave actuation system: in this case a transformation between the master actuator space and
the slave actuator space is needed.
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3. Sensory requirements for a dexterous slave system
As discussed above, a primary need for a telemanipulation system is the presence of sensory
systems located at the slave hand, and capable of extracting information about the contact conditions
with the surrounding environment. These sensory systems, which allow the slave to be controlled
during the execution of complex manipulation procedures, can be classified, according to the
functional content of the information they extract, as:
a) teleceptors, which provide information about the remote place as a whole (artificial eyes and
ears for long range action; proximity sensors for short range action, etc.);
b) exteroceptors, which detect information on the contact between the robot effector and the
external environment ( this category includes all the "skin" sensors);
c) proprioceptors, which sense position, orientation and relative movements of the various
links of the robot effectors (angular joint rotation and internal force sensors);
d) enteroceptors, which monitor the functional conditions of the various mechanical and
electronic components of the slave system.
That all these sensors are essential for the actual control of the whole telemanipulation
procedure is easy to perceive by considering, for example, how fundamental is the skilled
integration of visual and tactile/force sensing modalities for executing even simple manipulation
procedures.
We intend to focus here our attention on categories b) and c) because these receptors are
directly related to the hardware of the slave end-effector.
In general, although external and internal sensors (as exteroceptors and proprioceptors are
commonly named in robotics) for space robotic end-effectors are based on the same principles of
operation and on the same technologies as industrial robots, it must be taken into account that in the
space environment some requirements on weight and size are critical.
Contact sensors (external force sensors and tactile sensors) play a very important role,
among exteroceptors, on the slave hand. The ability to resolve the six components of the resultant
forces and torques acting on the contact regions of the slave hand leads to a more accurate control of
manipulative procedures (6). Force/torque resultant sensors can be positioned either at the wrist of
the robotic hand or/and inside the distal phalanxes of each finger, being resolution improved while
the sensor moves towards the fingertip. Besides determining contact force and torque, external
force/torque resultant sensors provide also extremely useful information about the possible slippage
of the manipulated object.
Tactile sensing can be considered as complementary to force sensing for the control of
manipulation procedures. Although tactile sensing has been regarded so far in the field of robotics
mostly as the artificial sensing modality devoted to determine pressure distribution over the contact
regions of the end-effector, "tactile" sensing can actually provide a much wider and larger amount of
information. Several technologies have been used to implement the former approach (6). At present,
however, not only mechanical but also physical and chemical properties of the contact regions are
considered as important and useful for perceptual purposes and for fine manipulation. Moreover, a
"dynamic" approach to the analysis of tactile data is now being stressed, with particular emphasis to
the control of exploratory and "blind" recognition procedures (7). Real dexterous behavior can result
from a synthesis of force and tactile sensing. In fact external force measurements can be effectively
combined with the detection of texture, local shape, roughness and "thermal properties" of the
manipulated object in order to derive a more detailed description of the object and to more accurately
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controlfinemotionandforceatthearticulatedslavehand.
Proprioceptivesensorshavethefunctionof indicatingto thecontroller therelativeposition
betweenthelinks of the slavehand.Theknowledge,at any time, of the "joint vector" allowsnot
only to implement pure position control procedure but also, in combination with internal
force/torqueinformation,the hybridcontrolof manipulationprocedures.
In orderto demonstratetheimportanceof providinga slavehandwith an appropriatesetof
exteroceptiveandproprioceptivesensorysystems,wehaveimplementedasetof simpleexploratory
proceduresby utilizing a tendonactuated,anthropomorphic4 degree-of-freedomfinger equipped
with joint rotation andtorqueinternalsensors(8). Externalstimuli deriving from the operational
spaceduringcontactbetweenthefingerandtheenvironmentaredetectedby an "epidermal"tactile
sensorpositionedat the fingertip. The sameepidermal sensor,fabricatedwith a ferroelectric
polymerfilm, couldbealsousefulfor detectingdynamicthermalpropertiesof thecontactregions.
4. Considerations on exteroceptive and proprioceptive feedback for the master
hand.
Based on the assumption discussed in paragraph 2. of the isomorphic relation between the
dexterous robotic slave hand and the human master hand, the problem of specifying the
characteristics of the interfacing system has to be addressed. The functional operations required to
this interface system are : a) to collect proprioceptive data from the master hand in order to command
the slave operation, and b) to receive the exteroceptive information deriving from the slave and
translating them into adequate feedback stimuli to the human hand.
Functions a) and b) must be performed by sensory and actuating systems positioned in
contact with the human hand or with a deformable or rigid support wrapping the hand up. A clear
example of such a structure is the already mentioned DataGlove (4), which incorporates joint
angular rotation sensors but allows the hand to reach all possible kinematics configurations.
Manoeuvrability and ergonomic considerations are critical aspects in the design of the master
telemanipulation system: these requirements are considerably emphasized in the case of
telemicromanipulation, where the range of fine motion is very critical. For these reasons it is
unlikely that the whole human master system could significantly differ morphologically and
functionally from the human hand.
The system we have devised for the master hand consists of an instrumented glove
possessing not only position sensors but also an actuating slave-commanded system for finger
joints. The instrumented glove is depicted in Figure 2.
Kevlar tendons are routed along the back and the palm of the glove in order to actuate
directly each phalanx according to a push-pull configuration. Tendon tension sensors, located at the
wrist level, control the force-reflecting master-slave and slave-back-to-master procedures. Motors
are also located remotely, in a structure beyond the wrist, in order to allow better hand
manoeuvrability. An external glove protects the instrumented one and all Kevlar transmission
tendons. Work is in progress for the realization of a prototype of the tendon-commanded glove. We
must point out that, although the force-reflecting problem seems theoretically feasible, in practice
several problems, derived from friction and real time coordination, could arise during the control
phase.
An open problem for the realisation of a compact and compliant glove-like master device is
the definition of the "actuating" or "stimulating" systems aimed at re-creating appropriate
exteroceptive stimuli on the virtual contact regions of the human hand. A reasonable solution to this
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problemcouldbetheuseof localmicro-actuatorsarrayscapableof stimulatingthehumanmaster's
handskin,accordingto acoherentspatio-temporalpattern.Othermicro-actuatorstechnologies(e.g.
solenoidarrays,piezoelectricarraysor micromachinedsilicon activestructures)havenot been
appliedyet,owing probablyto eithervolumeor complianceconstraints.Evenfeedback-to-master
proceduresfor replicating"thermal"sensations couldbe implementedby availabletechnology,
shouldthedimensionalvs.manoeuvrabilityproblemf'mdapracticalsolution.
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Scheme of tile instrumented glove for title telemanipulation
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have outlined the general problems of telemanipulation with emphasis on the
particular case of fine manipulation tasks. In fact, we believe that this domain of applications,
although extremely challenging, is going to be crucial to any wide diffusion of robotics teleoperation
technology in space, and even elsewhere.
The problem of controlling very fine manipulation has to be addressed if, for instance,
delicate assembly operations or remote handling of delicate samples have to be performed. In this
class of operations, that will be increasingly important in space missions, a simple gripper will
certainly not be sufficient, but even a multifingered hand will not be entirely useful if not equipped
with adequate sensors.
An important aspect that we pointed out is that, although the use of joint rotation and torque
sensors and of some contact sensors is an essential requirement for dexterous behavior, very fine
manipulation requires, in addition, the use of true tactile sensors capable of discriminating very
small surface indentation at the finger surface. For these operations the control of slippage will also
be crucial; to this aim, perhaps even a sensitive force/torque fingertip sensor will not suffice, and
skin-like distributed tactile sensors capable of sensing locally shear stress will be necessary.
Another important aspect of teleoperation, which to some extent comprises the same
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functionalaspectsof theproblem,is tele-existence.In this field, sensingthetiny featuresof contact
becomes a key part of the process of perceiving fully a remote reality. Measuring local indentation,
and perceiving texture, thermal properties, compliance and other parameters of the touched object by
dynamic exploration is a fundamental component of the process by which a human master operator
can remotely "construct" a mental image of the environment which closely resembles the real one.
Based on the above considerations, we intend to address in depth in the near future the
problem of "enriching" telesensations with information other than just vision. Teletactile sensing is a
fundamental (even if not the only) part of the sensory information necessary to the master in order
to "generate" a replica of the remote environment as faithful as possible. In this context, particular
attention will be devoted to investigate issues of psychophysics, inherently associated with
telesensation. Our approach to the problem of transmitting fine tactile sensations from the slave to
the master has been outlined here. Further research, now in progress, will address this aspect more
thoroughly, along with the key problem of using appropriate sensory-motor control techniques to
extract dynamically tactile data by teleoperated exploratory procedures.
It may be worth pointing out, in conclusion, that telemicromanipulation can be very useful
for a number of applications other than space. One of the applications we are investigating is, for
instance, telemicrosurgery.
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ABSTRACT
The paper outlines the concepts and main elements of a RObot Technology EXperi-
ment (ROTEX) proposed by DLR to fly with the next German spacelab mission, D2, in
December 1991. It provides a 1-meter size, six-axis robot inside a spacelab rack, equipped
with a multisensory gripper (force-torque sensors, an array of range finders, and mini stereo
cameras). The robot will perform "assembly" and "servicing" tasks in a generic way, and
will grasp a floating object. The paper focusses on the man-machine and supervisory control
concepts for teleoperation from the spacelab and from ground, and explains the predictive
estimation schemes for an extensive use of time-delay compensating 3D computer graphics.
A JPL-NASA proposal is underway to join ROTEX with a TeleRobotic Intelligent In-
terface Flight EXperiment (TRIIFEX), utilizing the functional and operational capabilities
of ROTEX. The main objective of TRIIFEX is to extend performance and operation experi-
ence with hybrid position and force-reflecting control of telemanipulators to space telerobot
missions, and to evaluate its human factors implications. JPL is planning to build a general-
purpose computerized force-reflecting position control device backdriveable from robot hand
sensors and a complementary graphics display of robot hand sensor data. The paper will
include a brief description of the main elements of TRIIFEX, their interfaces to ROTEX,
and the specific TRIIFEX objectives. TRIIFEX operation is planned from onboard the
spacelab and from ground.
INTRODUCTION
Among the many areas important in space technology, automation and robotics (A&R)
will become one of the most attractive ones for smaller countries like the Federal Republic
of Germany, as well as for the big space nations. It will allow experiment-handling, material
processing, assembly and servicing with a limited amount of manned missions, and it will
provide an extensive technology transfer from space to earth applications. This is one of
the main reasons why several activities towards space robotics have started in Germany
with the long-term goal to make a major contribution to the space station, e.g., to the Man
Tended Free Flyer (MTFF) subsystem.
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In addition to study activities, DLR (the German Aerospace Research Establishment)
made a proposal at the end of 1985 to fly a robot technology experiment ROTEX with the
next "German" spacelab mission, D2, scheduled now for December 1991. Phase C/D is run-
ning now, with participation of two major German space technology companies, DORNIER
and MBB, arm including several of the leading German robotic research institutes. Thus
ROTEX is a starting shot for a German participation in space automation and robotics,
with a broad national basis.
A JPL-NASA proposal is underway to join ROTEX with TRIIFEX, utilizing the func-
tional and operational capabilities of ROTEX. TRIIFEX employs hybrid position and force-
reflecting master-slave control for telemanipulation. This control technique is the most ef-
ficient one for versatile telemanipulation in terrestrial applications; this control is standard
in the nuclear industry. The reason for the efficiency of this control is twofold: (i) direct
position control is inherent to these systems, and (ii) the operator's hand receives a genuine
impression of acting forces and thereby is dynamically connected to the remote control task.
However, system performance in this mode of control is closely coupled to the operator's
body (manual) and mental (model reference) performance capabilities. The basic question
TRIIFEX is asking is: how can this control technique be extended to space efficiently and
safely? In particular: (i) How does microgravity affect on-board operator's performance?
(ii) How will ground operator relate to control actions in micro-g from control inputs in
normal-g, in particular, in the presence of a several-second R/T communication time delay?
The first specific question is related to the operator's neuromotor response characteristics in
micro-g. The second question is related to the operator's psychomotor response character-
istics when control actions are across basically different dynamic environments and across
time delay.
The first part of the paper is devoted to the description of ROTEX, and the second
part briefly summarizes the main elements of TRIIFEX and interfaces to ROTEX.
THE ROTEX PROJECT
The ROTEX system contains several items:
A small, six-axis robot (work space lm) inside a space-lab rack (Fig. 1). The robot
arm will be built by DORNIER company. Its gripper, built by DLR, will be provided
with a number of sensors (Fig. 2): two six-axis force-torque wrist sensors, a tactile
array in each finger for grasping force control, an array of nine laser-range finders, and
a tiny stereo camera (smaller than a match-box) to provide a stereo image out of the
gripper. In addition, a fixed pair of cameras will provide a stereo image of the robot's
working area.
• The robot is able to perform automatic, preprogrammed motions as well as teleoperated
motions via an astronaut on board or an operator on ground (Fig. 2).
• Two types of operational modes will be performed by the robot:
a) Experiment handling. This is a slow or "micro-gravity (#g) mode" based on the
execution of preprogrammed paths that may be reprogrammed from ground.
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b) Servicing. This is a fast mode based on teleoperation on board and from ground,
and on sensor-based learning of tasks on ground which are executed automatically
on board.
• The main goals of the experiment are
a) To verify joint control (including friction models) under zero gravity, as well as #g
motion planning concepts, based on the requirement that the robot's accelerations
while moving must not disturb any #g experiments nearby.
b) To demonstrate and verify the use of advanced six dof hand controllers under zero
gravity.
c) To demonstrate the combination of a complex, multisensory robot system with
powerful man-machine interfaces (such as 3D computer graphics, control balls,
force-reflecting hand-controllers, stereo imaging, voice input-output) that also al-
low for teleoperation from ground.
In order to demonstrate servicing capabilities by teleoperation, three basic tasks are
envisioned:
a) Assembling a mechanical grid structure (Fig. 3).
b) Connecting/disconnecting an electrical plug (which stands for replacement of an ORU).
c) Grasping a floating object.
For all these tasks, continuous or on-line sensory feedback is involved.
Multisensory Robot Gripper
Multiple sensing in the robot gripper and sensory feedforward in the man-machine
interface are the key for the telepresence concepts envisioned. The gripper sensors involved
belong to the new generation of DLR robot sensors with all analog preprocessing and digital
computations performed inside the sensors or at least in the robot's wrist (Fig. 4). Using
a high-speed serial bus, only two signal wires come out of the gripper (carrying signals of
forces-torques and distances), augmented by two 20 kHz power supply wires from which
the sensors themselves derive their DC power supply voltages via tiny transformers. The
following sensor modules are provided:
a) An array of nine laser range finders based on triangulation: one "big _ sensor (half the
size of a match box) switchable into a scanning mode for a longer range of _ 3-50 cm,
and four smaller ones in each finger for shorter ranges of 0-3 cm. The range finders are
the result of more than five years' development aiming at a precise performance over a
remarkable range and independent of the slant angle and surface of the measured object.
One of the main problems to be solved in this development was the design of a nonlinear
digital control system that adapts the light transmitter's intensity depending on the
reflected light intensity. The signal control system now used varies the emitted power
in a range of 1 to 10,000 within 10/_sec. This indeed enables the sensors to measure
distances with respect to surfaces that show up strongly with quickly changing reflection
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characteristics.
b) A "stiff" six-axis force-torque sensor based on strain-gauge measurements and a "com-
pliant" optical sensor (Fig. 5). Originally, it seemed necessary to make a selection
between these two sensing principles. A solution was found that combines both princi-
ples in one compact sensor with the option to switch between them during operation.
The "compliant" optical force-torque sensor consists of an inner and an outer part (Fig.
5). The basic measuring arrangement in the inner ring is composed of an LED, a slit
and, perpendicular to it, a linear position sensitive detector (PSD) which is mobile
against the remaining system. Six such arrangements (rotated by 60 degrees each)
are mounted in a plane, whereby the slits alternately are vertical and parallel to the
plane. The ring with PSDs is fixed inside the outer part and connected by springs to
the LED slit basis. The springs bring the outer part back to neutral position when no
forces/torques are exerted.
c) A tactile array of four by eight sensing dots in each finger using elastomeric rubber as
transducer.
d) A pair of tiny stereo cameras, augmented with an additional pair of stereo cameras
which is fixed in the rack, yielding a global view of the work space.
e) The sensor or control ball as a six dof hand controller. For a very natural six degree-of-
freedom control of robots and of 3D computer graphic objects by using only one human
hand, DLR developed different types of plastic hollow balls with six-axis force-torque
sensors inside [3,4]. The latest and preferred version uses the compliant sensor (Fig.
5) inside the ball. The only difference between the wrist sensor and the control ball is
that the outer ring in Fig. 5 is replaced by a plastic hollow ball.
Sensory Feedback Structures
The use of sensors in the feedback control is based on a sensor-based fine motion plan-
ning concept that has been outlined in different papers (e.g. [7]). Its main features are briefly
as follows (see also Fig. 6). "Rudimentary" commands are derived either on-line from a hu-
man teacher operating the control ball or from a path-generator connecting preprogrammed
points. They are interpreted in a dual way as force/torque or positional/orientational com-
mands. When the robot moves in free space, the ball forces are transformed into trans-
lational commands; when the robot senses contact with the environment, it takes the ball
inputs as nominal force values and, by closing the sensory loop at the robot's site (see Fig.
2), it always exerts only those forces which are given by the human operator [8]. Of course,
any kind of shared control between robot and operator is feasible. Though the forces are
not fed back to the human arm (as in "bilateral" force control), the operator is sure that
the robot is fully under his control and he easily may lock up doors, assemble parts or plug
in connectors. In other words, the human operator (via stereovision and 3D graphics) is
enclosed in the feedback loop on a high level but with low bandwidth, while the low-level
sensory loops are closed on-board at the robot directly with high bandwidth. Thus a su-
pervisory control technique is envisioned that permits shifting more and more autonomy to
the robot while always offering real-time human interference (Fig. 7).
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Visual Feedback and Predictive Control
In teleoperation on-board the spacelab,the visual display is restricted to the useof a
small colour TV monitor. In the present state of planning, the B/W stereo images produced
by the gripper or the global cameras are displayed alternately to the operator, who will use
shutter glasses (developed in German nuclear power facilities with only 15V power supply
and switching frequencies up to 1 kHz) to obtain stereo perception of images. The sensory
information will be added in simple bar-like form at the monitor's edges.
For teleoperation from ground the situation is different: much more powerful equipment
is available there for visual feedback, but the communication link restrictions are obvious.
Indeed, it turned out that the "normal" spacelab up-links as used until now are not at
all adequate for telepresence ideas. They would create up-link delays of up to 15 seconds,
partly caused by data checks in Houston. This seemed to destroy the ground teleoperation
concept completely. The present base-line uses the Text And Graphics channel (TAG) for
the up-link, eliminating these difficulties. This channel uses the TDRS satellite, and could
not be tested until now. Using the TAG channel, the up-link command rates are in the
range of 2 kbit/sec, assuming a sampling rate of 20 Hz. Nevertheless, we have to take into
account an overall delay of four seconds in the loop closed at the ground station. In order
to get exact knowledge about this delay, we will provide the ball commands with a code
which, when arriving at the robot, are packed into the down-link information.
The down-link information comprises a sequential RGB video signal. The left and
right black-and-white stereo images are packed into the red and green channel. They are
superimposed and displayed on a polarized screen on ground. The down-link data channel
also contains all internal (position encoders) and external sensory signals so that on a 3D
graphics monitor the robot's position is displayed as well as all sensor data. Preferably, a
stereo graphics system is used with real-time volume-shaded representation of the workcell.
The big problem for teleoperation from ground is the communication time delay. The
only way to compensate for it is by using predictive computer graphics. Extensive use of
them will be made in ROTEX. Fig. 8 shows that the human operator at the remote work-
station handles the six dof hand controller by looking at a "predicted" graphics (e.g., wire
frame) model of the robot. The control commands issued to this instantaneously reacting
robot simulator are sent to the remote robot as well, using the time-delayed transmission
links. Now the ground-station computer and simulation system contains a model of the
up-link and down-link delay lines as well as a model of the actual states of the real robot
and its environment. Note that we have several alternatives to superimpose the predicted
robot model (augmented by predictions of any other moving parts) with other information
representations:
a) The presently received (of course, delayed) TV stereo or mono image in case the globally
fixed camera pair is active.
b) The "delayed" graphics image derived from this delayed TV image (including the case
of hand-mounted cameras) and other sensory data.
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c) The actual graphics image as derived from the state space model of robot and environ-
ment.
There is not yet a final conclusion on what the most efficient method of superposition
would be. There is, of course, evidence that the most crucial problems lie in the derivation of
"output data" (e.g., positions/orientations of moving objects) from stereo images and range
finders. As real-time is required, this is an extremely challenging preprocessing problem
solved by a parallel transputer system but not discussed in more detail here.
For the robot, we assume a linearized Cartesian state space model x._+ 1 = Ax k + bu_._.
In the case of grasping a floating object, this model in standard form of digital control theory
not only describes the Cartesian robot dynamics, but also the dynamics of the free-flying
part.
Thus the left part of Fig. 8 is just a prediction of the robot's present estimated state
x--k to the future state -xk+n,; nu is the up-link delay time expressed as a multiple of the
sampling period, that makes up one delay d. This predicted state is the state to which the
presently issued hand controller command has to refer. But the more interesting part is
the estimator on the right half of Fig. 8. It compares the measured, but down-link-delayed
output data y___,_ (the robot's positions and orientations) to the output data Y--k-,_ from
the robot model running through the down-link-delay computer model (n_ is the number
of sampling periods in the down-link delay). The estimator's detailed structure has been
derived in [9]. For telemanipulation from ground in case of an assembly operation and for
sensor-based task learning on ground, a realistic graphic simulation of the workcell and the
robot's sensory perception is the crucial item. Fig. 9 shows the envisioned structure for
telemanipulation from ground with simulated sensory path refinement.
TRIIFEX PROJECT
The key element in the TRIIFEX project is the use of a Force Reflecting Hand Controller
(FRHC) to control the robot both from an on-board control stand and from a ground
control station. The planned FRHC is not a geometric replica of the robot arm; it is a
generalized position input and force feedback device, tailored to the operator and to the
control station, and applicable to different manipulators. The generalized FRHC technique
has been described in detail elsewhere [11]. The device planned for TRIIFEX is somewhat
different from the one described in [11] for packaging reasons; it will have an elbow instead
of a telescoping linear link.
The use of a generalized (non-replica) FRHC device also represents a new control
configuration: (i) force feedback is referenced to wrist force-torque sensor information, and
(ii) the control requires a computer for coordinate transformations and sensor data handling.
The sensor data will be displayed on a dedicated graphics display. The planned on-board
TRIIFEX system is shown schematically in Fig. 10. This figure emphasizes the on-board
TRIIFEX electronics architecture and its interface to the ROTEX electronics.
The performance capabilities and characteristics of a generalized FRHC laboratory
system at JPL are described elsewhere in this conference proceedings [12-13]. The on-board
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experiments are planned to be identical to the ROTEX experiments.
The TRIIFEX ground station system is schematically shown in Fig. 11. A key compo-
nent in the TRIIFEX ground system is the use of a "Phantom Robot," which is a high-fidelity
3D graphics image of the real robot, superimposed on the 3D TV image of the real robot
in the workcell. The operator interacts with the Phantom Robot in real time. Thus, the
motion of the Phantom Robot on the TV monitor screen acts as a predictive display in a
real work environment shown on the TV screen. The motion of the real robot image will
follow the motion of the Phantom Robot image after some time delay. The contact closure
actions will be referenced to local F/T sensor data and will be controlled locally through the
F/T sensor data upon the operator's initialization commands. The operator's responsibility
here is the verification of the status of the real robot versus the Phantom Robot before the
closure action is initiated so that there is a certainty that the local control algorithm can
complete the task. Again, the TRIIFEX ground experiments are planned to be identical to
the ROTEX experiments.
The general objective of the TRIIFEX project is to validate and quantify force-reflecting
position control technology for Earth-orbital space missions. The planned performance mea-
surements are focussed on human operator's performance capabilities. They are aimed to
evaluate (i) on-board operator's ability to use force-reflecting position control of a tele-
manipulator in microgravity, and (ii) ground operator's ability to use this technique for
telemanipulation in microgravity from a normal gravity base under several-second R/T
communication time delay.
An expected major benefit of the TRIIFEX project is the evaluation of the validity of
ground simulation data of microgravity telemanipulation by comparing flight experiment
data to data obtained through ground simulation of the same experiments.
CONCLUSION
The ROTEX proposal is a first step of Germany's engagement in space robotics aimed
at the demonstration of a fairly complex system with a multisensory robot on board and
human telerobotic interference that makes use of sensor-based six dof hand controllers, new
concepts for predictive 3D computer graphic and stereo display. Teleoperation from ground
is a very challenging technique that forces us to move even more strongly toward on-board
autonomy. The planned control strategy is to move the human operator increasingly towards
supervisory control without changing the control loop structures.
The TRIIFEX proposal complements the ROTEX proposal by providing alternative
man-machine interface devices and techniques in order to broaden the knowledge base for
human-control performance capabilities for space telemanipulation.
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Abstract
For the Post-IOC-Phase of COLUMBUS it is intended to use robotic devices for the routine
operations of ground-based teleoperated In-Orbit Servicing. A hardware simulator for verifi-
cation of the relevant in-orbit operations technologies, the Servicing Test Facility, is necessary
which mainly will support the Flight Control Center for the Manned Space-Laboratories for
operational specific tasks like system simulation, training of teleoperators, parallel operation
simultaneously to actual in-orbit activities and for the verification of the ground operations
segment for telerobotics. This paper describes the present status of definition for the facility
functional and operational concept.
1. Introduction
In-Orbit Servicing has emerged as one of the paramount features of the COLUMBUS program,
which is the European contribution to the International Space Station, to establish an open-end
orbital infrastructure. It comprises maintenance, repair, supply, configuration change and
experiment handling of the COLUMBUS elements and payloads. The Man-Tended Free Flyer
(MTFF) is the basic element for the need of servicing inside and outside the module by tele-
manipulation and autonomously operated robotic devices. Simulation of servicing procedures
is therefore a vital step in the direction of actual orbital operation to assure feasibility and
reliability of procedures and to establish strategies involving a wide spectrum of eventualities.
In the current planning of ESA (European Space Agency) for the initial operational phase of the
COLUMBUS elements APM (Attached Pressurized Module) and MTFF, the so-called IOC-Phase
(Initial Operational Capability), it is not foreseen to perform In-Orbit Servicing by ground-based
telemanipulations. In this phase, servicing tasks will be performed by astronauts in situ, either
by extra-vehicular activities or with the aid of HERA, the Hermes manipulator arm, which will
be operated by the crew on-board Hermes, the European orbiter. This servicing scenario will
take place twice a year, each servicing mission requiring about 7 to 10 days of duration.
MTFF-internal manipulators will not be foreseen within the IOC-Phase. Correspondingly,
within this phase the present MTFF operational concept does not consider ground-based
teleoperated in-orbit servicing with the aid of robotic devices. On the other hand, since the last
two or three years, ESA has established different studies and projects for technology devel-
opment and demonstration for the use of Automation and Robotics (A&R) inside and outside
the MTFF and the APM:
• EMATS (Equipment Manipulation and Transportation System) and EMS (Experiment
Manipulator System) for internal robotic servicing [1,2],
• SMS (Service Manipulator System) technology like HERA for external servicing [3,4],
• BIAS (Bi-Arm Servicer) for internal and exlernal servicing with two co-operative manipu-
lators [5],
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• ROSSA (Robotics Spacecraft Servicing and Assembly), analyzing a mission scenario of
mostly automated payload operations by means of A&R within MTFF and APM, starting a
few years after the begin of the COLUMBUS IOC-Phase [6].
Figure 1 illustrates different design approaches for MTFF-internal manipulators, being pres-
ently investigated in more detail by different ESA studies [1,6]: a) rack-external devices like
the single- or the multi-rack robot, which are decentralized handling devices to serve one or
several experiments, b) the central transport robot, which is a decentralized and general pur-
pose handling device to serve all experiments, e.g. EMATS. In Figure 2 two different
approaches for external manipulator design, partly still based on SMS technology [7], are
sketched (both of having seven degrees of freedom): The first one shows one of the latest
version of Fokker's relocatable HERA design [3], largely a symmetrical manipulator of about
11.5 m length with identical end effectors at both ends thus being able to walk over from
Hermes to MTFF or even relocate on the MTFF and henceforth being permanently
MTFF-based. The other one shows a manipulator concept studied by MBB/ERNO [4], the total
length being 10.6 m. For comparison, ESA's former manipulator approach for external servic-
ing, the SMS [7], had a total length of roughly 7.5 m. More recently, investigations about the
operational working volume of an MTFF-based manipulator favourize travelling concepts
guided either by a linear or a circular rail mounted on the exterior of the MTFF thus providing
an additional degree of freedom for servicing operations [8].
Rather than in the IOC-Phase, in the so-called Post-lOC-Phase of COLUMBUS (formerly AOC,
Autonomous Operational Capability) which will start about 2 to 4 years after IOC begins, it is
intended to make use of the A&R technology to be developed. ESA's robotic technology pro-
gramme, briefly described above, aims at this goal, also the German Robotics Technology
Experiment, ROTEX, [9] which will be flown by the Space Shuttle on the next D2-mission,
presently scheduled for late 1991. A basic objective of all these technological initiatives is to
perform in-orbit robotic servicing during un-manned phases by telemanipulation from ground
(cf. also [10,11]). The main reasons to do so are to reduce costs and risks for both the trans-
portation and the operations and control as well as for the astronauts.
2. The Servicing Test Facility within the MSCC
Based on the ESA council meeting on minislerial level (Nov 10-11, 1987, The Hague), ESA
entrusted DFVLR with the conductance for operating the COLUMBUS manned space labora-
tories: in case of APM, under NASA leadership, the German Space Operations Center (GSOC
at the DFVLR site at Oberpfaffenhofen) will be responsible for the payload operations, in case
of MTFF the responsibility for the operations of the complete system and the payloads
(excluding Hermes visits) lies within GSOC management [12], execpt in those cases where
the MTFF is within the operational command and control zone (CCZ) of the International Space
Station FREEDOM. The planning and set-up of the Manned Space Laboratories Control Center,
MSCC, has already started; its operational readiness is scheduled for 1991 since the German
D2-mission should already be operated by the new complex.
For in-orbit operations technology tile APM and the MTFF flight control center will be sup-
ported by three test facilities, the In-Orbit Operations Simulation Facilities, IOSF, which will be
installed within the MSCC [13]:
• An European Proximity Operations Simulation (EPOS) Facility,
• A Servicing Test Facility (STF),
• A Test Facility for Large Flexible Spacecraft Control.
This ground infrastructure will be developed by the DFVLR at Oberpfaffenhofen with national
and European fundings. The facilities will be used for technology development and space
system operation of the future European space programs.
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\Figure 1. Functional drawing of different A&R concepts for MTFF internal servicing [6].
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Large manipulator design for MTFF external servicing. Upper one: relocatable
concept [3]; lower one: MBB/ERNO design [4].
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The high costs of actual orbital operations imply a high degree of realism with regard to the
simulation facilities on the ground to assure mission success even at a multitude of potential
adverse events. Viewing this from a negative point of view, any programming or operator
mistake would result in a tremendous amount of expenses in the case of an actual space
mission as compared with costs incurring in an adequate simulation facility. Therefore all
activities referring to teleoperated robotic routine operations must be planned and observed
on ground. As a consequence, very early it proved to be extremely necessary to set up an
adequate ground-based hardware simulator, the Servicing Test Facility, for in-orbit operations
technology verification.
The STF is intended to be a Test and Training Simulator for Ground-Based Teleoperated In-
Orbit Robotic Servicing during un-manned phases. With this intention, the STF is projected
being a facility for the support of the MTFF routine operations during the Post-IOC-Phase.
Because of the peculiar and complex pretensions, specifically to real-time flight operational
support, the facility has to be in direct vicinity of the flight control center. The mean lifetime
of the MTFF is projected for at least 30 years, and since the MSCC is in duty for all operational
tasks, adequate provisions for a long-term operational concept have to be considered already
in the current planning for later use in the Post-IOC-Phase.
3. High Fidelity Simulation Facility
Based on the future technological challenges described above it is essential to provide as far
as possible a true-scale hardware simulator for the verification of the robotic servicing pro-
cedures under realistic conditions. The facility has to allow the implementation of important
hardware components, possibly even flight specific hardware as e.g. end effectors or sensors,
in a real-time and real-size simulation to increase the confidence in the ground operating
system. Pure computer simulations will not be sufficient for the qualification of the ground
operating system for robotic servicing tasks to guarantee mission success.
The STF therefore will provide the capability to perform the following spectrum of four main
tasks [-14-16]:
1. System simulation for the development and verification of mission procedures;
2. Teleoperator training with specific regards to signal delay times;
3. Verification of ground operations segment for in-orbit robotic tasks;
4. Simultaneous parallel simulation of on-going in-orbil routine operations during the Post-
IOC-Phase.
While the first three tasks will support mainly all ground-based robotic activities in the ground
operations preparatory phase, tile parallel simulation will be a necessary task to be performed
during the actual mission specifically for reasons of trouble shooting. Moreover, due to the
signal delay times of several seconds (even up to about 10 sec during the Spacelab Dl-mis-
sion) between ground and on-board system, actual status knowledge of the flight systems on
ground is essential. In this case all telecommands may be transmitted to both systems in
parallel, thus the ground-based operator will be able to observe the effects of manipulation in
the ground facility in advance without time delay. Delayed on-board system information then
will be played back to the STF via telemetry links and will be displayed additionally to the
ground-based manipulator. Hence, it is possible to observe deviations between both systems
and increase safety of the ground operating system.
Regarding specifically the inherent difficulties in the signal delay times the training philosophy
and corresponding concepts for ground-based leleoperators must be based on high-fidelity
equipment. Both the ground manipulator and animations of its computer simulated counterpart
have to be provided to the operator by adequate monitoring devices havin0 capabilities for
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3D-stereoscopic imaging. According to the training philosophy three different steps shall be
envisaged, each step gradually increasing in complexity:
1. Training with ground manipulator (with time delays):
a. by direct view into the facility lab,
b. by indirect view via video monitoring.
2. Training by computer simulated animation using computer graphics system (with time
delays):
a. for a dynamic model of the ground manipulator,
b. for a dynamic model of the flight manipulator.
3. Hybrid training."
a. by video monitoring of both the ground manipulator (without time delay) and the
equivalent computer generated animation of the ground model (regarding time
delay),
b. by video monitoring of both the ground manipulator (without time delay) and the
equivalent computer generated animation of the flight model (regarding time delay).
This last training step is regarded to be of highest complexity. Monitoring of both images
on two different screens would be a first approach, but the final aim should be an overlay
of both images on one single screen.
For the purposes of teleoperator training and parallel operation to the onboard activities, it is
essential to have the representative and detailed behaviour of the real manipulator and envi-
ronment (internal and external) available on ground, as well. To assure conflict-free oper-
ations, the real manipulator geometry and kinematics must be available, including the geom-
etry of the MTFF interieur and exterieur. Only for such a configuration of true-scale models it
will be guaranteed that the teleoperator performs the manipulator activities within the bounds
of the MTFF working area successfully.
The studies performed on the feasibility and the needs of the STF [14-163 have identified the
following basic requirements:
• Representative behaviour of the manipulators and end effectors.
• Representative behaviour of the MTFF subsystem/payload mechanisms and functions as
far as being relevant for automation and robotics.
• Representative video picture processing.
• Representative teleoperator station.
Regarding these functional and operational requirements the main STF components were
identified giving:
• Replica of external and internal manipulator as far as possible in true scale with real
onboard geometry and kinematics including control electronics. For the 1g-environment,
the large length of about 11 m for the external manipulator requires a sufficiently stiff
laboratory system in order to perform manipulations in all three dimensions. The real
onboard dynamics will therefore be simulated by software.
• Replica or, if required, the real flight hardware of all flight end effectors to be connected
to the manipulator.
• Software simulation of the onboard manipulator kinematics and dynamics, and of the
onboard end effector kinematics and functions.
• Standardized software simulation system to allow for easy adaptation of different manip-
ulator and end effector kinematic simulations.
• Teleoperator work station to allow for complete remote control of manipulator / end
effector from ground, including 3D-display, status display, joystick / sensor ball control
and signal delay simulation.
• Mockup of MTFF exterieur and interieur, as far as automation and robotics are concerned,
in true scale as well as single standard ORU mockups and single racks.
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• Lighting system, especially for sun simulation, shadowing effects.
• Telemetry / telecommand- and video-connection to the onboard manipulator system in
real time to allow for remote control and simultaneous simulation (link via MSCC).
• Computing facilities for software simulation in real time, manipulator/equipment control,
remote control station support, data recording and procedure development.
• Real-time 3D-stereoscopic graphic simulation system connected to the computer facilities
for training purposes and rapid prototyping of In-Orbit Servicing procedures.
• If required in case of flight hardware implementation, clean room conditions are foreseen
for operating the STF.
Moreover, for realistic teleoperator training of very detailed and sophisticated manipulations,
where basically the end effector is used at the location of the object to be manipulated, the
overall motion of the manipulator is not of main interest. In all these cases of servicing training
tasks in the proximity of the object, it is very necessary to incorporate the manipulator
dynamics as well as the forces and torques applied by the mechanisms of the MTFF specific
objects. Here, the special simulation capabilities of EPOS will be favourably used. A close
connection of both facilities, STF and EPOS, together with the MSCC is therefore required in
order to guarantee for realistic simulations of In-Orbit Servicing teleoperations.
Figure 3 presents a functional overview of the Servicing Test Facility (a computer generated
scene of the laboratory: the MTFF Mockup, the large 1g-lab manipulator, an internal manipu-
lator, and the teleoperator workstation). Figure 3 also gives an overview of the complete
ground-to-orbit scenario with interfaces to the other relevant ground-based facilities and the
in-orbit COLUMBUS element MTFF.
4. Definition of the STF Basic Components
Presently, the Phase B Study for definition of the different basic hardware and software com-
ponents has been finished. This refers to the electro-mechanical system of the laboratory
manipulators for both the MTFF-internal and the -external robotics, and to the software and
computer concept for operating the facility.
4.1 The Electro-Mechanical System
The manipulators and end effectors to be used inside and outside of the MTFF are still in the
definition phase, and the final flight version may change according to the current specification.
This important fact requires a flexible simulator design which can be easily adapted to differ-
ent design modifications which especially applies for changes in manipulator geometry or in
the kinematic behaviour. Therefore, the concept of a modular build-up of the STF is foreseen
that allows gradual adaptation to the respective state of actual hardware equipment. This
modular concept is used for both the hardware and the software simulation part of the STF.
In case of the large external manipulator, the approach in Figure 2, lower one, was identified
being the more complex one to be realized in the 1g-environment of the laboratory. Hence,
once having qualified the more complex manipulator for operational readiness, less complex
versions are regarded to apply as well.
Both the smaller internal robot and the large external manipulator must be operated in the lab
in all three spatial dimensions and hence are strongly affected by gravity. Since no greater
difficulties are expected to arise from the technical realization of a duplication of the internal
robots, the most effort in the facility design therefore will originate from the hardware copy of
the large manipulator. This replica of the flight version has been designed such as to phys-
ically simulate the flight-equivalent geometric and kinematic behaviour in all 3 dimensions.
Obviously the dynamic behaviour will be much different since an almost very stiff construction
is required. The major loads on the manipulator are given by the relatively high weights of the
joint actuators rather than by the influence of the limb structure which will be made of light-
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weight material, CFRP. Moreover, the limb structure is designed in order to sustain elastic
deflections within a dedicated margin (less than 10 cm end effector displacement for a worst
case assumption of a horizontally cantilevered manipulator arm), and the necessary compen-
sation of positioning inaccuracies due to the deformations will be performed by respective
joint actuator commands. (Of course, closed loop control by telemanipulations via video sen-
sor feedback will increase positioning accuracy without doubt.) Figure 2 gives an impression
of the MTFF mockup and external lab manipulator arrangement: in case of linear or rotating
manipulator travelling concepts, the MTFF mockup will be moved correspondingly with
respect to the laboratory fixed manipulator base; appropriate provisions like rail guides are
foreseen.
The torques exerted at the joints will be tremendously high as compared with those in the
0g-environment. Especially the bending moments at the shoulder joint actuator at the manip-
ulator base are excessively high due to the exponential accumulation of the torques arising
from the other actuator weights along the manipulator arm structure. For this reason proper
actuator design was accomplished and moreover, the selection of specific actuator types
influenced again the limb structural behaviour: A careful trade-oft between both the joint
actuator and the structural design was necessary. The final selection was to use HERA/SMS
similar design with integrated electrical drive for the end effector joints and electrical drives
with cyclo gearboxes or harmonic drives for the other joints. Optionally, the use of hydraulic
torquers for the stronger actuators will be presently analyzed.
4.2 The Software and Computer Concept
The STF intelligent system is structured to fulfil the requirements of the different applications.
A global design structure has been derived to allow the reuse of the same facility with only
simple reconfigurations. The software simulation system is designed such that basically all
configuration and construction dependent parameters of the manipulators, the end effectors
and the MTFF can be stored in software tables which easily can be replaced. The control and
table interpretation software ist therefore unchanged in case of manioulator changes. For
MTFF external servicing the STF design concept is presented in Figure/f; the equivalent con-
cept applies for internal servicing.
As far as possible, off-the-shelf computer systems are used with commercial software systems
and networks. Moreover, use shall be made of the software capabilities of European systems
supporting flight segment development like EUROSIM (European Robotic Operations
Simulator) at ESTEC or CSF (Columbus Simulation Facility). All fast data processing in direct
communication with the electronic or electric systems is performed around an IEEE 488 data
bus and on dedicated micro-processors. The coordination of the different joint control pro-
cessors (a decentralized joint control strategy for the large manipulator ist favoured), together
with the associated transformation, will be performed on a dedicated minicomputer.
On the other hand, system supervision and activity coordination will be performed by one
single authority, which is the STF simulation system, Figure_. The corresponding simulation
software acts as the central control system for the complete system set-up. All simulations,
device coordinations, system supervision and programming tools operate here. For the
graphic simulation a special hardware system is necessary that allows 3D real-time animation
of robot manipulations, preferably for surface shaded volume models, by manual control via
sensor ball or joysticks. The corresponding dynamic simulation requires a very powerful
computing system together with a dedicated software package possibly tailored to the flight
design (e.g. HERA simulation capabilities within EUROSIM). Man-machine interface is stand-
ardized by using off-the-shelf work station tools. State-of-the-art communication is by window
mechanisms and pop-up menues/icons commanded by mouse.
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Figure 5. STF simulation system environment.
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Complete ground-to-orbit scenario.
5. Concluding Remarks
Rather than for technology developmenl (of. HERA 1g-Demonstrator facility, or MARS = MTFF
A&R System Testbed) the Servicing Test Facility will be used dominantly for the support of the
ground operating system within the MSCC for all ground-based teleoperaled robotic routine
operations. According to this objective, hardware and software components being typical for
robotic servicing needs (e.g. teleoperator control station tailored to ground-based remote
operations) shall largely be provided and incorporated within the facility by tile specific
developers. These can be ESA, industrial companies or non-profit institutions like universities
or even DFVLR. The basic facility equipment is provided by DFVLR. The on-going activities for
the facility set-up are presently faced with the detailed design of the basic components and
studies oil alternatives to real-sized hardware simulations such as scaled-down versions or
cable-suspended manipulator designs.
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CONCEPT SYNTHESIS OF AN EQUIPMENT MANIPULATION
AND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
EMATS
W. De Peuter, ESTEC, The Netherlands
E. Waffenschmidt, Dornier Federal Rep. Germany
Abstract
The European Columbus Scenario is established. One of the Columbus Elements,
the Man Tended Free Flyer will be designed for fully autonomous operation in
order to provide the environment for micro gravity facilities. We discuss the
Concept of an autonomous automation system which perform servicing of facili-
ties and deals with related logistic tasks.
1. Introduction
The importance of Automation and Robotics (A&R) has grown rapidly in re-
cent years due to challenging demands for autonomous serivicing in space.
Many of the techniques and experience gained from industrial development will
be used in space application, as indicated by various robotics activities at
the US., Europe and Japan.
The extensive use of robots in future space production, research and ex-
ploration and their importance for servicing and maintenance of autonomously
operating facilities is obvious.
Running such space facilities with minimal human involvement is a unique
challenge and opportunity to apply intelligent robotic techniques in experiment
and processing systems.
At present, the use of robotics in the European space scenanrio concentra-
tes on the Columbus Man-Tended Free Flyer (MTFF). The MTFF is a free flying
"quiet laboratory" in orbit which provides the environment for microgravity ex-
periments with only very low disturbances (10 -5 g). The MTFF is planned to be
unmanned for a time period of 6 months and man-tended during the servicing
events (when it is attached to the ISS or docked to HERMES).
During the absence of men, the MTFF must be operated autonomously by an
automation system installed inside the Module, which performs all required
manipulation and transportation tasks. This paper deals with a first concept
synthesis for this Equipment Manipulation and Transportation System (EMATS) for
the internal servicing of the MTFF Laboratory.
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2. MTFF Servicing Scenario and Model Mission
The first stages in European manned space flight where extensive A&R sys-
tems are needed will be (see Figure 2-i)
• HTFF in nominal unmanned period
• HTFF/HERMES during manned Servicing
UNMANNED PHASE MAN-TENDED PHASE
Figure 2-1: EHATS Application Scenarii
They represent the basic MTFF scenarii and hence they are the most rele-
vant scenarii for the applications of EHATS.
It is assumed that the reference payload for the first mission of the HTFF
will be a mixture of Materials Science facilities and Life Science facilities
called M/C 400. The principle accommodation of these experiment facilities in-
side the Pressurized Module of the HTFF is shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: Accommodation of HIC 400 Payload
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3. EMATS Taske and Functional Requirements
Based on the analysis of the application of A&R for the MTFF Model payload
and the MTFF servicing scenarii the tasks for robotics can be identified by
answering the both questions:
• What shall be done?
• How and where shall it be done?
Analysing "what" the manipulators shall do, leads to the classification of
the tasks in the following four groups:
I
EXPERIMENT
MANIPULATION
PAYLOAD IREQUIREMENTS
I
I I
LOGISTIC
OPERATIONS
EXPERIMENT
MODIFICATION
AND
RECONFIGURATION
MAINTENANCE
AND
CONTINGENCY
OPERATIONS
Based on the major Payload Requirements the Generic Functions of the
Equipment Manipulation and Transportation System like
• MOVE MANIPULATOR TO PAYLOAD
POSITION
• REMOVE PAYLOAD (e g Sample)
• INSTALL PAYLOAD
• TRANSPORT PAYLOAD
• PAYLOAD INSPECTION
• OPEN DOOR
• CLOSE DOOR
• FACILITY INSPECTION WITH EE CAM-
ERA
• FACILITY CLEANING WITH SPECIAL
TOOL
• TELEMANIPULATION
SINGLE JOINT CONTROL
• CARTESIAN CONTROL
• END EFFECTOR CONTROL
• CAMERA CONTROL
• CONTINGENCY HOLD
were generated.
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These "Generic Functions" leads to the EMATS Operations namely
EMATSOPERATIONS
I
I li ......,oI ....,oPHASE SERVICINGSUPPORT
AUTOMATIC OPERATIONS
t AYLOAO MANIP_JLATION
FACII IT'( MANII_ULATION
TELEOPERATIONS FROM GROUNO
RE PROGRAMMING
AUTOMATtC OPERA IION$
L RACK EXCHANGE
SUBUNI1 EXC_*NGF
SUPPORT
MAIN I'ENANCE
SUPPOrt
rELEOPERATaONS
_ROM MTrFHERMES
FROM GROIJNO
REPROGRAMMING
AnalysinE "how" and "where" the tasks shall be done leads to the identifi-
cation of robotic requirements
• workspace needed
• orientation performance
800
] Min. required workspace with FE oriented olong (-y,_)
i r
1000,0 -
SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW
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4. EMATS Concepts and Trades
The Results of the Analysis of EF_TS Tasks and functional Requirements
form the basis of the Concept development.
In order to illustrate the systematic and evolutionary synthesis of an
EMATS concept, the following classification of A&R Systems was applied.
D: Dedicated Mechanism
F: (Permanently) Fixed Manipulators
R: Rail-based Manipulators
T: Manipulators with Transplantable Base
C: Climbing Manipulators
E: Exotic Concepts (e.g. free flying robots...)
The evolution starts from class "D" which can be seen as the ultimate of a
"convential" non-robotic approach. The next classes add more and more sophisti-
cation, intelligence and flexibility while in general reduces the "volume" of
apparatus or devices needed.
The upper end is represented by fictitious "exotic" concepts with ultimate
flexibility, but for the time being also imense development risk. They are sup-
posed to indicate a "ceiling" for technology and show that the class "R" and
"C" concepts are indeed the current peak of the evolution.
Figure 4-1 gives an overview of the different concepts.
3 FIXED MANIPULATORS
WITH TRAIN
RT1 -y_
TRANSPLANTABLE ANO
;_GARTR_eASEO"AN'_ATpR
I LONG MANIPULATOR 2 LONG MANIPULATORS2 LONG TRANS-
PLANTABLE ROBOTS ON X.Y RAIL SYSTEM SLIDING ON RAILS
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Figure 4=1: EMATS Manipulator Concepts
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A trade off, based on some typical MTFF relevant criteria llke:
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results In the selection of Concept R3 and C3 for final comparison. Figures
4-2 and 4-3 show the preselected concepts
MANIPULATOR CHARACTERISTICS
TWO IDENTICAL SYSTEMS EACH
CONSISTING OF
• GANTRY WITH TWO ORTHOGONAL RAILS
• 6 DOF MANIPULATOR
(LENGTH IN STRETCHED POSITION I 4 ml
• FULL ACCESS TO
PM INTERIOR
Figure 4-2: Gantry Based Concept R3
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MANIPULATOR CHARACTERISTICS
• TWO IDENTICAL SYSTEMS EACH
CONSISTING OF
• S DOF MANIPULATOR
(LENGTH IN STRETCHED POSiTrON 1 4 ml
• 5 DOF CLIMBING BASE
(LENGTH IN STRETCHED POSITION I 4 ._)
• MANIPULATOR ARM AND CLIMBING
BASE FUNCTIONS SEPERATE
• CLIMBING INTERFACES EQUALLY
DISTRIBUTED IN PM
• WORKSPACE OPTIMALLY ADAPTED
• HIGH FLEXIBLE SYSTEM
Figure 4-3: Climbing Concept C3
The criteria and weighing factor for the final trade are given together
with the evaluation in Figure 4-4.
Figure 4-4: Concept Trade off
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5. Conclusions and Outlook on Future Work
Concept R3 comes out as prefered system. Its major advantages are:
• No safety concerns
• Low technological risk and development cost
• Very low impact on experiment/payload design and development (including
good 1 g compatibility)
• Very good _g compatibility
• No serious impact on user/ground segment operations
• Very high improvement or payload and astronaut operations
• Uncritical stowage and implementation
• Completely satisfactory flexibility and manipulation/transportation capab-
ility at low complexity and low operational cost
Points of relative weakness are:
• Reliability/availability strongly determined by reliability of the rail
and gantry subsystems
• Possible maintenance problems in case of rail failure
• The need for PM interfaces at the bottom standoffs for rail attachment (at
the moment, no MTFF document seem to prohibit this, though)
The major disadvantage of R3 is
Transport capability into servicing vehicles can only be performed with
the help of dedicated devices inside those vehicles. This, however, seems
an acceptable penalty.
On the other hand, concept C3 offers as advantages:
• Very high flexibility
• No problem with implementation or maintainability
• Good improvement of payload and astronaut operations
• Excellent acceptance of extended vehicles tasks
• No logistic problems
• Very good serviceability, upgradeability, reuseability.
These, however, are overshadowed by serious drawbacks:
• Very high technological risk and development cost, mainly due to the com-
plex control of the redundant d.o.f, for climbing coordination
• For the same reason, doubts on reliability/availability and possibly high
ground control operations impact
• Need for rack center I/Fs that may restrict experiment design (or, res-
tricting center I/Fs, significantly reduced flexibility)
• Not completely negligible safety hazard.
This results in a final score for R that is 13 % higher than C. This lead
is very robust against perturbations in the criteria weighing. R3 dominates C3
by 17 % in the "technological" criteria and by 8 % in the "programmatic" cri-
teria. Finally, there does not seem to be any serious and unrepairable deficit
in R3, this being a very straightforward and conservative approach for which
good confidence is derived.
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Therefore, we recommend as the preferable EMATS concept:
R3 (Double Manipulator on longitudinal rails)
with its main characteristics:
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The future planned activities are:
• definition of the EMATS hierarchical control structure
• definition of the Central Control Subsystem configuration
• definition of Arm Controller and Mobile Base Controller
• preliminary mechanical design
• preliminary specifications
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FORCE-REFLECTIVE TELEOPERATED SYSTEM WITH SHARED
AND COMPLIANT CONTROL CAPABILITIES
Z. Szakaly, W. S. Kim, A. K. Bejczy
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
The force-reflecting teleoperator breadboard described in this paper is
the first system among available R&D systems with the following combined
capabilities: (a) The master input device is not a replica of the slave arm.
It is a general purpose device which can be applied to the control of
different robot arms through proper mathematical transformations. (b) Force
reflection generated in the master hand controller is referenced to forces and
moments measured by a six-d.o.f, force-moment sensor at the base of the robot
hand. (c) The system permits a smooth spectrum of operations between full
manual, shared manual and automatic, and full automatic (called traded)
control. (d) The system can be operated with variable compliance or stiffness
in force-reflecting control. Some of the key points of the system are the
data handling and computing architecture, the communication method and the
handling of mathematical transformations. The architecture is a fully
synchronized pipeline. The communication method achieves optimal use of a
parallel communication channel between the "local" and "remote" computing
nodes. A time delay box is also implemented in this communication channel
permitting experiments with up to 8 sec. time delay. The mathematical
transformations are computed faster than I msec so that control at each node
can be operated at I kHz servo rate without interpolation. This results in an
overall force-reflecting loop rate of 200 Hz.
I. INTRODUCTION
Force-reflectlng master-slave manipulator systems are widely used in the
industry in high radiation or in other dangerous environments. The major
advantage of these systems is threefold. (i) The comparatively direct type of
control of a slx-degree-of-freedom device since control coordination of six
joints in position control mode is inherent to these systems. The master arm
movements provided by the operator through the hand grip and the movements of
the slave arm fully agree in position, direction and velocity, and are
synchronized. (ii) The genuine impression of forces and torques transmitted
to the operator's hand with respect to the forces exercised or received. That
is, force reflection which kinesthetically connects the operator to the
working slave unit. (iii) The relatively high working speed resulting from
the direct type of motion control.
The industrial master-slave force-reflecting (or bilateral) manipulator
systems have two important characteristics. (i) The master arm is a duplicate
(possibly a scaled-down duplicate) of the slave arm. (ii) Force-reflection in
the servo-type master-slave systems is implemented through a bilateral-type
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position control, possibly with some current and differential velocity loops
added to it. This means that the basic source of force feedback at the master
arm is the position error between master and slave joints and not a genuinely
sensed force at the slave.
Evolving capabilities in the technology of advanced robot control and
intelligent interaction with remote robots are based on sensing and computing
intelligence leading to flexible automation and flexible man-robot interaction.
Following the principles of this modern technical approach, a laboratory
research system has been developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for
advanced force-reflecting teleoperation. Force reflection in this system is
referenced to forces and torques sensed by a six-d.o.f, force-moment sensor at
the base of the robot hand. The master device is a general purpose Force-
Reflecting Hand Controller (FRHC), not a replica of any slave arm. It can be
applied to the control of different robot arms through the proper kinematic
transformations. The mechanism of FRHC is described in [i].
The JPL advanced force-reflective teleoperation system permits a spectrum
of operations between full manual, shared manual and automatic, and full auto-
matic (called traded) control, and can be operated with variable active com-
pliance referenced to force-torque sensor in force-reflecting manual control.
Shared manual and automatic control is implemented by freezing the data output
of the master controller in some task space coordinates which are selectable
by the operator from a menu. Motion in the frozen task space coordinates can
then be controlled by a computer algorithm which can be referenced to force-
moment or proximity sensor information. Variable compliance control is imple-
mented through a low pass software filter in the hybrid position-force control
loop. This permits the operator to control a "springy" or less stiff robot.
Active compliance with damping can be varied by changing the filter parameters
in the software menu. Setting the spring parameter to zero in the low pass
filter will reduce it to a pure damper which results in a high stiffness in the
hybrid position-force control loop.
First we briefly describe the overall system, its electronics architecture
with related software development, and present capabilities. In the second
part of the paper we discuss active compliance, communication time delay,
experimental results and future development plans.
2. OVERALL SYSTEM
The advanced force-reflecting teleoperation system currently consists of
(i) a six degree-of-freedom (d.o.f.) PUMA 560 robot arm, (ii) a smart robot
hand on the robot arm equipped with a six-d.o.f, force-moment sensor, grasp
force sensors and local processing and control electronics, (iii) a six-d.o.f.
generalized Force-Reflecting Hand Controller (FRHC), (iv) two computing nodes
for control and information display, one at the robot side and one at the FRHC
(control station) site, and (v) computer graphics terminal at the control
station site. Each computing and control node is built on a MULTIBUS using
NS32016 microprocessors. The communication between the two nodes is on a
parallel line. Integrated with each computing node is a compact, computerized
Universal Motion Control (UMC) system developed at JPL providing rich motor
and state sensing, control, safety and self-test capabilities. The computer
graphics terminal utilizes (i) a PARALLAX graphics board to generate a real-time
graphics display of force-moment and grasp force information and (ii) an IRIS
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graphics workstation to generate a real-time perspective graphics image of
robot arm motion. Figure I shows the schematics of the overall system.
The UMC architecture and capabilities, developed at JPL, have been des-
cribed in several earlier publications ([2] and [3]), where they can be found in
more detail. In short, the UMC electronics consists of PWM power amplifiers
for up to i kW motors and provides sensing of motion parameters at servo rates
i000 Hz. The communication from the motor control elements to the joint pro-
cessor is a private bus called the BLX bus that makes the joint motion param-
eters memory mapped. It is notable that with the UMC up to 16 joints can be
controlled by a single joint servo processor. The processor currently used is
the NS 32016. There is a large number of processors from which we could
choose. The NS 32000 family has proven to be a very good candidate for our
task. The family has a number of processors with a wide performance range and
object level compatibility between the members. Its assembly language has
proven to be powerful as well as easy to use. The UMC electronics, thanks to
the NASA Technology Utilization program, is now available commercially for up
to I0 kW motors either brushed or brushless [4].
2.1 Electronics Architecture
To save development time we used the DB32000 development board which comes
with a MULTIBUS interface. This forced us to use MULTIBUS for interprocessor
con_nunication. This is a lower bandwidth bus than more recent 32-bit busses,
but the available bandwidth is more than enough for our application so the use
of MULTIBUS did not hamper the performance of our system. With the upcoming
development of new processor boards (still using the 32000 family) a new pro-
prietary bus (the ZBUS) will be introduced that is optimized for high bandwidth
shared memory applications.
The internode communication is done via a parallel port that carries one
byte periodically at every 125 microseconds in each direction. The narrow
bandwidth and periodic use of the communication channel are important param-
eters. If the usage of the channel is not periodic that means that the band-
width has to be higher than the number of bytes transmitted per second. This
is a waste of the channel bandwidth. This 125 _sec byte transfer rate is
also used to synchronize the remote node to the local one. Eight bytes are
transmitted in every servo loop from the local to the remote node. The first
one is the header byte that is used to determine which byte belongs to which
degree of freedom. This is followed by the position change of the X, Y, Z,
pitch, yaw, roll degrees of freedom. The communication is done in relative
Cartesian coordinates. In every servo loop a change in the range of -7 to +7
is transmitted. These changes are added by the receiver to the robot Cartesian
position setpoint number. This method has a number of merits: (i) Small com-
munication bandwidth used. (ii) Error tolerance in communication. (iii) Velo-
city limiting. (iv) Easy method of indexing the robot. It should be noted
that this communication method does not cause any granularity in robot speed
whatsoever. It simply limits the granularity of the robot position to 1/10th
of a mm. The robot could not be positioned more accurately than that anyway.
The parallel internode communication cable in the future will be replaced
by a fiber optic link with a much higher bandwidth, but the principle of communi-
cation between the two sides will remain the same.
Artificial time delay between the "local" and "remote" computing nodes
has also been implemented to allow the experimental man-in-the-loop study of
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the effect of communication time delay on control performance. The time-delay
MULTIBUS cardcage between the "local" and "remote" computing nodes contains
two processors performing the time delay function between 2 ms and 8 sec.
In summary, the "local" node cardcage contains:
- Two joint interface cards (part of local UMC)
- PWM amplifiers for 8 motors (part of local UMC)
- Joint processor (part of local UMC)
- Kinematic transformation processor
- Communication processor with user interface
- Graphics processor
- Parallax graphics card
The "remote" node cardcage contains:
- Remote node UMC (3 cards and power amplifiers)
- Communication processor
- Inverse kinematics processor
- Forward kinematics processor
The communication from the smart end effector to the "remote" node and
from the "remote" node to the IRIS graphics robot simulator is via fiber optic
RS232 lines at 9600 baud rate.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the system and interconnections.
Figure 3 indicates the timing of events and the sequence of computations. All
computations are carried out at a i000 Hz servo rate. The force feedback sig-
nal is currently received at a 125 Hz rate due to the limitation of the RS232
communication channel used between the Smart End Effector and the co_auunication
processor. The total round trip time delay is 5 ms for the position error-
based force feedback and it is around I0 msecs for the sensor-based force
feedback.
2.2 Software System and Development
The programming language used was the assembly of the NS 32016 itself
since this promised the most performance and the fastest results. It has to
be noted that the most convenient development environment such as a C cross
compiler and UNIX operating system does not necessarily produce the fastest
result and the best program performance. Compilers have the tendency to mask
the real world of a processor from the programmer making it harder to generate
complex interrupt hierarchies and hardware interfaces. We used a development
system that one of us (Szakaly) wrote for the IBM-PC. This system makes it
possible to edit and store the assembly source programs in the PC as well as
up and download object files. In the current version an integrated assembler,
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developed at JPL, is used which runs on the IBM-PC. Portions of the system
such as the force torque graphic display were developed in C using the SYS
32/20 development system marketed by National Semiconductor.
The motor control algorithm is a simple PD control loop. The servo rate
is I000 Hz overall allowing high gains to be used with the associated high
tracking fidelity. The position gains are about 0.i V/encoder unit. The UMC
code generator program is used in the joint level controller. This program
assures safe robot control by automatically generating the servo code that
controls the joints. There is a set of parameters that have to be specified
once for every robot. These parameters are stored in an electrically erasable
EEPROM chip. When the program is activated it generates servo code and
executes it. There is no possibility of breaking the robot due to human error
in the coding.
The code generator is very flexible, it can control any number of motors
up to 16, with any combination of hardware elements such as encoders, pots,
temperature sensors, motors, brakes. All polarities are menu items so, for
example, instead of having to switch the two encoder wires the user changes the
encoder polarity from 'POS' to 'NEG' in the menu. The code generator will use
a SUB instruction in place of an ADD in the servo code to accommodate the neg-
ative encoder hookup. The motor, the pot, the index and brake polarities can
similarly be changed from the menu. The motor control processor interfaces to
the rest of the system via the shared memory. More on the UMC software can be
found in [5].
Since the remote node receives Cartesian position set points the inverse
kinematic transformation is needed to calculate the robot joint position set-
points. This is carried out by one of the processors on the robot side. This
transformation was implemented in integer arithmetic and takes around 700 _secs
to execute. Force feedback to the HC is based on robot position error as well
as on force-torque sensor data so the robot end effector Cartesian position has
to be computed as well. This is done by computing the robot forward
kinematics.
The user has a large number of options available through the user inter-
face. Every parameter can be changed on a degree of freedom basis. It is
possible to activate a software spring for rate control on any degree of free-
dom that pulls the user's hand back to a center position. Any DOF may be in
position or rate mode or it may be turned off. Any degree of freedom can have
arbitrary force compliance with a zero or non-zero force setpoint. For exam-
ple, orientation compliance with zero torque setpoint amounts to automatic peg
alignment when performing peg insertion into a hole. An X compliance with non-
zero force setpoint will press the end effector against the task board and will
maintain contact force. Rate mode is useful when motion over large displace-
ments is desired or when slow, constant velocity motion is the requirement.
Extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the usefulness of
these operating modes and force feedback. The data shows that force feedback
brings an improvement in terms of execution time as well as total force
required. The shared control routines also bring about additional improve-
ments. The experiments and results are described in detail in [6-8]. The
ongoing experiments are concentrated on time-delayed operations using active
compliance.
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3. ACTIVE COMPLIANCE CONTROL
Variable active compliance has been implemented as a new feature to the
current force-reflecting telerobot system. In a conventional telerobot system,
each joint is controlled by a very stiff position servo, and thus the human
operator has to control a stiff telerobot hand. A stiff telerobot hand tends
to hit or bump into objects or walls hard. The implementation of active com-
pliance, which emulates a prograrm_able mechanical passive spring by computer
software, allows the human operator to control a compliant or springy telerobot
hand, not a stiff one. The compliant hand tends to touch objects or walls
softly without exerting much force. It is also compliant to the environmental
constraint, facilitating telemanlpulation task performance. For example, in
the peg-in-hole task, the compliant hand adjusts itself in accordance with the
hole structure.
In order to implement active compliance on the telerobot hand, the force/
torque signal sensed by the force/torque sensor (FTS) is first low pass fil-
tered by computer software, and then fed back to the position/orientation out-
put command signal (Figure 4). The force/torque sensor consisting of 8 pairs
of strain gauges furnishes 3 force components (x, y, z) and 3 torque components
(roll, pitch, yaw). Each of these 6 components, after low pass filtered, is
individually fed back to the corresponding position (x, y, z) or orientation
(roll, pitch, yaw) command input which comes from the hand controller con-
trolled by the human operator. The mechanical equivalent of the above imple-
mentation consists of a spring connected in parallel with a damper (Figure 5).
There are two parameters to control: compliance (or its inverse, stiffness)
and damping (friction). The compliance of the active spring is proportional
to the force feedback gain K. The damping (friction) of the active damper is
proportional to T/K, where T is the time constant of the first-order low pass
filter. In general, higher force feedback gain results in more compliance
(less stiffness), but requires more damping (more sluggishness) to stabilize
the system. If a pure gain is used instead of the low pass filter, a spring
with no damper is realized. But, this turns out to be unstable. If an inte-
grator is used instead of the low pass filter, a damper with no spring is
implemented. A damper-alone system has a saturation problem due to the lack
of a spring which allows "return-to-center" or enables the system to come back
to the normal operating region when there is no force sensed. After a few
runs of telemanipulation tasks, the damper tends to saturate and the damping
effect disappears in the saturated direction.
Since a compliant telerobot hand is now implemented and available, the
following two human-telerobot shared control schemes are suggested for effi-
cient telemanipulation, depending upon the time delay. When the time delay is
less than l second, approximately, both force reflection (long loop between the
human operator and the telemanipulator) and active compliance (telerobot
autonomous loop) can be used (Figure 6A). It is observed that a compliant
telerobot tends to stabilize the force reflection long loop, and thus force
reflection can be still useful even when the time delay is longer than
0.5 second. This also implies that the fidelity of the force reflection from
the telerobot hand to the force-reflecting hand controller can be improved.
When the time delay is greater than i second approximately, active com-
pliance alone without force reflection can be used (Figure 6B). This active
compliance scheme turns out to be extremely useful when there is a long time
delay. For example, a peg-in-hole task was successfully accomplished by a
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human operator even with 8 seconds time delay. It was not possible without
active compliance. It took about 0.5 to I minute to complete the task with no
time delay, 3 minutes with 4 seconds time delay, and 7 minutes with 8 seconds
time delay. This proves the significance of the use of active compliance,
since a conventional force-reflecting telemanipulator without active compliance
cannot be used beyond about 0.5 seconds time delay due to the stability prob-
lem. The use of a compliant telerobot hand is also important for safety rea-
sons, because the compliant hand tends to touch a wall softly without exerting
much force or bumping into it hard.
4. FUTURE PLANS
To support a long list of man-machine interaction research topics (dual
and redundant arm control, dexterous end effector control, coordinated manipu-
lator and visual system control, etc.), the future developments in control
electronics and control computing include: (a) An advanced bus architecture
to eliminate the bottlenecks of commercial bus systems. (b) New processor
cards using two NS 32016 processors or the NS 32332 processor within the
advanced bus. (c) 5 Mbit and 15 Mbyte fiber optic links. (d) New smart hand
electronics featuring very high (I0 kHz) data rates with 12 bit A/D and with
fiber optic link. (d) A new assembler to provide an environment similar to
Turbo Pascal and other integrated development systems. After some experience
with the new assembler improvements will be made to the syntax such that the
usage will have the appearance of a high level language. This will provide
many of the benefits of high level languages without the associated performance
and control loss. This will facilitate to upgrade and expand the control
software with new performance capabilities in supervisory control.
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ABSTRACT
The in-orbit operations, like space structures inspection, servicing and repairing, is expected to
be one of the most significant technological area for application and development of Robotics
and Automation in Space Station environment.The Italian National Space Plan (PSN) has
started up its strategic programme SPIDER (SPace Inspection Device for Extravehicular
Repairs) in the early I987, this program is now continued by the Italian Space Agency that in
may 88 have take over the role of national agency for space activities.SPIDER programme is
scheduled in three phases, with the final goal of performing docking and precision repairing in
the Space Station environment.SPIDER system is an autonomous integrated space robot, using
mature Artificial Intelligence tools and technics for its operational control.This paper describe
the preliminary results of a joint study between ASI and IESI on the information architecture of
the spacecraft.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main goals of SPIDER system are visual inspection in a fly-around mission and
precision repairing activities on the space structures.
The main characteristics of SPIDER are the following:
- small dimension (-1 mc) and low weight (- 400 kg.)
- "biological" evolution capability
- retrievable by a platform or spacecraft based robotic arm.
The SPIDER programme is scheduled in three main phases:.
-in the first phase, SPIDER will be a space vehicle for visual inspection
around large and/or small space structures, by means of a flying-around
approach. In this phase, SPIDER will be strictly teleoperated
-in the secondphase, SPIDERcapabilities of autonomousnavigation will
be extended limiting commandsto very high level instructions. The human
operator will act in this phaseonly as a supervisor
-in the third phase, SPIDER will be able to do docking and repairing,
increasing its autonomy. The presence in this phase of two small
cooperative arms (linear dimension - lm) and a docking robotic arm will
allow to operate precision repairing and micro-manipulation capability.
In the following, we describe mainly the SPIDER-I system.
SPIDER-I mission, around the space structures, will allow to:
- test SPIDER fly-around capability
- support visual inspection of external devices
- find damaged areas of space structures, increasing crew safety and
reducing dangerous extravehicular human interventions.
In the SPIDER evolution through the different described phases will be followed by a
similar modularity in the Robotics Intelligence Subsystems. In section il we give the
requirements for the SPIDER -I design reference mission. In section II1 we give a
general platform description, in section IV the Architecture of the control system is
depicted. In section V the relevant aspects concerning the interaction of sensor and
controls SPIDER subsystems are described .
II. SPIDER-I Design Reference Mission
in order to define the SPIDER-! system specifications, the following LEO external visual
inspection scenario has been hypothesized:
- SPIDER should be deployed in LEO by a space transportation system
(STS, HERMES,OTV...).
- Fly by the target structure (eg. MTFF, ISS).
- Demonstrate proximity operation capability flying at a fixed distance
from the coorbiting structure at different relative velocities
- Report accurate image and other information about the external
environment and the target
- Exploit passive docking capability
- Admit a mission duration of at least 1 h and a station keeping period of
24 h before a retrieval operation performed by other space transportation
systems or orbiting permanent facilities.
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The SPIDER system specifications has been defined on the basis of these mission
requirements.
III. PLATFORM DESCRIPTION
The SPIDER is a small dimension free-flyng spacecraft. It's aspect is that of a cylinder
with polygonal bases and with a design reference mass of 400 kg.
The SPIDER overall dimension are:
-Length 150 cm
-Diameter 90 cm
The Robotic Intelligence System (RIS) is located the forward of the spacecraft with a mass
of about 170 kg. The spacecraft reaction control system (RCS) will permit medium-range
and proximity operations. The cold gas will be used as propellant to prevent pollution of
optical or other exposed surfaces during proximity operation. The use of low-impulse
trhusters (e.g. electrical propulsion) will be considered for the SPIDER-Ill mission. The
first prototype will be equipped with 2 x 12 high impulse (30 Nw) cold gas trhuster for
rotation and/or coarse movements and 2 x 4 low-impulse cold gas trhusters for precision
movements. Four tanks will assure a total impulse of 4000 Nw/s.
Two third of the spacecraft will be covered with solar cells arrays in order to provide 150
Wh for each orbital period. A set of rechargeable batteries will provide power during
eclipse.
IV. ROBOTICS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM
The RIS will support in the final SPIDER prototype all the main high level function of the
spacecraft:
-On board data handling
-Guidance and Navigation
-Perception and Reaction
-Man Machine Interfacing
-Remote Manipulation
Also if in the first phase some of this function will be mainly controlled by the remote
human operator, the SPIDER system will exploit an intelligent behavior in the area of
guidance and navigation,man machine interface and mission planning. In the following
the RIS architecture and information flow are described.
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1. FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
In order to exploit this "intelligent" behavior the RIS provide a set of specialized modules
for different tasks (Fig. 1). This solution permits:
- a concurrent processing of different tasks.
- a specialized Knowledge structures
- a substantially fail-safe design
The interaction between the processes is performed through a "blackboard" that shares
common interest information. The coexistence of different priorities among different
processes forces a substantially asynchronous access at the blackboard. So, we can refer
to our system as a white-board architecture/1/.
In order to extend the module design flexibility and the system design modularity, the
information shared in the blackboard must be, as far as possible, process independent, in
the sense that any process can access it in the more easy way.
SUPERVT SORI'""',,,,
ACTUATORS _
Fig . 1 RIS Functional Architecture
lit I
[
REFLEX
_ICKECKOUT
Supervisor
The white-board architecture claims for a Supervisor module that handles the specialized
module priority, use of parameters, synchronization and so on. in addition, the role of
such a module is of reporting all operator commands and triggering blackboard
maintenance process.
This module is structured in Internal and External sensors. The Internal Sensor module
provides to the Knowledge Base all information about spacecraft internal state, classical
subsystems included. The External Sensor module handles all the information about the
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outdoor space, such position and velocity of the spacecraft, target characteristics, etc. A
deep difference exists between these two modules, because while the first interacts mainly
with maintenance and internal monitoring process, the latter is involved both with main
spacecraft task (inspection) and the guidance and navigation
subsystem. In order to perform these activities an extensive use of sensor information
fusion is made. This goal is achieved using as interface among external sensor module
and blackboard system a set of "virtual sensors" /1/,/2/.
These sensors are obtained using different specialized sensor information in order to
obtain high level information (e.g. depth and color). The virtual sensor characterization is
driven by the supervisor module using the requests made by the operator or by other
modules, in tab.l a set of the SPIDER
proposed rxternal sensors is shown.
Absolute position sensors
Star Sensors
GPS Receiver
Relative position sensors
Continous wave laser
Accelerometers
CCD cameras
Mw sounder
Tab. 1
We have already mentioned the sensor fusion task; it must be noted that different
purposes can be met by means of these definitions /3/:
Sensor cooperation - Use of mixed perceptual information
Sensor competition - Use different sensors for the same task with
different accuracy
Sensor independence - No interaction between sensors
Anyway, the complete definition of the external sensor subsystem will be made after
completion of a certain number of technological assessment studies expected for the end
of the 1988.
Planning
The Planning system controls the system reasoning on the data acquired by the sensor
information module, on the directive made by the module and drives self check procedure
of the spacecraft. It also converts High Level directive in execution sequences, usable by
SPIDER subsystems.
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In order to perform these different tasks the Planning module is decomposedin
three modules:
Mission Analysis
Guidance & Navigation
Check-Out
The first module is an aid to the human operator that permits a fast evaluation of the
mission requirements, or of a subset of operation connected with a SPIDER mission.
The Guidance and Navigation module implements the missions proposed by the Mission
Analysis module and/or using information from the blackboard, implementing also
collision avoidance maneuver.The Check-Out module is a diagnostic expert system,
specialized to the SPIDER subsystem trouble shooting. It also maintains records of
malfunctioning of spacecraft sections.lt's important to point out that the planning system
cannot directly implement its decisions, except that in the case of severe danger for the
spacecraft or for others coorbiting objects, in that case the system will bypass human
control implementing the reflexive behavior.
Man Machine Interfacing
This is one of the key subsystem of the SPIDER system. Infect, in a teleoperated system,
the man machine interaction must permit an easy and high level dialogue between the
operator and the spacecraft. In this area, all state-of-the-art tools will be used in order to
argument the: scene rendering, situation simulation, alarm transmission. Also in this area
specific studies are ongoing in order to select appropriate devices and software tools.
Actuators
This subsystem is the interface between the Robotic Intelligent System and the other
spacecraft subsystems that implements the directive processed by the RIS or directly
transmitted by the human control.Naturally it comprends the RCS, the thermal control,
and the power subsystems. In the following, spacecraft evolution will comprend also the
active docking mechanism and the manipulation arms and end-effectors.
Hardware Architecture
The hardware implementation of the described functional architecture will face with
several problems mainly connected to the space qualification of terrestrial processors and
software. Moreover, a lot of problems that do not yet even have a solution in ground
based situation should be resolved. An other point susceptible of carefully evaluation is
that of the bandwidth of the radio-link among the user station and spacecraft and the
choice of the format of image supported information transfer. This problem will be
obviously related with the space qualified hardware available and with the trade off in the
distribution of computational charge among the spacecraft and the user station.
Also the opportunity of using a ground based workstation will be evaluated having in
mind:
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-redundancy
-signal propagation delay
-computational power
2. INFORMATION FLOW
The first SPIDER mission will be a demonstration flight that will show the capabilities of
the system in the free fly and user supervised inspection. A generic SPIDER-I mission is
brunched in the following Tasks:
A- Deployment by a space transportation system
B- Free-fly to the target
C- Target Inspection
D- Free-Fly Back to a Station Keeping Position
E- Retrieval
Phase A and E are for the SPIDER-I spacecraft quite passive task, i.e. the spacecraft will
have only a passive docking interface that will be docked to the deployer. Phase B and D
are substantially similar task with main difference in the start and end point. Task C is the
core of the SPIDER-I mission in witch the external inspection capabilities of the
spacecraft will be tested.At the purpose of demonstrate the compatibility of the described
RIS functional architecture with these tasks, we have analyzed the structure of each task
and pointed out their mutual relation and interaction with the spacecraft subsystem.The
resulting representation is shown in Fig. 2.
1. Task A and E
As already shown the SPIDER during these phase will be totally passive. The only task
that must be performed is the complete system Check-Out. A rule of the type:
IF Check-Out-Succes THEN Deploy
IF Check-Out-Succes THEN Retrieve
Will be the only condition-action pair that will control both the operations.
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2. Task B and D
After the deployment the SPIDER will be in a Station-Keeping position. The problem is to
implement the best trajectory to the target. In the problem definition, and without a loss
of generality we have supposed that:
-There is no relative motion between SPIDER and the Target at the
moment of deployment.
-And that the Spider trajectory to the Target is described by a plane
curve.
The subtask of the free-flyng among two position are:
-Path Planning
-Check Out
-Guidance and Navigation
The Path Planning must compute a transfer orbit for SPIDER from the Start Point to the
target proximity. Their input data must be :
-Spider State Vector at the Deploy
-Target State Vector
-Internal Subsystem State
-Known Obstacles on the Path (IF any)
-A Path Optimization Criteria
The Output of this process will be a Transfer orbit and a firing sequence for the RCS.The
Check-Out will provide information of Spacecraft Faults, if any, a fault recovery analysis
if possible. These process, active in all the Task of SPIDER, will change is focus of
attention depending the actual system state and on the basis of the actual task goal.The
guidance and navigation must pilot the spacecraft from the start to the end point
implementing the strategy selected by the Planner. In practice his task is to compare
external sensor readings with the data suggested by the planner, and if evidence of a
divergence from the path is found send a request to the planner for a new plan. The G&N
will also implement a collision avoidance strategy, if unknown obstacle are detected by
the external sensors.
3. TASK C Target inspection
The target inspection, as described, will be one of the main goal of the SPIDER
demonstration flight.
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During this part of the mission the spacecraft should demonstrate it's capability in
proximity flight, self-planning, and high-level command interpretation capability. Main
sub-tasks of Target Inspection are:
-Proximity Flight
-External Sensor Data Handling
-Target State Vector
Proximity Flight
During proximity flight SPIDER will free-flight at a fixed distance around the target. At
proper angle must zero is velocity respect to the target, and activate proper External
Sensor. A tight interaction exist in this phase between:
-Planner
-Guidance and Navigation-
-External Sensor Data Handling.
In fact, in the actual system configuration, the external sensor are connected in a rigid
way to the spacecraft
External Sensor Data Handling
This sub-task control all the data flow between external sensors and RIS. Implementing
also the virtual sensor requested by different process (mainly by planner).
The ESDH send also request to the planner in order to force a stop of the spacecraft if
requested by some sensors.
High level subtask of ESDH are:
-Stop and Zoom on operator Request
-Special Target part Recognition (thermal shields,solar arrays etc..)
-Supervised Inspection
Target State Vector Determination
This High Level Task determine the target center of mass motion parameters, in the
SPIDER frame of reference, and target motion around its center of mass, to do that send
request to the ESDH in order to activate proper Virtual Sensors connected to range
finders and microwave sensors.
Data produced by this task are then used by the planner in order to correct the SPIDER
orbit or implement user request.
V Conclusions
Actually the described architecture has been implemented using a commercial tool that
offers knowledge representation facilities both in form of rules and frames. The explicit
goal of this activity is to better understand the information flow and the knowledge
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structure in order to define the final architecture design for the high level components of
SPIDER robotic intelligence subsystem.
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Redundancy in Sensors, Control and Planning of a Robotic
System for Space Telerobotics
Prof. A.Rovetta, Eng. S.Vodret, Eng. M.Bianchini
Department of Mechanics, Politecnico di Milano.
Abstract
This paper discusses the analysis and development of a
manipulator redundant in structure and sensor devices controlled
by a distributed multiprocessor architecture.
The goal has been the realization of a modular structure of the
manipulator with evident aspects of flexibility ar,d
transportability.
The distributed control structure, thanks to his modularity and
flexibility could be integrated in the future into an operative
structure aimed to space telerobotics.
The architecture is applied to the 6 DOF manipulator Gilberto,
developed at Department of Mechanics, Politecnico di Mi]ano.
1. Introduction
The experimental activity of research and development has been
originated by the precise need of improvement and integration of
different indipendent projects already advanced in Department of
Mechanics, Politecnico di Milano described as follows:
I) Development of 6 DOF robot with voice control system
2) Development of a dexterous hand provided with sensors and
advanced control capabilities
3) Development of vision systems, with single and multiple
cameras, for pattern recognition and objects analysis
4) Study of an expert system oriented to obstacle avoidance and
path optimization
5) Application of a simulator for assembly problems solving
In this first phase the activity consisted in the optimization
of a traditional manipulator with 6 DOF and his upgrading into a
flexible structure provided with a hierarchical hardware control
structure and relative software in order to make feasible real
time control with a sufficient level of precision and
throughput.
This work was mainly concerned with analisys and first
development of a modular architecture both from hardware and
software point of view.
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2. Structure requirements
Thinking to the tipical needs of telemanipulator applications,
it has been decided to organize the global control structure on
a hierachical multilayered basis for software, and on a
distributed structure for the hardware.
The goal is to obtain the following caracteristics:
- modularity
- expandibilty
- chance of increase parallelism degree without global changes of
the existing structure.
3. The system architecture
The system is provided with an operator site for the handling
and supervision of the system, that is on line with the control
architecture of the manipulator.
At this level the operator is provided with interactive devices
like microphone for voice control, several monitors connected to
lower level units and the keyboard.
The control unit is a personal computer provided with a 80386
microprocessor.
From this level the operator can operate the whole system and
receive a continuos feedback of the system status.
The processing unit has been also thought as gateway to external
operating unit providing other activities that need task
execution from the robot cell.
The main unit is connected by a standard serial bus to the
manipulator supervisor, a computer unit provided with a 65816
microprocessor.
This lower level unit is oriented to control and handling of
third level units, on the basis of tasks requested from the
operator site unit.
The third and lowest level is the one that provide the operative
units, called MPx, mainly provided with eight bit
microprocessor.
The MPI unit is oriented to real time control of manipulator,
data monitoring, handling of manipulator initialization and
shutdown.
The MP2 unit is dedicated to the voice control.
It performs voice analysis and commands handling for task
execution.
Recently a third unit based on a 16 bit microprocessor and
provided with a mathematic coprocessor has been connected to the
system, which will be used for on-line computation of kinematics
and dinamics. At the present time, these two tasks are demanded
to the mainpulator supervisor.
The following step is the integration of a unit for handling of
a vision system already experimented on a stand alone unit. The
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vision system has been already developed, is operating on
80386 microprocessor based unit, and iv the one described
introduction.
a
in
4. The software system
The software utilized on the system is the one written for the
lower simple task on single MPx units, and the real time
operative system especially developed for the multilayered
architecture.
The real time system is modular in its structure, and is
provided with all of the services essential to a multitasking
system. Any lower level unit is provided with the communication
protocols and rules for exchanging data and functions, as the
higher control unit is provided with dispatching and priority
functions for the handling of subtask executed by the lower
,/nits.
At the present time the system is programmed in traditional high
level languages like Basic or C. The applications written in such
languages can use real time operating system services by way of
function call mechanism; the next step will be the developement
of a language oriented to handle the system and a new user
interface.
5. Conclusions
This work is just the first attempt to subdivide whole control
system into subsytems provided with local autonomy, communicating
through well-defined protocols, for the optimized and flexible
handling of the various subtasks that can be individuated in
complex teleoperator operations.
At this moment it is on development the connection to the system
of a second manipulator, precisely an IBM SCARA robot.
At the present the system is provided with high level control
software for friendly interaction with the operator, for
autonomous task planning and operation.
The future activity will consist in development of dedicated
language for the system programming and of an interface between a
transputer network already installed into a 80386 based computer
and the existing architecture.
The aim, besidrs the obvious aspects of modularity and easy-
expandibi]ity tipical of an open system, is to map a highly
complex system, such as a teleoperator control unit, into a
network of specialized subsystems which can be developed and
optimized independently and in a transparent way to the whole
system.
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How to Push a Block Along a Wall
Matthew T. Mason
Computer Science Department
and Robotics Institute
Carnegie Mellon University
ABSTRACT
Some robot tasks require manipulation of objects that may be touching other fixed objects. The effects of friction mad
kinematic constraint must be anticipated, and may even be exploited to accomplish the task. This paper analyzes an
example task, presents a dynamic analysis, and derives appropriate effector motions. The goal is to move a rectangular
block along a wall, so that one side of the block maintains contact with the wall. We construct two solutions that push
the block along the wall.
1. Introduction
Consider the problem of pushing a rectangular block along a wall, so that one edge remains in contact with the wall.
A few experiments (try pushing a paper-clip box with a paper-clip) will yield two solution strategies, and will also
yield a variety of failure modes (Figure 1). This paper derives the two solutions from a dynamic analysis, and shows
that there are no other solutions. The approach is to derive the entire mapping from applied force to block motion, and
to compare this mapping with the set of all forces that can be applied through a pushing operation. In the process, we
demonstrate the analysis of multiple-contact friction dynamics including distributed support friction, using acceleration
centers to represent force, as described by Brost and Mason (1989).
1.1. Background
This paper falls in an area that has attracted considerable attention: rigid body mechanics applied to manipulation. The
seminal work in this area is Simunovic's (1975) analysis of peg insertion, which was further elaborated by Whitney
(1982). Ohwovoriole, Hill, and Roth (1980) provided a more general treatment, which was later extended to three
dimensions (Ohwovoriole and Roth 1981). This line of work is mainly quasi-static: inertial forces are assumed
negligible, motions are inferred from the direction of any imbalance of static forces. Later work, primarily Erdmann
(1984) and Rajan, Burridge, and Schwartz (1987), included dynamic forces and uncovered some interesting subtleties,
such as the existence of ambiguities, where the motion of the object may be under-determined. The present paper
applies the methods of Erdmann, and Rajan et al., but uses the graphical representation of force described by Brost
and Mason (1989).
Related work in the mechanics of grasping is also relevant to the present paper. In particular, we are constructing
the locus of contact forces that can be applied on the perimeter of an object, as described by Mishra, Schwartz and
Shark (1986).
An important element in the present paper is the presence of frictional forces that are distributed over a positive
area, rather than at known discrete points. Our estimates of the resulting forces draw primarily on (Mason 1986).
Better estimates can sometimes be obtained: see (Peshkin and Sanderson 1988; Goyal 1989).
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FigureI:Four differentpushingmotions.(a)and (b)work justfine.(c)causestheblock tolose
edge-to-wallcontact.(d)iswedged_e block willnot move no matterhow largetheforces.
2. Representation of force by acceleration centers
This section reviews the representation of force by acceleration centers. This approach, as described by Brost and
Mason (1989), yields a graphical method toanalyzeplanar contactproblems. The constructionis similar to theuse
of velocity centers to analyze kinematic constraints, described by Reuleaux (1876). The key observation is that the
velocity of any plane body can be described as a rotation about some motionless point called velocity center, or
instantaneous rotation center. Obviously this would not work for a purely translational motion, but these cam be
handled by allowing the velocity center to range over the projective plane.--a translation gives a velocity center at
infinity. The velocity center is easily constructed: construct two lines, each orthogonal to the velocity of some point
on the body. The intersection of the two lines is the velocity center.
The definition of an acceleration center is similar. For any plane acceleration, there is an unaccelerated point, called
rite acceleration center, which ranges over the projective plane. We can use the acceleration center to represent forces.
Given some plane body with a mass m and angular inertia/, we can map any plane force into the resultant acceleration
center. This mapping has a very useful property---the magnitude of the acceleration, and hence the magnitude of the
force, is not represented. For problems involving frictional contact, this property is very useful, because the magnitud_
of the contact forces are not constrained, only the lines along which the forces act.
In practice the use of acceleration centers to represent applied forces is quite simple. Some examples are shown
in Figure 2. We place the center of mass at the origin, and choose a unit distance equal to the radius of gyration.
Then the acceleration center lies on a perpendicular to the force through the origin. The acceleration center's distance
from the origin is the inverse of the force's distance from the origin. Because it is necessary to represent the sign
of the moment of force, we will use two projective planes with a common line at infinity. One plane corresponds to
positive moments, one plane corresponds to negative moments, and we have the line at infinity for purely translational
accelerations, i.e. zero moments. Topologically, the space is equivalent to a sphere. The upper hemisphere corre_
to positive moments, the lower hemisphere to negative moments, and the equator to zero moments.
The properties and applications of this mapping are more fully described by Brost and Mason (1989). We note
two key properties:
• The mapping is nearly dual: a directed line of force maps into a point, and a point, corresponding to the set of
all forces passing through that point, maps into a line, the locus of acceleration centers.
s Positive linear combinations of forces map into convex combinations of acceleration centers.
These properties are ideal for representing frictional contacts:
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Figure2: Some example accelerationcenters,illuslrafingpropertiesof the mapping of forceto
accelerationcenter.Here we have super-imposedthe planeof positivemoments and theplaneof
negativemoments, using(+)and (-) todistinguishthepoints.
• The feasiblemotionsata pointcontactarerepresentedby a linearconstrainton thefeasibleaccelerationcenters.
• The feasibleforcesata pointcontactarerepresentedby a linesegment,which isthelocusofaccelerationccnmrs
correspondingtoa frictioncone.
• The resultantof severalfrictioncones,arisingfrom severalsimultaneouscontacts,liesin the positivelinear
combinationof theforces,which definesa convex polygon inthe spaceof accelerationcenters.
Gcomeurically, the only real inconvcnicncc is that we have two planes and a line at infinity. Sometimes we draw
the planes separately; sometimes we superimpose them. When two points must be joined by a line segment, the
construction is sometimes counter-intuitive: with the two planes superimposed, draw a line through the two points.
Now, if the two points are on the same plane, the line segment is the part of the line between the two points, as usual.
But if the two points are on different planes, take the part of the line outside the two points, and also include a point
at infinity. The method will be illustrated by example.
3. The block-along-wall problem
The block-along-wall problem is formulated as follows.
• A rigid rectangular body is free to move in the plane, with one edge initially against a straight wall.
• We assume Newton's laws with Coulomb friction. Gravity acts normal to the support plane. Friction occurs
with the wall and with the support plane. The distribution of support forces is unknown, and may vary with
time.
• The goal is to move the object forward while keeping one edge against the wall.
To analyze the operation, we enumerate the contact modes, and determine necessary applied forces for each mode.
A peculiarity of rigid body mechanics is that some forces are consistent with more than one mode. Nonetheless, a
particular contact mode, i.e. sliding along the wall, can be assured by applying a force consistent with the desired
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Positive Plane Negative Plane Zero Line
Figure 3: Acceleration centers A for each contact mode. We draw the block tipped to indicate
which contacts are broken, and arrows show relative motion at any remaining contacts. The zero
line is drawn as if the positive plane and negative plane were projected onto the northern and
southern hemisphere, respectively, of a sphere. Then the zero line is the equator, as it would
appear from the north pole. There is one contact mode not shown--rest--which corresponds to
zero acceleration.
mode and inconsistent with any other modes. This observation allows us to specify constraints on applied force to
produce the desired motion.
Our analysis will proceed as follows:
I. Enumerate the contact modes {i).
2. For each contact mode,
(a) Construct acceleration forces Ai,
Co) Construct wall contact forces W_,
(c) Construct support friction forces Si,
(d) Construct pushing forces F_ = A_ @ W_@ S_.
where X @ Y is the set of all forces x - y, for x E X and y E Y.
The resuR is a mapping from each contact mode i to a set of applied forces Fi. Some of these applied force sets
overlap, so that the contact mode is not always uniquely determined by the applied force.
The first step is to enumerate the contact modes. Figure 3 applies Reuleaux' (1876) partitioning of the space of
motion centers to determine the set of feasible contact modes. At each kinematic constraint, we construct a contact
normal. To the right (left) of the normal only positive (negative) rotations are feasible. On the normal itself, eith_
direction is feasible. We also construct the contact tangent--above the tangent positive rotations cause rightward
motions and negative rotations cause leftward motions. Below the tangent, the opposite is true. The two contacts
give rise to two normals, and a single tangent, which cut the space of acceleration centers into different sectors. Each
sector, and each boundary segment, potentially corresponds to a different contact mode.
The next step is to iterate through every contact mode, constructing the corresponding set of applied forces. We
illustrate the procedure for only one contact mode, namely the desired mode which pushes the block to the right.
(a) Construct acceleration centers A.
Figure 3 shows the acceleration centers for each contact mode. There is only one acceleration center for the desired
mode, rightward sliding, which is on the line at infinity.
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Figure 4: Wall contact forces W, and support frictional forces S for the desired motion.
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Figure 5: Applied forces F for the desired motion. The applied force must give an acceleration
center in the indicated regions. An equivalent constraint is that the applied force must pass
between P and Q, and make an angle greater than tan-t/, with the wall normal.
(b) Construct wall contact forces W.
The possible wall forces can be represented by two point contacts, one at each corner of the block. For the desired
contact mode, rightward sliding, Coulomb's law constrains the direction of each force as shown in Figure 4. We
construct acceleration centers for each force, and form the convex combination, to obtain the line segment shown.
(c) Construct support frictional forces S.
For the desired contact mode, rightward sliding, the support frictional force reduces to a single force acting through
the center of mass, as shown in Figure 4. This maps to an acceleration center at infinity.
(d) Construct applied forces F = A @ W O S.
The set of forces X @ Y is the positive linear combination of X with OY, so we simply take the convex combination
of the positive plane of X with the negative plane Y, and the convex combination of the negative plane of X with the
positive plane of Y. When we apply this procedure to compute A @ W @ S, we obtain Figure 5.
3.1. A rotating contact mode
The main complication is in constructing the set of support frictional forces. For the desired contact mode it was easy,
because a pure translation was involved. For rotations, the set of support frictional forces is partially indeterminate.
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We can, however, construct a set S that represents a bound on the support frictional force. Figure 6 illustrates the
method for a contact mode that involves rotation of the block. A bound on S is obtained by applying two constntints:
• A positive (negative) rotation requires a negative (positive) moment with respect to the center of mass. A
translation requires zero moment (Mason 1986).
• If the support region lies in some sector with respect to the rotation center, then the force lies in a similar sector,
rotated ninety degrees.
These constraints are sufficient to support synthesis of a block-pushing slrategy. For other applications, more detailed
approximations are required (see Peshkin and Sanderson (1988) for example).
By repeating the procedure for all contact modes, we obtain the complete atlas of Figure 7. This atlas is a multiple-
valued mapping from applied force to contact mode. This mapping is an approximation; for some applied fore_,
some of the predicted motions cannot really occur. But any motion that can occur will be included in the predictions.
Hence, where a unique contact mode is predicted, that prediction is a correct one. Note that the desired contact mode,
rightward sliding, does not overlap other modes. We can guarantee the desired motion by generating any force in the
the region. The problem of generating the required force is the subject of the next section.
4. Synthesizing a pushing motion
When we push the block, an additional frictional contact is applied somewhere on the boundary of the block. The
problem is to determine where to push, and in what direction. First we construct the set of all forces that could be
generated by pushing the block (Figure 8). Then, by intersecting with Figure 5, we identify two classes of valid
strategies (Figure 9). To produce the desired motion, either push with a left-sliding contact along the trailing edge of
the block, or use the face of the finger to push at the trailing vertex of the block.
5. Discussion and Summary
The motion center approach is well-suited to problems involving planar frictional contacts. For the support distribution,
however, this approach has some limitations. The main limitation is that the motion center approach does not represent
magnitudes, and the support friction is bounded in magnitude, unlike constraints in the plane. For example, ff we
naively construct the set of applied forces that can lead to rest, we obtain the set of all forces. In truth, a small enough
force in any direction leaves the object at rest, but a large force in the same direction will accelerate the object. For
the sliding block problem, we can manage this deficiency, but it represents a general difficulty for which there is no
obvious remedy.
A second problem, which is not particular to the motion center approach, is the indeterminacy of the support
distribution. The main difficulty in problems of this kind is to find some characterization of the support distribution
that leads to a useful characterization of the motion. This paper assumes a known centroid, with the support confined
to a known rectangle, which happens not to include feasible rotation centers. I am working to extend the method to
more general support distributions.
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Figure 6: Constructions for a rotating contact mode. The block accelerates to the left, with the
right comer losing contact. (a) shows the set of acceleration centers A. Note that because the
support distribution is confined to the lower-right quadrant with respect to the acceleration centers,
the force direction is confined to the upper-right quadrant. This constraint can be transformed into
acceleration center space to obtain figure (b). S corresponds to the (+) half, because of a second
constraint: the total force must give a positive moment with respect to the center of mass. (c)
shows the wall force W. (d) shows the final set of applied forces F.
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Figure 9: Of the set of possible pushing forces shown in Figure 8, there are just two lobes that
intersect the desired forces F of Figure 5. When we intersect the two figures, we ob_in two
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GLOBAL MODELS: ROBOT SENSING, CONTROL, AND SENSORY-MOTOR SKILLS
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ABSTRACT *
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Robotics research has begun to address the modeling and
implementation of a wide variety of "unstructured" tasks.
Examples include automated navigation, platform servicing, custom
fabrication and repair, deployment and recovery, and science
exploration. Such tasks are poorly described at onset; the
workspace layout is partially unfamiliar, and the task control
sequence is only qualitatively characterized. The robot must
model the workspace, plan detailed physical actions from
qualitative goals, and adapt its instantaneous control regimes to
unpredicted events. Developing robust representations and
computational approaches for these sensing, planning, and control
functions is a major challenge. The underlying domain
constraints are very general, and seem to offer little guidance
approximation of object shape and motion,
es and trajectories, and the like. In this
this generalized modeling problem, with an
le of sensing. We argue that "unstructured"
n fact, a high degree of underlying physical
implicit knowledge should be drawn on to model
task performance strategies in a methodological fashion. We
propose a group-theoretic decomposition of the workspace
organization, task goals, and their admissible interactions.
This group-mechanical approach to task representation helps to
clarify the functional interplay of perception and control, in
essence, describing what perception is specifically for, versus
how it is generically modeled. One also gains insight how
perception might logically evolve in response to needs of more
complex motor skills. We discuss why, of the many solutions that
are often mathematically admissible to a given sensory motor-
coordination problem, one may be preferred over others.
Due to the length of this manuscript, only its abstract and a
brief introduction are included within the proceedings. Those
wishing a copy of the full paper should request it directly from
Dr. Schenker at the above address.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, robotics applications have been in structured
settings. Factory floor robotic assembly is an example -- it
is known in advance where objects are located, how they are
shaped, a desired sequence for their mating, and desired physical
trajectories and forces for their grasp and manipulation. Recent
robotics research has taken automation into semi-structured
settings, where the robot itself can derive portions of this
information during task execution. More flexible and diverse
applications can be achieved, with reduced time for task set-up
and programming. Supporting developments include CAD/graphical
modeling, machine object location and recognition, geometric
reasoning, proximity sensing applied to kinematic trajectory
correction, contact sensing applied to force-position control
adaptation, redundant kinematic design, and grasp dexterity.
Beyond such structured and semi-structured settings, there is
a vast range of unstructured robotic tasks. Applications
currently under investigation include reconnaissance, navigation,
inspection, servicing, repair, recovery, and science exploration,
for both terrestrial and space applications [I-2]. Aid-to-the-
medically-impaired is another area of great opportunity. Tasks
performed in these scenarios are characterized by the uncertain
and the unknown. Objects, object motion, and workspace layout
may be a priori unspecified; task goals are usually qualitative
in nature; kinematic and dynamical control will encounter
unmodeled environmental constraints. Thus, successful task
performance depends heavily on the robot's ability to organize a
physical understanding of its environment, dynamically plan an
appropriate sequence of actions, and adapt its sensing and
control regimes to the current environmental state [3-6].
Engineered constraints of structured task design expand to
natural constraints of the unstructured task environment;
requirements for human and machine task performance often begin
to look similar [7].
Unstructured tasks present to roboticists, as well as
cognitive scientists, a major challenge: identifying and
modeling the constraints around which the task will be
computationally organized. The following sorts of questions must
be answered: what "object" constructs should perception derive
and maintain? -- how are they made specific and unique to
requirements of a particular task? -- how are they made explicit
in a particular set of sensing modalities and configurations?--
how are they accessed and used, in concert with motor control and
task constraints, to compute a specific set of motor actions?--
overall, is there hope for a modeling approach in which models
for perceiving, planning, and acting can be viewed as a common
information structure? Roboticists need answers to these
questions, not just from a computational viewpoint, but also from
the human performance perspective, e.g.: interactive task
planning tools will benefit; telerobotic design will reflect
better approaches to shared and traded functional control.
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In this paper, I suggest that representations of unstructured
perceiving, planning, and acting can be made explicit from a
group-theoretic decomposition of a task goal. The basic idea is
this: transformation groups and their invariants are defined with
respect to underlying symmetries of the workspace, observation
space, and kinematic and dynamical constraints of robot-workspace
interactions. The admissible group operations define solutions
to perception, planning, and control; the associated group
invariants, and their underlying metrics, categorically
structure the solution space. Of the mathematically admissible
solutions, some are rooted in more basic physical symmetries than
others, and should be inferred as the more projectively/
dynamically stable, globally probable instantiation of the task.
The suggested approach, while currently conceptual, offers
potentially practical, important insights for robotics, visual
psychology, motor performance, and underlying implementations.
As one example, it attempts to formally characterize what
perception is for, and how this is manifested in a given task,
prior to describing how the individual elements of perception are
to be generically modeled, computed, and implemented.
Our paper is non-mathematical and self-contained; here, I
concentrate on explaining the group representation concept and
its motivation, versus its formal development. In Section 2, I
provide an epistemological background and motivation for my
approach. In Section 3, I outline the approach, and some past
related work. In Section 4, I summarize the main points of my
idea and discuss some of its possible implications for further
work in robotics and cognitive science.
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1. Introduction
The limited capabilities of conventional two-jaw type grippers have prompted
research efforts concentrated on the development of a multifingered hand which can
grasp an object of arbitrary shape and manipulate it within its grasp.
Most multifingered hands use a tendon mechanism to minimize the size and
weight of the hand. Such tendon mechanisms suffer from the problems of stiction and
friction of the tendons. This results in a reduction of control accuracy. In order to
overcome these problems in control accuracy and to give the hand more flexibility and
intelligence, a design for a 3-D vision system integrated dexterous hand using motor
control is presented.
The proposed hand is composed of three three-jointed grasping fingers with
tactile sensors on their tips, a two-jointed 'eyed finger' with a microcamera in its distal
part, and another two-jointed 'laser-emitting finger' with a cross-shaped laser beam
emitting diode in its distal part. The two non-grasping fingers allow 3-D vision
capability and can rotate around the hand to see and measure the sides of grasped objects
and in its task environment.
Little research effort has been focused on the application of 3-D vision-in-hand
systems to perform the task of grasping and manipulating an object. In this paper, an
algorithm which determines the range and local orientation of the contact surface using a
cross-shaped laser light beam is introduced together with some potential applications.
Grasping and manipulating an object with a multifingered hand is a complicated
task and there still remain a number of unsolved problems. One inherent and important
problem is the determination of the proper internal grasping forces. Some work has been
concentrated on grasping or manipulation force analysis, however, finger force
determination has not been addressed. This problem can be solved efficiently using the
geometric information of the objects to be grasped acquired by the 3-D vision-in-hand
system. In this paper, an efficient method for the finger force calculation is presented
which uses the measured contact surface normals of an object.
Current industrial manipulators are usually equipped with two-jaw grippers.
These grippers not only have difficulty in handling objects with an arbitrarily complex
geometry, but also have difficulty in manipulating objects within their grippers.
An alternative solution to this problem is to design and build a flexible gripping
device which is capable of a large variety of tasks. Several investigators have developed
designs for such devices. A number of multi-fingered multi-jointed hands have been
developed, ranging from the nine degree of freedom (DOF) Stanford/JPL hand to the 16
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DOF Utah/MIT hand. Most of thesemulti-f'mgeredhandsaredriven througha cable
transmissionto minimize the sizeand weightof thehandandto give complianceto the
finger at the expenseof problemssuchas stiction and friction, control stability, time
response,and accuracy. To compensatefor theadverseeffectsof a cabletransmission
mechanism,it is necessaryto developrelativelycomplexlow-level control systemsthat
includecabletensioncontrol. Thesehandandfinger configurationstend to mimic the
humanhand,which is not necessarilythebestconfigurationfor amechanicalhand.
In this paper,we havedevelopeda morecompactdesignfor a dexteroushandto
overcomethedifficulties resultingfrom theuseof acabletransmission.Furthermore,we
arecurrentlydevelopinga hand-based3-D laserrangefinder whichcanrotatearoundthe
handsothatit canperceivetheobjectbeinggrasped.
2. Hand Design
Recently, as a result of an increased research effort in the field of multifingered
hands, several hands have been developed. Almost all of the multifingered hands
developed are human-like, but this does not seem to be the optimal solution to the
problem of grasping objects of various shape and manipulating them for various tasks--
even though human-like hands have some advantages when imitating the function of
haman hand, especially in a teleoperation system.
Most of the multifingered hands that have been developed have a relatively small
hand workspace [Kerr et al 86] due to their human-like fingers and the finger joint
arrangement. The first and middle fingers are placed near to each other, limiting the
space to cooperate with each other. In addition, the fin'st joint of each finger is a yawing
joint, not a twisting joint. If we allow some distance between fingers and make the first
joint of each finger a twisting joint, then the hand workspace will be enlarged and have
more dexterity.
Furthermore, most of these multifingered hands have adopted a cable
transmission system and their actuators are located remotely. This makes the design of
the control system very difficult because of the deflection, friction, and stiction of the
cables. Thus it is hard to control the fingertip position and force precisely during
manipulation. Therefore, it is better to design the transmission system so that it is rigid
and has a shorter transmission length by placing the motors near to the fingers.
For the reasons given above, we have developed a new design for a five-fingered
hand where one of the fingers is eyed and one emits a laser beam. The remaining three
fingers are used for grasping. The nongrasping fingers can rotate around the hand as
shown in the illustrative scheme (see Fig. 1).
It is necessary for a hand to have a minimum of three fingers in order to grasp an
object of arbitrary shape. Thus, the proposed hand has three grasping fingers. In order
to position the fingertip everywhere within the workspace, it is necessary for each finger
to have minimum of three degrees of freedom. Thus, each finger has been designed for
having three joints. The kinematic arrangement of finger joints are unlike the human
hand. Three fingers are equally spaced. The first joint of all three grasping fingers is a
revoluting joint which can provide a larger hand workspace and more dexterity.
Each of the nongrasping fingers is composed of two joints so that it can possibly
reorient itself in the direction of the object to be grasped in the adjacent task
environment. A micro-camera is located in the distal part of eyed f'mger and a laser
diode is implanted in the laser beam emitting finger.
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Figure 1. Proposed illustrative scheme for a 3-D vision integrated dexterous hand
Each joint is driven by a micro dc servomotor with a reduction gearhead through
the gear and/or chain transmission. This provides for more rigidity in the control system
as compared to the remote cable transmission.
3. Grasping Algorithm using 3-D Visual Data
Manipulating an object with a multifingered hand is a non-trivial task. Not only
are the kinematic relationships between the finger joint motions and the object motion
complicated, but during the execution of the task the hand must also f'tmaly grasp the
object and exert some force and moments to the task environment.
Salisbury has investigated grasping or manipulation force stability [Salisbury 82].
Since the object is overconstrained by the multifinger contacts, the system is statically
indeterminate. Several other researchers have determined the optimal internal forces.
Kerr has determined that the optimal internal forces are those with minimum norm under
an approximated frictional constraints [Kerr 86]. Hollerbach has developed a fast
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algorithm to calculate the fingertip forces without using the Jacobian for the given
external and internal forces [Hollerbach et al 86]. Yoshikawa defined the concept of
internal forces as grasping forces [Yoshikawa et al 87]. Here we develop an approach
to determine the internal grasping forces and finger forces based on the contact surface
information that can be measured by the proposed 3-D laser range finding devices.
3.1 Determination of the Internal Grasping Force
Each fingertip force, fi, can be decomposed into two components: the internal
grasping force, fgi, and the manipulating forces, fmi, where subscript i denotes the finger
(i = 1,2,3). Th6 internal grasping force components are defined as these forces that
contribute to the grasping of a massless rigid object, and the manipulating force
components are defined as those forces that contribute to generate the resultant net forces
used to move an object. The main feature of the internal grasping forces is that the
forces are equilibrating by themselves and thus do not have any effect on the resultant
forces and moments. If we can determine these internal grasping forces, then the
manipulating forces and each fingertip force can easily be determined.
fl fl
r12 _23
Figure 2. Illustration of three points contact with friction on an object
There are an infinite number of solutions for the internal grasping forces because
the system is statically indeterminate. This arbitrariness has three degrees of freedom
when we use a hard finger (friction point contact) model in three finger grasping. Howev
er, by considering the friction coefficient between the contact points and the contact
surface, we can reduce the arbitrariness of the solutions to the degree of one. Also,
considering each total fingertip force as being limited by the maximum exertable finger
joint driving torque, we can finally determine the internal grasping forces. Since the
internal grasping force components of the fingertip forces (the f i's) are equilibrating byg
themselves and do not contribute to the resultant force, we can formulate the equations as
follows.
where
l + fg2 + fg3 = 0
1.rl + fg2.r2 + fg3-r3 = 0 (1)
ri : position vector of the ith contact point
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This means _at the fgi'S form a closed triangle on the grasping plane, where the
contact points (the Ci s) lie on the plane and the lines through the Ci's are intersecting at
one point, G (see Figure 3). Let G be called the grasp center point.
C
C 1 fg3
C2
r12
Figure 3. Internal grasping forces and grasp centerpoint
The grasp center point should be inside the common intersection volume of the three
friction cones whose center axes are contacting the surface normal vectors, ai. Also, G
should lie on the grasp plane (see Figure 4).
Figure 4. Friction cones and contact normal vectors
Therefore, if we can properly choose -the grasp center point, G, for given contact
surface normal vectors ai, we can reduce the three degrees of arbitrariness to one by
using the equilibrium equations of the internal grasping forces (see Figure 5).
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Fig 5. Decomposition of internal grasping force components
Let ai* be the projection of the contact surface normal vector ai onto the grasp
plane. Then, in general, the prolonged lines of the ai* form a triangle on the grasp plane.
We can determine the grasp center point G to be the center point of the inward tangent
circle of this triangle so that the sum of deviations from each line will be minimized (see
Figure 6).
Then, the internal grasping forces fgi act along the unit vector
eiG = ( rG - ri ) / II rG - ri II (2)
where rG is the position vector of the grasp center point G.
Since the internal grasping forces are located inside of the friction cones, the
constraints of equation (3)
I ai- eiG I < cos( tan-1 ui ) (3)
should be satistfied. (Here ui is the friction coefficient of each finger.)
object cannot be grasped with these contacts.
a3 _"
Figure 6. Determination of the grasp center point G
Otherwise, the
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Oncewe havedeterminedthegraspcenterpoint G, we caneasilydeterminethe
internalgraspingforcecomponentsfrom theequilibriumequations.
The internal graspingforcefgi can bedecomposedinto two componentswhich
areparallelto theedgesof thegraspti'iangle. Let
Then,
eij = rij / II rij II
rij = rj - ri
f 1 = (fgl.e31) e3! + (f_l.e12) e12
(fg2.e12) el2 + (_21e23) e23(fg3.e23) e23 + (fg3 e31) e31
(4)
3.2 Determination of Fingertip Force fi
As mentioned in previous section, we can determine the internal grasping force fgi
and its component magnitude fij. The relationship between the fingertip forces, fi, ard
the internal grasping force components can be expressed as
fij= (fi-eij-fj.eij)= (fi-fj)-eij
This means that the internalgrasping force component magnitude f_jis the
differencein the projectionsof the fingertipforcesfiand fjto the intercontactlinerij.
The above relationshipcan be rewrittenas
(fi- fj)" rij = fij .11rij II
Then, by applying Hollerbach's method [Hollerbach et al 86], we can determine
the fingertip forces (the fis). These fingertip forces also should lie inside of the friction
cone
fi / II fi II. ai < cos (tan-1 ui)
where ui is the friction coefficient between the fingertip and the contact surface. If the
fingertip force does not meet this criterion, it can not be applied by the hard finger
contact, and thus we should find another place to locate the fingertip.
3.3 Determination of Finger Joint Torques
Taking advantage of the kinematic features of the fingers of the .proposed hand, each
joint torque tik can easily be expressed as a function of the grasp intensity g from the
fingertip force fi, where subscript k denotes each finger joint number. Since tik should
not exceed the limit of maximum torque tikmax, we can determine the value of grasp
intensity g.
Since the internal grasping force does not contribute to the resultant force and
moment, adjusting the value of grasp intensity (or grasp security) g can result in more
flexibility in the control of the fingertip forces.
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4. 3-D Vision Integrated with the Hand for Grasp planning and Manipulation
As previously mentioned in the determination of finger force, the role of 3-D
vision in giving information about contact locations (contact point vectors ri and contact
surface normal vectors ai) is very important in the grasping planning stage. Also, 3-D
vision can play a major role during the reorientation of a grasped object during task
execution.
The proposed 3-D vision system is composed of one small camera and one cross-
shaped laser beam emitter, each of which is mounted on the distal part of two seperate
fingers. One finger is called the eyed finger and the other is called the laser beam
emitting finger. Each of these two fingers has one bending joint and is mounted on
rotating gears around the hand. Thus the camera will be able to see any side of the
grasped object, and can measure the distance to any point on surface of the object to be
grasped and the surface orientation of the object.
After grasping an object, the status of the grasped object may not be the same as
expected because of measurement and control error. Since the main control scheme of
the multifingered hand is force control, object motion is subject to the interaction
between the fingertip forces. Furthermore, there are many uncertainties in the contact
mechanics and the grasped object may not be the expected state. With the proposed 3-
D vision system, we can measure the status of the grasped object, namely, its orientation
and the position of a particular part of the object with respect to the hand frame. Figure 7
illustrates this basic concept.
We have simulated the operation of this sensor based dexterous hand using an
Appolo graphics workstation. Figure 8 shows an example of the simulation.
OC
Figure 7. Object posture measurements
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Figure8.Two viewsof simulateddesignof sensorbaseddexteroushand
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Abstract
This paper introduces a layered-abduction model of perception which unifies bottom-up and top-down
processing in a single logical and information-processing framework. The process of interpreting the in-
put from each sense is broken down into discrete layers of interpretation, where at each layer a "best
explanation" hypothesis is formed of the data presented by the layer or layers below, with the help of
information available laterally and from above. The formation of this hypothesis is treated as a problem
of abductive inference, similar to diagnosis and theory formation. Thus this model brings a knowledge-
based problem-solving approach to the analysis of perception, treating perception as a kind of "compiled"
cognition.
The bottom-up passing of information from layer to layer defines channels of information flow, which
separate and converge in a specific way for any specific sense modality. Multi-modal perception occurs
where channels converge from more than one sense.
This model has not yet been implemented, though it is based on systems which have been successful
in medical and mechanical diagnosis and medical test interpretation.
Introduction
Computational models of information processing for both vision and spoken language recognition have com-
monly supposed an orderly progression of layers, beginning near the retina or auditory periphery, where
hypotheses are formed about "low-level" features, e.g., edges (in vision) or bursts (in speech perception), and
proceeding by stages to higher-level hypotheses. These higher-level hypotheses typically depend largely on
hypotheses formed at lower levels, but are also subject to influence from above.
Models intended to be comprehensive often suppose 3 or more major layers, often with sublayers, and
sometimes with parallel channels which separate and combine to support higher-layer hypotheses (e.g., shad-
ing discontinuities and color contrasts separately supporting hypotheses about object boundary) [31, 28, 29].
Audition, Phonetics, grammar, and semantics have been proposed as layers of interpretation for speech com-
prehension. Recent work on primate vision appears to show the existence of separate channels for information
about shading, texture, and color, not all supplying information to the same layers of interpretation [29].
In both vision and speech understanding most of the processing of information is presumably bottom-
up, from information produced by the sensory organ, through intermediate representations, to the abstract
cognitive categories that are required for reasoning. Yet top-down processing is significant, as higher-level
information is brought to bear to help with identification and disambiguation. Both vision and speech recog-
nition can thus be thought of as "layered interpretation" tasks whereby the output from one layer becomes data
to be "interpreted" at the next. Layered interpretation models for non-perceptual interpretive process make
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sense too, for example medical diagnosis can be thought of as an inference which proceeds from symptoms,
to pathophysiological states, to diseases, to etiologies. It is reasonable to expect that perceptual processes
have been optimized over evolutionary time, and that the specific layers and hypotheses, especially at lower
levels, have been compiled into special-purpose mechanisms. Perceptual learning provides another source of
compilation and optimization. Nevertheless, these layered interpretation models all seem to share certain
functional similarities.
In particular, it appears that at each layer of interpretation the information processing task is the same:
that of forming a coherent, composite (multi-part) "best explanation" of the data from the previous layer.
That is, the task is one of performing an inference to the best ezplanation, in other words, an abductive
inference.
Moreover, it appears that similar types of hypotheses-hypothesis interactions appear in vision, speech
understanding, and diagnosis. Here are three important ones:
1. Two hypotheses might partially overlap in what they can account for, but otherwise be compatible (e.g.
an edge might be a boundary for two different objects, the/s/sound acoustically in the middle of "six
stones" belongs to both words, the high white blood count is a result of two different infections),
2. Hypotheses might be pair-wise incompatible (e.g. patch X is either part of the figure or part of the
background),
3. Hypotheses might be supportive in an associative way, the presence of one giving some evidence for the
presence of the other. (Associative support presumably represents the net impact of several distinct
types of evidential relationships.)
The functional similarities suggests the posibility of a generic mechanism, and just such a generic mechanism
is proposed here. It is hypothesized that that the processing that occurs in vision, hearing, understanding
spoken language, and in interpreting information from other senses (natural and robotic) can all be usefully
thought of as variations, incomplete realizations, or compilations (domain-specific optimizations) of this one
basic computational mechanism, which we may call the layered abduction model of perception.
There is a long tradition of belief that perception involves some form of inference [27] [17] [2]. Several
researchers have in fact proposed that perception, or at least language understanding, involves some form of
abduction or best-explanation inference [10, p.557] [9] [11] [37] [21, pp.87-94] [14, pp.88,104]. Abduction is
often thought of as being logically similar to theory formation in science [17] [46] [14, p.104] and to diagnostic
reasoning.
Abduction
The logician and philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce introduced the term "abduction" to refer to a kind of
plausible inference, which he took to be logically distinct from both induction and deduction [36]. An abduction
passes from a body of data, to a hypothesis that ezplains or accounts for that data. Thus abduction is a kind
of theory-forming or interpretive inference. In fact Peirce says in one place, "Abductive inference shades into
perceptual judgment without any sharp line of demarcation between them." [37, p.304].
In their popular AI textbook Charniak and McDermott characterize abduction variously as modus ponens
turned backwards, inferring the causal reasons behind something, generation of explanations for what we see
around us, and inference to the best explanation [10]. They write that medical diagnosis, story understanding,
vision, and understanding natural language are all abductive processes, and they speculate as to whether there
might be possible a "'unified theory' of abduction" which will link all of these processes together [10, p.557].
Other AI practitioners have given similar characterization of abduction [26] [38] [39] [40], some have
proposed or built systems using similar ideas without actually using the term "abduction" in describing their
work [3] [33] [12] [35] [41] [34]. Some attempts have been made to cast the natural language understanding
problem explicitly as abduction [11] [9]. Philosophers have written of "inference to the best explanation" [19]
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[13][21]and"theexplanatoryinference"[30].Relatedphilosophicaltraditionsarethe"hypothetico-deductive"
modelofthescientificmethod,andaccountsof"thelogicofdiscovery"[18].RecentlyPaulThagardhasgiven
abductionanimportantrolein hisanalysisofthelogicofscientifictheoryformation[46].
WemaycharacterizeAbductionasa formof inferencethatfollowsapatternlikethis:
D isacollectionofdata(facts,observations,givens),
H explainsD (would,if true,explainD),
NootherhypothesisexplainsD aswellasHdoes.
Therefore,Hisprobablytrue.
Theconfidencein theconclusionshould(andtypicallydoes)dependonthesefactors:
• how decisively H surpasses the alternatives,
• how good H is by itself, independently of considering the alternatives (e.g. we will be cautious about
accepting a hypothesis, even if it is clearly the best one we have, if it is not sufficiently plausible in
itself),
• how thorough the search was for alternative explanations, and
• pragmatic considerations, including
- the costs of being wrong and the benefits of being right,
- how strong the need is to come to a conclusion at all, especially considering the possibility of seeking
further evidence before deciding.
I hope my reader recognizes this form of inference as being common in ordinary life, and a part of the
"scientific method". What I am proposing here is that it also occurs on many levels in perception.
In general, as Marr pointed out, it is important to distinguish the goal of a computation; from the logic
of the strategy by which that goal can be achieved, from the specific representations and algorithms used
to describe a specific strategy, and from implementations of those representations and algorithms [31, p.25].
Describing a layer of interpretive inference as "abduction" describes the goals of the inference, and suggests
strategies to achieve them, as I hope will become clear in what follows. The discussion here will not directly
address representation, algorithm, or implementation.
The Layered Abduction Model
L
Each layer of interpretation, or more precisely, each locus of hypothesis formation (leaving open the possibility
of more than one per layer) I call an agora after the meeting place where the ancient Greeks would gather
for dialog and debate. The picture is that an agora is a place where hypotheses of a certain type gather
and contend and where under good conditions a consensus hypothesis emerges. In typical cases the emerging
interpretive hypothesis will be a composite hypothesis, coherent in itself, and with different sub-hypotheses
accounting for different portions of the data. For example in vision the edge agora can be thought of as the
location where a set of edge hypotheses are formed and accepted, each specific edge hypothesis accounting for
certain specific data from lower-level agoras.
Our model calls for the information processing at each agora to be decomposed into three functionally
distinct types of activity, which we can call evocatior_ of hypotheses, instantiation of hypotheses, and composition
of hypotheses.
Evocatiort can occur bottom-up, a hypothesis being stimulated for consideration by the data presented
at the layer below. In diagnosis we would say that the presence of a certain finding suggests that certain
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hypothesesareappropriateto consider.Morethanonehypothesismaybesuggestedby a given datum.
Evocation can also occur top-down, either as the result of priming (an expectation from the level above), or as
a consequence of data-seeking activity from above, which can arise from the need for evaluation. Evocations
can in general be performed in parallel, and need not be synchronized.
Instantiation occurs when each stimulated hypothesis is independently scored for confidence (evaluation),
and a determination is made of what part or aspect of the data the hypothesis can account for (determination
of ezplanatory scope). This process is in general top-down, and in order to instantiate itself a hypothesis may
seek data which was not part of its original stimulus I. The data which are accounted for may or may not be
identical to the data upon which the hypothesis was scored, or the data which did the evoking.
In the course of instantiation the hypothesis set may be expanded by including subtypes and supertypes
of high-confidence hypotheses 2. Instantiation is typically based on matching against prestored patterns of
features, but instantiating "by synthesis" is also possible whereby the features to match are generated at run
time. The result of a wave of hypothesis instantiation is a set of hypotheses, each with some measure of
confidence, and each offering to account for some portion of the data. Usually many of the evoked hypotheses
can be ruled out, and will not form part of the result. Since in a wave ofinstantiation hypotheses are considered
independently of each other, this too can go on in parallel.
Composition occurs when the instantiated hypotheses interact with each other and (under good conditions)
a coherent best interpretation emerges. Note that, as this stage begins, each hypothesis has both a confidence
value, and a body of data that it can account for. In the end some hypotheses will have been incorporated
into the composite hypotheses, some will have been excluded, and perhaps some will be in limbo as a result
of some remaining ambiguity of interpretation.
Strategy for Composition of Hypotheses
For hypothesis composition an overall abduction problem has been set up: to account for all of the (reliable
and important) data presented by the agora(s) immediately below. A series of small abduction problems is
also set up: to account for each particular datum. A basic strategy is to try to solve the overall abduction
problem by solving a sufficient number of smaller and easier abduction problems. We begin by solving the
easiest small abduction problems, the ones in which we can have the most confidence. If a certain hypothesis is
the only plausible ezplanation for some finding (it accounts for the finding and its local-match confidence value
is not too low), then it is entitled to high confidence, and entitled to be accepted into the overall composite
hypothesis that represents the solution to the overall abductive problem.
Let us call a hypothesis "BELIEVED" when it has been accepted as the correct interpretation for the
data it offers to account for. Data accounted for by BELIEVED hypotheses are "ACCOUNTED-FOR"
and are considered to be successfully interpreted. Let us call a hypothesis "ESSENTIAL" if it is the only
plausible explanation for some reliable datum (which is typically a hypothesis at the next lowest level that
is BELIEVED). Thus an ESSENTIAL hypothesis scores positively and accounts for data items for which
there are no other good interpretatiofis. ESSENTIAL hypotheses are BELIEVED. Information about the
explanatory relationships is thus used to increase the confidence in certain hypotheses.
If not all of the data are yet accounted for, the next step is to propagate the consequences of the initial set of
BELIEVED hypotheses. These consequences arise as the result of causal and statistical relationships between
hypotheses typically stored as compiled knowledge in advance of processing. There are several kinds of these
relationships--I describe them here just briefly. Hypotheses at the same level (in the same agora) can have
relationships of compatibility, entailment, or incompatibility, which can be a matter of degree. Propagating
the consequences of BELIEVED hypotheses by taking account of these relations requires the appropriate
adjustment of scores for related viable hypotheses outside of the BELIEVED set, or other appropriate actions.
For example a hypotheses incompatible with a BELIEVED hypotheses can be rejected categorically, and
removed from further consideration. Another kind of relationship is where a hypotheses "EXPECTS" the
lUnder certain data-driven circumstances it isgood enough just to score on the basis of voting by the stimulating data from
below, and then no top-down processing need occur, at least for scoring.
2In general the space of potential hypotheses can be assumed to be hierarchicallyorganized by levelof specificity.
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presence of data items at the next lower level (this too can come in degrees). Propagating such an expectation
requires evoking the hypothesis corresponding to the expectation (priming) if it has not already been evoked.
If it has, it can be given an extra measure of confidence. If a strong expectation is contradicted by the data,
an anomaly has occurred, and special handling is appropriate. 3
A hypothesis is a "CLEAR-BEST" if it is the distinctly best explanation (by confidence level) of some
data item. CLEAR-BEST hypotheses are BELIEVED too. Note that an ESSENTIAL or CLEAR-BEST
hypothesis is the uniquely best explanation for some data items--it is a local abductive conclusion. If not
all of the data has been accounted for, the consequences of CLEAR-BESTs are propagated similarly to the
ESSENTIAL hypotheses. Note that this propagation can result in more hypotheses becoming CLEAR-BESTs,
e.g., if high-scoring explanatory competitors are removed from consideration, or if propagating consequences
readjusts hypothesis scores so that a clear winner emerges.
If the ESSENTIAL hypotheses together with the CLEAR-BESTs do not account for everything, we have
done all we can do on the current evidence without resorting to guessing. Generally our best strategy under
these circumstances would be to go back for more data. In fact we are in a position to guide the data gathering
by focusing on the problem of discriminating between alternative good explanations for significant data items.
This is a form of top-down processing we may call "focused disambiguation". Sometimes, however, we have all
of the relevant data we are going to get, for example we may be unable to ask the speaker to repeat. Under these
circumstances we still have the means available to do some clever guessing. We can begin to include hypotheses
which are best explanations for certain findings, but which are not far enough ahead of the alternatives, or not
of high enough local-match confidence, to enable them to be accepted confidently. These WEAKLY-BESTs
constitute the best guesses we can make under the circumstances. Actually some of them can be accepted
with a fairly high degree of confidence. A finding can be made to vote for the hypotheses which best explain it
(with voting strength in proportion to the measure by which the hypothesis beats its nearest competitor). The
idea is that two different findings, both pointing to the same hypotheses as the best explanation constitute
(apparently) independent sources of evidence for the hypothesis, i.e., constitute converging lines of inference
for the hypothesis. Hypotheses with more votes can be accepted more confidently than hypotheses with fewer
votes, and perhaps enough can be confidently accepted to complete the explanation.
Now in general relationships (spatial, grammatical, etc.) between the parts of a hypothesis are significant
and need to be maintained. Some of these relationships can be seen as the filling of related roles in higher-layer
interpretive hypotheses, for example a diagnostic hypothesis of a flow going on between A and B would bind
A-related and B-related data together into relationships. But some other relationships (e.g. spatial in low level
vision) are presumably compiled into the hardware, so that the appropriate constraints are applied between
neighboring hypotheses as an automatic result of the operation of the machinery. Still and all, the net impact
on hypothesis composition of these relationships can probably be captured by basic relationships of mutual
sympathy and antipathy.
At the end of a wave of composition activity certain hypotheses have been accepted as BELIEVED. These
constitute a confident best explanation for a portion of the data. Often there will also remain a set of
unexplained data, and a set of viable hypotheses which, at various levels of confidence, offer to explain that
data, but for which no clear solution is apparent. Nevertheless the BELIEVED hypotheses may be enough
data for the next higher layer to do its business; resolving the remaining ambiguities may be unimportant in
the context. Alternatively, remaining ambiguities may get resolved later as a result of further processing at
that layer stimulated by downward-flowing expectations.
Downward-Flowing Processing
We may distinguish at least four sources or functions of top-down processin.;. One is that the data-seeking
needs of hypothesis evaluation can provoke computation of the data (top-down evocation and evaluation of
a hypothesis) as was discussed above. Another that was mentioned is :hat expectations based on firmly
established hypotheses at one layer can prime certain data items (i.e. evo:c-_ consideration of them and bias
3Throughout the processing various kinds of anomalies can occur. Anomalies are detected and recorded, and typically stimulate
special handling; from here on I describe the course of processing only for when everything goes smoothly.
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theirscoreupwards).A thirdwayis that hypothesesthatareuninterpretableasdataat thehigherlevel(no
explanationcanbefound)canbe"doubted"andreconsiderationfthemprovoked.Finallydatapairsthatare
jointlyuninterpretable,asforexampletwowords,theco-occurrenceofwhichcannotbereconciledsyntactically
orsemantically,canbeconsideredto beincompatible(to somedegreeofstrength)andrecomputationofthe
compositehypothesiscanbeprovokedfromabove.In thesewayshigher-levelinterpretationscanexerta
stronginfluenceontheformationofhypothesesat lowerlevels,andlayer-layerharmonyisatwowaystreet.
Recoveringfrom Mistakes
Mistakesin Initial Hypothesization and Scoring
• Hypothesis suggestions come from above as well as below, thus hypotheses which would be missed on
bottom-up processing can still be considered.
If suggestions are inadequate, e.g. no hypotheses are evoked covering a segment of data, or all suggestions
score low, exhaustive search (though hierarchically organized for efficiency) is undertaken to broaden the
hypotheses being considered, thus hypotheses that are missed on suggestion-based stimulation can still
be considered.
Hypothesis evaluation is augmented by encouragement and discouragement (resulting from positive
associations and incompatibilities) from other hypotheses in the same agora. Thus the local-match
confidence score is improved by contextual information.
Hypotheses evaluation is augmented by encouragement and discouragement based on expectations de-
rived from confident higher-level hypotheses. This constitutes another kind of context-based improve-
ment and check on the the confidence score.
The acceptance of a hypothesis is based on how well it surpasses explanatory alternatives, thus after
recognition-based scoring, a significant additional uncertainty-reducing operation is performed before
acceptance.
• Strength of confidence is supported by "the consilience of inductions" whereby converging lines of infer-
ence all support the same hypotheses. Thus system performance should be robust.
• Acceptance, when it finally occurs, is still tentative and liable to be overthrown by relationships to the
mass of other confident hypotheses.
Mistakes in Choice of Initial Islands of Confidence
• Actually the islands are very strong. They are never based only on a hypothesis having high initial
confidence; it is at least required to also be a distinctly best explanation for some datum.
• Inconsistencies lead to detected anomalies, which lead to special strategies that weigh alternative courses
of action. Originally accepted hypotheses can collide with others and subsequently called into question.
Inconsistency collisions can occur laterally, or from above (violation of expectation, or from below (vi-
olation of expectation), and can come in degrees of strength. In effect there is broad cross checking of
accepted hypotheses.
An inexplicable datum should be doubted and called into question--it may not really be there. If
after re-evaluation the datum remains strong despite the doubt, then the system can detect that it has
encountered the limits of its knowledge, and is positioned to learn a new hypothesis category.
Sometimes two parts of a compound hypothesis are inconsistent in context, where the judgment of higher
levels is that they cannot both occur, based upon the inability to form a consistent hypothesis at the
next highest level. (It seems that this can account for unstable perceptual objects like the Necker cube.)
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Summary of the Control Strategy
We may summarize the control strategy by saying that it employs multi-level and multiple intra-level island-
driven processing. Islands of relative certainty are seeded by local abductions and propagate laterally (incom-
patibilities, positive associations), downwards (expectations), and upwards (firm items of data to be accounted
for). Processing occurs concurrently and in a distributed fashion. Higher levels provide so._ constraints through
the impact of expectations on hypothesis evocation and scoring, but do not strictly limit the hypothesis space.
Extension of the Model to Multi-Modal Perception
The basic idea in extending the model to multi-modal perception, i.e. perception that combines the information
from more than a single sense, is that combining information from different senses is functionally no different
than combining information from different channels within one sense modality. Different channels within the
visual system deliver up the data useful at a certain level to form hypotheses about the locations of 3-d objects
within the visual space; similarly, different senses deliver up the data useful for forming hypotheses about, say,
object identity.
One special processing problem for multi-sense integration is the problem of identifying a "That" delivered
up by one sense, with a "That" delivered up by another. Which person is the one that is speaking? Is it
the same object being seen in the infrared as that being seen in x-rays? Logically, it should be possible for
information derived from one sense to help with resolving distinct objects within the other sense. There is
actually some evidence that vision can help hearing to separate distinct streams of tones [32, p.83] and hear
the tone stream as two distinct auditory objects.
One useful computational support for cross modal perception is provided by correlated spatial representa-
tions, as our visual maps are correlated with our auditory maps of the space surrounding us. Thus, for example,
a robot should bring together separate channels of information from its senses of "sight" and "touch" into
a unified spatial representation of its immediate surroundings. Moreover this "hot map" of its surroundings
should be maintained continually, and updated and revised as new information arrives and is interpreted. This
hot map, with its symbols on it, can be viewed as the resulting composite hypothesis formed at "the agora of
objects in the immediate surroundings" by a process of abductive interpretation.
Yet some senses are not particularly spatial (e.g. smell). We can envision computational support for
cross-modal perception in the form of pattern-based recognition knowledge, where the compiled recognition
patterns for an object category rely on features from more than one sense. This is very analogous to medical
diagnosis where a disease is recognized from evidence from such disparate sources as lab tests, x-rays, and
patient history. Such recognition knowledge can be used to support an "agora of the patient's disease" in much
the same manner as the robot mentioned above maintaines its map of objects in its surroundings. Somewhat
further along we can envision a robot that maintains an "agora of understanding" whereby it monitors some
complex device and continually maintains a causal understanding of it . Much much further along we can
imagine building a robot scientist whb maintains an "agora of theoretical understanding" whereby its best
understanding of the world is maintained.
Summary: Perception as Compiled Cognition
The formation of a composite best-explanation hypothesis at any level in perception is treated as a problem
of abductive inference, similar to diagnosis and theory formation. Thus this model brings a knowledge-based
problem-solving approach to the analysis of perception, treating perception as a kind of "compiled" cognition.
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Abstract
Most robot systems lack a suitable hardware and software environment for
the efficient research of new control and sensing schemes. Typically, engineers
and researchers need to be experts in control, sensing, programming,
communication and robotics in order to implement, integrate and test new ideas
in a robot system. In order to reduce this time, the Robot Controller Test
Station (RCTS) has been developed. It uses a modular hardware and software
architecture allowing easy physical and functional reconfiguration of a robot.
This is accomplished by emphasizing four major design goals: flexibility,
portability, ease of use and ease of modification. This paper mainly reviews an
enhanced distributed processing version of RCTS. It features an expanded and
more flexible communication system design. Distributed processing results in
the availability of more local computing power and retains the low cost of
micro-processors. A large number of possible communication, control and sensing
schemes can therefore be easily introduced and tested, using the same basic
software structure.
1.0 Introduction
As part of the space station, the Mobile Servicing System (MSS) will be
utilized to perform tasks such as carrying out basic repairs, assembling
structures, cleaning surfaces and servicing satellites as discussed in [I-3].
Such capabilities in a robot system will require significant advances in the
state of the art. A flexible development environment is therefore required.
The Robot Controller Test Station (RCTS) has been developed as a tool to
facilitate development, integration, testing and verification of robot sensors
and controllers. Some other test stations currently exist; however, none of
these stations highlight the four basic design goals of RCTS which are:
flexibility, portability, ease of use and ease of modification. The user
interface consists of a series of menus. The user chooses a number of
application routines within a special purpose library and specifies operating
parameters. The system features a simulation interface in addition to a robot
interface. Graphic facilities are also provided to display the results of the
run-time data analysis routines. RCTS is based on a three level hierarchical
approach (high, intermediate and low levels). This subdivides the control and
sensing problem into different priorities and levels according to their
processing times and their functions. The low level control is the direct
interface with the robot, and the high level initiates the robot tasks to be
carried out (Figure I). This three level structure permits sensor integration
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to be carried out on several levels, which allows the robot to respond to sensor
input more rapidly. Detailed reviews of the initial version of RCTS are
provided in [4-6].
This paper reviews an expanded and more general distributed processing
version of RCTS, which is presently being implemented. It features an updated
communication interface and a variety of utilities which help the user to easily
modify the system and enhance flexibility. In this paper, the basic structure
of RCTS is first reviewed, followed by details of the updated distributed
processing version and an overview of the hardware implementation.
2.0 Overview of Basic Structure of RCTS
2.1 Arrangement of modules
The RCTS software is organized into six different modules, as outlined in
Figure I. This approach decomposes the robot control and sensing problem into
three separate levels (high, intermediate, and low levels) and also separates
control from sensor processing. It improves the flexibility and modularity of
the system since each part is clearly defined and bounded. A detailed analysis
of the module arrangement is provided in [4]. The following is a review of the
functions of each basic module:
Robot Task Generator (high level control): This module specifies what task the
robot should accomplish. The task may be altered with information received
from the high level sensing module.
High Level Sensor Interface: This module processes data from a sensor
interfaced to this module or from the intermediate level sensor interface
module. It transforms the data into a form which may be used by the robot
task generator to alter its operation.
Trajectory Generator (intermediate level control): This module provides the
position or torque setpoints used by the low level controller when the
information is requested.
Intermediate Level Sensor Interface: This module processes data from a sensor
interfaced to this module or from the low level sensor interface module.
The data is converted to a form suitable for the trajectory generator.
This module may also send data to the high level sensor interface module.
Low Level Controller: This module calculates the drive signals for the robot
from the setpoints provided by the trajectory generator and from data
provided by the low level sensor interface module.
Low Level Sensor Interface: This module processes data from a sensor interfaced
to this module. It sends the information to the low level controller or to
the intermediate level sensor interface. This module interfaces sensors
which usually have a rapid execution time, since the information is
required at a high rate by the low level controller.
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2.2 Module structure
Each RCTS module has an identical structure, consisting of a pre-process,
process and post-process (Figure 2). The pre-process and post-process are the
communication interfaces with other modules. The objective is to separate the
communication interface from the actual application processing so that any
section can be easily modified. The pre-process section receives commands, data
and status signals from the other modules. The process uses a state table
approach which consists of a set of conditions testing the internal logic states
and inputs to a module. If its associated test result is positive, an
application routine will execute. The routines executed in the main process
update the logic state and determine the module's output signals. When all the
tests have been conducted, control is then transferred to the post-process. The
post-process transmits information to other modules or the robot. All the
communication signals (commands, module status and internal states) are
standardized for all of the modules. This makes the software easier to
comprehend and modify.
3.0 Distributed Version
3.1 Principle
A laboratory or advanced robot systems similar to the MSS may require rapid
integration of new sensors and reallocation of the modules to different
processors. In the context of the MSS, for example, a substantial expansion of
capabilities can be expected over the lifespan of the system. This may require
significant changes to the processing architecture of the system. The RCTS
software design philosophy can accommodate a wide range of communication
schemes, both internal and external. Distributed processing is incorporated
into RCTS to increase the processing power available to different modules by
executing them on different processors. This also promotes parallel execution.
It is particularly useful when modules are computationally intensive or need to
execute at high rate (e.g., vision processing and low level control). A review
of communication issues in robotics can be found in [7]. The initial version of
RCTS features some distributed processing capabilities and is able to share
information between processors, using locally controlled communication. This
could typically be interrupt driven communication or messaging. Interrupt
driven communication requires that interrupt lines be wired every time a sensor
is added. These interrupt lines customize the system and may complicate the
system design for the user; this violates the original design goals of RCTS
(flexibility, portability, ease of use and ease of modification). The initial
version is also not efficient for centrally controlled communication
(e.g., polling), which may use a master--slave hierarchy, for example. In
centrally controlled schemes, all information transfers are controlled by a
single node. In the case of polling, for example, only the processor with the
status of master can send information and interrogate other processors.
The upgraded version of RCTS features a modified communication software
structure and a variety of enhanced capabilities. This eases system
reconfiguration, the reallocation of processing power and the introduction of
new communication interface schemes. The original pre-process and post-process
sections are generalized and expanded. A new utility (Communication Relay
Utility--CRU) is added and provides some synchronization and intermediate
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information storage functions. This permits the transfer of information between
modules which cannot communicate due to a lack of direct physical link. Other
functions are added to allow the user to define the network topology through the
menu system (as opposed to a system designer changing the source code). The
task of adding a new sensor, relocating a module to another processor or using a
different communication scheme can therefore be carried out by the user.
3.2 Initial communication interface design
In the initial implementation, the pre-process and post-process sections of
the RCTS modules are divided into three layers: upper, middle and lower as
discussed in [5]. The upper communication interface layer determines the
information to be transferred and its destination. The middle interface layer
formats the information to suit the transfer method and the lower interface
layer is responsible for the actual physical transfer. This layered approach
emphasizes modularity, which permits each section to be designed and modified
separately. It can accommodate both synchronous (e.g., memory sharing) and
asynchronous (e.g., message passing) communication. For example, the following
functions are carried out in the case of internal messaging: the upper layer
determines the data content of the message and the destination information
(target module). The middle layer formats this message to suit the mailbox size
and affixes a command byte. The lower layer uses system calls or customized
drivers to accomplish the physical transfer by loading the destination mailbox.
The pre-processor is structured similarly, but it is executed in the reverse
order. Since all the operating system calls are located into one section of the
software, modifications are easily carried out.
3.3 Updated communication interface design
In the updated version of RCTS, the three communication layers (upper,
middle and lower) are expanded into four layers (upper, middle, linking and
lower layers) (Figure 3). The system contains both internal (between the
modules residing on the same processor) and external (between modules located on
different processors) communication. Examples of internal schemes are memory
sharing and internal messaging (using mailboxes). Examples of external schemes
are polling, interrupts and multiple access with collision detection (such as
ethernet). These are different and pose special requirements. Network topology
information is provided by the user from the menu system. The network topology
files thus generated define which processors are linked together, the type of
link, the processor communication status and the physical location of each RCTS
module. In the event that an RCTS module is added or re-allocated to a new
processor, the user modifies the files through the menu. The source code does
not require any modifications. The system carries out an automatic
reconfiguration by downloading all the necessary information to the correct node
and readjusting the communication system.
Within the post-process, the upper communication layer is identical to the
initial version and determines the data content and destination of the
information. In the external case, when using a centrally controlled system,
the communication routines used may depend on the network status of the sender
and receiver (e.g., master or slave). Before the middle layer is accessed, a
test is therefore made to determine this status. This uses the network topology
information supplied by the user. It is a useful addition to the initial
version, since it permits easier reconfiguration of the network (the source code
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is not modified), use of centrally controlled communication and information
transfer to modules that do not have a direct link with the sender. When the
communication status has been determined, the correct communication routines
within the middle layer are accessed according to the relationship between the
sender and the receiver. This allows the selection of any communication scheme,
providing the required communication drivers are included in the system. The
network topology files contain information specifying the correct driver.
Similarly to the initial version of RCTS, the middle communication interface
layer then formats the data to suit the communication method and adds a command
byte (containing internal module states, commands and module status). For
example, if the information transfer is determined to be internal and the system
uses internal messaging, the middle layer will format the data to suit the
mailbox size. In the case of an external message, with a system using polling,
the middle layer will format the data according to the packet size (multiple
packets may be generated). The linking layer is then accessed. This is an
addition to the initial version. The function of the linking layer is to
establish a communication link with the receiving processor. This may require
sending of an interrupt signal, or detecting a possible collision within an
ethernet network. The lower communication interface layer performs the actual
physical transmission of the message. Usually, only the linking and lower
layers will contain operating system calls. This simplifies any modifications
required when using a different operating system. In the pre-process section,
the linking layer also has the added function of sending any acknowledgement
signals required by the sending node (fully synchronous external communication).
Some applications may require that two processors must communicate through
a intermediate processor, because they are not directly linked. For example,
two sensing modules may be located on different communication buses and need to
share information. In this case, the information is received from the sending
processor, and is retransmitted to the correct destination. For this purpose, a
new utility has been created ("communication relay utility"--CRU). It is
created as a separate entity and has an identical structure to the other RCTS
modules (pre-process, process, post-process and uses state tables). The process
section of the CRU will typically alter the message header bits to reflect the
final destination. The CRU is triggered internally by an RCTS module embedded
on the same processor.
4.0 Hardware and Software Implementation
The current hardware implementation is based on the iRMX-II real-time
operating system (Figure 4). This is an object oriented, multitasking operating
system. It permits the transfer of information between tasks using a series of
user-defined mailboxes. RCTS is implemented on Intel 310 and 320 microcomputers
(based on the 80286 and 80386 microprocessors, respectively) and controls a
Puma 550 robot. The system also utilizes Intel single board controllers
(8044 based) to interface simple devices such as proximity sensors. The updated
version of RCTS is implemented with a Bitbus network linking all the processors.
Bitbus is a serial communication bus which uses a polling scheme. With this
scheme, a processor is either a master or a slave. Only a processor which has
the master status can initiate communication. The ease of use, flexibility and
the low cost of Bitbus are its major advantages. This section reviews the
details the implementation of a centrally controlled communication scheme in the
updated version of RCTS. The low level control and low level sensing modules
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are located on the same processor. Because of speed requirements, the robot and
the low level sensors are interfaced to the processor by a parallel interface.
In a polling based environment, a processor is either a master or a slave.
Only the processors having the status of master can initiate communications. A
slave cannot initiate any communications on its own, but must wait for a
handshaking signal (called a poll) from the master. When a slave wants to
transmit a message, it must first store it in a buffer which will later be
accessed by the master. If a master wants to transmit to a slave under its
jurisdiction, it must first send a poll message containing the data and wait for
a message reception acknowledgement signal. The presence of acknowledgement
signals complicates the communication system. It can cause large delays to a
processor wanting to send messages to different processors. Bitbus, however,
has the advantage of permitting the formation of a multi-layer network. Each
level is able to communicate with its neighbour. The current system uses
two buses (Figure 4) communicating through the processor hosting the
intermediate level control module. This structure is more suited to the
hierarchy of RCTS modules (high, intermediate and low level control and
sensing). In a centrally controlled bus, the demands on a single master to poll
every other processor and then transfer the message to the correct destination
would introduce excessive communication delay. Since control information flows
from the high to low level (sensing information flows from low to high level), a
master node containing a control module is therefore able to request information
to the control module situated on a higher level, or to sensors on the same
level. This, therefore, prioritizes the control modules over the sensing
modules, and permits them to meet their real-time requirements. For the sensing
modules, it increases the execution time and results in a slower response. If
no new sensing data is generated between two polls sent by the control modules,
old data is transmitted. This ensures that data is always available and
eliminates the need to send multiple poll signals to capture new data.
(I) Master to slave communication on the same bus level
Message transmission by the master: In common with all the situations
explained in this section, a verification of the functional status of the sender
and receiver processors is first carried out. For example, in the present case,
the sender is a master and the receiver is a slave under its jurisdiction. The
correct communication routines are then chosen using this information. The
message is formatted by the middle communication interface layer, according to
the format used by Bitbus (13 bytes of data and 7 bytes of header). The linking
layer receives a request to send a message from the middle communication
interface layer and interrupts the application routine at the slave by sending a
poll signal. The master then waits for an acknowledgement signal (coming from
the slave pre-processor's linking layer). The message then goes to the
pre-processor of one of the slave modules. Upon completion of the message
transmission, control is passed back to the linking layer which waits for a
reply message.
Message reception by the slave: The slave's pre-process receives a polling
signal and interrupts its processing to access the linking layer of the
pre-processor. The message is first transferred to the pre-process lower layer.
The upper interface communication layer then decodes the message in a form
usable by the process (the header bytes are removed and the data is assigned to
the correct variables).
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(2) Slave to master communication on the same bus level
Message transmission by the slave: The slave cannot transmit a message to
the master without having first been interrogated by the latter. It first waits
to receive a poll signal and then returns a reply message containing the data.
Normally, the master will only issue a poll when it wants to receive the
message. This results in some synchronizing problems and causes the slave task
to lock up until the message transmission can be completed. To circumvent this
problem, a temporary memory storage area is used to unload the module's
post-process. When a poll is received, the buffer (located in the lower
communication interface layer) is accessed and the data is then transferred
externally to the receiving module.
Message reception by the master: When a request for data or command is
encountered in the pre-process of the receiving module (at the master), a poll
signal is issued to the slave module. If no new data or command is available
(the sending module has not finished executing once), the old message is
retransmitted. This ensures there is no synchronization problem and that timing
requirements are met. If the old message was not retransmitted (or a code
indicating the data has not changed), the receiving module (master) would have
to reissue another poll signal later. This could cause processing delays or
lock-up. This approach allows minimal delays of the control modules by
providing them with data (new or old) at set interval times.
(3) Slave to slave or master to slave communication on different levels
An example of this case occurs when the intermediate level sensor interface
module requests communication with the high level sensor interface (both are on
different bus levels). The two modules do not have any direct links, so the
messages have to be temporarily stored in a node that has communication access
to both. Moreover, both are slaves, so they cannot initiate the communication.
This results in a sizeable transmission delay, because of the time expended in
waiting for poll signals generated externally. For this purpose, the
communication relay utility (CRU) is used in each master node for message
relaying. The absence of the CRU would not prevent the current implementation
from being used. It would only limit sensor integration opportunities, since
the different levels of sensing would not be able to communicate. The function
of the CRU is to poll all the slave processors located on the level under its
jurisdiction, for messages that would have to be re-transmitted to another node.
It is triggered by one of the RCTS module embedded on the same processor. It
has the same structure as the RCTS modules (pre-process, process and
post-process, with all the sub-layers), and uses the same standard command and
status input signals. The sending slave module must modify the header bytes
(done in the middle interface layer), to reflect the temporary destination of
the message. Some timing functions are also added to make sure the real-time
constraints are respected.
5.0 Conclusion
The RCTS system is proving valuable to test and compare new control and
sensing schemes. A researcher with limited knowledge of robot hardware and
software can easily perform system integration duties that now require hours,
instead of days or weeks. The distributed version allows greater computing
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power to be allocated towards RCTS, therefore permitting the development of more
complex routines. This updated version integrates a larger variety of
communication schemes (e.g., centrally controlled with master--slave hierarchy)
with added flexibility and ease of use. The reconfiguration is also more easy
and does not require a system designer. Future work regarding RCTS will
concentrate on increasing the computing capacity and adding several utilities to
the system. A new communication bus providing a larger bandwidth will likely be
implemented in the near future (such as multibus II or S/NET). Parallel
processing will also be investigated, using a new operating system
(e.g., Harmony). The portability of RCTS permits such major changes to be
carried out easily.
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Path planning is an important issue for space robotics. Finding safe and energy-efficient paths in the pres-
ence of obstacles and other constraints can be complex although important. We have been investigating
high-level (large-scale) path planning for robotic vehicles in three-dimensional space with obstacles,
accounting for (1) energy costs proportional to path length, (2) turn costs where paths change trajectory
abruptly, and (3) "safety costs" for the danger associated with traversing a particular path due to visibility
or invisibility from a fixed set of observers. We find paths optimal with respect to these cost factors.
We have in mind autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicles operating either in a space environment
around satellites and space platforms, or aircraft, spacecraft, or smart missiles operating just above lunar
and planetary surfaces. One class of applications concerns minimizing detection, as for example deter-
mining the best way to make complex modifications to a satellite without being observed by hostile sen-
sors; another example is verifying there are no paths ("holes") through a space defense system. Another
class of applications concerns maximizing detection, as finding a good trajectory between mountain
ranges of a planet while staying reasonably close to the surface, or finding paths for a flight between two
locations that maximize the average number of triangulation points available at any time along the path.
1. Our approach
Our major innovation is to view free space as a set of irregular polyhedra for path-planning purposes.
Most previous explorations have divided space into a uniform lattice of cubes, and plan transitions
between the centers of cubes. We think this leads to unnecessarily inefficient programs since large por-
tions of space are very homogeneous in traversal characteristics while other portions are very inhomo-
geneous, so a uniform-resolution representation can be wasteful. And by grouping space into irregular
meaningful regions (like space visible from a particular set of observers), the problem becomes more
intuitive to a human; debugging is simplified, and human heuristics are easier to obtain. To further sim-
plify matters, we assume energy expenditure is a proportional to path length, and that visibility danger is
binary (either yes or no) so it only changes abruptly and at the boundary of what we call "visibility
regions". We have already investigated a similar problem in two dimensions, that of finding routes across
overland terrain with forests, shrub, grasslands, and other terrain types of varying traversability, using the
idea of formulating "weighted" regions, regions of homogeneous characteristics [5, 4, 3, 6]. Apparently
the only similar attempts such as [7] to find paths through irregular regions in three dimensions have been
limited to obstacle-avoidance criteria, and much of that work is highly theoretical.
Since our goal is to find paths good with respect to energy, turn, and visibility cost, a path optimal with
respect to those criteria is desirable if obtainable without excessive effort. The calculus of variations is
the general solution to optimal-path problems; its methods are complex and few of its problems can be
solved in a closed form. Fortunately, the problem we have described does not require it since our optimal
paths must be piecewise-linear, where the pieces correspond to visibility regions. This follows from an
important general principle we have used in many areas of path planning, the "shortcut meta-heuristic":
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optimal paths only turn or curve when any shortcut across the turn would be worse. No such conditions
are present, in the problem described above, in interiors of regions of homogeneous visibility and homo-
geneous cost per unit traversal.
Furthermore, we can show that the piecewise-linear optimal paths in our problem must obey Snell's Law
from optics when they do turn on the boundaries of regions, if we make a few reasonable assumptions.
We assume that path energy cost is proportional to the length of the path, as for example with uniform-
thrust and uniform-speed aircraft. We assume that visibility danger or benefit from a single observer is a
utility, positive or negative, also proportional to path length, as with a uniform-speed vehicle that has a
uniform probability of being noticed anytime when visible. A positive utility means it is desirable to be
seen, a negative utility the opposite. Any path-optimization problem in which cost is proportional to path
length within homogeneous regions of space is equivalent to the optics prolalem ot tracing light rays
through optical media of locally-homogeneous indices of refraction, as for example a lens system. It fol-
lows that Snell's Law applies on the region boundaries in our problem.
The main challenge for our path planning becomes the geometric construction of visibility regions. We
assume a fixed set of point observers. We model all obstacle (impermissible-traversal) regions as polybe-
dra as in [8], methods of which are illustrated in Figure 1, which shows example terrain near Jolon, Cali-
fornia (top picture), and one polyhedral fit to it (bottom picture). (To ensure paths stay at least K units
from obstacles, we can further offset the polyhedral facets by K.) We also model visibility regions as
polyhedra representing regions of space within which all the same things can be seen; they are polyhedra
because each point observer and each convex edge of an obstacle determine a plane wherein two facets of
two adjacent visibility regions must lie. Figure 2 illustrates the visibility-region construction in cross sec-
tion. Each region can be assigned a uniform probability of detection per unit traversal distance within it;
if more than one observer can see a region, we assume observational independence and the total probabil-
ity of detection is the inverse of the product of inverses of the separate probabilities of detection. This
approach leads to recursive resubdivision of regions, and can be managed by an object-oriented system
storing information about regions, facets, edges, and vertices.
This approach is surprisingly general. Work done against gravity can be ign_,;ed, since we are assuming a
fixed start and goal, and the work between them must be independent of the path. Work against atmos-
pheric resistance to the object traversing the path can also be ignored whenever the resistance is linearly
proportional to the velocity. (The traversal speed then need not be constant, since the total work done
against air resistance depends only on the path length). The only remaining major factor is turn cost.
Since we are doing high-level path planning, we can assume the object traversing the path is negligible in
size with respect to the geometry of the path, and we can assume turns are abrupt, not gradual. Then turns
at a particular velocity require a momentum-vector change proportional to the sine of half the angle of the
heading change. In an atmosphere, a well-designed craft requires minimal energy expenditure to make
this momentum change, but in space or thin atmospheres, all this must be done by thrust. Then by using
Lagrange multipliers it is straightforward to show the following generalization of Snell's Law must hold
for the turn on the boundaries of regions:
IJ.lsin01 + (K/ll)cosOlcos( 101-021/2)sgn (02-01) = I.t2sin02+ (K/12)cosO2cos( 102-01 I/2)sgn (02-01)
where the I,tterms are the cost per unit distance in the two regions per friction and visibility factors, the 0
terms are the entering and leaving path angles with respect to the normal to the boundary between the two
regions, K is the constant of proportionality between traversal cost and turn cost, and the l terms are the
lengths of the path within each of the two regions (recall the path must be linear within these regions).
When K=0 this becomes Snell's Law. This equation is almost equally straightforward to apply in "ray
tracing" of optimal paths as Snell's Law.
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2. Search methods
Given a start point, a goal point, and a set of polyhedral regions of space homogeneous in traversal
characteristics, search for an optimal path breaks naturally into two parts (see Figure 3): finding a good
sequence of adjacent volumes through which the path can go, and optimizing the path through those
volumes by iterative adjustment. The first step can be done by an A* search using the centers of the
regions as nodes, an idea used before for nonoptimal-path finding [1, 2], but which we enhance by requir-
ing Snell's-Law turns on region boundaries. The length of path segment within each volume determines
its contribution to the cost of the path. A* search can provide the K best volume sequences, or all
sequences with cost within C of the best cost. By a straightforward extension of the two-dimensional
case considered in [3, 4, and 5], the optimal path must lie within an ellipsoid whose foci are the start and
goal, whose major axis is the distance D between start and goal times the ratio R of the cost of the
highest-cost region to the lowest-eost region, and whose minor axes are D q-R2--1.
For a sequence of volumes, we must then find the best path through it. Such an optimal path must be
piecewise-linear, tuming only on region boundaries, and turning only in accordance with Snell's Law
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except when the boundary is an obstacle (when it must be a obstacle edge, which follows from the
shortcut meta-heuristic). This is a convex optimization problem if we ignore turn cost, as is provable
from Snell's Law. Thus almost any iterative optimization technique can be used without fear of converg-
ing to the wrong local optimum. (Even with turn cost included, we can use the same techniques heuristi-
cally.) The optimization variables represent points on the facets of polyhedra, points with only one
degree of freedom each because there are only two cases for path turns: (1) points on obstacle edges,
where the turn must enclose the obstacle; and (2) points on non-obstacle-region facets, where Snell's Law
must hold for the turn, and thus where all the successive such path segments must be coplanar between
obstacle encounters. We can thus partition a path into alternating episodes of successive Snell's-Law
tums and successive obstacle-following turns, and each episode can be optimized separately with each
variable varying along one dimension. The iteration need not be run to convergence for every volume
sequence under consideration, since we may be able to see after a while that the result could not better
that of best volume sequence found so far. Lower bounds on costs help for this; they can be obtained by
considering the minimum distance between two facets of a polyhedron.
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3. Implementation
To explore these ideas we did a partial implementation in Common Lisp with Flavors on a Texas Instru-
ments Explorer II. To simplify path planning, we created more polyhedral visibility regions than strictly
necessary (for instance, we subdivided all regions until they were convex, to avoid checking that paths
between two facets of a region stay within the region). In the second (optimization) phase, we only
examined the best region sequence found by the first search. And to simplify the optimization itself, we
did not include tum costs (though we did in the first phase or A* search). Figure 4 is the block diagram
of our implementation.
Figure 5 shows solutions to some simple problems given our program. A single observer is stationed in a
"box canyon" in the middle of the far side of the terrain, and visibility by this observer is taken as
undesirable; the goal point is outside the canyon to the right in the back; and a variety of start points are
chosen along the left side of the picture outside the box canyon. While we did not continue the optimiza-
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tion long enough to completely smooth out the paths, note that optimal paths starting toward the front
stay hidden from the observer, but paths starting toward the back fred it better to be seen by the observer
for a short time rather than make a long and cosily-energy detour.
To see a little of what the program does to get such results, Figure 6 shows the convex air regions created,
i
alr-volune$
top view" ground ground
Figure 6
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preliminaryto visibility analysis,for anobstaclepolyhedronrepresentinga hill or ridge. To illustrate the
search phases, Figure 7 shows terrain with two ridges, start and goal points near the ground on the far
right and the far left sides of the two ridges, and the result of fitting a piecewise-linear path through the
centers of the facets found in sequence by the region-sequence (A*) search; Figure 8 is the result after
optimization. While the difference was not dramatic, we did average a ten percent improvement in path
cost by optimizations in our experiments.
Most of the computation time by far for our implementation was in the computation of the visibility
regions. But this could be easily improved significantly by better algorithms; for instance, we use only a
very simple method to intersect planes and polyhedra. However, region-computation time may often not
be important because regions usually need only be computed once, like the surface of the planet or
the surface of a space object; once computed, they can be used repeatedly for all path planning onthat same terrain.
4. Conclusions
The work so far is just a first step in what we hope will be a continuing research effort. We have yet to
integrate well our terrain planar-patch modeling into the path planning. Clearly we need a more
comprehensive path-cost calculation, incorporating atmospheric air resistance, a less-absolute notion of
Pot.h - over - 9r ouilt:l
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Figure 7
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visibility, wind effects, and temperature-variation and other weather effects. Some kinds of aircraft and
spacecraft show significant nonlinearity in the tradeoff between power expenditure and thrust, and this
needs to be modeled. We intend to explore simple nonhomogeneous regions, for which optimal paths can
be curves. Currently we are having problems with numerical errors in long-and-narrow regions, whose
centers are misleading, so fixing that problem is a high priority. But the methods we are exploring are
more intuitive than current methods, as well as being more efficient for many problems because of the
fewer regions of space that need to be created. They clearly deserve further investigating.
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Abstract
The discipline of vacuum mechatronics is defined as the design and development of vacuum-
compatible computer-controlled mechanisms for manipulating, sensing and testing in a vacuum
environment. The importance of vacuum mechatronics is growing with an increased application of
vacuum in space studies and in manufacturing for material processing, medicine, microelectronics,
emission studies, lyophylisation, freeze drying and packaging. The quickly developing field of
vacuum mechatronics will also be the driving force for the realization of an advanced era of totally
enclosed clean manufacturing cells. High technology manufacturing has increasingly demanding
requirements for precision manipulation, in situ process monitoring and contamination-free
environments. To remove the contamination problems associated with human workers, the
tendency in many manufacturing processes is to move towards total automation. This will become
a requirement in the near future for e.g., microelectronics manufacturing. Automation in ultra-clean
manufacturing environments is evolving into the concept of self-contained and fully enclosed
manufacturing. At the CRSM we are developing a Self Contained Automated Robotic Factory
(SCARF) as a flexible research facility for totally enclosed manufacturing. The construction and
successful operation of a SCARF will provide a novel, flexible, self-contained, clean, vacuum
manufacturing environment. SCARF also requires very high reliability and intelligent control. In
this paper we will review the trends in vacuum mechatronics and discuss some of the key research
issues.
1. Introduction
Vacuum mechatronics involves the design and development of vacuum compatible computer
controlled mechanisms for manipulating, sensing and testing in a vacuum environment. Vacuum
mechatronics is becoming important due to the increased use of vacuum in applications for space
studies and manufacturing for material processing, medicine, microelectronics, emission studies,
lyophylisation, freeze drying and packaging. As the benefits of the vacuum environment, e.g. low
pressure, long mean free path length and cleanliness, become better defined and understood, the
desire to implement more processes in vacuum will increase. The vacuum environment is therefore
important in many operations requiring a controlled, contamination-free environment.
Vacuum mechatronics plays a particularly important role in the microelectronics industry.
Microelectronics manufacturing has increasingly demanding requirements for precision
manipulation, in situ process monitoring and contamination-free environments. To remove the
contamination problems associated with human workers, there is a need to move towards total
automation for IC manufacturing. This will become a requirement in the near future as dimensions
decrease below 11.tm and circuit complexities increase. There is also a trend toward the use of self-
contained manufacturing systems since clean rooms are no longer adequate. It has been shown
that vacuum, once achieved, is inherently superior to the best clean room environments.
Automation in ultra clean manufacturing environments is evolving into the concept of self
contained and fully enclosed manufacturing. At the CRSM we are developing a Self Contained
Automated Robotic Factory (SCARF) as a flexible research facility for totally enclosed
manufacturing. The SCARF system will be used for prototyping application-specific IC's
(ASIC's) e.g., ll.tm CMOS and NMOS. The construction and successful operation of a SCARF
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will provide a novel, flexible, self contained, clean manufacturing environment. A self contained
manufacturing environment is appealing for IC manufacturing as it allows the implementation of
fast cycle times, high yield, low cost and flexible prototyping. It also requires very high reliability
and intelligent control. Already, a number of equipment manufacturers have chosen to isolate
processes in self-contained vacuum environment manufacturing cells, using small robots as wafer
transfer devices (e.g. Applied Materials Precision 5000 Etch, Precision 5000 CVD and 9000 Ion
Implanter, Varian 5103 CVD system and M2000 Sputtering System). Such systems take
advantage of the superior cleanliness properties of vacuum and indicate the eventual direction of
microelectronic (and other cleanliness-intensive) manufacturing.
Many manufacturing steps are understandably dependent upon atmospheric pressure conditions,
especially those which presently require an operator. Total in-vacuum manufacturing systems will
not be realized unless a concentrated effort is made to develop and integrate the vacuum-compatible
system components. These include robots, sensors, vision inspection systems, particle detectors
and various testing and measuring devices. In the following sections we will discuss some key
research problems in vacuum mechatronics and describe ongoing research projects in this area.
2. Vacuum Mechatronics: Scope and Goals
a. Vacuum Mechatronic Applications
Vacuum can be classified into natural (space) and artificial (vacuum chamber). Vacuum, as an
environment for various processes, can provide many advantages over an atmospheric
environment, such as low particle contamination level, collision-free space, and long monolayer
forming time [1]. These properties are currently used in advanced research projects in particle
physics, material science, microelectronics, biotechnology, etc. There are opportunities for
developing new vacuum systems for these fundamental technologies. However, it is the
applications of vacuum mechatronics to manufacturing are becoming interesting. From the time of
the first artificial closed vacuum systems, there has undoubtedly been a desire to manipulate objects
inside the chamber with as much ease as those outside the closed system.
The space program has provided much of the forward momentum in vacuum mechatronics due to
the numerous vacuum problems which had to be solved for space missions [2]. Some of these
solutions have recently been applied and extended for use in chamber-based production
environments, such as those used for coating (e.g. evaporation or sputtering). In this and other
vacuum production applications, the transfer and/or positioning functions provided by the
mechatronic equipment is critical to the overall process.
b. Vacuum Mechatronics Design
Mechatronics design for vacuum poses design constraints on the selection of materials, choice of
lubricants and on modes of energy _r_nsfcr [3,4]. Materials should have the standard design
properties e.g machinability and ease of fabrication etc., and in addition must have surface vapor
pressures lower than the operating pressure and temperature. Desirable physical properties of
lubricants for vacuum include low vapor pressure over a wide temperature range, low
contamination level and low coefficient of friction. Energy transfer in vacuum needs to focus on
heat dissipation and energy input to a mechanism in vacuum. Natural convection is absent in
vacuum and thus dissipation must be achieved by conduction, radiation or forced convection.
The effective use of the vacuum environment will depend on the availability of these vacuum
components. Mechanisms and machine design research should include joints, bearings, energy
transmission/control devices, linkages, fasteners, etc. for vacuum [5,6]. Actuators e.g., vacuum
rated motors, piezoelectric devices will need to be developed. The need for and methods of sensing
in vacuum (e.g., encoders for vacuum motors, force sensors, vision sensors) will also be needed.
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An intelligent controller which can deal with limited sensory information/limited control action
possessing fault detection/tolerance capability must be designed for vacuum mechatronics control
[7]. Real-time multi-sensory data fusion is desired[8,9]. A computationally very efficient world
model is important, because it can be used with active sensing, in working space understanding
and model adaptation, as well as in the expectation and sensory data interpretation during
operation.
Since the usual teaching method is no longer adequate for vacuum mechatronics, real-time
simulation capability is highly desirable to assist program control. Some new criteria for optimal
troiectory and task schedulin_ must be introduced. Reliability is another important issue in vacuum
mechatronics, besides component design, emphasis must also be placed on the controller, i.e.,
fault tolerance ability, since frequent repair is undesirable.
c. System Design and Integration
Although there are many problems inherent in system design common to both atmospheric and
vacuum applications, there are problems associated with designing mechatronic systems for
vacuum that warrant special attention. Outgassing, heat transfer, and particle emissions are issues
that must be addressed in vacuum work [10,11]. Reliability, always a concern when designing
mechatronic systems, becomes especially important when the system is enclosed in a vacuum
chamber. The overall size of the finished system can be very important in vacuum applications.
Often systems must be constructed to fit into existing vacuum chambers; in any case the size of the
system and therefore the surrounding chamber must be kept small to keep the costs of the chamber
and pumping system down. Another difficulty in designing mechatronic systems for vacuum use is
a lack of vacuum compatible subassemblies (e.g. robots, stages, etc.), the building blocks of
system design.
3. Vacuum Mechatronics: Current Research Projects
The current research program at the CRSM is focussed in three areas:
1: INTELLIGENT SYSTEM DESIGN, SIMULATION AND CONTROL
VACUUM-COMPATIBLE ACTUATORS
VACUUM ROBOTS
SELF-CONTAINED SYSTEMS
2: SENSORS IN VACUUM
VISION
MULTIPLE SENSING SYSTEMS
3: IN-VACUUM CLEANLINESS AND PARTICULATE CHARACTERIZATION
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
MECHANISM TESTING
Several of these research projects will be discussed in more detail below. In particular, the
development of vacuum compatible robots, self contained systems, vision and particulate
characterization will be described.
3.1 INTELLIGENT SYSTEM DESIGN, SIMULATION AND CONTROL
VACUUM-COMPATIBLE ACTUATORS
New Actuator Design
Application of conventional electric motors in vacuum leads to problems. At high vacuum the gas
density is so low that conduction and convection can no longer take place, thermal exchange is
carried out mainly by radiation. If power is applied to a motor in vacuum, and no sink is provided,
it will heat up until losses due to radiation cause an equilibrium. A temperature of 125°C can be
reached in several minutes with the application of the maximum rated voltage to a thermally isolated
motor. This problem may be minimized by designing appropriate heat sinking, limiting the voltage
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necessary to drive the load and reducing or eliminating the holding current when the motor is not
running[12]. Even if the temperature effects are controlled, the motor must be constructed of
suitable materials and employ appropriate lubrication. The CRSM is cooperating with Yaskawa
Electric to develop motors specifically for high-vacuum robot applications. They have been
developing an axial gap pulse motor, which will withstand temperatures to 300°C and vacuum
levels of 10 -11 Torr[13].
Magnetically Levitated Systems for Clean Vacuum Operation
Magnetically levitated systems have great potential for vacuum applications[ 14]. Lack of surface
contact in such devices can reduce the particle load significantly.
Motion Control for In-Vacuum Motors
Some unique considerations exist with respect to the control of in-vacuum motors. Due to the lack
of conduction through air and convection in a vacuum, optimized temperature control is desirable.
Also, the currently available vacuum motors are of the stepper motor variety, making feedback
control and smooth motion difficult for precision actuators and robots.
VACUUM ROBOTS
Vacuum Robot Development for Industrial Manufacturing
A robot capable of operating in high vacuum (to 10 -7 Torr) has been developed for ultra-clean
manufacturing of gyroscopes in a self contained manufacturing environment. This was a two year
effort in collaboration with Delco Systems Operations. The availability of vacuum-compatible
robots is presently limited, although this is likely to change in the near future[15]. A modified
commercially available robot was used for use in the assembly task[16]. Although it is desirable to
use a robot which was designed and built specifically for the vacuum environment, the first step
was to obtain a vacuum-compatible robot.
The vacuum robot is a GMF model E-310 cylindrical coordinate robot, originally designed for use
in clean rooms to class 10. The principal design requirements for the modification of the GMF E-
310 robot for vacuum compatibility were:
•Modification of axes movement range:
-Z-axis: maintain 300mm stroke if possible
-R-axis:maintain 500mm stroke ff possible; if reduced, resulting stroke must
be useful in the vacuum chamber
-q-axis: maintain _+150° rotation
-a-axis: maintain _+180 ° rotation
•Limit negative effects on the vacuum environment (outgassing, etc)
• Design for _<100°C operating environment
The first decision in the modification of the GMF E-310 was between two methodologies. The
robot could either be totally exposed to the vacuum environment or it could be sealed in a type of
"suit" which would allow the inside components to operate at atmospheric pressure, as they were
originally designed to do. In order to expose the entire robot to a pressure of 10 -8 Torr, a number
of key changes would have to be made. The major ones would be in the lubrication systems, the
surface finish and materials, and the motors. After examining this choice, it was concluded that it
would entail a substantial amount of redesign work, and that a total exposure robot would be better
designed from scratch. The goal then became one of designing a new housing for the robot which
would seal it from the vacuum environment, while accomplishing the design goals. The sealing
"suit" would have to be as leak-tight as the walls of a high-quality vacuum chamber, yet must also
allow the desired motions by sealing two linear (R and Z) and two rotary (Theta and Alpha)
motions. The completed robot is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Modified E-310 Vacuum Robot
SCARF Vacuum Robot and Controller Development
The modified GMF vacuum robot described above is useful, but is not ideal. A robot designed to
be fully exposed to the vacuum is more difficult to build but has greater implications for vacuum
mechatronics. The CRSM, in cooperation with Yaskawa Electric, has designed and built a
vacuum-compatible robot for use in the SCARF vacuum chamber (Figure 2). The robot has many
advanced features not currently found in the small vacuum-compatible pick-and-place robots used
in microelectronic processing stations. Some key features are:
• The robot is of cylindrical coordinate design, with a linear reach axis. This configuration is
inherently suited to a cylindrical vacuum chamber.
• The robot's stepper motors are completely vacuum-compatible and use vacuum-compatible
magnetic encoders. This eliminates the need for any motion feedthroughs, which are potential
leak sources. It also allows for a significant vertical stroke (120mm) which is missing in
other vacuum robots due to the sealing problems of a linear feedthrough.
• The controller is based on the Motorola 68020 processor and the TMS320 digital signal
processor, and fully programmable in a high level Pascal-like language.
• The controller is easily interfaced to a host computer. The robot then falls under the
authority of the overall cstem controller, easing system integration.
Figure 2. SCARF Robot
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Basicspecificationsareasfollows:
TRAVEL RANGE _F.u_[_.U..T.J..Q_ REPEATABILITY MAX SPEED
S-axis: 360 ° .013 ° +.013 ° 90O/s
(base rotation)
Z- axis: 120ram O.lmm +0. lmm 60mm/s
(vertical stroke)
H-axis: 657.66mm 0.25mm 0.25mm 250mm/s
(horizontal stroke)
W-axis: 360° 0.25 ° _+0.25° 90O/s
(off-robot wafer rotation)
Pay load: 0.4kg
Vacuum Compatibility: • Vacuum-compatible to 10 .7 Torr
• Total leak rate less than 5x10 -9 Tort liters/s He
• Bakeable to 100°C
Table 1. SCARF Robot Specifications
SELF-CONTAINED SYSTEMS
Vacuum Mechatronics in the IC Processing Environme:;:.
The semiconductor industry is rapidly evolving to produce the high variety and short cycle times
demanded by its customers. Application Specifm bategrated Circuits (ASIC's) are proliferating
[ 17,18]. As the demands for flexibility increase, th_ fabrication process sequences themselves are
becoming longer with more levels and complexity. Dimensions and design rules are expected to be
reduced below 0.5 I.tm in the next few years. The corresponding allowable particle sizes (using the
one-tenth rule) are less than 5001t. Not only can we not directly measure these sizes, but present
day clean rooms have approximately a 1/d 2 law for particle densities vs. particle sizes [19] and
therefore very large densities of small particles cannot be avoided by using currently designed
airborne clean room systems.
It was clear even in the early 80's that an integrated manufacturin_ capability would be needed by
the microelectronics industry [20]. By early 1987, several equipment manufacturers already
displayed self-contained stand alone process tools that are fore-runners of larger tool integration yet
to come. Drytek (General Signal) and Applied Materials Technology market dry etch and Chemical
Vapor Deposition (CVD) equipment, respectively, that are single-wafer-at-a-time tools with
multiple process chambers and thus multiprocess capability. Also MTI-Sypher has now marketed a
unit with combined deposition (2 stations) and etching (1 station). The wafers are fed by robots
and these tools suggest tool architectures for the further evolution of integrated processes.
Factories of the future will have facilities architecture where cells are linked together. If the
operations needed to make an entire integrated circuit are combined under the envelope of one unit
tool, then we ultimately have a self-contained factory. If the wafers are transported by automation
and robotic manipulation, controlled by a computer, we have a self-contained-automatic-robotic-
factory (SCARF)[21]. Many large companies have embarked on similar paths. IBM [22] and
Texas Instruments [23] have similar programs.
SCARF System Description
The SCARF project was initiated at the CRSM in mid 1987. We are essentially placing the clean
room inside a relatively small envelope, evacuating that envelope, maintaining low particle
densities and controlling pressure to quickly allow transfer and load locking between wafer storage
areas and process chambers. A specific implementation has been designed, as shown in Figures 3
and 4. A large number of IC fabrication processes are currently being performed in vacuum. The
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SCARF design integrates small footprint vacuum tools together around the central chamber. It is
convenient to bring certain process tools together locally, especially those which will be used
serially in the process architecture.
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Figure 3. Self-Contained-Automated-Robotic-Factory Layout.
The four deposition chambers in the SCARF are dedicated to a specific process or at least dedicated
to a compatible class of chemicals. The central vacuum system has a pumping system that allows
base pressures of 10 .6 Tort. Both rough and controlled limited pumping as well as rough and
controlled venting are required for the system. It is important to be able to equalize the pressure
between low pressure process chambers and the central vacuum chamber in order to avoid particle
transport between chambers.
The chamber is now completed and testing is progressing. The operational parameters of the
SCARF facility dictated the design of the central vacuum chamber. The chamber is 50 inches in
diameter to provide room for several processing tools around its circumference. There are eight
ports around the circumference of the chamber to attach wafer processing equipment. Seven view
ports, four on the top and three on the bottom, provide for in situ inspections. A 24 inch diameter
port on the bottom of the chamber allows quick access to the robot used for wafer transportation.
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Figure 4. Cross Section of SCARF Chamber
SCARF System Integration
The SCARF system falls under the control of a central host, presently a SUN 3/110 workstation.
The SCARF Host Controller is responsible for control and monitoring of the SCARF Chamber
functions: pumpdown and vent cycles and rates, gate valve and load-lock sequencing, and
acquisition of data from pressure gauges. The next level of control involves the SCARF Robot
and the in-vacuum particulate monitor. The SCARF Host Controller can act as a terminal for the
SCARF Robot Controller during program development, and will communicate with the SCARF
Robot Controller during the test phase and actual process runs. In addition, the SCARF Host
Controller will be responsible for data analysis and acquisition. It will serve as the loop control
when clean load-locking, transfers and processing steps are accomplished using information fed
back from in-situ particle detection. Control over in-vacuum vision inspection tasks is also
planned.
Intelligent Operation
Self-contained manufacturing environments are generally characterized in having: a) reduced
accessibility and visibility in a crowded workspace making operation by an external operator
difficult; b) even when the visibility is possible, access is often costly as it requires exposing the
internal environment to atmosphere; c) the work environment is often hazardous. These
characteristics require the system to depend on sensors to achieve higher autonomy. The operations
must also have a robustness to process variation. Operations such as robot motion within this
environment therefore require the development of algorithms for automatic planning of motion so
that smoothness can be achieved (to avoid particle generation) and so that obstacles can be
avoided[7]. The smooth collision-free trajectory control is required for many mechanisms.
3.2 SENSORS IN VACUUM
VISION
In-Vacuum Color Vision Inspection
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As more processesare integratedinto a vacuum environmentmanufacturingsystem,in-situ
inspectionwill alsoberequired.By performingtheinspectionsin thesamevacuumstationrather
than transferringthe wafers to a standardinspectionstation in cleanroom, the chanceof fatal
contaminationcanbedramaticallyreduced.Colorvisionhashighpotentialfor processmonitoring,
metrologyandcontrol in IC manufacturing..Theincreasedcomplexity anddecreasedlateraland
vertical dimensionsof semiconductorcircmtsnecessitatesaccurate,reliableprocessmonitoring.
Computervision, i.e. automatedoptical inspection,is an important componentof automated
processinspectionand monitoring [24]. Recently,we havedesignedand built a color vision
workstationsuitablefor automatedinspectionof integratedcircuits [25]. The workstationcan
readily identify defectsthat could not bedistinguishedby black andwhite processing,evenby
usinggrayscaleimaging[26].Furthermore,semiconductorfabricationis in largeparta thin film
technology.Not only aresomematerialsintrinsically colored,but optical interferenceeffectsof
semi-transparentlayersgive filmsacolorcharacteristicof thefilm thicknesses.
Colorvision canthereforebeusedin inspectionfor isolatingdefectsnotnormallyvisible in black
andwhiteprocessing.In addition,wehaveusedtherelationshipbetweenfilm thicknessandcolor
to show the feasibility of a systemthat can rapidly (~100 milliseconds) measurethin film
thicknessesto approximately20A accuracy[27]. This canbedoneby useof a color matching
schemeor by incorporating analytical relationships that allows identification of samplesof
unknownoxidethickness.
Robot Positioning via End-Point Detection in Vacuum
As totally enclosed vacuum processing systems for microelectronics become more advanced, the
repeatability with which wafers can be placed for processing becomes a more critical issue.
Currently, robots of various sizes and configurations are being used as transfer mechanisms to
move wafers between processing stations, with repeatability of placement determined by either
motor-mounted encoders or stepper motor drive systems. However, the usual uncertainty of
placement position is accentuated greatly in a vacuum chamber, due to the slightly changing shape
of the chamber and movement of target areas with respect to each other and the robot over time.
To overcome this, it is necessary to implement an end-point feedback system for wafer positioning
in the process or inspection chamber.
3.3 IN-VACUUM CLEANLINESS AND PARTICULATE CHARACTERIZATION
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Understanding particle behavior and contamination control in vacuum interface technology is
critical to the progress of vacuum-based processes[28]. The dynamic measurement of particles
generated during a vacuum operation has to date been difficult to accomplish. The recently
developed PM-100 particle monitor made by High Yield Technology is a new type of particle
counter and is presently the only one that can be used under vacuum[29]. The system includes a
sensor head, a preamplifier, and a controller, and has some unique features. This unit measures
particle flux through a light net, which gives information on particle motion as well as the number
of particles flowing through during a certain time interval so that real-time monitoring is easily
achieved. Sensors such as this are key to monitoring particulate counts in self-contained
manufacturing processes.
The probabilistic behavior of this sensor have been studied[30]. The measuring mechanism can be
modeled by a Poisson stochastic process with the particle flux to be measured as a parameter of the
distribution function. Based on this model, the probability of counting error is estimated. It is
shown that when the actual particle flux is significant, the probability of counting error becomes
very high. When the product of particle flux and sampling time is small, this probability is
approximately a second order function of the sampling time. This sensor, while very useful, gives
an intrinsic error in the total particle count. A Bernoulli experiment model can be set up and the
formula for recovering the actual total particle count derived.
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The cleanliness characteristics of the vacuum environment has been investigated through the use of
load-lock chambers and vacuum-compatible particle monitors[31]. It has been demonstrated that
most particles will occur at the beginning stage of the rough pumping when the air flow is the
maximum and turbulence is expected. The particle count has been related to the turbulence through
the time dependent instantaneous Reynolds number. Experimental results indicate a strong
relationship between particle count and Reynolds number.
An unexpectedly large number of particles are counted at the rough pumping stage when the
chamber is backfilled with clean room ambient air. A nucleation hypothesis proposes that during
pumping, the moisture in the air will tend to condense onto fines, and the presence of turbulence
will trigger and enhance the condensation process, causing the fines to quickly grow into particles
of supermicron sizes[32]. Backfilling with dry nitrogen has led to a dramatic reduction in particle
count, although before pumping nitrogen has a very similar particle distribution to that of the clean
room air.
In summary, this work characterizes the cleanliness level of vacuum and uses real-time particulate
information to minimize contamination levels. Results indicate that vacuum, once achieved (to 10-3
Torr and higher) is clearly superior to clean room technology. In general, since there is no air to
support particle flow, only newly generated particles will be detected.
4. Conclusion
The problems of clean, contamination free vacuum environments, where complex processes are
performed, monitored and verified without human intervention, are not limited to space
applications. The microelectronics industry, materials processing, biotechnology and pharmaceutic
manufacturing are all tending towards the same direction. In order to produce these new
technologies, new manufacturing strategies have to be sought. In particular, the concept of
modular, self contained intelligent manufacturing systems offers the possibility of coping with
complex processing tasks with high reliability. As many of these manufacturing processes are
carried out under vacuum, the design and development of computer controlled mechanisms for
manipulating, testing and sensing in this environment become necessary. Vacuum mechatronics is
a rapidly developing field of research aimed at solving some of the problems.
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UNIFORM TASK LEVEL DEFINITIONS
FOR ROBOTIC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
Charles Price, Johnson Space Center, NASA
Delbert Tesar, University of Texas at Austin
ABSTRACT
The following is an initial effort to tabulate a series of 10 task levels of
increasing difficulty on which to make comparative performance evaluations of
available and future robotics technology. It is not certain that these i0
levels are sufficient or that they are in the correct order. Further, the
specific detailed parameters of the tasks will have to be carefully outlined
(perhaps by a workshop) by the affected community. These parameters have to
do with relative scales, size of obstacles, size of task boards, oscillations
of the task board support (frequency and amplitude), disturbance levels in
process tasks, etc.
Note that each level has a breakdown of I0 additional levels of difficulty to
provide a layering of i00 levels. It is assumed that each level of task
performance must be achieved by the system before it can be appropriately
considered for the next level.
Obviously, the community will wish to react to this as a point of departure.
Nonetheless, something of this nature is necessary to drive the technology
forward. Note that questions of mobility, portability, etc. are implied but
perhaps should be set aside as additional requirements depending on the
implied task regime. For example, zero G would be such a task regime as would
50 G, but they are so unique as to require a special community response.
Some members of the community would like to bypass or step over some of the
task levels. This could be achieved by using the notation of 8.3 - 4, meaning
that the system was proven at level 8.3 but all levels 5 through 7 were
untested. Also, the community might like an up-to-10 level designation such
as 1.6, 2.3, 3.4, 4.7, 5.4, which would imply testing within each listed task
level to the decimal level of difficulty.
I. EXISTING STANDARD TASK BOARD SCALE (20% of Work Volume)
1.0 Simple Placement
i.i Low Tolerance Peg-in-Hole
1.2 High Tolerance Peg-in-Hole
1.3 Bayonet Lock Assembly
1.4 Toggle Lock Clamping Device
1.5 Screwing of Nut on Bolt
1.6 Force Fit Disassembly
1.7 Force Fit Assembly
1.8 Pin Connector Assembly
1.9 Bending of Tube to Shape
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ENLARGE TASK BOARD TO TAKE UP MOST (80%) OF ROBOT WORK VOLUME INCLUDING
SPACES WITH SINGULARITIES
2.0 Simple Placement
2.1 Low Tolerance Peg-in-Hole
2.2 High Tolerance Peg-in-Hole
2.3 Bayonet Lock Assembly
2.4 Toggle Lock Clamping Device
2.5 Screwing of Nut on Bolt
2.6 Force Fit Disassembly
2.7 Force Fit Assembly
2.8 Pin Connector Assembly
2.9 Bending of Tube to Shape
TASK BOARD WITH SEVERAL PERPENDICULAR SURFACES WITH TASKS ON ALL SURFACES
3.0 Simple Placement
3.1 Low Tolerance Peg-in-Hole
3.2 High Tolerance Peg-in-Hole
3.3 Bayonet Lock Assembly
3.4 Toggle Lock Clamping Device
3.5 Screwing of Nut on Bolt
3.6 Force Fit Disassembly
3.7 Force Fit Assembly
3.8 Pin Connector Assembly
3.9 Bending of Tube to Shape
INCLUDE MOVEMENT OF THE TASK BOARD
4.0 Small Sinusoidal Motion (i DOF)
4.1 Small Sinusoidal Motion (2 DOF)
4.2 Variable (medium scale) Sinusoidal Amplitudes
4.3 Random Small Motions (I DOF)
4.4 Random Small Motions (i DOF and 2 DOF)
4.5 Random Medium Scale Motion (I DOF)
4.6 Random Medium Scale Motion (2 DOF)
4.7 Random Medium Scale Motion with Superimposed Small Shocks
4.8 Large Scale Motion As in Floating in Ocean Currents or on
Ocean Waves (m < time scale)
4.9 Random Large Scale Motion
,
Small - i% of scale
Medium - up to 5% of scale
Large - up to 20% of scale
Sinusoidal - _ > 5x time scale
TRACKING OF PRESCRIBED SPATIAL PATHS
5.0 Point-to-Point Tracking in Discrete Steps
5.1 Straight Line Following
5.2 Straight Line Following Along Major Workspace Dimension
5.3 Circular Arc Following
5.4 Circle Tracking With Round Out
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5.5 Conic Section Curve Following
5.6 Flat Plane Following in 80% of Workspace
5.7 Spherical Surface Following in 80% of Workspace
5.8 Tracking Error of 0.1% of Scale
5.9 Tracking Error of 0.01% of Scale
OCCLUSION-VISUAL ACCESS IS DEGRADED
6.0 5% Visual degradation
6.1 15% Visual degradation
6.2 25% Visual degradation
6.3 35% Visual degradation
6.4 45% Visual degradation
6.5 55% Visual degradation
6.6 65% Visual degradation
6.7 75% Visual degradation
6.8 85% Visual degradation
6.9 95% Visual degradation
OBSTACLE STREWN ENVIRONMENT
7.0 One spherical obstacle in the environment, 10% of workspace in
size
7.1 One spherical obstacle in the environment, 30% of workspace
7.2 One spherical obstacle in the environment, 50% of workspace
7.3 Straight line obstacle through workspace
7.4 Cylindrical obstacle with diameter 10% of workspace scale
7.5 Sphere of 10% and cylinder of 10% scale in workspace
7.6 Two spheres and two cylinders of 10% scale in workspace
7.7 Two spheres and two cylinders at 10% scale in workspace moving at
0. i time scale of needed task performance time in 10% scale
range of motion
7.9 Robot must reach through a ring of 20% scale of the workspace
within 20% scale of the task objective
7.9 Robot must reach through a ring of 20% scale of the workspace
within 50% scale of the task objective
OPERATION IN POTENTIAL FIELD FORCES
8.0 No external forces acting on robot structure
8.1 Effect of stream forces on end-effector - 10% of payload
8.2 Effect of stream forces on end-effector - 50% of payload
8.3 Effect of stream forces on end-effector - 90% of payload
8.4 Stream forces acting on all robot links - 10% effective payload
8.5 Stream forces acting on all robot links - 50% effective payload
8.6 Stream forces acting on all robot links - 90% effective payload
8.7 Base excited inertia forces acting on robot - 10% effective
Payload
8.8 Base excited inertia forces acting on robot - 50% effective
payload
8.9 Base excited inertia forces acting on robot - 90% effective
payload
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9. MULTIPLE ARM OPERATION
9.0 One arm fixed as holder
9.1 Both arms equal in performance
9.2 One arm 5 times greater in payload
9.3 Relative forces between end-effectors 10% of payload of weakest
9.4 Relative forces between end-effectors 50% of payload of weakest
9.5 Relative forces between end-effectors 90% of payload of weakest
9.6 Relative positioning precision 2% of intersecting workspace scale
9.7 Relative positioning precision i% of intersecting workspace scale
9.8 Relative positioning precision 0.1% of intersecting workspace
scale
9.9 Relative positioning precision 0.01% of intersecting workspace
scale
i0. DISTURBANCE REJECTION FROM THE PROCESS
I0.0
i0. i
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5
10.6
10.7
10.8
10.9
Sinusoldal force at end-effector of I% of payload (n=10)
Sinusoidal force at end-effector of 5% of payload (n=3)
Sinusoidal force at end-effector of 25% of payload (n=2
Sinusoldal force at end-effector of 50% of payload (n-l)
Random force disturbance at end-effector of I% of payload
Random force disturbance at end-effector of 5% of payload
Random force disturbance at end-effector of 25% of payload
Random force disturbance at end-effector of 50% of payload
Sudden shock of 10% of payload
Sudden shock plus random force disturbance
Sinusoldal - m > nx time scale
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Linear Analysis of a Force Reflective Teleoperator
Klaus B. Biggers Stephen C. Jacobsen Clark C. Davis
Center for Engineering Design
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
Abstract
Complex force reflective teleoperation systems are often very difficult to analyze due to the large number of
components and control loops involved. This document describes one model of a force reflective teleoperator
and presents an analysis of the performance of the system based on a linear analysis of the general full order
model. Reduced order models are derived and correlated with the full order models. Basic effects of force
feedback and position feedback are examined and the effects of time delays between the master and slave are
studied. The results show that with symmetrical position-position control of teleoperators, a basic trade off
must be made between the intersystem stiffness of the teleoperator, and the impedance felt by the operator
in free space.
1. Introduction
As man continues to expand into the extreme and dangerous environments of space and undersea, as well
as having an increasing requirement to perform tasks in man-made hazardous environments such as nuclear
reactors, it has become obvious that there is a need for systems which allow the manipulation of objects and
effecting of the environment from a remote location. These systems range from mobile systems with limited
ranges of motion, degrees of freedom and sensory capabilities to highly dextrous, force-reflecting, multi-arm
and hand systems with a high degree of sensory capability. These more complex systems are often called
teleoperation or telepresence systems. In unstructured environments in which the tasks to be performed are
not known a priori, the manipulation of objects and the execution of complex tasks have shown themselves to
be very formidable problems. While the concepts and basic theories involved in teleoperation systems have
been investigated and studied for decades, there is still no highly dexterous, high performance system capable
of reliably performing complex manipulation or assembly operations. And there are still many more barriers
to overcome before reliable, robust, and effective systems are technologically and economically feasible.
2. The "Stick" Analogy for a Single-Degree-of-Freedom Teleoperator
What is the basic behavior we are trying to reproduce in the implementation of an actuated (active) force
reflective teleoperation system? If we abstract the problem to that of the single-degree-of-freedom linear case,
we are have simplified the problem to that depicted in Figure 1. This figure shows a simple "stick". This can
be thought of as the most simple mechanical telemanipulator (1 DOF, linear, mechanically coupled). The
behavior we are trying to reproduce when we separate the master and slave and attempt to actively couple
them with actuation systems is the behavior of the single molecular layer ($x) between the two mechanically
coupled systems. These desired behaviors include:
• low operator input impedance in free space
- inertia
- viscous drag
- friction
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Figure 1: The simple passive stick teleoperator
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Figure 2: The active "stick" model of a simple one-degree-of-freedom teleoperator
• high intersystem stiffness
• high bandwidth force reflection
• stability for a wide range of contact impedances
These behaviors are some of the most difficult to actively implement in any effector system and reveal
the severe demands placed on high performance teleoperation systems. These desired behaviors, however,
can lend great insight into the performance and characteristics required of the individual components which
comprise the system. This research will use these desired behaviors to determine the necessary characteristics
which actuators, structures, sensors, and controllers must exhibit in order for the teleoperation system to
perform as desired.
If the two ends of the "stick" are separated and an actuation system, controller, and sensors are inte-
grated in each part, the model becomes that shown in Figure 2. Note that the basic subcomponents of the
teleoperator are two symmetrical effector systems. In order to understand the behavior of such a system, we
must first fully understand these effector subsystems which make up the teleoperator.
3. The Effector Model
Since a force reflecting teleoperator is really two effectors which have been connected via control systems to
behave as a single system, the basic element which we must consider and evaluate in depth is the individual
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Figure 3: The general model of a linear effector
effector. The effector model we choose to analyze must be complex enough to exhibit what is observed
in reality, yet it must be simple enough to allow intuitive understanding of the observed behaviors. The
basic effector model which will be used in this study will be the model used in [6] and depicted in Figure
3. This model is presented as a fifth order system but reduced order second and third order simplifications
are possible to describe system behavior in specific applications. The fifth, second, and third order models
are derived from this general model by setting specific parameters as described in [6]. See [6] for a detailed
description of how this may be accomplished.
This model can be configured as a bilateral teleoperation system by properly connecting the control
systems and sensors. Then the effects of the various system components on overall teleoperator performance
can be analyzed. Also, by using different control schemes in the connection of the two systems, the perfor-
mance of the different control strategies can be rigorously studied and insight will be gained as to how a
force reflecting teleoperator is to be properly controlled.
3.1 The Full Order Effector Model
By setting the parameters as shown in Table 1 [6], the simple fifth order effector model is generated. Two
typical root locus plots for this configuration are shown in Figure 4. I Figure 4(A) shows a plot in which
the force gain (Ky) is set to zero and the position gain (Kp) is varied from 0 to infinity. Figure 4(B) shows
the same system with the position gain fixed at 10,000 volts/newton while the force gain is varied from 0
to infinity. Note that as the position gain is first increased, the poles which arise due to the interaction of
the actuator and the structure migrate toward the imaginary axis becoming very much less damped. The
lower magnitude poles represent an oscillation of the the load and the actuator. This interaction occurs at a
lower frequency and while these poles do become less damped and increase in magnitude, they do not cross
the imaginary axis, but approach the open loop zeros due to the damping within the structure. Note from
Figure 4(B) that as the force gain is increased with a fixed position gain, the poles due to the actuator/load
interaction become less damped and decrease in magnitude indicating a "softening" of the actuated system.
The high frequency complex poles due to the actuator/structure interaction continue to move toward the
imaginary axis, becoming less damped and eventually going unstable. The softening of the low frequency
poles gives an indication of the backdriveability of the system. As these poles move toward the real axis, the
system becomes more free and compliant and will more easily be "pushed around" by a disturbance. These
1Note that the scale of the real and imaginary axes are markedly different in order to more easily see system behavior. Care
should be exercised when attempting to extract exact frequency or daxnping ratio information from the plots. Note also that in
many of the plots, the high frequency poles and zeros on the negative real axis are not shown on the plots since thier magnitudes
are so great in comparison to the other frequencies of the system's components.
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r 0 a
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B3 3.46 N.s/m
M_ 0 kg
B4 3.464 N.8/m
/(4 2.83 x 10 s N/m
Ms 2.65 kg
Bs 17.32 N.s/m
K5 113.2 ,Vim
Me 0 kg
Be 0 N.slm
1(6 0 N/m
T1 o
K v Variable Vim
K! Variable V/ N
K_ Variable V. s/m
S f,Sp Unity
Mr, Br, 1(7, T_ Fized
Motor t
Motor t
Motor t
Motor t
Motor t
Amplifier
Red ucer
Drive
Drive
Structure
Structure
Load
Load
Load
Touch Load
Touch Load
Touch Load
Touch Load
Controller
Controller
Controller
Sensors
Base
tPitman Corporation Motor, Model 5113, winding #1 [1]
Table 1: The parameters used in the general model.
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Figure 5: (A) isthe root locus plotof the second order system varying K I, Kp - 10000 V/m. (B) shows
the same root locusforthe thirdorder system
poles approach the open loop zeros which would be the performance attained if the actuators became pure
force sources with no acceleration or velocity dependent impedances.
3.2 Reduced Order Models
The fifth order effector model can be simplified for specific applications or to study specific interesting
interactions. These reduced order models are described in detail in [6] and will only be reviewed for clarity
here.
Rigid Structure with Moving Load and No Motor Inductance - If we assume that the structure
is very rigid (K4 large) and the motor inductance is zero (L = 0), the model becomes a second order system
used to examine interactions between the actuator and load. Figure 5(A) show a typical root locus for this
system with K! = 0, varying Kp.
Compliant Structure with a Slow Load - If we assume that the load mass (Ms) is large and its
motions are slow with respect to the dynamics of the actuator/structure interactions, the load mass can
be assumed fixed and a third order model is generated which focuses on interactions of the actuator and
structure. Figure 5(B) shows a typical root locus with K v constant , varying K I-
These simplified models show that we can use restricted generality models to understand specific be-
haviors of the full order system in particular situations. These lower order models allow a more intuitive
understanding of the interactions among system elements and often make closed form solutions for particular
performance criteria [6] possible.
4. The Teleoperator Model
4.1 The Tenth Order Teleoperator Model
By connecting two effector models, we can derive a model for a force reflecting teleoperation system. In this
paper, we will restrict our analysis to a symmetrical position/position control law. In this method of control,
the actual position of the master is used as the desired position for the slave(with no delay), and vice-versa.
This control scheme leads to a tenth order model for the force reflective system. Figure 6 shows a simplified
block diagram of the entire system.
Figure 7 shows two typical root locus plots corresponding to those in Figure 4. Note that the migration of
the varying poles are very similar to those of the fifth order system, however the poles migrate more rapidly
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Figure 6: Block diagram of the tenth order teleoperation system composed of two fifth order effectors.
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as the gains vary. Note also, that for each pole of the fifth order system varying K_, there is a pole-zero-pole
triad for the tenth order system, and only one of the poles of each triad actually migrates as the gains are
varied. This pole-zero-pole coupling can be more easily understood by tracing the signal crossovers in Figure
6. The highlighted signal path shows that there is in actuality a positive feedback loop which starts at the
desired position of the master, passes through the master's actuator, is fed to the desired position of the
slave, and then through the actuator of the slave and back to the master as the master's desired position.
This pathway is never inverted and therefore behaves like a positive feedback loop which causes the zeros to
appear on the root locus plots in the same positions on the s-plane as the poles of the effector model. This
positive feedback loop also causes some destabilization of the overall force reflective system.
In Figures 4(A) and 7(A), the poles due to the actuator/structure interactions cross the imaginary axis
at a gain of 32805 volts/meter for the effector system but this value is reduced to 22806 volts/meter for the
force reflective system. The sum of the position gains of the master and slave however is identical to the
value for the effector. Thus, in some sense, these position gains add for the teleoperator. This indicates
that it is much more difficult to achieve comparable position gains in a force reflective teleoperator than in
a simple effector due the inherent nature of the required feedback necessary to connect two effectors into
a force reflective teleoperator. Thus, given identical machinery, structures, sensors, and controllers, a force
reflective teleoperator configured in a position-position mode will only be half as stiff (for a force reflection
ratio of one) as an effector built out of the same components.
It is also interesting that the same mode goes unstable for both the effector and the teleoperator. The
interaction between the actuator and structure is the first to cross the imaginary axis. While many teleop-
erators have well damped and stiff structural elements, it should be remembered that this compliance can
also be thought of as a compliant drive element such as a transmission or drive cable/tendon. This high
frequency "jitter" is often the limiting mode when the position or force gains are raised to too great a level.
In Figure 7(B), we see that as the force gain is increased while maintaining a constant position gain, the
system becomes more backdriveable. A similar "softening" occurs as in the effector of Figure 4(B). In the
same way that the effector becomes more free and backdriveable, the teleoperator becomes more free. This
indicates a decrease in the amount of force required to move the system and will allow an operator to more
easily position the teleoperator by decreasing the impedance of the system in free space. This will allow
the operator to work more comfortably and for longer periods of time since the level of exertion required
to move the system will be lowered. However, it must be remembered that since an increase in either the
position gain or the force gain cause the high frequency poles to migrate toward the imaginary axis, the
control engineer is faced with a tradeoff between intersystem stiffness and free space impedance.
4.2 Reduced Order Model
If we wish to develop an intuitive understanding of the performance of teleoperators, we require a model
which exhibits the behavior of the system, yet it must not be so complex as to not allow closed form analysis
and the application of principles which are more easily applied to low order systems. However, even this
limited complexity model of a teleoperator composed of two fifth order effectors has an order of ten. A model
of this high an order does not generally allow closed form solutions for performance criteria and is difficult
to understand without rigorous simulation and analysis. Even computer simulations can be painfully slow
(and expensive). Therefore, a reduced order model which still embodies the behaviors of interest seems to
be indicated.
For specific applications, many of the parameters included in the tenth order model become very small or
very large or the eigenvalues associated with those parameters are no longer in a range of interest. Therefore,
reduced order models are easily generated for some applications.
Third Order Master and Second Order Slave - If we wish to study the behavior of the system
when the slave is in solid contact with a stiff object, we are able to reduce the order of the model to five.
This is done by assuming that the master can be treated as the second order effector model and the slave
can be thought of as the third order effector model presented in Section 3.2.
The master is attached to a human operator and interacts with his dynamics. In this case, one can
assume that the structural compliance is small with respect to the compliance of the operator. We can also
assume that the electrical time constant of the actuator is small with respect to the response of the operator
which allows us to eliminate the motors inductance. This model is equivalent to the second order effector
model described in Section 3.2.
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Figure 8: Root locus plots for the reduced order model a of force reflecting teleoperators. (A) shows
the root locus for the fifth order master/slave system with Kl,,_a,t_r = K t,,to_ = 0 , varying Kp,,_a,t_r,
Kp,,_o,,e = lO000V/rn. (B) shows the root locus for the same system with K_.ma,t_,. = Kp,,ta_e = 10000
V/m, K],slave = O, varying Kl,rnaster
Since the slave is in contact with a rigid object, we can assume that the load mass is relatively unmovable
and the structural or drive compliance is the dominating dynamic effect. This allows us to similarly use the
third order model described in Section 3.2. These simplifications lead to a fifth order model which can be
used to derive performance criteria important when the slave is in contact with stiff objects.
Figure 8(A) shows a plot of the root locus for this system as the position gain is varied with no force
feedback. Note the similarities and differences between the full order model presented in Section 4.1 and this
reduced model. Notice that the pole-zero-pole triads are no longer present since the models for the slave and
the master are no longer identical. The agreement between the full order model and the reduced order model
is very good for low gains, but as the gain is increased, the poles due to the actuator/load interactions of
the master now approach the open loop zeros which occur due to the actuator/structure interactions of the
slave rather than the open loop zeros of the master's actuator/structural damping/load interactions. These
zeros no longer exist in the reduced order model of the master. The mode which goes unstable however is
unchanged between the full order model and the reduced order.
Figure 8(A) shows the same system as we vary the force gain of the master, position gains being held
constant. Observe again that the reduced order model depicts the same behavior as the tenth order system.
As the force gain is increased, the system becomes more "free" and the dynamics of the master and slave
begin to disappear. The system behaves as if the actuator is disconnected from the system at the master,
but the forces applied by the slave are still felt by the operator. The system becomes more like the ideal
stick model described in Section 2.
5. The Effectof Time Delays Between Master and Slave
Often, in real teleoperation systems, there is a delay between the master and slave. This may be due to
transmission delay as in space applications, where the delay may be as great as a few seconds, or it may be
due to computational delay if a digital control system is interposed between the two subsystems. In this case
the delay may be small, such as a few milliseconds. In our experience at the Center for Engineering Design,
we have discovered that even a small delay between the master and slave can cause a serious degradation
of overall system performance, especially in the areas of intersystem stiffness and free space operator input
impedance. We can study the effects of this delay by interposing a first order lag between the master and
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slave and between the slave and the master. We can then compare the results of the root locus analysis from
the models without the delay to those with the delay. This will allow us to make inferences as to how the
delay will effect overall system performance.
If we interpose the delays in the intersystem connections of the tenth order model, each delay adds
another order for a total of twelve. Figure 9 shows root a locus plot for this twelveth order system varying
Kp with K! = O.
Observe that the pole-zero-pole triads are no longer present. The delay causes the poles and zeros to
separate and therefore the pole migrates to the shifted zero. More importantly, however, notice that in
Figure 9(A), some poles due to the actuator/load interactions have been shifted to the left by the delay and
move out the negative real axis to zeros arising due to the delays. This implies that the system has a higher
natural frequency and is more damped for equivalent gains, in comparison to the teleoperator without the
delays. The poles due to the actuator/structure interactions however, remain relatively unchanged. This
means that the high frequency "jitter" is unchanged by the delay, but the lower frequency poles are more
damped and less "free". Thus, the slew drag is increased by the delay and increasing the appropriate gains
to minimize the effect is impossible. Notice also, that the actuator/load interactions cross the imaginary
axis at a fairly low frequency (125 radians/sec.) and at a relatively low gain (8084 volts/meter).
6. Conclusions
A general model of a force reflecting teleoperation system was derived in order to examine some basic effects
of position and force feedback and the inherent tradeoffs between intersystem stiffness and free space f_el
which must be made when setting these gains. A reduced order model was generated for specific situations of
the master and slave in order to more easily understand observed behaviors. The root locus analysis applied
shows that there are intrinsic trade offs which are made as we increase either the position gain or the force
gain. The control engineer must balance the intersystem stiffness of the system against the impedance felt by
the operator as he moves the system in free space. The effects of delays between the master and slave on the
achievable intersystem stiffness and slew drag were examined. This shows that even small delays degrade the
performance of the system by causing the actuator/load interactions to become more damped and sluggish.
This can either be tolerated or can be minimized by increasing the force gain. If the force gain is increased
however, the position gain must simultaneously be decreased, thereby degrading intersystem stiffness.
In the future, additional reduced order models will be derived and used to find closed form and numerical
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QuantitaivePerformance Criteria (QPC's) [6]. These performance criteria will enable a designer to easily
see the impact of design decisions on the overall performance of the system. This should help a designer
of a teleoperation system to more easily balance the conflicting constraints to satisfactorily meet the design
goals.
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Real-Time Cartesian Force Feedback Control of a Teleoperated Robot *
Perry Campbell
Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Company
Houston, Texas 77058
Abstract
Active cartesian force control of a teleoperated robot is investigated. An
economical micro-computer based control method is tested. Limitations are
discussed and methods of performance improvement suggested. To demonstrate
the performance of this technique, a preliminary test was performed with
success. A general purpose bilateral force reflecting hand controller is currently
being constructed based on this control method.
I. Introduction
Most available hand controllers today do not have force reflectance capability,
which gives the human operator much needed force information. Such a
capability is needed in order for operators to better control their manipulators.
The systems which do use force feedback are made of dedicated sub-systems
which cannot be inter-changed, i.e. the hand controller from one system is not
useable with the robot of another system. For example, the force-reflecting hand
controller manufactured by Kraft, Inc. is not compatible with a PUMA or Robotics
Research robot. Work at the Teleoperator Systems Branch Laboratory of the
Engineering Directorate at the Johnson Space Center is currently addressing this
problem as it relates to laboratory and space teleoperators.
The objective of this work is to construct and demonstrate a force reflecting hand
controller which is capable of driving several different types of robot slaves. The
hand controller is currently under construction, so only preliminary system
performance data is available at this time.
In order for such a hand controller to be compatible with different types of slave
robots, it must perform its control function in some coordinate frame which is
common to most manipulators. The most obvious frame to use is a cartesian
(tx,ty,tz,rx,ry,rz) frame which is either fixed in the end link or in the base of the
robot. Many robot controllers are factory programmed to accept cartesian
position commands with no modifications to their control software. Most non-
force reflecting hand controllers today are designed to issue command signals in
cartesian space.
* This work presents the results of work carried out at the Johnson Space Center,
under contract No. NAS9-17900, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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The "common module" concept has been successfully applied in the Shuttle
program. For example, the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS) has a
translational rate hand controller and a rotational rate hand controller. Both of
these hand controllers are identical to those used to control the Shuttle's
navigation jets, with the exception of an additional switch installed on the
rotational hand controller (for rate hold of the RMS). In the Shuttle, the primary
advantage is that there was no re-design effort for the RMS hand controllers.
Another important factor, which is only now beginning to be appreciated, is that
one-of-a-kind items are very susceptible to premature obsolecence. This effect is
being observed in the Shuttle program, where original vendors are now
beginning to close plants which manufacture parts which are used only by a
particular shuttle sub-system. It is very costly to obtain new parts when this
happens (a new manufacturer must be contracted to second-source the
hardware). When a particular part is used in many places on the Shuttle, a single
programmatic effort is all that is required to assure a continuing supply of flight
spares throughout the life expectancy of the vehicle. It is expected that
commonality will be an important factor in sub-system component design in the
Space Station program. There will be several different types of robotic sub-
systems on or around the Space Station Freedom, each of which may require a
hand controller signal. If these sub-systems utilize force feedback in the
teleoperator mode of operation, then some type of force reflecting hand
controller will be needed for each teleoperator sub-system. Clearly, an attempt
should be made to utilize a single design for all of these applications. For the
Space Station, there is the additional factor of the duration of its mission: for
extended periods of space activity, the risk is greater that a hardware failure will
render a system useless unless spare components are kept on-board (very
expensive, but sometimes necessary). If some or all of the teleoperator sub-
systems aboard the Space Station used a common hand controller, then a single
flight spare could replace any one of them, should it fail.
There is also a need for a single hand controller which can operate several
geometrically different robots in our robotics laboratory. We want to have the
capability to re-run a test using any of the robots, rather than being required to
use only the robot for which a specialized hand controller was built. A single
generic hand controller is obviously less expensive than several custom-buih
hand controllers. There will also be a need for a general purpose hand controller
in the MPAC (Multi-Purpose Applications Console), which is a generic operator
control station also being developed under the Engineering Directorate.
Several tests have been planned in the Telerobotics Laboratory
project. Two are of importance here:
related to this
1. Cartesian force control of a single robot.
2. Cartesian force feedback control of a robot and a hand controller.
Of these two tests, only test number 1 has been completed. Test number 2 is
pending hardware construction. This report will present an overview of the
results of test number 1 and will discuss the present state of test number 2.
II. Hardware Configuration
In test number 1, a PUMA 762 robot was programmed to perform motions in the
External Alter control mode. The commands sent to the robot were computed by
an 80286 based personal computer (PC-AT). The inputs for the PC-AT computations
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were a set of forces and torques from a force / torque sensor (F/'FS) mounted at
the robot tool plate. Behavior characteristics were programmed on the PC so that
the robot tip would respond to forces as desired. Several different behaviors were
coded and tested and the performance of the system was studied for each case.
(Figure 1.)
In test number 2, a PUMA 762 or Robotics Research (RR) 2107 or 1607 will
perform as a slave robot under the control of the above-described hand
controller. (Figure 2.) The hand controller is to be constructed from a PUMA 250
or 260 robot. This is possible because bilateral force reflectance requires that
both master and slave perform similarly. It is sometimes helpful to visualize such
a system as two robots being controlled together, rather than one robot and one
hand controller. At one robot, the environment it interfaces with is a human
operator (a hand). At the other robot, the environment is the actual environment
which the operator wishes to interact with.
The present hardware configuration requirement for test 2 is as follows:
1. Large robot and controller (PUMA 762 or RR 1607).
2. Small robot and controller (PUMA 250 or 260).
3. PC-AT with STARGATE serial interface hardware.
4. Cabling as necessary.
5. Two force / torque sensors.
Test number 1 required only one robot and one force / torque sensor.
III. Results of Test Number 1
In test number 1 the function of the control PC was solely to wait for the VAL
controller to request another position command, send a command when
requested, request data from the Force Torque Sensor every time the VAL asks for
a position command, and to read the F/TS data when it arrives on the serial port.
The demonstration given for test 1 utilized several very simple control laws. One
law implemented made the end point behave as if it were the center of gravity of
a mass in a zero-g field. (a free body). The physical law governing a free body is:
F=m*a. Therefore the acceleration of the body should be proportional to the
external force acting on it. The external alter function of VAL expects the
command signal to be either position or change of position (cummulative or
non-cummulative). The latter mode was used in this test. The velocity of a free
body is simply the integral of the acceleration. Digitally, it is the sum of all
previous force measurements divided the sampling period and also divided by the
mass we wish to make the end point behave like.
Another control law implemented was similar to the above law except a certain
amount of damping was added, making the "free body" behave as if it were
moving through a viscous fluid. This was done by using the same law as above
and subtracting a term proportional to the previous velocity command.
A third law was to make the end point behave like a massless damper. This was the
simplest law to implement because the velocity command is simply proportional
to the F/TS measurement. The end point would move at a rate which was exactly
proportional to the force at the end point.
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During the evaluation of the above control law algorithms, it was discovered that
momentum was not being conserved in the "free body". This was seen when a
bias force was added and a spring mounted under the gripper. The arm tip was
allowed to "fall" down to a table-top. If the end point was behaving like a free
mass (with the simulated g-field) it should bounce back up to the same height
from where it was dropped. This was not the case. The end point bounced up
significantly higher on each bounce. Thus, momentum was not being conserved
in our simulated environment. The reason for this behavior is speculated to be:
The Puma arm does not reach the commanded position until about 66 ms. after the
command is issued. The net effect is that the contact point of the arm is allowed to
continue to travel into the table-top for a full 66 ms. longer than it should be
allowed to. This delay allows the spring to be compressed a full 66 ms. longer than
it would have been if a true mass had been used. Thus, when the tip exits in the
opposite direction, the exit velocity is larger than when it entered because the
measured forces are larger than they would have been had a true mass been used.
This effect has been confirmed by simulation of the cartesian control system.
A simple effort was made to reduce the above described effects. A predictive
model was added to the PC software which read the current forces and used them
and the previous forces to linearly extrapolate what the forces were going to be
when this position command was actually reached by the PUMA arm. This made
the system stable but still did not conserve momentum. This is because the
predictions are required to be exact for conservation of momentum to hold and
our prediction model is not exact. Nevertheless, the predictive model made the
end point behave much more like a free body than without it. Other methods
(such as correcting the estimate after the fact) were deemed beyond the scope of
this test.
Another problem associated with the delays and sampling time was the inability
of the arm to maintain a constant force on a rigid surface. This was because the
two hard surfaces tended to bounce at rates much faster than could be
compensated for. This caused a problem when the two rigid surfaces were to be
held together at a constant force. By adding the predictive algorithm and a large
amount of damping, the problem was resolved for the case of laying the gripper
directly on a table top. Much stiffer surfaces could still cause problems. The
modifications made caused the manipulator to behave very sluggishly. The
sampling rate used in this test was about 40 Hz,
It is anticipated that sampling rates of about 500 Hz will be
space-based force feedback manipulator control systems.
sufficient for most
IV. Test Number 2 Accomplishments to Date
In test 2, the control algorithm in the PC takes 2 force/torque measurements and
issues 2 cartesian position commands to the robot controllers during each update
period. The system delays are about twice that in test 1 and so performance is
expected to be diminished by about a factor of two. This test has not been
performed yet. To date, the only data available are expected results, taken from a
computer simulation of the proposed hardware/software arrangement.
Preliminary simulation indicates that a reasonable performance is attainable.
Figure 3 illustrates the force-tracking capability of the simulated controller in
response to a sinusoidal input at one robot end effector while the other robot is
constrained in a spring- like environment. Figure 4 shows the step response of
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the same system. It is assumed that the manipulator performs as a perfect
positioning device. Each robot and controller is modelled as a perfect positioner
with a mass attachedto it by a spring. The mass interacts with the environment,
which is also modelled as a spring. The control algorithm simulated is as follows,
for each time step:
MFm(t)
MFe(t)
MAee(t)
MVee(t)
MXee(t)
MXcmd(t)
SFm(t)
SFe(t)
SAee(t)
SVee(t)
SXee(t)
SXcmd(t)
where:
= MK*(MXcmd(t)-MXee(t))
= C*u(t)
= (MFm(t)+MFe(t))/Mm
= MVee(t-T)+MAee(t)*T
= MXee(t-T)+MVee(t)*T
= MXcmd(t-T)+(MFm(t)-SFm(t))*T*MG
= SK*(SXcmd(t)-SXee(t))
= -MXee(t)*MKe
= (SFm(t)+SFe(t))/Sm
= SVee(t-T)+SAee(t)*T
= SXee(t-T)+SVee(t)*T
= SXcmd(t-T)+(SFm(t)-MFm(t))*T*SG
A preceding 'M' denotes a Master quantity
A preceding 'S' denotes a Slave quantity
e.g. MFm = Master force (measured)
SFm = Slave force (measured)
(Step response input)
(Spring-like environment)
Fm = force ( measured )
Fe = force ( at environment interface )
Aee = acceleration of robot tip
Vee = velocity of robot tip
Xee = position of robot tip
Xcmd = commanded position of robot tip
T
t
m
C
Ke
K
G
= time step update period ( 28 ms. for PUMA )
= present time
= end effector mass
= arbitrary magnitude for step response input
= environmental stiffness at contact point
= effective stiffness of robot at tool
= cartesian controller gain
This controller essentially sets the velocity of each of the robots to be
proportional to the difference between the measured forces. Simplicity is the
driver for selecting this algorithm. It is clear how this control architecture is
well suited to other control algorithms such as active stiffness control [1],
impedance control [2], and hybrid control [3].
V. Conclusions
From these results, it appears feasible and even desirable to construct a bilateral
force reflecting hand controller based on cartesian force control algorithms.
System performance is mainly limited by computer power. The system under
development is limited by the lower level robot controller loop times. This
limitation may be extended greatly by modifying the individual robot controllers.
Update rates of 40 Hz make the system too sensitive to the environment. It is
estimated that 200 to 500 Hz will be more acceptable. A plan has been established
to upgrade the Robotics Research controller to obtain a looptime of approximately
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2 ms. Such computational demands can be met by a high end dual-processor
80386 based personal computer with math coprocessors or by a reduced
instruction set computer such as the IRIS 4D/70G.
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Abstract
An algorithm for continuously computing safe maximum relative velocities for two
bodies joined by a manipulator is discussed. The maximum velocities are such that if the
brakes are applied at that instant, the ensuing travel between the bodies will be less than
or equal to a predetermined amount. This paper deals with an improvement in the way
this limit is computed for space manipulators. The new method is explained, test cases
are posed, and the results of these tests are displayed and discussed.
A. What i_ a payload rate limit algorithm?
The rate limit for a payload is, in effect, a "speed limit" for the rates the payload is
allowed to achieve relative to the manipulating body. Observance of this rate limit
ensures that the payload's relative motion can be arrested at any time during a maneuver
(e.g., in an emergency such as a joint runaway detection) without exceeding a specified
amount of overtravel after application of the brakes. Any method employed to compute
these rates must consider items like brake torque capability of the manipulator and
masses of the payload and manipulator base.
The Remote Manipulator System (RMS) on NASA's Space Shuttle currently
utilizes a rate limit algorithm to compute a single (constant) rate limit for each payload to
be manipulated during a mission, and these rates are loaded into the on-board computer
system prior to the mission. These rates are designed to ensure a stopping distance of
the end-effector (not the payload c.g.) in two feet or less when the arm is in an out-
stretched position (worst-case).
B. What is wrong with the current rate limit algorithm?
The algorithms developed to determine the rate limit for a payload to be carried by
the RMS were developed by SPAR Aerospace, Inc. in August 1979 with revisions in
February 1983 [Ref. 1,2]. These algorithms were designed for the original payload mass
range of up to 65,000 Ibm. (vs. Shuttle mass of 220,000 Ibm), and also assumed a worst-
case RMS configuration (fully extended). While these algorithms have performed well for
the range of payloads seen so far, they produce rate limits approaching zero for payloads
whose masses exceed 100,000 Ibm. They also produce only one limit, based on the worst-
case configuration, when in fact the RMS's ability to arrest relative motion is dependent
on arm configuration and the direction of the motion to be arrested. This means the rate
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limits calculated are lower than necessary(conservative), so the payload is always
manipulatedat rateslower thanactuallyrequiredfor safety.
C. Why should we care?
The RMS manipulator is basically a dexterous crane that has to perform large-
excursion travel in many of its tasks. If used, the low rate limits that the current
algorithm produces for the massive payloads will cause increases in the time required to
perform the job because the arm will move much slower than is necessary for safety. The
low rate limits also push all the commands down into the low end of the command scale.
This lessens the number of bit-states which can represent the command, thereby
decreasing resolution and accuracy of the command actually sent to the joint servos.
The current algorithm must be changed to consider payloads more massive than
65000 Ibm., and must consider the fact that the Shuttle also moves during the braking
process. Since the algorithm will require at least an update to handle the larger payloads,
this is a good time to look into deriving a better method. This method should be
dependent on the arm configuration and commanded velocity.
Some analysis on improving the algorithm has been done before, but the algorithm
arising from that analysis was still a single limit for a payload [Ref. 3]. That method did,
however, take into account the fact that the Shuttle moves during manipulation, and was
the basis of this current effort.
II. Provosed New Payload Rate Limit Al_,orithm
A. What should it do?
Any new method should include better models of system dynamics, and yet be
computationally simple. Simplicity will enable calculation of the limit in real-time as a
function of the current arm configuration and the requested direction of motion. The new
method should also consider relative rotational motion, and allow a maximum rotation
angle as an additional criterion.
The end goal of this algorithm should be to produce a rate limit which is higher than
the currently-used conservative value yet is still safe.
B. How can it be done?
1. System Dynamics
By considering the system dynamics of the payload and the Shuttle over the
process of:
Phase 1.
Phase 2.
beginning with relative rates (possibly zero)
between Shuttle and payload,
accelerating the payload and Shuttle to some new
commanded relative rate, and finally
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Phase 3. applying the brakes until all relative rates have
been arrested,
one can see that, since we assume no external forces, system momenta is conserved
throughout this process. The dynamics from the time of brake actuation to arrest of
relative motion (Phase 3) can be viewed as an inelastic collision, in which both bodies
have initial relative motion, collide and stick together, and then proceed on as one body.
Realizing that the final system velocity Vf is constant, we can define a reference
frame F, translating at velocity Vf. The final rotational rates of the system are expected
to be very small (less than 0.2 degrees per second) This means we can allow the frame F
to rotate with the system at its final rotational velocity o_f and still consider it inertial
(pseudo-inertial). In this frame, an observer would see that each body would have an
initial velocity, but would come to rest at impact. The relative velocities between these
two bodies would be the commanded velocity. The momentum equation can be written for
each body in this pseudo-inertial frame:
t It+ (_ F(t) dt = 0 and m2_2 (t) dt = 0mi V_V,I I0
SO
_i = m_L2 V_.2
ml
which says that the initial velocities of the two bodies in this frame will always be
opposed and parallel. Because the common direction of these velocities is also the
direction of the relative velocity, and we assume the force between the bodies to be
opposed to the relative velocity so everything falls on this line, leaving us a scalar
equation.
Writing the equation of linear momentum for the system in frame F, we get the
following equations, which we can treat as scalar since all vectors are parallel.
For the entire system (no external impulse) :
mlVl + m2V2 = 0
For bodies 1 and 2 individually (external impulse from arm) :
t i tmlVl + I F(t) dt -- 0 m2V2 -
F(t) dt = 0
where (V2 Vl) is the commanded velocity.
2. Estimation of Impulse
If we had some idea about what kind of impulse we could expect to see, we could
extrapolate what the travel motion of the system would be. The impulse does not have to
be exactly known, but the estimate must be less than the actual impulse, and still
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produce a rate faster than the old value. A way to estimate the impulse is to estimate the
initial force or torque, and then estimate the manner in which it approaches zero.
Any force applied by the RMS to the bodies it connects will result from brake
slippage and storage of strain energy in the booms and gearboxes. Since only brake
slippage is non-conservative, this mechanism alone will be considered. The potential
brake torque at each joint is assumed to be known. In this case, the initial resistive force
encountered by the bodies can be estimated. By assuming all joints required to contribute
to the commanded motion will slip if the brakes are applied, a vector of brake torques can
be created which is an estimate of the torques which would be seen at each joint:
( _1 * Sign(_x))
(B) = - •
x6 * sign(y6)
where sign() is -1 if the commanded joint rate is negative, zero if zero, and +1 if positive.
Here we assume that the inverse of the Jacobian matrix relating end-effector
states to joint states is known or easily obtained. Multiplication of the transposed
inverse of the Jacobian by the brake torque vector just constructed results in the static
moments and forces at the end-effector to counteract those brake torques.
T)= [j]-T(B)
These loads at the end-effector will not generally be parallel to their counterpart
velocities. The components of these loads in the direction of those velocities are an
estimate of initial loads the payload and shuttle will encounter, while the components
normal to those velocities are assumed to arise from the errors in the assumed joint
torque vector.
where
Tmax = !" _c
Fmax = F. V c
"Vc, _c are the unit vectors of the commanded velocities, and Tmax,
Fmax are the available torque and force in those directions (scalar). These loads are the
estimates of the actual initial loads seen upon applying the manipulator brakes.
So far this method predicts the initial loads seen at the beginning of the braking,
but its behavior of these loads over time is unknown. Since we are only having to
compute a conservative limit, we only need assume a conservative load profile, i.e. the
assumed profile's integral must always be less than or equal to the actual impulse.
Nominally, loads due to brake slippage could be thought of as constant over time, but
simulation has shown that these loads tend to drop off over the braking maneuver. To be
conservative, we assume a profile in which the loads begin at the predicted value (Fmax,
Tmax), but then linearly ramp down to zero over the time of the maneuver.
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3. Calculation of Maximum Safe Speed
a._
Once we know or assume a force-time profile (impulse), we can determine the
distance travelled over that time and make sure all distances travelled are less than 2 feet
(or some other criterion).
To do this, we must look at the equations of motion of these bodies along the line
of action in frame F:
F(t)=A-Bt {0<t<tend }
where F(t) is the force exerted on each body,
tend is the time at which motion stops
A is the maximum force Fmax computed above
B is the slope at which F(t) ramps down,
i.e., Fmax/tend
so the acceleration of each mass is
a(t) = (A - Bt)/m
and the velocity of each mass is
v(t) =
rma(t) dt + V(t--0)
= (At - Bt2/2)/m ( 0 < t < tend )
and the distance travelled by each mass is
x(t) =
t_V(t) dt + X(t=0)
= (At2/2 - Bt3/6)/m ( 0 < t < tend )
We can also see that since
x l(t=tend) + x2(t=tend) < 2 feet
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we can back out a relationship between the Fmax and the amount of time required to
arrest the motion, tend.
2 feet = (Atend2/2 - Btend3/6)(1/ml + l/m2)
or, substituting for A = Fmax, and B = Fmax/tend, we get
tend = 4-'[3*d*m l*m2/((ml +m2)*Fmax)]
where d is the stopping distance allowed, which is 2 feet for the RMS.
Once we know the amount of time required to arrest the motion, we can use the
momentum equations for each body:
mlV1 + impulse = 0, m2V2 + impulse = 0,
and since the impulse is the area under the assumed force-time curve,
impulse = 1/2 Fmax Tend
and the final allowable command velocity is V2 + V1,
Vmax = (Fmax * tend/2) * [1/ml + l/m2]
b. Rotational Velocity
The computation of the maximum safe rotational velocity closely parallels that of
the translational. An assumption of the torque-time profile (linearly approaching zero) is
made, and the equation of angular momentum is written for the system about the end-
effector tip. This requires that all body inertias be computed about that point.
The assumed torque-time profile is
T(t) = A-Bt (0<t<tend)
where A is Tmax ( initial torque)
B is the slope at which it ramps down (Tmax/tend).
For each body,
T(t) = Io_
where
I is the scalar moment of inertia at the end-effector about the rotation
axis, and
ot is the rotational acceleration.
Solving for or, A o_, and A 0
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or= 1i[ A- Bt ]
and
A t_ = I 1[At -Bt2/2]
and
A0 = Il[At2/2 - Bt3/6]
As before, we set the travel constraint
or
10 degrees= A01 +A02 (att=tend)
0.ax = 10 degrees = (Ii I + I21) [Tmax tend2/3]
which yields the expression for tend
tend = 'lf-((0,,d57.3 * Ili2"3)/((I1 + I2)*Tmax))
which yields the expression of commanded velocity
o_,_ = (Tmax tend/2) * [ Iil + I21]
much as the translational equation.
This Vmax and Ohnax are the magnitudes of the allowable velocity in the
commanded direction. This command is what would be sent on to the robot controller, if
the operator desired to go the maximum safe speed.
4. Application of Limit to Command
Obviously, an operator would not want to go the maximum safe speed in all
situations, so what to do with the knowledge of this instantaneous speed limit raises
several possibilities. One way to apply the limit would be to use some constant
conservative limits under normal operation, and use the maximum limits whenever a hand
controller has been fully deflected in some axis. Another method would be to use the
maximum limit as the upper end of the hand-controller's range, i.e. if the hand-controller is
deflected 50% in some direction, then the commanded velocity would be 50% of the
maximum safe velocity. This latter appears to be possibly unwieldy for the operator,
since a constant deflection of the controller would produce varying velocity commands as
the arm's configuration changes. Either of these methods could be implemented as an
operator-requested mode.
III. Tests. Results and Conclusions
A. How can we evaluate thi, new algorithm.'?
Shuttle/RMS/Payload system was required.
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, dynamic simulation of the
This was done with a dynamic batch
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simulation program developed at the Johnson Space Center which uses an extensive
model of the Shuttle and the RMS. This program (called MIRRORS, for Model for
Integrated Robotics Research and Operational Requirements Synthesis) is a spin-off of
the PDRSS (Payload Deployment and Retrieval System Simulator, which is a spin-off of
the SVDS (Space Vehicle Dynamic Simulator), which was written during the Apollo
Program. The program has been checked against actual flight data from Shuttle/RMS
missions as well as other simulators, and is used routinely for RMS maneuver simulation.
The underlying idea behind the evaluation was to get a prediction of safe velocity
from the algorithm and then start the simulation with those velocities and the brakes on,
watching the ensuing travel. This was done while varying command direction, payload
mass and arm configuration. The commands given were all single-axis commands:
X translate
Y translate
Z translate
in positive Orbiter X-axis (toward nose)
in positive Y-axis (toward starboard wing)
in positive Z-axis (down toward bay)
R - rotate in
P - rotate in
Y - rotate in
positive direction about X-axis (roll)
positive direction about Y-axis (pitch)
positive direction about Z-axis (yaw).
The algorithm was coded into the flight software module of the MIRRORS
program. Tests were run in the following manner for commands in each rotational and
translational axis:
1. For given command direction, determine from the algorithm the maximum safe
speed.
2. Initialize simulation with payload moving at that speed in the commanded
direction, and with the brakes just applied.
3. Let simulation run until motion arrested, compare amount of travel with specified
maximum (2 feet or 10 degrees in all cases).
The test runs were conducted for three different payloads, all 15 foot diameter
homogeneous cylinders, grappled on the side at the midpoint, having masses of 32000,
100000, and 250000 Ibm. The test also used two different initial arm configurations, for a
total of 6 * 3 * 2 = 36 test runs.
To evaluate the amount of travel, the code was altered to compute the Euclidean
distance from the current position to the point where the brakes were applied. For the
rotational cases, the angular displacement about the relative rotational eigen-axis
(component of the quaternion relating payload attitude relative to the Orbiter) was
computed. These are included in the test results below.
B. Wha( were the test results?
The test results for all 36 runs were in general agreement with the desired end
goals, in that 33 of 36 runs resulted in payloads travelling 2 feet/10 degrees or less while
at speeds faster than the old method would allow. Three runs, however, did result in up
to 2.3 feet of travel, all in the Z direction. The results of all the runs are tabled below, for
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each arm configuration (joint angles from shoulder yaw to wrist roll
parentheses).The threeruns that exceededthe travel limits arealso noted.
The formatfor thedatafor eachrun (threenumbers)is asfollows:
shown in
[1] rate limit aspredictedby old method (feet/sec or deg/sec)
[2] rate limit as predicted by new method
[3] stopping distance or angle for new rate (feet or degrees)
ARM CONFIGURATION #1 ( -90,90,-71,0,0,0 ):
Pay-
load
32K
100K
250K
Command Directions
X Y Z R P Y
feet/sec and feet degrees/sec and degrees
0.153 0.153 0.153
0.250 0.252 0.324
0.990 0.354 2.365*
0.1OO 0.1OO 0.1OO
0.160 0.161 0.207
0.749 0.223 2.362*
0.071 0.071 0.071
0.123 0.124 0.159
0.624 0.228 2.225*
0.498 0.498 0.498
1.372 0.687 0.718
2.027 3.417 3.177
0.284 0.284 0.284
0.779 0.4OO 0.411
1.907 3.497 3.000
0.180 0.180 0.180
0.497 0.269 0.267
2.037 3.690 2.770
old rate limit
new rate limit
stopping distance
or angle
* Exceeded 2' criterion
Pay-
Load
32K
100K
250K
ARM CONFIGURATION #2 (-48,118,-118,-26,-39,3 ):
X
Command Directions
Y Z R P Y
feet/sec and feet degrees/sec and degrees
0.153
0.361
1.445
0.100
0.231
1.283
0.071
0.177
1.161
0.153 0.153
0.349 0.287
1.364 0.975
0.100 0.100
0.223 0.183
1.215 0.874
0.071 0.071
0.171 0.141
1.101 0.831
0.498 0.498 0.498
0.195 0.502 0.935
0.101 0.229 0.445
0.284 0.284 0.284
0.112 0.291 0.542
0.101 0.229 0.435
0.180 0.180 0.180
0.730 0.193 0.361
1.206 0.232 0.444
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The amount of additional computer time required to compute this rate limit was
negligible for the simulation, which is already numerically intensive. This is not an
indication of its impact on some other manipulator, although the scheme doesn't require
much numerical work provided the inverse of the Jacobian matrix is available.
C. Any conclusions?
Since the tests did produce three runs which exceeded the 2 feet limit, one
conclusion is that further work is needed in better estimating the impulse imparted
between the bodies. However enough runs (33 out of 36, or 92%) not only stopped well
within the limit, but at speeds faster than the present method would allow, which
indicates the potential worth of this form of electronic safety monitoring. The conclusion of
the study conducted to date is that further investigation is warranted to increase accuracy
of the impulse estimation. If this can be improved and remain numerically simple, the
algorithm will be a useful tool in speeding-up tasks for space robots.
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Abstract
An assembly problem in a non-deterministic environment, i.e. where parts to be assembled
have unknown shape, size and location, is described. The only knowledge used by the robot to
perform the assembly operation is given by a connectivity rule and geometrical constraints con-
cerning parts. Once a set of geometrical features of parts has been extracted by a vision system,
applying such rule lets to determine the composition sequence. A suitable sensory apparatus
allows to control the whole operation.
KEYWORDS: artificial intelligence / machine vision / robot planning / robotics / sensor inte-
gration
I. Introduction
In this paper we present an experimental work realized to investigate some robot capabilities
when dealing with unstructured operational environments. Generally, different degrees of uncer-
tainty are present in the robot operation world. In this context we could consider the following
situations.
a) The shape and dimension of parts as well as the final assembly are known, while their
location on the workplane is unknown. In this case the robot vision system must recognize
parts and determine their location and orientation. Then the robot has to plan the composition
sequence to reach the final assembly. This implies to define a grasp approach trajectory for the
arm, a grasp position for the end-effector, a "collision-free" trajectory and a suitable positioning
of the moved part into the assembly to be built. Use of endpoint sensing should be made by the
robot in an interactive fashion in order to recover unpredictable error situations.
b) The shape and dimension of parts as well as their locations are not known while the final
assembly is. In such a case the vision system must locate the various parts while checking,
starting from a general knowledge of the problem, if they are admittable parts to be assembled
or not, however without identifying them, since they are not completely known "a priori". In
addition to the items examined in the previous case, the planning effort implies to determine an
assembly sequence of the given parts that matches the goal. Some constraints are to be consid-
ered in order to make possible a solution strategy.
c) As an extension of the previous case, not only the shape, dimension and location of parts are
unknown but also the assembly goal, meaning that the only "a priori" knowledge consists in a
set of possible goals. Besides, some assembly constraints and rules should be considered. Once
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parts have beenlocatedand a number of features of them have been extracted by means of
vision, the planning system, using the given constraints and rules, must try to match the various
possible goals with the given parts.
The described situations correspond to different philosophies for the use of a robot in manufac-
turing environments. The former is the most usual in industry: parts are known together with
the way they are to be assembled. A large amount of a priori knowledge mitigates the problem
complexity, both for visual recognition and for planning. Conversely, the latter correspond to a
case where a number of parts are present and the robot ignores what assembly they belong to.
This could be useful in flexible environments (FMS-FAS) where a mix of products can be
handled at one time. Obviously, the vision apparatus should give more detailed and accurate
information and the planner has to solve a more complicate problem. At the moment there are
no industrial applications realized to operate in such a way, primarily because they are not cost
effective.
Our experiment has been carried out considering a very simple assembly case. The purpose has
been to validate some robot reasoning capabilities in a practical problem. The problem config-
uration has been such to neglet other essential planning issues, in particular collision avoidance
and grasp planning, considered in previous experiments [!]1-2] .
2. Experiment description
The task the robot must perform is to compose a plane figure starting from some pieces placed
on its operation plane. Such pieces are made by a white thin millboard and are placed on a
black background. This choice semplifies the vision effort while complicating the planning com-
plexity, as will be explained later. The pieces have been obtained by cutting a millboard
polygonal figure, choosen among a set of some similar ones prestored into the robot memory,
by means of random straight cuts. Thus the pieces are intrinsically unknown "a priori" to the
robot system. Then, such pieces are randomly located onto the operation plane by the oper-
f fl: l
\ l I
Figure 1. Puzzle assembly example
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ator. Obviously,in order for the robot systemto find a solution requiresthat all piecesare
consistentwith one of storedfigures,i.e. all of them shouldhavebeengeneratedcutting one
such figure. In other words, the robot task consists in manipulating piecesignoring their
number,shape,dimensions,locationandwhat assemblythey belongto. It couldbeconsidereda
generalized puzzle problem (fig. 1).
In addition to the previous uncertainties, it should be considered that some pieces can be
placed onto the robot plane overturned with respect to the upper face of the figure, it is impor-
tant to note that the millboard has both faces white, so that the up and down faces of each piece
are indistinguishable by means of visual information, tipicaUy by colour. Then, it is only by
means of reasoning that the robot should be able to detect a similar situation identifying the
initial figure and assembling all pieces in the correct way.
As a preliminary step, the robot must learn the figures it has to reconstruct and store them
into the robot memory. Each figure, after beeing placed onto the robot plane, is acquired by the
robot camera, then coded into numeric information to be stored in a suitable database. Once
some figures have been stored in this way, the robot is able to compose any of them if some
pieces are placed, by the right side or overturned, onto the operating plane. As explained above,
the only constraint in order for the system to reach a solution, is that the various pieces must be
consistent with one figure. In case of inconsistency (the pieces do not belong to anyone of the
stored figures or they are less than needed), the system tries to compose a default stored rec-
tangle. If this planning attempt is also unsuccessfull the system fails notifying the event to the
operator.
Two further constraints must be considered, regarding the generation and location of the
pieces involved in this experience. In particular: a) The pieces must be generated by straight
side-to-side cuts: this implies that all pieces are convex polygons and is required by the
geometric reasoning procedure, b) The pieces cannot be placed overlapped. This should be
immediately clear observing that no piece is known "a priori" by the system and then only a
complete visual information allows a complete knowledge of its required characteristics. In
short, it should be taken into account that the experiment was designed to validate an AI
approach to a concrete assembly problem, leaving unsolved some practical issues.
3. Adopted approach
The solution of the described problem is based on a geometrical reasoning approach, since this
perfectly matches the problem characteristics. In order to implement the reasoning process it is
necessary to traduce the various pieces to assemble into a set of geometric elements. This is
accomplished during the vision process, when the image of the various assembly elements is
traduced into a sequence of vectors, by a process called vectorization. Each vector is the repre-
sentation of an edge side of a polygonal piece. The geometric reasoning operates on such
vector sequences applying some geometrical connectivity rule in order to find the assembly
sequence (solution). Once this has been found, it is necessary to traduce it into phisical
displacement/rotation pairs, in order to perform a correct manipulation at assembly time. So,
three classical activity steps can be identified: vision, planning and manipulation. Let us
examine separately each one of them.
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3.1 Vision
The vision task consists essentially in a low-level phase, by which the polygonal pieces bounda-
ries must be located and traduced into vector sequences. No recognition is made since pieces are
unknown. It operates according to the following steps:
• image acquisition and binarization using a suitable threshold
• edge detection by means of a raster-to-vector conversion
• vector postprocessing, to eliminate vectorization artifacts
The raster-to-vector algorithm 13] consists essentially of three phases. (i) A pre-processing step,
consisting in filling gaps and removing noise from the raw image. (ii) A boundary tracing step,
which consists in determining boundary points between binary regions. (iii) A line following
phase, where segment-like regions are transformed into couples of points coordinates (extremes).
The raster-to-vector conversion, because of the discrete nature of the image, can be affected by
some errors, such as unexisting short sides or adjacent sides with very similar orientation (see
fig. 2). Very often such cases are conversion artifacts corresponding to the following phisical
situations. (a) A boundary corner is not "seen" as a real tip but as a confused edge region, so
that it is converted to a short vector, instead of the cross point between two adjacent vectors.
(b) A side, because of its bending, due, for instance, to lens distorsion, is broken into two sides
with very similar orientation. In order to filter such artifacts a postprocessing phase has
become necessary.
o) ==¢,
(if s < s u )
b)
(iflBO- a < _:)
S= : minimum admitted elde length
: minimumadmitted difference from o plate angle
Figure 2. Contour extraction: vector postprocessing
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Essentially,this operates as follows (see fig. 2):
• vectors too short are eliminated lengthening the two adjacent ones in the sequence until they
intersect;
• angles between vectors very near to 180 degrees are eliminated rectifying its sides to obtain a
unique vector.
In addition to the previous artifacts, very small white regions can be detected and converted;
usually they correspond to spots due to manipulator oil leakage. They produce closed vector
sequences with a very small enclosed areas: for each one the postprocessor tests the area value
and, in case this is less than a given threshold, erases the whole vector sequence from the world
state.
Hence, this phase solves the most vision problems. Anyway, the final vision data (initial world
state) are affected by some amount of precision error, due to lens distortion, camera calibration,
image resolution, conversion quantization.
3.2 Process planning
As stated before, the "world"representation built by the vision is not completely accurate. This
fact should be taken into account by the assembly solution method. For such a reason, an error
insensitive connectivity rule is adopted. The global solution strategy is based on the recursive
application of such a rule and operates on reduced search spaces. [4] This means that interme-
diate world states are created during the solution search.
In the following by "polygon" will be denoted a generic piece. The adopted rule allows to
determine when two polygons are adjacent along a side in the recomposed figure. In particular,
it states what follows: "two polygons are produced by one cut if they have a side of equal length
and the angles at the extremes of this side supplementary two by two" (fig. 3). In this way the
solution method consists in comparing three couples of values for each couple of sides (one
Or'+ OCt-180
#', #" - leo
B I " 8"
Figure 3. Connectivity rule and world state update
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couple of segments and two couples of angles). Each comparison is made with a prefixed toler-
ance to take into account errors introduced by the vision system. This makes the process quite
error insensitive. The rule is applied to all couples of sides by an exhaustive search among all
polygons of the actual world state. When a couple of sides, belonging to different polygons,
satisfies the connectivity rule, the planner "adds" the polygons along the common side, building
a new abstract polygon and deleting the previous two from the world (fig. 3). This corresponds
to update the world state at each recursion. When a unique polygon remains in the world (final
world state of the planning process), this is compared with each of the initially stored figures,
which are the goal of the planning process. When such a polygon matches, with some prefixed
tolerances, one figure in the database, the process is successfully ended and the figure is identi-
fied.
Anyway, the process could "fail" at any step. If this happens before a unique polygon has been
assembled, it implies that the rule fails for all the couples of polygons actually in the world. This
means that an inconsistent set of pieces has been submitted to the robot. Conversely, a fail
could also occur when a unique polygon remains in the world state. Generally, this sholud be
ascribed to wrong adjacencies, i.e. to couples of sides satisfying the connectivity rule but not
arising from physical cuts. Wrong adjacencies are then marked not to repeat, during following
searches, wrong branches of the research tree (this mechanism is commonly called backtracking).
Finally, when all the research tree has been visited without any success, the system identifies an
inconsistent set of pieces.
The described problem solver corresponds to an initial implementation. Next, in order to detect
overturned polygons on the scene, an enhanced problem solver has been implemented, where
the connectivity rule is applied to all polygons in right and overturned configuration (the sides-
angles sequences are inverted), tracking for each successful operation the initial condition (right
or overturned) of each elementary polygon. This method increases the number of wrong
adjacencies and so, requires smaller tolerances. As expected, it results more time consuming
than the previous one.
Hence, the result of the entire problem solving process can be:
1. Solution found with right pieces: list of polygon adjacencies
2. Solution found with some pieces overturned: list of polygons to be overturned
3. Solution not found: pieces inconsistent with all the initial figures
As mentioned before, the problem solving process is implemented by two different software
modules. The first one is capable to find a solution only when polygons are in right position
and can be immediately assembled; it is characterized by a quite fast execution time. The
second one, started only when the first fails, can recognize a more complex situation, discrimi-
nating between the case of overturned polygons and that of pieces inconsistent with the initial
figure database. The latter is of course, much more slower than the former. This software archi-
tecture, based on two distinct problem solvers with different capabilities, has been mantained in
order to optimize the performance of the whole planning process.
Both modules are written in Prolog language because of the "built-in" backtracking mechanism
of such a language.
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The planning output, i.e. the list of polygon adjacencies, in order to be used during the physical
manipulations, is traduced into a sequence of couples translation+rotation, needed to the
manipulator to displace the pieces. This is made by a suitable sequential program, starting from
the knowledge of initial location (from vision) and final position (outside the camera field, then
predefined) for the whole assembly. An analogous conversion is made for the pieces to be over-
turned, taking into account the effects of the upsetting operation at manipulation time.
3.3 Manipulation
Starting from the sequence of the displacements and rotations, the actuation module controls
the physical handling of the pieces. The puzzle pieces are millboard plates, randomly distributed
on the work plane inside to the visual field of the tv camera, while the reassembled figure is
constructed by the manipulator on an area outside such a field. The whole pick-and-place of a
single piece is made by a particular lifting actuator, a suction cup, which is grasped and held by
the manipulator gripper (fig. 4). Such particular actuator is driven in on-off mode by the robot
controller in order to grasp/release the piece itself. Its operation principle is based on a Venturi
tube which generates, when air flows through it, the necessary vacuum for it to operate.
Two critical phases during the described operation are identified. First the picking/release of a
piece, the complementary steps where the actuator approaches the workplane surface. In both
cases it is necessary to control the motion using the tip force sensors of the gripper to detect the
impact with the plane. These are continuously monitored: when the sensed impact reaction force
overcomes a given threshold, the motion is stopped and the actuator is switched, on/off,
depending on the operation to be performed (picking or releasing). The second critical opera-
tion is the upsetting of an overturned piece. This is obtained by means of an experimental
fixture realized ad hoc, consisting in a kind of vice with two couples of elastic jaws, devoted to
Venturi Tube
Electrovalve_ _ff
(from S/1 oomputer)
Compressed air
tank
robot gripper
suction cup
////////
Figure 4. Pickup arrangement
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hold the piece to upset while the actuator approaches it by the opposite side. Such structure of
the fixture allows the actuator to release the piece, invert its orientation with respect the piece
and get it back. The last step is critical. In fact, in order to have a reliable hold of the piece, it
is necessary to approach it with a sufficient pressure without deforming it. To obtain this, the
actuator must "search" the piece using the tip force sensors.
It should be remarked that sensors are also used to control the actuator grasping. Normally the
actuator is fixed on the workplane, in a known position. The gripper approaches it, verifies its
real presence by the presence sensor and grasps it controlling the tightening force by the pinch
force sensors.
4. Hardware configuration: the robot workstation
The described experiment has been carried out on general purpose robot workstation set up at
IBM Rome Scientific Center. This is based on a IBM 7565 robot, which is controlled by a
special version of the IBM S/I minicomputer, integrated with some other machines and com-
puting facilities in order to achieve an adequate power so as flexibility, to develop similar exper-
iments. [21. Figure 5 shows the overall workstation architecture. The whole station
supervision is performed by a personal computer AT. Furthermore, it implements the user
Figure 5. Workstation architecture
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interface acting as a system console. Such interface makes use of a speech recognizer and a
speech synthesizer. In addition, the PC is devoted to image acquisition and preprocessing for
robot vision tasks. The station includes also a S/370 mainframe which is used to perform hard
computations such as machine vision, planning tasks and graphic simulations. The three men-
tioned computer systems are connected together in a network with triangular topology and
bidirectional links. In particular, the PC and the mainframe are connected through a S/370
channel attachment to have a fast transfer of large image data sets. The other network links are
serial lines, being devoted to more concise data set transfers.
4.1 The manipulator
The IBM 7565 [5] is a cartesian hydraulically powered manipulator, consisting of 6 d.o.f, arm
supported by a parallelepiped box frame. Its joints, three prismatic (arm joints, X,Y,Z) and
three revolute (wrist joints, roll, pitch and yaw), are controlled by analog position servos driven
by the robot controller. The gripper is mechanically configured so that the finger surfaces move
toward each other remaining parallel. A set of endpoint sensors are mounted in connection with
them: three couples of force sensors and a presence sensor. The former are strain gauges con-
nected, for each finger, along the three spatial directions. The latter consists in a led-
phototransistor pair (led-beam) which, once broken by an opaque object located between
fingers, lets the manipulator to detect its presence.
The described manipulator is programmed by a special purpose language called A.M.L. ("A
Manufacturing Language") [6-1. This provides an interactive environment to perform robot
motion control, sensor management, data processing and data communication. In the AML
environment two different modes are available to process sensors signals. The first one is under
program control: sensors are polled and tested by the application program. The second one is
an asynchronous, interrupt-like mode; this means that it is possible for the system to detect
sensory events (force threshold overcoming, led-beam interrupt ...) in an asynchronous way,
interrupt the running AML program at any instant and run a proper user-written AML service
routine.
4.2 Image acquisition subsystem
The image acquisition process involves many different hardware and software components. The
image is acquired using a CCD camera fixed over the robotic scene and looking downward with
the optical axis perpendicular to the robot plane. The camera is attached to the PC via a frame
grabber with a resolution of 512 x 512 peis. The acquired image is monochromatic with 256
gray levels: such features have appeared to be adequate in the most 2-D vision experiments
carried out until now. In the actual experiment the chromatic resolution is not a critical point,
beeing the image thresholded and reduced to a bitmap.
A critical feature of the acquisition is camera calibration i.e. the knowledge of the correct corre-
spondence between the world (robotic plane) and the camera coordinate system. First, due to
CCD sensor geometry (rectangular) and to the grabbing process (producing a square image), the
real scene and its image are not isomorphic. In other words, the spatial passes corresponding to
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pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions are not the same. To overcome this problem, the
image is stretched in the horizontal direction, by an experimental stretching factor.
Besides, the two mentioned coordinate systems have not the same origin, orientation and scale.
Thus, to transform a coordinate pair to another it is necessary to determine the proper transfor-
mation parameters: this is the goal of the calibration process. Normally, this is made by a linear
process, by sensing two different reference points (calibration posts) in robot coordinate (mm)
and in image coordinate (pels). Such values are used in a linear equation system, whose sol-
ution are the reference system change parameters (Xo,yo (mm) of image origin and k_ and k,,
ratios between pels and mm along x and y). Such process does not take into account the non-
linear behavior of lens near edges. This gives an acceptable accuracy in applications not
requiring a high precision, while in other applications, like the described one, this is not accept-
able.
More accurate results have been obtained applying the same procedure to various couples of
posts, placed simultaneously in different points of the scene. For all the couples the required
parameters are computed; in this way for each parameter a sample of values is obtained. For
each sample mean and mean square error are computed; the final value of each parameter is
determined discarding those values outside m.s.e, and computing the mean of remaining. This
procedure gives a more "robust" calibration mitigating the effects of lens distorsion. A very
accurate calibration procedure is described in [7-1.
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Abstract
A recursive algorithm is developed for the solution of the simulation dynamics problem for a chain
of rigid bodies. Arbitrary joint constraints are permitted, that is, joints may allow translational and/or
rotational degrees of freedom. The recursive procedure is shown to be identical to that encountered in a
discrete-time optimal control problem. For each relevant quantity in the multibody dynamics problem,
there exists an analog in the context of optimal control. The performance index that is minimized in the
control problem is identified as Gibbs' function for the chain of bodies.
1 Introduction
The need to predict the motion of robotic systems in terrestial and and space applications has focused
attention on the area of multibody dynamics. In this paper, we treat the simulation dynamics of a chain
of rigid bodies. Given the external force distribution and control influences acting on the chain, we show
how its subsequent motion, namely, the joint accelerations, can be determined using a recursive procedure.
The equations of motion and kinematical constraints constitute a two-point boundary value problem. The
key to its solution is the elimination of the constraint forces which exist at each joint. Our method in this
regard is a generalization of that used by FEATHERSTONE [1983] for single degree of freedom joints, although
FEATHEItSTONE [1987] has explained how the extension to general constraints can be effected.
Recently, RODRIOUEZ [1987] has pointed out the similarity between the equations describing a chain
of hinged bodies and those that arise in discrete-time optimal estimation and smoothing problems. His
approach has utilized the correspondence with optimal filtering (the Kalman filter) and smoothing (the
Bryson-Frazier smoother). Here, we show that the equations are identical in form to an optimal control
problem. In fact, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of the multibody dynamics
problem and the control problem. The feedback solution for the control in terms of the state is precisely that
which yields the joint accelerations in terms of the body accelerations. The analogy is further uncovered by
identifying the performance index (written in terms of the chain dynamics) as GIBBS' [1879] function.
The major benefit of a recursive solution of the simulation problem is its computational efficiency.
One avoids dealing with the system of equations describing the system in its entirety. This would involve
Gaussian elimination of the global mass matrix at each time step. The computational consequences of this
can be quite substantial since the number of calculations involved in a recursive solution grows linearly with
the number of bodies whereas the Gaussian elimination obeys a cubic relationship.
2 Equations of Motion
Let us consider a chain of contiguous bodies B0, B1,... ,BN as shown in Figure 1. Interbody joints may
permit arbitrary relative (rotational and/or translational) motion. Each joint therefore possesses at least
..... ; ....... ,-., ._ F;LMED
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one degree of freedom and at most six. For convenience, we shall assume interbody translations to be small;
however, the extension to large translations can be incorporated into the present formulation. For additional
details on the derivation of the equations of motion, the reader should consult SINCARSIN & HUGHES [1989].
Figure 1: A Chain of Rigid Bodies
The motion of/3, is defined by the velocity vn of On and the angular velocity wn of Yn. (See Figure
2.) Both vn and _on are measured with respect to inertial space but are expressed in _'n, a reference frame
attached to Bn. We shall define
v, = (1)
as the generalized velocity (cf. twist velocity) of Bn at On. We furthermore introduce the accompanying
definition for a generalized force (cf. wrench) acting at On:
f'-la [ f_ -1 ]: ,1--1 (2)gn
where f_n-1 and gnn-1 are the reaction forces and torques on Bn due to Bn-1 as expressed in 5n.
n
On+l
Figure 2: Reference Frame
The resulting equation of motion for Bn can be written as
"A'4ni)n "_ fnT "Jr fnl (3)
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where
Mn _= mnl -e n
x JnC n
is the (constant) mass matrix corresponding to B._, that is, ran, e,_ and J. are the zeroeth (mass), first and
second moments of inertia (about On) of Bn. Also, faT is the total external (generalized) force acting on B.,
including interhody forces, and f.z, which accounts for the nonlinear inertial terms, can be neatly written
as
f._ = (.x)r_... (4)
where
Ix x]× _ 0,3 n V nV n _ ×
and (.)x operating on a Cartesian (3x 1) column matrix, such as vn, Wn or Cn, is the matrix equivalent of
the vector cross product. In a rate-linear model, one would set f,,t - 0.
Interbody Constraints
The set of equations (3) does not yet describe a chain of bodies since it does not take into consideration the
interbody constraints imposed by the joints. To do so, we begin by observing that
v,, = T,,,,,-lv,,-1 + v,,,i.t (5)
which introduces the relative interbody generalized velocity vn,int of Bn with respect to B,_-z. In addition,
, C r n x_n rl--1 --_ Cn n-1 - n,n-1 n-1
' Cn,n_ 1
is the generalized tranformation matrix between Bn-z and Bn; C,.n-z is the rotation matrix from _n-z to
_'n and r n is the position of On with respect to On-z- The geometric constraints imposed by the joints
n-1
can thus be expressed formally as
Vn,int : _nVn'r (6)
where "P, is a projection matrix and vn_ is the column of free joint (rate) variables. The absolute velocities
v, can be obtained recursively from vn-z and VnT.
We also note that
f nT -_ T n n- 1T.+l,,,:f,,+l - :f,, + I,,,ext (7)
where f,,ext is due to solely to external influences. Furthermore, the generalized interbody forces ],_-z can
be expressed as a sum of control forces :f,.¢ and constraint forces .f,,o, s.e.,
f--1 = __.f.,¢ - Q.f.,o (8)
The projection matrix Q_ is the complement of T_n.
Projection Matrices
A few words are perhaps in order regarding the projection matrices. First, as a simple yet very impor-
tant example, consider a joint with a single rotational degree of freedom about, say, the third axis of an
appropriately chosen reference frame. The corresponding projection matrix "Pn is
"P,:[ 0 0 0 0 0 1 ]r
We may also add that vnx = ;f3, where 73 is the angle of rotation.
In general, "P, is not constant, as above, but rather is dependent on configuration. Contemplation of
a universal joint will quickly reveal this fact. The columns of "P, are in general not orthonormal but
_,._.. = z. (9)
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where is 2",, is nonsingular. The complementary projection matrix Qn satisfies
T
"P,, Q,, = O
Without loss in generality, the columns of Qn can be taken as orthonormal.
(10)
Kinematical Equations
The kinematical equations accompanying the dynamical equations (3) can be summarized in terms of Tn,n-1:
If we express IVn,in t as
_,, ,,-I x
, _ -- lY,*,int'_n,n_ 1 (ii)
o[v.iot]13,,,int = (12)
_n,int
we can extract from (11),
dn n--i x
, = -¢_n,intCn,,,-I (13)
For physical reasons, Euler angles make for the most convenient and expedient representation of rotational
joint degrees of freedom. Interbody translation is given by the integration of Vn,int and would be reflected
in n
rn- 1 "
3 Rate-Linear Simulation Dynamics
The recursive method presented here is a generalization of Featherstone's method applicable to rigid multi-
body chains with arbitrary interbody constraints. The development, in fact, runs parallel to a similar
generalization of Armstrong's recursive method [D'ELEUTERIO 1989]. The essential difference is that the
former is based on an affine relationship of the total interbody force to the absolute (generalized) body accel-
eration while the latter relates explicitly only the interbody constraint force. The generalized Featherstone
approach is particularly appealing because of its direct analogy to the discrete-time optimal problem. As
shall be demonstrated, however, a simple equivalence exists between the two schemes.
Let us begin, for explanatory purposes, by considering the rate-linear model, that is, we shall set
f,I = 0 in (3) leaving
A4n_)n = fnT (14)
The extension to the nonlinear case (and, in fact, to elastic multibody trees) will be straightforward from
here, although not totally without some algebraic effort.
Recursion for f_-I
We conjecturethat the interbody forces fr_-1 can be writtenas
_ f_-I = _,,/_,, + _b,, .(15)
which isa generalizationof Featherstone'shypothesis.Note that _n is,ineffect,a mass matrix and _,, is
a generalizedforcequantity.The recursivealgorithm isbased on thisresultand the fact that _,_ and _bn
can be determined recursivelyfrom BN to B0.
The proof of (15) is by induction:
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Step I. For BN, (14) becomes
,_tNVN = _f_-i + fNext
wherein it has been observed that
f +1 - o
since BN is the (free) terminal body. It is immediately obvious that if we set
IIIN : _N, _)N = --fN,ext
(15) is satisfied for n = N.
(16)
(17)
Step II. We assume that
-- fnnT1 ---- _n+l_)n+l "_- _)n+l (18)
Step III.
Now,
and
Given (18), we shall show that (14) follows. Substituting (7) into (14) yields
T n n-1A4,,/_. = T.+1,.I.+1 - I,. + I.,ext (19)
Vn ÷ 1 : "_n+ l,n Vn "Jr _:)n + l Vn+ l,7 (20)
1)n+ I = Tn÷l,nVn Jl- '_n+lVn+l,"/ (21)
(Note that the terms involving the time derivatives of Tn+Im and T_n+l are omitted since they are nonlinear
T
rate terms.) Substituting (21) and (8) in (19) and premultiplying by T_n+l gives
• T • (22)
_n+lfn+l,c : _n+l,ppVn+l,_ "[- "Pn+l I]_n+l Tn+ l,nvn "1- _bn+l, P
where, in general,
_T_npp _ T T
Solving for/_,+1,_ from (22), inserting back into (21) and using the result with (18) in (19) eventually leads
to
T -1 T
__fn-1 ._- {_n "}-Tn+l,nCff_n+l - _n+l"Pn+l_n+l,PP_n+l tt]_n+l)'Tn+l,n)_)n
T -1
"[- {Tn..kl,n[ITln+l_'_n÷l_n÷l,pp(_'n-i-lfn÷l,c -- _)n+I,P) "[- _])n+l] -- fn,ext} (23)
Hence, we can identify
T T
_n = J_C_n -b Tn÷l,n(_n÷l -- _n÷l'_n÷l_n_l,VP'Pn+l_n-kl)Tn+l, n (24)
T -1
_b n = "l"n+l,n[_J_n÷l"JOn+l _n+l,pp(:_n÷lf n+l,c -- _n+l,V) + _bn+l] -- fn,ext
Step IV. By induction, then, (15) is proven.
The matrix @n has an attractive physical interpretation. It is the mass matrix (about On) of the
part of the chain from Bn to BN associated with the constrained degrees of freeedom. FEATHERSTONE
[1983] would refer to @n as the articulated-body inertia. It should also be pointed out that @n, which is
positive-definite, and en are configural, ion-dependent.
Recursion for/J._
By the inductive nature of the proof for (15), it has been shown that the matrices _n and _b,_ can be
evaluated recursively inward, i.e., from BN to B0. Having done so, one can then perform outward recursion,
from B0 to BN, to solve for /_n_- This is evident from (22).
Rewriting (22) for Bn instead of Bn+l and solving explicitly for 9,_ yields
• - 7a,__,,T.,,,_-lv.-1 - q',_p)V n 7 = i]_ ._ _ p ( .T_n Y n , ¢ T • (25)
Examining this result, we see that at B, all the quantities on the right-hand side are known since b,-i can
be computed recursively from its inboard neighbor according to (21).
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4 Nonlinear Simulation Dynamics
The extension to the nonlinear case can be had by simply persevering with the nonlinear rate terms in
the preceding development• However, there is a much more palatable approach which is also not without
significance in computational considerations.
Let [GOLLA 1988]
_n = an "4-an,non (26)
such that
an = Tn,n-zan-1 + "PnVn'y (27)
Inserting (27) into (5) and differentiating reveals that we must have
an,non ----"l'n,n-- l an-- l,non "4-_J"n,n-- l Vn--1 "4-"Pn Vn-t (28)
for (28) to hold. In essence, the acceleration quantities an account for the rate-linear effects and an,non for
the nonlinear effects. Moreover, not only is an found recursively (outward) but an,non as well.
Upon substitution of (27) into the motion equation (3), we have
where
In fact, we could write (30) as
"he'lnan = InT "l- fnl "4- In,non
A
In,non ---- --'A'4nan,non
(29)
.A,4n a n T n n--1= Tn+z,nIn+z - I. + fn,n.t (30)
where
I.,net ___aIn,ext+ I.I + I.,non
Comparing (31) to (19), we learn that the nonlinear dynamics model is of the identical form as the rate-linear
model with vn replaced by an and In,ext replaced by In,net' We can therefore apply the results obtained
above directly to the nonlinear case.
Recursion for f_-z
In general, then, for rigid multibody chains
- I_ -1 = _n"n + _'. (31)
Note that _n is the same as before; however,
T -1
fl;_n = Tn+1,n[_]_n+lT'_n+11t]_n+1,Pp(_n+1In+1,c -- _n+l,P)Pn+l] -- In,net (32)
with
A T
and ON = --IN,net"
Recursion for i_._
The recursive relation for l)n- r can be expressed as
• = - "Pn _nTn,n-lan-z - PnP) (33)
which reflects (26). It bears mentioning that the kinematical equations remain unchanged.
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Relationship to Armstrong's Work
Before proceeding onward, it is worth pointing out that
- 1 T aTOn - OnT_.O.pp'P,, On = anO,_
where
T -1
0 n : OnQQ - OnpQOnpp_l]_np Q
and
OnpQ ___ T A r"l::)n Onan, OnQQ = anOnan
Showing (34) requires invoking the identity
-1 T T7>n27n 7>n +arian =1
By virtue of (34), we can rewrite the first of (24) as
T T
0 n = .A4 n + Tn+l,nan+IOn+lan+lTn+l,n
(34)
(35)
which is a more streamlined expression.
The significance of On, however, lies in the fact that
O.a,_ an + ¢.Yn,_ _--- T (36)
where
_n T T -I= a. t,. + O.p¢I,.pp(Z. f..c - p.p)
This result is equivalent to Armstrong's method for rigid multibody chains with arbitrary joint constraints.
5 A Discrete-Time Optimal Control Problem
Diverting our attention from multibody dynamics momentarily, consider the following optimal control prob-
lem: minimize
N 1
ff : _ _xTikxk + xThk - uT_ltk_l (37)
k=0
subject to the linear state equation
Xk+l = Akxk -1- Bkuk, X-1 = 0 (38)
Here, M_ is a sequence of positive-definite weighting matrices, and hk and tk are vector weighting sequences.
Since UN does not influence xk, k _< N, we shall assume that tN = 0. This problem is slightly different than
the standard "linear-quadratic" version that one typically encounters. The cost functional in the present
case is linear in the control variable. "
Minimizing ,7 subject to the state equation is a straightforward optimization problem. Introducing
the lagrange multiplier or adjoint variable A_, we define the augmented performance index as follows:
N
y' _ _ lxkrMkxk + xTh_ - u T ltk_l + ,XT(xk - Ak-lxl:-i- Bk-,uk-1)2
6=0
(39)
The necessary conditions for optimality,
oy' oy' coy'
0Ak+l 0xk Ouk
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producethetwo-pointboundary value problem (TPBVP):
Xk+l = AkXk + BkUk , X_ 1 = 0 (40)
At = ATAt+l-Mkxk-ht, AN+l:0 (41)
tt = -BTAt+x (42)
We have taken AN+I = 0, without loss in generality, since tN = 0. Hence, from (41), AN = --MNxN -- hN
which supplies the basis for the inhomogeneous Pdccati transformation, sometimes called the sweep method:
At = -Stxt - rk (43)
with SN = MN and rN = hN. Substituting (43) into the equation for tk (42) and replacing x_+l with the
right side of (40), produces the feedback law
ut : -Ktxt + R_l[tt - BTrt+l] (44)
where
-1 TRk_BTSk+xBt, Kt _R t B_St+IAk
The matrix Rk will be invertible if Bt is monic and Sk+l is positive-definite. Substituting the sweep solution
(43) for At and At+x and using (40) for x_+l and (44) for uk gives
[St A_(St+I -1 T )At Mt]xt- -St+IB_R t BtSt+l -
= -rt + (At - BkKt)Trt+l + KTtt + hk
Since this must hold for general xt, the coefficient ofxt must vanish as well as the right hand side. Hence,
St A_r(S_+I -1 r= -St+lBtRt B tst+l)Ak+Mk (45)
which is the discrete-time matrix Riccati equation and
rt = (A_ - BkKt)Trt+l + KTtt + ht (46)
We now return to the question of the invertibility of Rt. The definitions of Kk and Rt reveal that (At -
BtKt)Tst+lBt = 0 which allows us to write the Riccati equation as
St = (At - BtKt)Tst+I(At - BtKk) + Mt (47)
Since SN = MN is symmetic and positive-definite, St is symmetric and positive-definite (using backwards
induction). Hence, Rt defined previously is positive-definite and is always invertible.
The optimal control policy can now be summarized as follows: one solves the Riccati equation (45) (or
(47)) and the vector equation (46) backwards from k = N to k : 0 using the boundary conditions S_ : MN
and rN = hN. The optimal control can then be calculated using (44) while propagating the state forward
using the state equation (40).
6 Relationship Between Optimal Control and Recursive Dynam-
ics
The TPBVP generated by the previous optimal control problem (40-42) is identical in form to that of the
multibody dynamics problem (30), (33), and
z_Y.,¢ = ----n'Prcn-a-n (48)
which follows from premultiplying (8) by .pT while recognizing (9) and (10). Therefore, we make the following
identifications:
Xk _ an Ak _ fn-1
ut _ _3,+1,_ ht _ --fn,net
At _ "l'n+ l,n Mt _ ._n
Bk _ _n+l t_ _ Zn+lf_+;,c
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Hence, the accelerations an are analogous to the states, the interbody forces f:-i are analogous to the
adjoint states, the joint accelerations bn7 play the role of the control inputs, and the projection matrices
7_n+1 take the place of the input matrix Bk. It can be shown that the interbody tranformation matrices
Tn+l,n possess the properties of the state transition matrix thus completing the analogy. Comparing the
transformation (43) with the generalization of Featherstone's solution (32) allows us to identify
S} +---*_n , rk +---*_n , Rk +---+ _n+I,PP
We also emphasize that recursion in time (k) has been replaced by spatial recursion (n) at a given instant
in time.
Using the above identifications, the performance index ff can be written as
I T T T '
,.7" : -_ an .A'in an -- fn,netan -- -fn,c_nVn'¢
n=O
Hence, in the multibody dynamics problem one can minimize ff subject to the kinematical constraint equa-
tion (30) to arrive at the defining equations. Compare this with GIBBS' [1879] formulation of the dynamics of
a system of N particles with masses ran, coordinates xn, Yn, zn, and subjected to forces Xn, Y_, Z, : minimize
N 1 ..2 ..2 +_) Xn_n Yni.)n Zn_nF_, mn(Xn+ Yn -- -- --
subject to the kinematical constraints.
In the work of RODRIGUEZ [1987], he points out the similarity between the equations describing a chain
of hinged bodies and the TPBVP that arises in discrete-time, optimal estimation and smoothing problems.
In his formulation, the bodies in the chain are numbered inwardly (i.e., the tip body is B0 and the root
body is BN). Here, the numbering of the bodies is outward (the root body is B0 and the tip body is BN).
With this convention, the equations are rendered dual to those of Rodriguez. As such, the corresponding
discrete-time problem is not one of estimation and smoothing but one of control. It is interesting to note the
dual relationships inherent in Rodriguez's work. The role of the state is played by the interbody forces and
the adjoint states are the link accelerations, which are a juxtaposition of the results given above. The control
torque at each joint plays the role of a measurement of the states whereas we have the joint accelerations
acting as 'control inputs'.
7 Summary of the Recursive Algorithm
We now summarize the procedures for determining the motion of the chain of bodies. The control forces,
fn,c(t), and external force distribution, fn,ext(t), are prescribed on the time interval of interest. Beginning
with t = 0, we proceed as follows:
Step 1. At time t, the relative velocities Vn-y(t) and the rotation matrices Cn,n-l(t ) are known.
Step 2. Outward recursion for the velocities v,_ and determination of fn,.et:
Do n = 0 to N;
Generate Tn,n-1 using Cn,n-1.
V.n,int : _:_nVn_¢.
×
_n,n-I =--Vn,int_n,n-1 •
V n = _/'n,n_lVn_l q- Vn,in t-
an,non = Tn,,-lan-l,non + _n,n-lVn-1 "_ "_:)nVn_ "
f nI -: (VXn ) T'_nvn' fn,non ---- --"_'_nan, n°n"
In,net = ln,ext + I.r + I.,non"
Next n.
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Step3. Inward Recursion for _n and Pn:
Set _N = -h_N and PN = --fN,non"
Don=N- 1to0;
T T
_n+I,PP = "_n+l_]_n+l T_n+l, Pn+I,P = _l_n+lPn+l
-1
_'n = _n+l,pp'Pn+l_]_n+lTn+l,n, rn+l,n : "Tn+l,n - _Cn'_n+l.
_n = r_+l,n_n+lPn+l,n + A4,
T
P. = r_+l,.p.+l + g:. fn+l,¢ -/n,net
Next n.
If _o # O, _oPP = _oT@o'Po, POP = "p0Tp0
Step 4. Outward Recursion for bn.r:
If "Po = O (/_o is constrained), then bo7 = ao = 0
• --1
Otherwise, v07 = _IS0pp[f0, c - 1/)0p], a0 -- 'P0v0_,.
Do n = 1 to N;
, ×Cn n-I = -¢_n,intCn,n-1
a n = "Fn,n_lan_ 1 q- _n_)n.y
Next n.
Step 5. Estimate VnT(t + At), Cn,n-l(t + At) using some quadrature scheme.
Go back to Step 1 and replace t with t + At.
This completes the summary of the recursive simulation procedure. Note that in a rate-linear simulation, one
ignores the contributions of ]nl and fn,non to fn.net in Step 2. We have written the recursion for @n and
ion, in Step 3, in terms of the quantities K:n and Fn+l,n since this leads to the most compact and efficient
expressions. The fourth step produces the joint acclerations /_n7 which can be integrated in conjunction
with the kinematical relationships for the rotation matrices to produce the joint orientations/positions and
velocities.
8 Concluding Remarks
Given the forces on a chain of rigid bodies, we have shown that the accelerations of the bodies can be
determined using the recursive procedures of discrete-time optimal control. The underlying analogy that
makes this possible yields great insight into the structure of the multibody dynamics problem.
There are many extensions of the present results, a few of which we shall briefly mention here. The
analysis presented was limited to topological chains of rigid bodies. It is easily extended to topological
tree configurations• The problem of flexible multibody dynamics has been considered by D'ELEUTERIO
[1989] who shows that the structure of the equations is unaltered by flexibility. Indeed there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the rigid and flexible problems. With this duality in hand, one can readily extend
the present analysis to the problem of elastic multibody chains. Such an extension has been performed by
DAMAREN _: D'ELEUTERIO [1989].
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Abstract
The effect of the joint drive system with gear reduction for a generic
two-link system is studied. It is done by comparing the kinetic energy of
such a system with that of a direct drive two-link system. The only
difference are two terms involving the inertia of the motor rotor and gear
ratio. Modifications of the equations of motion from a direct drive system
are then developed and generalized to various cases encountered in robot
manipulators.
Introduction
Formulating the equations of motion for a robot is an important part of
robot analysis that will provide necessary information for the design of
control laws and mechanical components. Before the process of formulation can
begin, idealization of the robot system into a model amenable to analysis has
to be performed. Assumptions such as rigid bodies, perfect revolute joints,
complete isolation between electrical phenomena and mechanical motions and
idealized torque transmission in the gear trains are commonly made [1-5]. By
removing one or several of these assumptions, one can come up with models with
different levels of fidelity. The price to pay is the increased complexity in
the resulted equations and possible numerical difficulties. But sometimes,
the price has to be paid in order to obtain equations that correspond better
with the important characteristics of the actual robot dynamics. In this
paper, the effect of some idealizations of joint drive systems in the commonly
used model will be investigated.
Although many robot joints are driven by motors through the use of gears
with reasonably high (on the order of hundred) reduction ratio, the commonly
used model does not include any detail of the drive system. Strictly
speaking, the model of the generally used multl-body system is only directly
related to a direct drive robot. For this model to be applied to a robot with
torque transmission and amplification, certain rules are usually implied. It
is generally believed that the torque at the joints are equal to the product
of the corresponding motor torques and reduction ratios. It is also known to
some that the rotational inertias of the motor rotors when amplified by the
corresponding reduction ratios squared should be included in the link inertia
to resist motion. These implications can be found in textbooks on automatic
control, such as [6], but they are rarely spelled out in robot literature and
their validity is not established.
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In this paper, a slmpIe model will be used to study the effect of gear
reduction on system dynamics. Specifically, the necessary modifications to
the equations of motion for the commonly used simply jointed robot model will
be presented. An example will also be used to demonstrate the effects of gear
reduction to the equations of motion.
System Model
In the present study, it is assumed that the motor rotor is the only
massive element in a joint drive system that will contribute to the modifica-
tions of the equations of motion from that of a multi-body direct drive
system. To study this problem, one might be tempted to just study a par-
ticular system by including the rotors in the model and deriving equations for
the system. Simulatlon can then be performed to hopefully reveal the effects
caused by the inclusion of rotors in the model. This investigation, however,
will be only specific for the particular system simulated and will not shed
too much light for a system with very different geometry and mass distribu-
tion. The methodology adopted here is to understand the general effects of
the rotors and thus to enumerate the suitable modifications of the equations
due to them. In place of a specific model, a generic system model should be
used and the resulted equations studied to identify and generalize the effects
of rotors.
The generic model chosen is shown in Fig. 1. Body C is the carrier of
the motor whose rotor together with the connecting shaft and attached gear
forms a rigid body R. The driven llnk D has an attached gear which meshes
with the gear in R. This is an Ideallzed system of two links with simple
drive system. Since it is assumed that the rotor is the only massive element
in the drive system, this model is sufficiently comprehensive for the study.
Instead of letting C be a llnk jointed to the base, it is a11owed a general
motion relative to the base. This is an intentional choice so that C can be
any llnk of a multi-link system. The system can therefore be considered as a
subsystem of an overall system. It can be seen that the linkage in Fig. 1
involves a closed-loop topology and formulations for the commonly studied
open-loop multi-link system cannot be applied here. In particular, Newton-
Euler formulation is not very convenient for this system and is especially
difficult to generalize. Lagrange's or Kane's formulation is more suitable
for the present study because generalized active and inertia forces can be
considered as being contributed from individual elements of the system. The
overall system can be thought of as having n generalized coordinates, ql, ...,
qn, and q, the joint angle between C and D, can be one of them.
Formulation of Dynamic Equations
Vector-dyadic formalism will be used in all the following formulations.
Here, a vector and a dyadic are defined as abstract entities which are
invariant with respect to unit vector bases [7-9]. They can be expressed in
terms of any unit vector basis or bases but some operations among them can be
reduced without being expressed in any basis. Vectors and dyadics as used in
the following are therefore different from column matrices and square matri-
ces, which are just congregates of numbers. However, when the vectors and
the dyadics are represented in the same vector basis, their operations can be
facilitated by matrix operations.
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The first step In Lagrange's formulation is to derive the kinetic energy
of the system. For the subsystem in Fig. 1, the contribution to the kinetic
energy is
1 _ m(NvP)2 (1)
K = _ C+R+D
where N is an inertia reference frame, m and NvP are, respectively, the mass
and the velocity in N of a generic particle P in the system, and _ denotes
C+R+D
summation over all particles in bodies C, R and D. In the notation for a
velocity, an acceleration, an angular velocity or an angular acceleration, a
left superscript is used to denote the reference frame the quantity is referred
to. In the sequel, when the left superscript is omitted in any of these nota-
tions, reference frame N is implied. Applying the theorem called one point
moving on a rigid body [9], one can express the velocity of a generic particle P
of R or D by
vP = vC + CvP (2)
where CvP is the velocity of P in C, and vC is the velocity of _, which is a
point of C that coincides with P at the instant under consideration.
Substitution of equation (2) in equation (I) yields
K = ½ { _.m(vP) 2 + _ mE(CvP) 2 + 2 vC • CvP]}
E R+D
(3)
where E is a fictitious rigid body that moves exactly like C but has exactly
the same mass distribution as that of C, R and D altogether at the instant
under consideration.
With the application of a kinematic theorem for two points fixed on a
rigid body [9], one can express the velocity of a generic particle P of E as
vP = vQ + uc x rQP (4)
where uc is the angular veloclty of C in N, Q is an arbitrary reference point
on C and rQP is the position vector from Q to P. The use of equation (4)
brings the first term in the right hand side of equation (3) to the form of
m(vP) 2 = mE(vQ)2 + uc • IE/Q • wC + 2mE vQ • (uc x rQE*) (5)
E
where
IEIQ = _ m [(rQP) 2 U - rQP rQP] (6)
E
and, mE and E* are the mass and the mass center of E, respectively, while rQE*
is the position vector from Q to E*, and U is a unit dyadic. It should be
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noticed that E* and IE/Q are not fixed in C. As for the second term in
equation (3), the following equations can be similarly derived by suitably
choosing a reference point• First]y,
m(CvP)2 = mR(CvR*)2 + C@R . IR/R* . CwR
R (7)
where
IR/R* = _ m[(rR*P) 2 U - rR*P rR*P]
R (8)
and, mR and R* are the mass and the mass center of R while CvR*, and CuR are the
velocity of R* in C and the a_gular velocity of R in C, respectively, and rR*P
is the position vector from R- to P. Next,
m(CvP) 2 = CuD . ID/Q ' . CuD
0 (9)
where
ID/Q' = _ m[(rQ'P) 2 U - rQ'P rQ'P]
D
and, rQP and CuD are the position vector from Q', a point on the joint axis,
to P and the angular velocity of D in C, respectively• Then, making use of
equation (4) for vP, one can write
(10)
m vC • CvP = vQ • mR CvR* + uc • CHR/Q
R (11)
where
CHR/Q = _ m r QP x CvP
R
and CHR/Q is the angular momentum of R about Q in C. Similarly,
(12)
m vc CvP vQ mD CvD*• = . + uc . CHD/Q
D
(13)
where
CHD/Q = _.m rQP x CvP
D
(14)
Since R* is fixed in C which implies
CvR* = 0
(15)
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and
CuR = p q a
where p is the gear ratio, it follows that
(16)
and
CHR/Q = p J q a
CwR . IRIR* . CwR = p2 j _2
(17)
(IB)
where J is the axial moment of inertia of R. Also since
CwD = q c
equation (9) can be rewritten as
m(CvP)2 = _2 (c • ID/Q' • c)
D
(19)
(2O)
Substitution of equations (4)-(18) in equation (3) yields
K = ½ {mE(vQ)2 + _c . IE/Q . wc + _2(p2 j + c • ID/Q' • c)}
+ _c . (rQE* x mEvQ + p J q a + CHD/Q) + mDvQ • CvD* (21)
It can be seen in equation (21) that the kinetic energy of the system involves
i
only two terms, _ p2j_2 and pJq wc • a that depend exclusively on the motor
rotor R. Other contributions to K due to R are lumped in those terms
involving the fictitious body E.
Consider now another system S' consisting of only two links C' and D'
jointed together as shown in Fig. 2. The kinetic energy of S' will be the
same as that in equation (21) less the two terms mentioned above if C, D and E
are replaced by C', D' and E', respectively, and if E' is a fictitious body
having the mass distribution of C' and D' at the instant under consideration.
With perfect rotation of axlsymmetric rotor R, the inertia dyadic of C and R
together for Q is fixed C. Therefore a real rigid body C' can have the same
mass distribution as C and R at all times and have the same motion as C. If
this choice is made, and in addition, D' is chosen to have the mass distribu-
tion and the motion of D, then E' has the same mass distrlbution as that of E
at all times. The kinetic energies K' and K , respectively, of S' and the
original system S consisting of C, D and R can thus be related by
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(22)
It is worth noticing that the common wisdom of simply adding p2 j to the
"inertia of the driven link" to compensate for the drive system dynamics is
only true when either wc, the angular velocity of the carrier of the drive
system, or wc • a is zero. For many robots there are some drive systems that
do not satisfy either condition.
The differences between generalized inertia force contributions due to S
and S' can be worked out based on equation (22). Since generalized inertia
force Fr is related to kinetic energy K by
w{
Fr =_ (d B_r_ Bq_r) r = I, .... , n (23)
it follows that
(Fr) s = (Fr)s, + Gr r = 1, .... , n (24)
where
- P J(p_ + ac • a) (qr = q)
p j{_ a(_c • a) + 6 [
a_r
d a(_c- a) a(wc • a)]}
dt B_r Bqr
(qr _ q)
(25)
The partial differentiations in equation (25) are most advantageously per-
formed with C being the reference frame because a is fixed in C. Furthermore,
if C is the ith link in an n-link articulated robot as shown in Fig. 3 and D
is the subsequent link, then it can be shown that
B(w c • a) = {zr • a (r S i)
B_r 0 (r > i)
(26)
B(w c • a) = CB(_C • a = {(w Br x Zr) • a
Bq r Bq r 0
(r _ i)
(r > i)
(27)
and
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Cd
(zr • a) : (CwBr x Zr) • a : (BiwBr x Zr) • a
With equations (26)-(28) in equation (25), one can rewrite G
r
as
- PJ (P qi+1 + NaBi " a) (r = i + 1)
- pJ[(z r • a) qi+l - qi+l (NmBi x Zr) • a] (r _ i)
0 (r > i + 1)
(28)
(29)
If the generalized inertia forces of system S' have been worked out separa-
tely, then that of S can be derived using equations (24) and (29).
As to the generalized active forces, consider that R is acted upon
through electromagnetic or viscous damping interaction by C and the net result
of this interaction is a couple of torque Ta. The laws of dynamics dictate
that a couple of torque -Ta is also acted on C by R. The contribution of this
pair of couples to the generalized active forces Fr are simply
pT (r : i + I)
Fr :
0 (r _ i + I)
(30)
No other interaction forces between the bodies in S contribute to the genera-
lized active forces. For system S', it is easily seen that if a couple of
torque pTc is assumed to act on D' by C', then the contributions of the
interaction forces to the generalized active forces are the same as that in
equation (30).
Generalization
In some situations, the joint drive system of a particular joint is
mounted on the outward llnk rather than the inward link of the joint, such as
that of the second joint of Unlmatlon PUMA robots. The equations derived for
S can still be applied wlth D being the inward link and C being the outward
link. Consider that C is still the ith llnk, and D is the (i-1)th link. The
difference terms Gr in equation (24) become
- PJ [P qi + NaBi " a + _i (zI • a) - qi (NuBi x zi) • a] (r : i)
G; = - pj [(z r • a) _i - qi(Nw Bi x Zr) • a] (r < i) (31)
0 (r>i)
where unit vector a should be in the direction that is associated in the right
hand sense with the rotation of R when the joint experiences a positive
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rotation. The above generalization is true because all the derivations for
the generic system in Fig. 1 do not depend on whether C or D is the preceding
link, with the exception of equations (16) and (19). When D is the link that
precedes C, unit vectors a and c can be properly changed to maintain the
validity of these equations. With this in mind, equation (22) remain valid
for the new case. The difference from the original case is that wc in
equation (22) is a function of q for the present case, and it therefore gives
rise to the differences between the expressions in equations (29) and (31).
It is also observed that the above development applies to any axisym-
metric body designated R that is carried on C and performs fixed axis rotation
in C. Any gear in a gear train connecting a motor to the llnk it drives can
be the rotor R and its contribution to the change of the generalized inertia
forces can be identified. It should be noticed that there will be a different
gear ratio and a different unit vector a for each gear.
Furthermore, one can see that the only role D plays in equations (29) or
(31) is related to the definition of q which is used in equation (16). If the
generalized coordinates can be properly introduced for the system and the
angular velocity of R in C can be expressed as a function of these generalized
coordinates, then the role of D can be eliminated. The above results can thus
be extended to the drive system for linear joint. They can also be extended
to complicated gear systems that make up many robot wrist mechanisms such as
that discussed in [10]. For such a system with three degrees of freedom,
C_R = (pl_I + P2_2 + P3_3 ) a (32)
where ql, q2 and q3 are the generalized coordinates associated with the system
and Pl, P2 and P3 are the corresponding ratios for R, should be used instead
of equation (16). With this, equation (22) is replaced by
Ks = KS'+ ½ j(pl_l + P2_2 + p3(_3)2 + j(pl_l + p2(_2 + P3_3 ) (_c . a
where S is the system consisting of C and R while S' consists of C' only.
(33)
For a complete n degree of freedom motor-drlven robot with speed reduc-
tions involved, the above procedure can be applied in the following manner:
1. Model the system as made up of n rigid bodies connected by the
appropriate linear or revolute joints with each of these bodies having the
mass distribution of the actual link and any rotational elements that it
carries. Formulate the equations of motion for such a model.
2. For each of the rotational elements, figure out its additional contri-
butions to the kinetic energy and in turn the contributions to the generalized
inertia forces as developed above. Add these contributions to the equations
of motion.
3. Use equation (30) to work out the generalized active forces.
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Significance of Reduction Effects
Dynamic equations for PUMA 560 robot has been explicitly derived with
parameter values measured or estimated in [11]. Based on the parameter values
listed, the effects of the drive systems can be estimated. For PUMA 560
robots, the 2nd and 3rd joint drive systems are mounted on the 2nd link while
the 4th to 6th drive systems are mounted on the 3rd link. The motors are
mounted in such a way that their axes of rotation are always perpendicular to
the 2nd and the 3rd joint axes. If only the inertia matrix, which is the
congregate of the coefficients of qi, i= 1,..,6, and the motor rotor's contri-
butions are considered, the coefficients to have additional terms include the
diagonal elements as well as those with indices (I,i), i=2,..., 6, and the off-
diagonal elements with indices (4,5), (4,6) and (5,6) due to the coupling of
the drive systems of the wrist joints. It is understood that the inertia
matrix is a symmetric matrix, and only the elements in the upper triangular
part of the matrix are addressed.
Listed in [11] are inertia contributions of joint drive systems to the
diagonal elements of the inertia matrix. Here, these are assumed to be mainly
contributed by the motor rotors in the form of _2j pursuant to equations
(29) and (30). With this assumption, the constant coefficients of the domi-
nant terms, involving sine and cosine functions of joint angles, of the matrix
elements effected can be compared with those additional contributions propor-
tional to _J as computed based on equations (29) and (30). Table i shows the
list.
Table I Effects of Drive System on Inertia Matrix
Element 1,1 2,2 3,3 4,4 5,5 6,6 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6
Dom. Coef. 2.57 6.79 1.16 .20 .18 .19 .69 .13 1.64 1.25 4.
as In [2] E-3 E-3 E-5
Coef. of 1.14 4.71 .83 .2 .18 .19 .04 .015 2.60 2.5 2.5
add. term E-3 E-3 E-3
It can be seen from Table 1 that p2j terms are dominant In the diagonal
elements of the inertia matrix. They are included in the equations in [11]
while the additional contributions to the off-diagonal elements that are
proportional to _J are not included. Due to the fact that their contributions
remain constant when the robot posture Is changed, the percentage variations of
the diagonal elements is smaller than what It would be if the robot is a direct
drive one. This makes fixed gain control more likely to succeed. Although some
of the latter ones are dominant, they are still very small compared to the
(1,1), or even the (4,4), (5,5) or (6,6) element. As to the elements (4,5),
(4,6) and (5,6), since the coupling relationship between the drive systems are
not discussed in [11], the additional contributions cannot be estimated. It is
reasonable to predict that they will be more significant than those for other
off-diagonal elements judging from equation (33).
Contributions due to the motor rotors to those terms second order in ql,
i=i,.., 6, can also be estimated. Again, some of them may be dominant in
the coefficient of a particular term, but their effect to the complete
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equations may not be significant unless ql, i=1,.., 6, assume significantly
high values.
Conclusions
Although it has been known to joint drive system designers that the
inertia properties of the motor rotor and other elements connected to it are
important factors in determining the system dynamic response, it has not been
elaborated in so many articles on robot dynamics. The contributions in the
form of _2j in the inertia matrix can dominate some of the matrix elements.
Other contributions proportional to _j are less significant, but they may not
be negligible in all cases. With more and very different robots to be developed
in the future, It is important to know what need to be included in the dynamic
model for it to have sufficient fidelity. The methodology set forth in this
paper provides a means to gain the necessary information for a sound judgment.
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RECURSIVE NEWTON-EULER FORMULATION OF MANIPULATOR
DYNAMICS
M. G. Nasser
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Company
P. O. Box 58561
Houston, Texas 77258
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a new recursive Newton-Euler procedure for the formulation and solution of
manipulator dynamical equations. The procedure includes rotational and translational joints and a
topological tree. This model was verified analytically using a planar two-link manipulator. Also, the
model was tested numerically against the Walker-Orin (ref. 1) model using the Shuttle Remote
Manipulator System data. The binge accelerations obtained from both models were identical. The
computational requirements of the model vary linearly with the number of joints. The computational
efficiency of this method exceeds that of Walker-Orin methods.
This procedure may be viewed as a considerable generalization of Armstrong's method (ref. 2). A
six-by-six formulation is adopted which enhances both the computational efficiency and simplicity of
the model.
In section 2.1, we begin with assuming an open chain, rotational joints, and prescribed base
motion. In section 2.2, the procedure is extended to translational joints. Section 2.3 extends the
formulation to a topological tree. Section 3 includes the algorithm summary and computational
efficiency. The appendix contains descriptions of coordinate frames and notations and a summary of the
standard kinematic relations used in the algorithm.
2. DYNAMICS FORMULATION
Let's begin with a quick look at the procedure. The first step is to set up the equations of motion
for a generic link i (rotational) in the i - 1 frame in a 6 × 6 formi.namely, StU L = FL*. U t is a 6 × I
vector consisting of the reaction loads from link i - I on link i and Oi, the hinge acceleration of link i. S i
is a coefficient matrix, and Fi" consists of the mass and inertia of link i (inertial parameters) acting on
the inertial motion of the i - I frame, nonlinear terms, body forces and torques, control torques, and
reaction loads between link i and link i + 1.
The procedure consists essentially of two phases, the inbound and the outbound. In the inbound
phase, one begins at the free end, i = N. Since there is no outbound link, the reaction loads from link N
on link N + I are zero. Therefore, F'At is given by F" N = A N N-I qN-I,N-I 4- BN N-I where AN, N-I
involves only link N inertial paramet_'rs. ' '
Now URN_I,N [equation (2.1.7.1)] may be solved for in terms of SN-I,AN, N_I , qN-I,N-I'
and BN, N_ 1 but not (_N" Now we are ready to proceed to link N - I and substitute URN_I,N •
However, URN_I,N must be transformed to the N -2 frame first. This transformation results in
decomposing (UR N_I, N)N_2 into three terms: the first involving 0N-I; the second, qN-2, N -2' and the
third, a collection of nonlinear and forcing terms. This decomposition enables one to group these terms
with their counterparts from link N - I. The resulting equation of motion is
LN_ I UN_ I = FN_ 1
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Note that in this equation of motion for link N- I, 0"Ndoes not appear, only ON-I' 0"N-2, etc.
Repeating the procedure by solving for uRi_I, i for i = N - 2, N - 3 ..... we finally obtain the
equation containing the hinge acceleration of the base link only.
For the outbound pass, beginning at the base link, link 2, we compute 0"2,(_2)2 , and (_2)2, then
proceed to link 3 to compute 0"3,(_3)3 , and (_3)3, and so on to obtain all hinge accelerations.
Now we proceed with a detailed description of the model.
2.1 MANIPULATOR WITH ROTATIONAL JOINTS
2.1.1 INBOUND PASS
The translational equation of motion for the center of mass of link i in the i - 1 frame is (see
figure 2-1 and the appendix)
YF-i= dt /i_l =rni _i-l+_ix _iXri 4- (__i_14-o)i_lXZ=_lOi4-zi_ l xr i
(2.1.1)
LINK 4
_ END EFFECTOR- " " " LOADS
LINK N
LINK 3
BASE LINK
(LINK 2)
BASE (LINK I)
OPEN KINEMATIC CHAIN
N I
LINK i FREE BODY DIAGRAM
Definitions:
i Ni I)_ _ !
Iftc)i - l
(fi + lc! i_ l
(fi+l,i)i_l
I_i+l,i)i_l
(f_-l,i)i_l
(_i-l.i)i_l
IPl*Ji 1
(ni + lC)i - 1
Inic)l - 1
_'i g_i - I
INi l'_i - 1
the inertia forces developed Jn link i in the i - I frame
= the inertia torquesdeveloped in link _ in the i - I frame
the control forces applied at the proximal joint of link i in the i - 1 frame
= the control forces applied at the distal joint of link i in the i - I frame
the reaction force e_erted on link i by link i + 1 expressed in the i - I frame
= the reaction moment exerted on link i bylink i + I expressed in the t - I frame
= the reaction force exerted on link i bylink i - 1 expressed m the i 1 frame
- the reaction moment exerted on link i by link i - I expressed in the i - I frame
the position vector of the i frame relative to the i - 1 frame and expressed in the i - I frame
- thecontroltorquesappliedatthedistaljointoflink i inthe i 1 frame
the control torques applied at the proximal joint of link i in the i - ! frame
= the external forces applied at the center of mass of link i _n the _ - I frame
= theexternaltorquesappliedatthecenterofmassofllnk i inthe i - / frame
Figure 2-I.
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ORIGINAL PP,GE !S
OF POOR QUALITY
E -_F is the total force exerted on the center of mass of link i in the i - 1 frame. Pi is the linear
momentum of the center of mass of link i in the i - I frame.
c
_-,:L÷,., ÷L-,., ÷F,_ -L_, ÷r; (2.1.25
Substituting equation (2.1.25 into equation (2.1.15 yields the following translational equation of
motion for any link i in the i - I frame:
(" _)-- _f_ _ _:5-,., ÷m, r, ×z_, _,4.a_4,.f,,.,., _, -f,., 4. (2.1.35
_| _ ,
ai_:mi(_i_ ' + _i_l X.r: ) (2.1.3.1)
The rotational equations of motion for link i in the i - 1 frame (torque balance about the
proximal joint of link i) are
) _(" ) ( )= -- Xp, 4- /,_, 4. V..i_ , Xp i (2.1.4)
_ N, ,-, dt r, ., i-1 i-,
or
( ) -r" () _x(,,),_, ,215,
_ i -, -
( )Ii-1 =Ri-"iI'Ri'i-l=d" (2.1.5.1)
) -- p"
_-Ni ,_, - ni+l.i "l- n-.i-l.i -l" Nt -l'_i_i X [.,+,.i. (2.1.5.25
" _-P* _i" c nCNt = N + r. X F _.iX +,--hi+t4"
The rotational equation of motion for arbitrary link i is:
( :) (.__,oi):e: "r* * -- N t + r i X a ini-Li4"m i_, X r ix_,_,z. 0 -J, i =a + +.,r:X_P, _,
4._.,.,÷, -_ ×L.,.,
a. =Jido"t _l --I
Equations (2.1.3) and (2.1.6) may be combined and written in the following matrix form:
s u =F:
(2.1.5.35
(2.1.65
= i-l,i = -l,i (I) f,-Li (2) -.f,-Li (3) ni-l,i(I) ni-l,i(2)
There is no reaction torque in the drive direction.
S i=l _ zizT _ Ai,i_,zizT _ zizTja (2.1.7.2)
where I is a 6 x 6 identity matrix, Z i is its last column, and Ji a is the actuator inertia associated with
hinge i.
F i =A. _lqi 4.B. 4- +' 4. (2.1.7.3)
,., -,.,-_ ,.i-I p x f,.,+ I
31t
_,11
t,i-I * * t
[1] is a 3 X 3 identity matrix, and _*] is a skew symmetric matrix associated withri*.
Since the formal structure of equation (2.1.7) has been defined, consider link N (the link at the
free end) and make use of the following boundary conditions:
]_N.N+I
=_b=0
9N, N+IJ
L N _= S N
Therefore, equation (2.1.7) applied to link N is
FN = AN, N-I qN-I ÷ BN, N-1
G.h--LV 1 , Vi=I,2,...,N
t I
(2.1.7.4)
(2.1.7.5)
(2.1.7.6)
(2.1.8)
(2.1.9)
(2.1.10)
(2.1.11)
U N -- GNF N (2.1.12)
Although the expression for t)N was obtained in equation (2.1.12), 0N cannot be computed until
_N-I and _N-I are. Therefore, proceed to linkN - I and set up equation (2.1.7) for i = N - I.
When transforming (uSi_l,i) into the i - 2 frame, the following recursive relation is used:
() = pT (q,-I,,-I + + °:,,_l)qi, i i-I oi, i_ I , V i = l,2 ..... N (2.1.13)
oi, i_ 1 --O'.Z., , (2.1.13.1)
[ J= . (2.1.13.2)
°_'i-I -_i-l ×zi-lOi
|
I is a 3 X 3 identity matrix, and [_Pi*] is a skew symmetric matrix associated withPi*.
UN 1,N -.--(AN'N-I)N-2 PN-I ON-I,N-2
N-2
I'-I::,]PT = (2.1.13.3)
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FN_ I = AN_I,N_2qN_2,N_ 2 + BN_I,N_ 2
UN I,N
÷
N-2
÷
N-2
[RIIUN-I,N
0 N-2 = RN-2'
$*T + RN_2,N_I YGNBN, N_ !N_IYGNAN, N_IRN-2,N-I (qN-1,N-1)N_ 2
*T
AN, N_ 2 = RN_2,N_ 1YGNAN,N-1 RN_2,N-I
* T
AN, N_ 2 = PN_IAN, N_2PN_I
BN, N-2 = RN-2,N-1YGNBN, N-I
BN, N_ 2 = PN_IBN, N_2 4- AN,N_2ON_I,N_ 2
The superscript T denotes the transpose operator.
Ri_l, i = Ri_l,i
Obviously, upon substituting for URN_I.N into equation (2.1.18) for i = N - I, we get
( .) • .FN_I = AN-1,N-2 + AN, N-2 qN-2,N-2 + BN-1,N-2 + BN,N-2 +AN, N-2ON-I,N-2
Since A'N, N-2 °N-I, N-2 is a function of ON_ 1 only, it can be moved to the left-hand side to
combine with its counterpart from link N - I.
Thus, in general, the equation of motion for any link i takes the following form:
L.U =F.
t t t
-A °F i i,i_lqi-t,i-i +B,i-i
A ° =A + A_+I, ii,i-I i,i-I -I
R*T pTA_+l,i_i = PiR_-l, iYi+IGi+IA_+I,i i-l,i i
B* = Bi + B_+I, i -It,i-I ,i-I
* * O*
Bi+l,i-I = Pi Bi+l,i-I 4- Ai÷l,i-I i,i-I
B,+I,,-I = R:-I,, Yi+I Gi+IB_+l,i
(21.14)
(2.1.15)
(2.1.16)
(2.1.17)
(2.1.18)
(2.1.19)
(2.1.19.1)
(2.1.19.2)
(2.1.19.3)
(2.1.19.4)
(2.1.19.5)
(2.1.19.6)
(2.1.19.7)
2.1.2 OUTBOUND PASS
Assume a prescribed base motion. In this case, _I, _1' and (vl,wl) are given. First compute F 2
and then solve for 02 from the following equation.
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_; = T (2.1.20)Z 2 G 2 F 2
Once {_2 is obtained, (b2) 2 and (_2)2 can be computed. This completes the outbound
computational cycle for the base link. Next we can move on to link 3 and repeat the same sequence -
namely, compute F3, 03, (5-3) 3, @3)3 , 04, etc., until all hinge accelerations are determined. Then we
proceed to the integration phase.
2.2 MANIPULATOR WITH TRANSLATIONAL JOINTS
Some manipulators contain a mixture of translational and rotational joints. The procedure
developed in the previous section for rotational joints is still applicable with slight modifications of the
expressions involved (using the kinematics for translational link). These expressions include Ui, Z v
oi.t_ I, o_, i-/*' _i, andfli*. If we denote these variables by a prime to distinguish them from their
rotational counterparts, we get
: ( { o.)=m, _,_zx _,_lx_.i +2_i_lxz_.i_ 1
J
U'i= [f.i-l.i(l) [,-I.i (2) O'i -.ni-,,i(1) ni-t.i(2) ni-z.i(3)]
FB' -f -r _ ÷ F_-I
Bi'i-! | ft.*' + r_' X fl'. - N. t |
1,1--1
(2.2.1)
(2.2.2)
(2.2.3)
(2.2.4)
(2.2.5)
I P°) oil (2.2.6)
,* @i-l X (wi-! X _ + 2 _i_l X Zi_ 1
Oi, i_ 1 =
Z'.=[O 0 1 0 0 O] T (2.2.7)
L
The remaining variables are defined as in the rotational joints case.
Therefore, the equations of motion for any link i may be written in the following form:
L.U.=F.
l 1 l
where the formulas obtained in the rotational link case still hold. Note that the only distinction
between rotational and translational joints is through the use ofeither fl, ft.*, Ui, o .... o* . ,, and Z
_1 _| 1, I --,! l,l_i l
for rotational links or fl.', fl.*', U ' o'
__ _ i ' z,i-t, °*'i,i-t, and Z i' for translational links.
2.3 TOPOLOGICAL TREE
The case of a manipulator with tree topology does not alter the formulation in a fundamental
manner. In fact, only the root links must be treateddifferently.
Consider the system shown in figure 2-2. For any branch b, we can proceed as in the open chain
case until the root link is reached. . zDenote the root link by K; hence,
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| t_J_N4_H
Figure 2-2.
(2.3.1)
Recall that in the open chain case (Ui,i+iR)iwas transformed tothe i - I frame and expanded in terms
ofA* ,q ,and B*
i+l,i-1 i-l,_-I i+l,i-l"
or
Therefore, we get
URK'K+I)K I RI _ 4"(UK.K+I)K 1 R2
_ = (UK, K+I)K_I
R m (2.3.2)
o
AK, K_ I : AK, K_ 1 + AK+I,K_ I
j=l
,jBK, K_I = BK, K_ 1 + BK+I,K_ 1
(2.3.3)
(2.3.4)
j=l
For any j, the definition of A*J K + t, K-l and B*) K + t, K- 1 is the same as that of the open chain.
ALGORITHM SUMMARY AND COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
3.1 OPEN KINEMATIC CHAIN
Start at the free end, i = N.
3.1.1 INBOUND PASS
Repeat the following sequence fori = N, N - I, •
I. Compute A* and B* (may be skipped forlinkN).
i+1,i-I i+1,i-I
2. ComputeA*i,i_ I andB*i,i_ I.
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3. Compute L_and G i.
4. i = i - I and repeat untili= 2.
3.1.2 OUTBOUND PASS
Prescribed base motion: _I, _I, _I, and v_ are given. Repeat the followingstepsfor i= 2,3 ....N.
I. Compute eitherF orF '(i= I).
.. l I
2. Compute0 i,
3. Compute(_i ) and _i)
i
4. i = i÷ I and repeatsteps I through 3.
3.2 TOPOLOGICAL TREE
3.2.1 INBOUND PASS
case.
Apply the open kinematic chain procedure to allbranches untilthe base node isreached in this
1. ComputeA*JK÷I,K_ I andB*JK+l,K_ I orA*fK+I,K_ 1 andB*J'K+l,K_ 1 forall
j = I, 2 ..... m where m is the number of branches at the base node.
2. Compute A*K,K_I and B*K,K_ I.
3. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 as in the open chain unless another is reached; in such case, repeat
steps 1 and 2.
3.2.2 OUTBOUND PASS
No change.
3.3 COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
The number of multiplies is equal to 258N - 119, and the number of adds is equal to I9IN - 83,
where N is the number of links.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A general procedure for the formulation and solution of the equations of motion for a rigid
manipulator has been presented. This procedure includes a solution for the tree topology. The
extension toa closed kinematic chain followsnaturally. However, the presentation ofthis extension is
pending formal implementation and verification.
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APPENDIX
LINK COORDINATE FRAME AND NOTATION
We adopt a dynamic reference frame. This frame is used here with the Denavit and Hartenberg
convention (ref.3). The jointsare points of articulationbetween links and are numbered such that
jointiconnects link i - I and link i.Consequently, jointsiand i + I are the proximal and distaljoints,
respectively,oflink i.Each link iisassigned a Cartesian coordinate frame, (xi,Yc z_),which isfixed on
the linkand thereforemoves with it.(See figureA-I.)
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zi_ ! z i
+ . J
JOINT i
PROXIMAL JOINT
Figure A-I
The z i axis is the axis of the rotation/translation of the distal joint of link i. The _xt axis is directed along
the common normal fromz i_t t°Zr Theyi axis equalsz i × _xi to complete the right-handed system.
In order to associate a particular vector with the coordinate frame, an indexed parenthesis notation is
introduced as follows.
(Oi)i-1 = the link i relative displacement with respect to and expressed in the i - 1 frame
(P*i)i_1 = the position vector of the i frame relative to and expressed in the i - I frame
To relate two neighboring coordinate frames, a transformation from the i - ! frame to the i frame is
defined as successive rotations of 0_ about thez_-I axis followed"_'_/about the x i axiS. (See figure A-2.)
This is denoted as
Ri, i_l=R°tx (dPi) R°t (Oi)
i zi -1
I cos 0 i sin Oi 0 ]
-cos _ i sin Oi cos _bi cos Oi sine i
sin qbi sin O i - sin qbi cos O i cos _ t
R -I =R Ti,i-1 i,i-1 -- Ri-l,i
a i cos 0 1
a i sin 0
s i
(A.I.1)
(A. 1.2)
(A.1.3)
Y, lb, [ qb /_f LINKi
qNy' ..z
LINK i- I J _t-I
Note: When the z i_1 and z i axes are aligned, it implies that 0 i = O.
Figure A-2
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Thefollowingisasetofstandardkinematicrelations(seefigureA-3)forthemotionofarigidbody
relativetoamovingreferenceframe.
-s = and (_s) = Zi-l_(_)i-1 o ,-I o
if link i is rotational
if link i is translational
(A.2.1)
Zi- I ,
z i
x i
(_i')_j RELATIVE
Figure A-3
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Kinematic Sensitivity of Robot Manipulators
Marko I. Vuskovic
Department of Mathematical Sciences
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182-0314
Abstract
Kinematic sensitivity vectors and matrices for open-loop, n degrees-of-freedom manipulators are derived. First-order
sensitivity vectors are defined as partial derivatives of the manipulator's position and orientation with respect to its
geometrical parameters. Considered is thefour-parameter kinematic model, as well as thefive-parameter model in case
of nominally parallel joint axes. Sensitivity vectors are expressed in terms of coordinate axes of manipulator frames.
Second-order sensitivity vectors, the partial derivatives of first-order sensitivity vectors, are also considered. It is shown
that second-order sensitivity vectors can be expressed as vector products of thefirst-order sensitivity vectors.
1. Introduction
Sensitivity Theory plays an important role in Systems Theory and in Control Engineering. Its major part, Sensitivity
Analysis, is studying the effects of small variations of system parameters on its dynamic behavior and performance
criteria. This information can be used for identification of the system's mathematical model, and for the optimal
design of the system's controller. Sensitivity theory is also concerned with methods of efficient generation of
sensitivity functions in real-time, which can be used for adaptive control. The main results of Sensitivity theory with
application in control were obtained in the early sixties. An excellent survey of the Sensitivity Theory at that time is
given by two of its important contributors, Kokotovic and Rutman [9]. More recent overviews of the Sensitivity
Theory are given by Cruz [3] and Frank [5].
Beating in mind the substantial influence of the Sensitivity Theory on the development of Control Theory, the
question can naturally be raised, whether it can play a similar role in Robotics. In fact, there are many areas in
Robotics where sensitivity functions are implicitly used. An example is Robot Calibration, which has been
established as an important discipline of Robotics [12], and which can be considered as a counterpart of System
Identification, a discipline of System Theory. Finally, one of the most important quantities in Robotics, the
manipulator Jacobian matrix, is a sensitivity matrix of the robot position and orientation with respect to joint angles.
The terms "sensitivity", or "kinematic sensitivity" is explicitly used in Robotics by Togai [13]. He has
proposed the kinematic sensitivity matrix as a new quantitative measure for the capability for accurate positioning and
orienting of a manipulator. This measure is proposed as an attribute complementing Yoshikawa's robot
manipulability [15]. Asada and Hara [1] have also defined and analyzed the sensitivity of the actuator torque of the
direct-drive arm with respect to the inertial loads. Both papers are dealing with sensitivity only partially, in the
context of other problems, and without particular attention given to the problem of computing sensitivity functions
in the general case.
This paper considers sensitivity vectors and matrices more generally, although restricted to Robot Kinematics.
Sensitivity vectors are defined as partial derivatives of the manipulator's position and orientation with respect to its
geometric parameters: link twists, link distances, link offsets and joint angles. Their explicit expressions are derived
in terms of link coordinate axes. The case of nominally parallel joint axes, i.e. the five parameter model proposed by
Hayati [6-8], is also considered. The sensitivities with respect to link twists about y-axes are derived for this case.
Sensitivity vectors, or more precisely, the first-order sensitivity vectors, are then used to derive second-order
sensitivity vectors, which are second-order partial derivatives of the manipulator position and orientation with respect
to link parameters. It is shown that second-order sensitivity vectors can be entirely expressed in terms of fast-order
sensitivity vectors. The appendix supplied at the end of the paper reviews the basic formulas from robot kinematics
which are used in the derivation of kinematic sensitivities. It also presents an efficient recursive algorithm for
computation of link coordinate axes, for both the four and the five parameter models of forward kinematics.
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2. Sensitivity vectors and matrices
Position and orientation of an n-DOF manipulator are characterized by its position vector p ffi [ pj _ P3 ]T and
orientation matrix R = [r/j]3. These quantities can be referred to any link with respect to any coordinate system. We
will consider position and orientation of the n-th link, called the wrist, with the O-th link, called the base, as a
reference coordinate system, i.e. p ffiOp, and R = °.R.
The manipulator geometry is defined by its link parameters. We will use the modified four-parameter Denavit-
Hartenberg model as proposed by Craig[2], in which the link parameters are: ai (link distances), o4 (link twists), di
(link offsets) and 0i (joint angles). Therefore vector p and matrix R are functions of these parameters:
p = p(a,o_,d,0), R = R(a,c_,d,0) (1)
where: a=ta0 al ... a,_l ]r,Ct= [¢Z0 O_j ... ¢Z,,l ]T, df[dl d2 ...ds] r and 0= [01 02...0,] r
In order to study variations of p and R caused by small variations of link parameters we have to consider their
partial derivatives _p/_c and _R/_c, where c stands for any of the link parameters. The first partial derivative, _p/_c,
we call the positional sensitivity vector.
The orientation sensitivity is not so straightforward. The derivative _R/_c does not give convenient
information about the variation of the manipulator's orientation. It would be more appropriate to express it in terms
of three angles instead of a nine-element orientation matrix. Therefore we represent a small change of the
manipulator's orientation through three infinitesimal orthogonal rotations A9 ffi[Acpl A_ AcP3] T about the axes of
the base coordinate system. This can be written:
R(c+Ac) = _(Atp) RCc), (2)
whe:e
_(Aq_) =rot4e_,A_3)rol_e_Aq_ ) rot(el,A%). (3)
The definition of the rot operator is given in the Appendix (see (A-4)). For sufficiently small Atpi ' (3) becomes [11]:
O(Aq_) - I + A(Aq_) (4)
where I is the 3x 3 identity matrix and A(Ag) is a skew-symmetric operator (see (A-5)). Thus
•_- = lim ffilim R(c) ffiA( )R(c),
Ac-o0 Ac Ac---_0
where
(5)
t)q_ lira
_c _ AcAc--_0
we denote as the orientation sensitivity vector. The relation between the orientation sensitivity vector and the partial
derivative of the orientation matrix is given by:
A(_) - _R _T (6)
o_
Sensitivity vectors for vanous link parameters can be joined together to form the sensitivity matrices:
*'" _ln-I ' a .... ' "'" , ¢_ ....
(7)
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3. Derivation of sensitivity vectors
Positional sensitivity vectors with respect to parameters aj and dj can be directly obtained if we express the
manipulator position p explicitly in terms of these parameters. Such an expression is given in the Appendix. Since
coordinate axes are independent of these parameters, (A-8) is giving:
Hence
In ot'der to derive positional sensitivity vectors with respect to ¢tj and 0j, we first fred partial derivatives of coordinate
axes with respect to these parameters. Combining (A-3) and (A-7) we can write:
_'-_-i:R = A(e_) i-I 0_i4 R i-I
/_'-I iR, _ , -- iR A(e3). (10)
Now applying(I0)and (A-6)to(A-8) and assumingj<i,we obtain:
Thus:
_xi
(_ j o j ÷l o l O A o o ffi .R _,j., _--el _jR (eDJ/RelffiA(jRel) iRej A(xj) x i = xjxx i
=_ -X iX Xj j<i (II)
In a similar way we can obtain other partial derivatives:
8zi _ _ -zi× xj j<i
_j [ 0 j _ i _x.....L={ -Xi X Zj j_i _zi { "zi X zj J<i_oj o _> i ' _o'--7 = o _<_i
(12)
Applying now (II)and (12)to(A-g)we get:
_ _xi'l _Zi
b_j = i_1 _0_ ai'l + "_ di
Finally, substituting (A-9) into (13) gives us:
Similarly we get:
thus:
-- -Z (xi.1 ai.l + zi_ )×x_.
i,,j÷l
(13)
(14)
(15)
SPa= [Xo× ro xlxrl...Xn.lXrn.l ] SPoffi[zlxrlz2× rz...zn.lXrn.l O]
(16)
In order to get orientation sensitivity vectors we first differentiate R with respect to cxj and 0r :
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OR _) R _I K . R -
Substituting(17)into(6)givesus:
which yields:
In a similar way we obtain:
=Xj.
=Zj.
Since R does not depend on aj and dj it follows that:
The result we can summarize as:
=0.
= A( _R el)°,JR = A(xi)R. (17)
(18)
sO =[oo...o]
a
S o
= [Xoxl ... x. ll (19)
By comparing (19) with (9) we notice S_a= Sea and S_o= SPd. We also notice that sensitivity matrices
@
S o constitute the manipulator Jacobian Jo in the form which is originally given by Whimey [14].
SPoand
4. Parallel joint axes
As pointed out by Hayati [6-8], if two consecutive joint axes are nominally parallel, small axis missalignment can
cause large variations in link parameters. This invalidates standard calibration algorithms based on Denavit-
Hartenberg'sfour-parametermodelforforwardkinematics.Thereforehehasproposedafifthpamn_ter,13,whichisan
additional rotation of the link about its y-axis.
In order to study sensitivities respect to the new parameter, we assume the general case in which all links are
described by five parameters. In this case, expressions (A-3) expand to (A-11), which gives:
= rot(el,ai.1) A(e2)rot,(e2,fJi.1) rolt(e_0i)=
A(rot(el,¢_.l) e2) i-J i R= i R = A(cos(_i.I) e2 + sin(ai_l) e3) i.1
Consequently:
/_xi/_j- /_3j_J=_'(°R/+'j RJ÷/Re#) = _.RA(cos(aj)e2+sin((xj)e3)JzRe, =
= A(cos(cti)yj + sin(aj)zj)xi. (20)
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Comparing (20) with (A-12) we see that the argument of the A-operator is vj. Hence:
Similarly we get:
= _ "x i× Vj j<i
_z/ =f -ziX vj j<i
[ o _zi
These partial derivatives we use to obtain the positional sensitivity vector with respect to _3j:
-_ =vjx0r, pj=rj-aj_j = rj÷l +di÷lzi÷l
Using the method shown in the preceding section, we also find the orientation sensitivity vector with respect to
Pj:
_ Vj.
Since the five-parameter model is used with nominally parallel joints, that is aj = 0, vj will be identical to yj (see
(A-12)). This fmally gives:
I sP3=[yoxpoy:xpl...yn.sxpn_ 1 ] S_=[yo Yl ... Yn-l]
5. Second-order sensitivity vectors
The second-order sensitivity vectors we define as partial derivatives of the fast order sensitivity vectors obtained in
third section. From (8) or (9) it is clear that:
Oai Oaj Oai _lj _d i _aj Od/_
In addition, from (14) and (15) we get:
_oq _a j 0 i 2 j _i 3d j 0 i 2 j
_2p ={zi x xj i<_j , _.p ={zix zj i<j
80_aa/ 0 i>j _i_dj 0 i_>j
In order to obtain the other second-order sensitivities, we find fast the derivatives of rj. Starting from (A-9), and
knowing that x _ and zi are independent from the link distances and link offsets, we can directly write:
_i xi i_>j , zi i > j
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For the link twists we have:
Applying (11) and (12), and assuming i <j, (21) becomes:
m m
-- = _ [(XiXXbl)ak.l+(Xi×zk)dk] =XiX _" (XA_/ ak.l+ Zkd_
_zi _'J_J k-j+J = - rjxxi,
For i =j we write (see (A-9)):
Bry _ _ xya_+z_d_ +r_ ., __at +_ . +__
Applying (11), (12) and (22), we get:
m ___ ( z ja d_j + r_l ) x xy.
Since xj × xy = 0 we have:
Octi "(_ldYa + xjay +r_l)xx i -rjxxj, i=j.
Combining (22) and (23) we f'mally obtain:
_l'j _-rj× x i i _< j
_0ti L" r ix x i i > j
Similarly we obtain:
Using now (16) we get:
_l'j {-rjx z i i _< jB0i -rix zi i > j
02p a__(
- - ÷
Assuming i <j and applying (11) and (24), (25) becomes:
_2p =-(xjxxi)xr_- x_x(r/xx_).
aa i atx)
Since (a x b) x c = a x (b x c) - b x (a x c) for any three vectors a, b and c (see (A-6)), (26) becomes:
= xl x (xj x r j),
• xz 0_xj
For i __ (25) yields:
_2p = xj X(xi X ri).
&Xi_%
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
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Thus"
_'P = f xi× (x)× r)) i<j
_:zi ao_ _,-(xi x ri ) x xj i_j
Similarly we can obtain other second-order derivatives:
i Izi× (z j× r j) i<j
z,x(xjxrj) i<j _1) = [ "(z'xri) xzj
a2p_aoiatzj [-(z,x r ,) x x) i_j _oiao j i>_j
Derivatives with reversed order of differentiation can be obtained using Schwarz's theorem for mixed derivatives. For
example:
i<j _Oj aa i j>i
= - (zjxrj)xxl = xix(zjx rj)
The results for second-order positional sensitivity vectors are summarized in Table 1. The second-order orientation
sensitivity vectors can be obtained by differentiating corresponding first order sensitivity vectors, which are given in
(19). The results are summarized in Table 2.
It is interesting to note that second order sensitivity vectors can be expressed in terms of f'wst-order sensitivity vectors.
Comparing the results from the tables we can, for example, write:
This observation can be sumarized as follows:
{ -_x a-.L i<j_ a_p._x acp i2j
act_ aoj
0 i<j _ a-_'x ap i<j
:.. i2j
aci_j acl a_ ' _i_lj . a_.. x ap i2j
aq,
[ a(p aq)
_x _ i<j
= , , aqj
where c can be symbolically replaced by a or d, while _ and 1] can be replacedby ot or O.
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Table 1. SECOND-ORDER POSITIONAL SENSITIVITY VECTORS
di 0
0
o;
Oi
0
-xixxj
0
-xixzj
-zixzj
zi x (zjx r})
-zixzj
(Uppw vah_ ia for i < j, Iowe¢ vah,_ k for i _j)
Table 2. SECOND-ORDER ORIENTATION SENSITIVITY VECTORS
o
ai 0
0
di 0
ai
Oi
zixxj
0
zixxj
0
(Upper value is for i < j, lower value is for i _f)
ej
zixtj
0
zixz j
0
6. Conclusion
Kinematic sensitivity vectors and matrices with respect to link parameters have been defined and derived for open-
loop, n DOF manipulators. Sensitivity vectors are expressed in terms of coordinate axes of manipulator links. A
recursive algorithm for efficient computation of coordinate axes has been also presented. Second-order sensitivity
vectors are also derived. It is shown that the second-order sensitivity vectors can be expressed as vector products of the
fast-order sensitivity vectors. The results obtained can be used for numeric and symbolic computation of kinematic
sensitivities for a particular manipulator type.
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Appendix
The orientation R and position p of an n-DOF manipulator are given by:
/I n
R = o i._R,- o Pi,nR = I'[ " P-- Pn-- _ °4Ri'l
/.-1 /-1
where i-_R and i-; Pi are the relative orientation matrix and position vector of the i-th link, and
(A-l)
oR= °4R i':R. (A-2)
If we suppose the four-parameter model originally proposed by Denavit and Hartenberg [4] and modified by Craig [2],
then:
i-I i -1jR ffi tot(e l,tXi.l) lrol;(e3,0i), Pi = el ai.l + rot(e_,cti-l) e3 di, (A-3)
where el=[lO0] r, e2=[OlO] r and e3=[O01] r.
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Therotationoperatorusedin(A-3)canbeexpressed in general form as rotation by angle $ about unit vector k = [k l
k2kj]r Ikl-l:
rot(k,,) : I + sin, A(k) + (1-cos,) A(k) 2, (A-4)
where I is the 3x3 identity matrix and A(k) is the skew-symmetric operator.
F 0-k k2]
A(k)= |k3 0 -kl/ .
L-k2 kl 0 /
Note that operator A has the following interesting _es[10]:
(A-5)
A(a) T ffi-A(a) A(a+b) = A(a) + A(b) A(k) 2 ffikk T - I
A(a)b = a x b A(a) A(b) - A(b) A(a) = A(A(a)b) A(k) 3 = - A(k), (A-6)
A(ca) - cA(a) BA(a) ffiA(Ba)B
where a and b are arbitrary vectors, k is a unit vector, ¢ is scalar and B is an orthogonal 3x3 matrix.
Using these _es, it can be shown:
a-_rot(k,,) = A(k) rot(k,_). (A-7)Irot(k,_b) A(k)
If we denote the coordinate axes of the i-th link by: x/ o o o o= xi, yiffi Yiand ziffi zi, i.e i R _[_ Yi zi],
x i = OR ez, Yi o o= i R e2, _ = iRes, then we can express p in terms of these vectors:
?g
P = _, xi. lai. l+z id i • (A-8)
i-1
Similarly we can express the distance of the i-th link from the last, n-th, link:
II
r i ffi ri÷l+xiai+zi÷l¢_÷ I ffi _xj.ja/.j+z/dj, i-n-l,n-2 ..... 1, r,ffi0, P =rz. (A-9)
/-i+l
Note that we have assumed here coordinate assignments as proposed by Craig [21, where the z-axis of the i-th frame,
z i , is colinear with the i-th joint axis, and the origin of the i-th link is lying on the axis.
Vectors xi, Yi and _ can be competed recursively. Using (A-2), (A-3) and (A-4) we can obtain:
v i = cos(czi._) Ytl + sin(¢_.l) ztl, Yi = CiVi" Sixi,! , (A-10)
x i = si v z + ci x tl , z _ ffi cos(Oq.l) ztj - sin(ai.j) y tl , i = 1,..,n
In the five-parameter model proposed by Hayati [6-8], relative orientations and positions of links become:
i_R = rog(e_,oq.i) rot(ez,[_/.l) rot(ez,0i), i-1 P/= e! ai.l + rog(e_,oq_l) rot(e2,[3i.j) e3 di.
This will result in a similar set of recursive relations for coordinate axes:
(A-11)
v i = sin(oq.j) z tl + cos(o4.1) y tl , x i =
w i = cos(oq.l) z tl - sin(oq.l) y tl , Y i =
u i = cos(13i.l_x _ - sin(13i.Dw i , z i =
Note, for [_i4 = 0, ui = x_l , and (A-12) reduces to (A-10).
siv/+ c/u/,
CiV i - Sial ,
Sin(_i.l)X_1+ COS(13i.AWi , i = ],..,n.
(A-12)
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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the applicability of conjugate gradient
algorithms for computation of the manipulator forward dynamics. The
redundancies in the previously proposed conjugate gradient algorithm is
analyzed [7]. A new version is developed which, by avoiding these
redundancies, achieves a significantly greater efficiency. A preconditioned
conjugate gradient algorithm is also presented. A diagonal matrix whose
elements are the diagonal elements of the inertia matrix is proposed as the
preconditioner. In order to increase the computational efficiency, an
algorithm is developed which exploits the synergism between the computation
of the diagonal elements of the inertia matrix and that required by the
conjugate gradient algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The manipulator forward dynamics problem, which concerns the determination
of the motion resulting from the application of a set of joint forces/
torques, is essential for the dynamic simulation of robot manipulators. The
motivation for devising fast algorithms for the forward dynamics solution
stems from applications which require extensive off-line simulation as well
as applications which require real-time dynamic simulation. In particular,
for many anticipated space teleoperation applications, a faster-than-real-
time simulation capability will be essential. In fact, in the presence of
the unavoidable delay in information transfer, such a capability would allow
a human operator to preview a number of scenarios before run-time [1].
The forward dynamics problem can be stated as follows: given the vector
of the actual joint positions (Q) and velocities (Q), and the vector of
applied joint forces/torques (T), find the vector of the joint accelerations
(Q). Integrating Q leads to the new values for Q and Q. The process is then
repeated for the next T. The first step in the computation of the forward
dynamics is to derive a linear relation (for the given Q) between the vector
of joint accelerations and the vector of joint inertia forces/torques. Given
the dynamic equations of motion as
ACQ)Q + CCQ, Q) + G(Q) + Jt(Q)F E = T (1)
and the bias vector (b) as
b = C(Q,Q) + G(Q) + Jt(Q)f z (2)
the linear relation is derived as
A(Q)Q = T - b = r (3)
where A(Q) is an nxn symmetric, positive definite, inertia matrix and J is
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the 6xn Jacoblan matrix (t denote matrix transpose). Q, Q, Q, T, b, F_n,
and FE is the 6xi vector which is a compact representation of the external
force (fE) and moment (nE) exerted on the End-Effector (EE). The bias vector
represents the contribution due to the nonlinear terms as well as the
external force and moment. Hence, F stands for the vector of applied inertia
forces/torques. The bias vector can be obtained by computing the inverse
dynamics, using the Newton-Euler (N-E) formulation [2], for the actual value
of Q, Q, and FE while setting Q to zero. The evaluation of b and F, i.e.,
the derivation of Eq. (3), is necessarily the first step in the computation
of forward dynamics.
The proposed algorithms for computation of the forward dynamics differ
in their approaches to solving Eq. (3), which directly affect their
asymptotic computational complexity. These algorithms can be classified as
O(n) algorithms [3]-[8], the O(n 2) algorithms [7], and the O(n 3) algorithms
[7]. However, any analysis of the efficiency of these algorithms should be
based on the realistic size of the problem, i.e. the number of Degrees-Of-
Freedom ([9OF). In fact, the comparative study in [3] shows that the O(n 3)
composite rigid-body algorithm is the most efficient for n less than 12. It
also shows that, due to the large coefficient of n2 terms on the polynomial
complexity, the conjugate gradient algorithm of [7] does not become more
efficient than the composite rigid-body algorithm except for very large n,
making the algorithm almost impractical.
In this paper, we develop two conjugate gradient algorithms which are
significantly more efficient than that of [7]. The better efficiency of
these algorithms is mainly achieved by a significant reduction of the
coefficient of n2 terms on the polynomial complexity. The first is a
Classical Conjugate Gradient (CCG) algorithm which improves the computation
cost of each iteration by eliminating the redundancy in the extrinsic
equations, i.e., by a better choice of coordinate frame for projection of
the intrinsic equations. With this reduction in the cost of each iteration,
a further efficiency can be achieved by reducing the number of iterations
through the use of a preconditioner. The second is a Preconditioned
Conjugate Gradient (PCG) algorithm which uses a positive definite diagonal
matrix, whose elements are the diagonal elements of the inertia matrix, as a
preconditioner. An efficient algorithm for computation of the diagonal
elements of the inertia matrix is also developed.
However, despite these improvements, the developed algorithms are, in
general, still less efficient than the best O(n 3) algorithm. It should be
pointed out that the efficiency of this algorithm is further increased by a
recently developed algorithm [8]-[9] which achieves greater efficiency in
computing the inertia matrix over the composite rigid-body algorithm in [7].
Despite the improvement in the efficiency of the serial algorithms, even the
fastest serial algorithm is far from providing the required efficiency for
real-time or faster-than-real-time simulation. This observation clearly
suggests that the exploitation of parallelism in the computation is the key
factor in achieving the desired efficiency.
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The analysis of the parallel efflclency of different algorithms Is more
complex than that of the serial efficiency [9]. Our investigation indicates
that the PCG algorithm presents excellent features for parallel computation
[10]. In fact, the parallel version of the PCG algorithm, while requiring a
simple architecture, may potentially become the most efficient alternative
for parallel computation of the forward dynamics. In fact, such a potential
has motivated us to further investigate the PCG algorithm and the impact of
the preconditioning on its convergence. In this paper the preliminary
results of our investigation are presented.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the CCG and PCG
algorithms are briefly reviewed and the particular features of these
algorithms in the context of the forward dynamics computation are discussed.
In Section III, the CCG algorithm is developed. In Section IV, the PCG
algorithm and the algorithm for computation of the diagonal elements of the
inertia matrix are presented. Finally, some discussion and concluding
remarks are made in Section V.
II. CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD AND RESULTING ALGORITHMS
The conjugate gradient method is one of the most widely used methods for
the iterative solution of llnear systems of equations such as
Ax = b x, b _ Rn (4)
where A_ R nxn iS a symmetric positive-definite matrix. An attractive feature
of the method is the guarantee of the convergence in at most n steps. Several
developments have contributed to the wide application of the method [13];
they Include analysis and experimentation leading to the identification of
the most stable versions of the method, an understanding of its error
propagation, and the fact that the solution of Eq. (4) arises in many
applications.
The discussion given here is mainly based on the treatment found in [12]
where the basic algorithm is given as follows:
x = 0
o
r = 0
o
For j = I, 2 ..... n
if r = 0 then set x = x and quit
]-i j-1
else
t /r t r _I - 0 (5)
_] = rl-lr]-1 j-2 ]-_-
P] = r]-I + _]Pl-1 Pl - 0 (6)
t t
_l : PJ-IPJ-1/PJ APl (7)
= x + (8)
x] 1-I _]Pl
- _x]Ap]r] = r]_1 (9)
X ---- X
n
This is the Classical Conjugate Gradient (CCG) algorithm which has been
analyzed in considerable detail under general conditions.
The interest in the conjugate gradient method has been further increased by
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the development of the preconditioning strategies to accelerate convergence
of the algorithm. Furthermore, while theCCGalgorithm and its preconditioned
versions are not naturally suitable for parallel computation, they are well
matched for vector supercomputers, i.e., they can be efficiently vectorized
[13]-[14]. The key concept in achieving a faster convergence resides in
improving the condition of matrix A by preconditioning [12]. Let C be some
nonsingular symmetric matrix and define A = C-1AC -1, b = c-lb, and x = C-ix.
Then the algorithm can be applied to the equivalent transformed system
x = b where for an appropriate choice of C the convergence may be
accelerated considerably. Let M = C2. The algorithm (for n steps) is written
as [12]:
x=O
o
r =0
0
For j = 1, 2 ..... n
if r = 0 then set x = x and quit
J-* j-1
else
Solve /fZ = r for Z (I0)j-1 j-1 J-1
_l = zt r IZ t r _i = 0 (II)j-, j-i j-2 j-2
PJ = 7"j-1 + _JPJ-I Pl =- 0 (12)
= Z t. r. /pt. (13)
_J j-x z-_ J Apj
Xj : Xj_ 1 + _jPj (14)
rj ---- rj_ 1 - c_jApj (1U)
x = x
n
This is the Preconditioned Conjugate Cradient (PCC) algorithm and the
symmetric positive definite matrix M is called the preconditioner. In order
for M to be effective as a preconditioner, it is essential to be able to
easily solve the linear systems in Eq. (10). A well chosen preconditioner
can lead to rapid convergence, often after O(n */2) iterations [12]. Note
that if H-1 = A-1, then the iteration converges immediately. So one hopes
that when M-1 _ A-1 (in some sense) the iteration converges very quickly. In
fact, this is what has been shown in [15]. As a result, if the matrix A is
diagonally dominant then H = Diag (A) may be an excellent preconditioner
since M closely approximates A. Furthermore, with the a diagonal matrix the
solution of Eq. (10) is trivial. The choice of H = Diag (A) is known as
Diagonal Scaling or PCC-DS. Note that, compared to the cost of each
iteration of CCG, such a choice leads to only an additional cost of n
divisions per iteration of PCC-DS. Given the faster convergence, this
represents an efficient tradeoff which explains the preference for the use
of PCC-DS over CCC even where A is not diagonally dominant.
However, the serial and parallel computation of the conjugate gradient
algorithms, when applied to the forward dynamics solution, differs from its
application to more generic problems. In fact, it is usually assumed that
the matrix A is given which is not the case for the forward dynamics problem.
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For serial processing, note that, the basic operation in the CCGand PCC
algorithms is the matrix-vector multlpllcation in Eqs. (7) and (13) with the
computation complexity of O(n2). Civen n iterations, this leads to O(n 3)
computational complexity of the algorithms. For forward dynamics problem,
this operation represents the evaluation of the vector of joint inertia
forces/torques, i.e., F(J), for a given vector of joint acceleration (p]),
which can be computed in O(n) steps, using the N-E formulation. This can
be done for CCC algorithm without explicit computation of A which has also
been exploited in [7]. Note that, the derivation of the dynamic models of
the industrial manlpulators, in symbollc form, shows that their inertia
matrices can be practlcally considered as dlagonal dominant [16]. Therefore,
the PCC-DS algorithm can be expected to achieve a rapid convergence in
solving the forward dynamics problem. However, the application of PCC-DS
algorithm requires the computation of the diagonal elements of A. Hence, the
algorithmic efficiency in computing the diagonal elements is a key factor in
the successful application of PCG-DS algorithm to the forward dynamics
solution.
In the context of the forward dynamics solution, the CCC and PCC-DS also
provide suitable features for parallel processing. Exploiting maximum
parallelism, the matrix-vector multiplication in Eqs. (7) and (13) can be
performed in O(log2n) steps with O(n 2) processors. However, besides using
too many processors, exploitation of maximum parallelism requires a complex
processor interconnection. For the forward dynamics problem, this operation,
as is shown in [18], can be performed in O(log2n) steps with n processor and
a rather simple interconnection. This leads to the O(nlog2n) parallel CCC
algorithm. It is shown that, using the same architecture as in [18], the
diagonal elements of the inertia matrix can be computed in O(log2n) steps
[11]. This Implles that, if PCC-DS algorithm converges in O(n 1/2)
iterations, then its parallel version can achieve a computational time of
O(nl/21og2n) with n processor and a simple processor tnterconnectIon
structure. In fact, the parallel PCG-DS may represent the fastest stable
algorithm for computation of the forward dynamics problem [10].
III. THE CCG ALQORIT_
III.1 Notations and Preliminaries
The N-E formulation can be expressed as a function gl which, given Q,
Q, Q, and F E, evaluates T as [4]:
T = gI(Q,Q,Q,F E) (16)
The matrlx-vector operation In Eqs. (7) and (13) is a special application of
gl which evaluates a set of vectors of inertia forces/torques as:
r(j) = g(Q,o,Qj,o) = g2(Q,Qj) (17)
where Q is the vector of joint positions representing the manipulator's
a
configurations for which Eq. (17) is evaluated for a set of Qj's.
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Fig. 1. Link, Frames, m'ld Kinematic and Dynamic Psr_ters
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F and N
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f and n
! i
position, velocity, and acceleration of Joint I, respectively.
Angular acceleratlon of llnk i
Linear acceleration of link i (point 0 ).
!
Linear accelerations of center of mass of link i (point cm ).i
Force and moment exerted on center of mass of link i.
Force and moment exerted on link i by link i-l.
Table I. Notion Used in the Derivation of the Algorithms.
The major redundancy in the evaluation of Eq. (17) by the algorithm of [7]
results from the choice of coordinate frame for projection of the intrinsic
equations. Note that the evaluation of the original N-E formulation in link
coordinate frames requires O(n) transformations for link-to-link propagation
of the variables. Hence, using the link frames for n times evaluation of Eq.
(17), as is done in [7], requires O(n 2) transformations. However, if n times
evaluation of Eq. (17) is performed in a fixed frame then only O(n)
transformations for projection of the vectors and the tensors are required.
In deriving the algorithms, we first develop the intrinsic equations,
i.e., the coordinate-free representation of equations. This provides a
suitable abstractlon since the equations can be derived from the intrinsic
physical relationships, which are independent of any coordinate frame. More
important, this allows us to distinguish between the redundancy in the
intrinsic and that in the extrlnslc equations. In order to derlve the
intrinsic equations, we need to recall some notations. In this paper,
according to Gibbs notation, vectors are underlined once and tensors
(tensors of order 2) twice. The projection of the vectors and the tensors
results in 3xl (column matrix) and 3x3 scalar matrix wherein the superscript
denotes the coordinate frame on which the projection is performed. To any
^
vector V a tensor V can be associated whose projection is a 3x3 skew
symmetric scalar matrix as:
0 -V V
^ (z) (y)
V = V 0 -V
(z) (x)
-V V 0
(y) (x)
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^ ^
Note that V V = V xV = -V xV = -V V . Also, a set of notations, presented
s1"-2 --1 "2 --2--1 ----2 1
in Fig. I and Table I, are used in the derivation of the algorithms.
III.2 A Variant of The N-E Formulation
Let us write the N-E formulation for link i (Fig. I) with the nonlinear
terms being excluded.
= _ + "' (18)
_i i-I z-lql
%' = V + (_ x P (19)
-i -i-i -i-1 -i-i
9 = %) + & x S (20)
--ic --i --t --i
F = m 9 (21)
--I l--lc
N = J _ (22)
--i =i--i
f = F + f (23)
-1 -i -i+l
n = N + S x F + n + P x f (24)
--I --I --1 --i --1 + 1 --i --I + 1
F = z .n (25)
1 --t --i
where r is the ith component of r which indicates the inertia force/torque
i
of joint i. Eqs. (18)-(25) describe the procedure for computation of the
vector F(j) or the function g2" Note that, for the sake of simplicity, an
all revolute joints manipulator is considered. However, with small changes,
the results can be extended to the manipulator with sliding jolnt(s).
A variant of g2 can be derived by replacing Eqs. (20)-(22) into Eqs.
(23) and (24) as
f = mV + (bx (mS) + f (26)
--1 1--1 --1 i--I --1+1
n = J (_ + S x [mlV I + (_ x (mS)] + n + P x f
--i ='i 1 --1 -- i i--i --1+1 --1 --i+1
^ ^
= (Jl - m S S )_ + (miSl)x V + n + P x f (27)
= i=l=l i -- --1 --1+1 --i --t+1
^ ^
The terms J-m S S and m S represent the first and the second moment of
si ! =i ='i i --t
mass of link i with respect to point 01 which are designated as k i and h i,
respectively. Note that k and h are constant in link i coordinate frame,
:i -i
i.e., coordinate frame i+l, and can be given as the link parameters. The
variant of the N-E formulation for computation of the vector F, designated
as g3' is written as:
= _ + z_i_ (28)
--1 --1-1 1
= V + _ x P (29)
--t --t-1 --i-1 --t-1
f = m V + (b x h + f (30)
--i i --i --i --i --i +1
n = k _ + h x V + n + P x f (31)
--i =i--i --i --I --i + 1 --1 --I +1
r = z .n (32)
i --i --i
In the above procedure the explicit computation of the linear acceleration
of, and the force and the moment exerted on, the llnk's center of mass is
avoided. Note that the computation cost of g2 and g3 is the same. However,
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if the equations of both procedures are projected on some fixed coordinate
frame then evaluation of g2 requires the transformation of J! and S i while
that of g3 requires the transformation of k i and h i. For the CCG algorithm,
since the evaluation of the original N-E formulation, i.e., g1' requires the
transformation of Ji and S i, it is more efficient to use g2" However, g3
will be used to derive the algorithm for computation of the diagonal
elements of the inertia matrix and the evaluation of F in PCG-DS algorithm.
III.3 Computation of the C_ Algorithm
As stated before, It is more efficient to project the equations on some
fixed frame. To do so, P-i' S-i' z-i' and J-i should be projected onto the fixed
frame. We use the EE (n+l th) coordinate frame which is slightly more
efficient since _Pn, -Sn' -nz, and -nJ are constant in this coordinate frame.
Let m and a denote the cost of multiplication and addition, respectively.
The computational steps of the CCG algorithm are performed as follows where,
for each step, its computational cost is also indicated.
Step I: Projection of the vectors and the tensors
For i = 1, 2 ..... n
I) Evaluate l÷lR
!
2) n*lR = n÷lR |÷IR (33)
i 1+1 i
3 ) n+lz n+lR= z With z [0 0 1] t (34)
l i O 0
4) n+ls = n+lR iS (35)
! l 1
5) n÷lp = n÷l RIp (36)
i 1 !
6) n+lj = n+l R Ij l R (37)
i t i n+l
The computation cost of this step is obtained as 4nm + (n-1)(96m + 63a). In
the following the absence of the superscript denotes that the vectors and
the tensors are described with respect to the EE coordinate frame.
Step 2: Computation of r = T - T
o a
1) Compute T a = g1(Qa'Qa'Qa'Fe )
a) For i = I, 2 ..... n
= w + zig
_I 1-1 al
+ e) x " + Zlq
_)I = _I-1 I-1 zlqal al
= _ + & x P + _ x(_ x P
i 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1
Vic = _l + _lx Si + _1x(_1 x Si)
F =mV
1 1 lc
= + _o x(Jie ! )NI Jill i
b) For i = n, n-1 ..... 1
f =F +f
I I I+1
I-1
= 0
1
=0
1
= GZ
1 1
f =f
n+l E
(3_)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
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General n = 6
Algorithm
Mul. Add. Mul. Add.
CCG in [7] 76n2+120n-21 56n2+87n-6 3435 2532
This paper 47n2+177n-117 46n z+118n-87 2637 2277
Table II. Comparison of the CCG algorithms
= N + Sx F + n + Px f n = n (45)
ni i l l |+1 t i+l n+l E
T = n .z (46)
a! i i
2) Compute r = T - T (47)
0 a
Note that G = 9.8061m/s 2 denotes the acceleration due to the gravity which
is along the direction of z 1. The cost of this step is n(87m+78a)-(21m+24a).
The rest of the computation is carried out according to Eqs. (5)-(9) where
the matrix-vector operation in Eq. (7) is performed by using the function
g2(qa, pj). Each iteration of Eqs. (5)-(9) requires n(47m+46a)-(10m+23a)
which, taking n iterations, leads to the total cost of the CCG algorithm as
n2(47m+46a)+n(177m+118a)-(117m+87a). The cost of the developed algorithm is
compared to the CCG algorithm of [7]. Note that the algorithm of this paper
achieves a better efficiency by a significant reduction in the coefficient
of n2 terms.
IV. THE _DS ALGORITHM
IV. 1 An Algorithm for Computation of the Diagonal Elements of Inertia Matrix
From Eq. (3) the diagonal elements of the inertia matrix can be
computed as
a = r (48)
11 !
for the conditions given by
ql = I and qk_i = 0 For k = 1, 2 ..... n (49)
An algorithm for computation of the terms all, using g3' can be derived as
aii = gji(qal,el) (50)
where subscript i denotes that g3 is evaluated for the last n-i+1 links, Qa!
is the vector of actual position of the last n-i+1 Joints. e I is an ixl
vector as e = [I 0 ... O] t. With the conditions given by Eq. (49), let
i
, (J>i) stand for angular and linear6j(l) and Vj(l) and fJ(l) and nj(l)
acceleration of, and force and moment exerted on, link j (point Oj) due to
the unit acceleration of joint i. For link j, Eqs. (28)-(31) are written as
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-j ( l ) -I
= zxe
-J(l) --I -],l
f = m (z xP]_ ) + zx h + f
--](l) ] --i ,! --I --] --J+l(i )
n
-](I) hjx(zlxP], i) n + P xf= =]-Ikz + _ _ _ + -J+_(t) -] -J+*{_)
and, for link i, these equation are written as
---- Z
--i-l(l)
4
--1(11
=0
f =zxh +f
--i(i) --i --i --i+l(i)
n =kz +n +Pxf
--l(l) =i--i --i+l(i) --i --i+l(i)
a = F -- Z .n
ti i --! --i(i)
Using Eqs. (51)-(54), Eqs. (57)-(58) can be rewritten as
n[o Z°f = z xh + _'L (Z xP ) + = +
--i(i) --i --i k=i+l k--I -'k,i i k=!+l
= zx + mP + m P + = zxH
--i i k=i+l k--! k=i+l k+l'-k,i --! --!
n
-!(!)
n
=kz +[
=! --i
k=i+1
= ÷
!
k=i+l
kz_i+ h x(z xP ) + P ix[m (z xP ) + z_ixh]|
1
"-k --i --k, l -'k, k --i --k,i
""k J
..... _.,q}-mP P - hP - P _z! = Kzk----k,i-----k,i ----k----'k,i , =i--!
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
Note that the conditions given by Eq. (49) imply that link i through link
n do not have any relative motion, i.e., are rigidly connected, and form a
composite rigid-body. In comparison with Eqs. (57)-(58), H and K represent
--i =i
the first and the second moment of mass of the composite system composed of
link i through llnk n (denoted as composite system i) about point 0 . Fromi
Eqs. (60)-(61), the recursions for computation of H and K are derived as
--i ---!
{hi+l..+ [ n [m _-_k %]
H = h + M P + + = h + M P + H (62)
--i --i 1+1--i k=i+2 k ,i+2 --i i+l--i --1+1
where M is the mass (zeroth moment mass) of the composite system i+I, and
i+1
....K = k + _,. -m P P - h P - = k +
---i --i k=i+l k----'k, i-----k, i ',---'k----'k,! ,! =l
rL, k-m (; +P +P ) -h (P +P ) - ( !+I+P_!)
k=i+lL----'k k =%:,i+1 =i -----'k,i+l =i _ ----"k,i+l _i -- , --
which after some manipulations and by using Eq. (62) can be written as
..... askK = k+ M PP- H P- PH + + - mP P -
=i =i ! +l=i ---i --i+l=i =1=i+1 1+1 k=i+2 k-----'k, i +l------'k, i +1
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^^ ^ ^"
hP - _ _j = k-M P - H P- PH + K (63)
----k------k,i÷1 ,I+1 =I i+l=i----i --i+1=i =i"l +1 =I+1
The diagonal elements of the inertia matrix, or M = Diag(A), are computed as
For i = n, n-l, ..., 1
M = M + m M = m (64)
! 1+1 i n n
H = h + M P + H H = h (65)
--I --I i+l--i --i+1 n "-n
^ ^ ^ A ^
K = k + k - M PP - H P - PH K_ = k (66)
----i =i :I÷1 i÷l--i:i =i+l=i ----i:i+l --n _rn
a = k .z (67)
i I --1 --1
It should be pointed out that Renaud [17] used the notion of augmented-
body to derive the equations similar to Eqs. (62)-(63). However, our
derivation of Eqs. (62)-(63) shows that this notion is implicit in the N-E
formulation. The improved efficiency of the above algorithm, compared to the
composite rigid-body algorithm in [7], results from the elimination of the
redundancy in the intrinsic equations. Note that by directly computing the
first and second moment of mass of composite system i about point 01 the
redundant computation of the center of mass of composite systems and the
force and moments acting on the centers of mass are avoided (see [8] for
more discussion regarding these two algorithms).
IV. 2 Computation of the PCG-DS Algorithm
Eqs. (64)-(67) describe the intrinsic relation between the diagonal
elements of the inertia matrix, which are scalar, and the links kinematic
and dynamics parameters, which consist of scalars, vectors, and tensors. In
order to compute the diagonal elements, Eqs. (65)-(67) should be projected
on some coordinate frame. Due to the evaluation of gl and g2(or g3) in EE
frame, it is more efficient to project Eqs. (85)-(67) on this frame which
allows the exploitation of synergism in different computations. To do so
h i and kl need to be evaluated in EE frame and then HI, Ki' and all can be
computed from Eqs. (65)-(67) with the vectors and tensors being described
with respect to EE frame. The cost of evaluating M is then obtained as
(n-1)(51m+SOa) where the symmetry of matrices in Eq. (88) is exploited. Note
that the additional cost of PCG-DS algorithm, due to the evaluation of M, is
almost equal to one iteration of Eqs. (5)-(9) for CCG algorithm. The best
algorithm for computation of inertia matrix requires n(SSm+62a)-(57m+58a)
for evaluation of the diagonal elements [8]. Hence, the grater efficiency of
the developed algorithm results from the exploitation of synergism in
different computation. Having computed M, the second step of the PCG-DS
algorithm is performed similar to CCG algorithm and the rest of the
computation is carried out according to Eqs. (10)-(15).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated the applicability of conjugate gradient
algorithms for computation of the manipulator forward dynamics. Two
algorithms were presented and their computational efficiency was analyzed.
The preconditioned algorithm is particularly promising because of its
potentially rapid convergence as well as its suitability for parallel
computation. We are currently investigating in greater detail the effect of
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the preconditioner on the convergence of the algorithm. This work includes
analysis of error estimates as well as simulations with actual manipulators.
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Abstract
This paper studiescontrol problems of sampled data systems which are subject to random sample
rate variationsand delays. Due to the rapid growth of the use of computers more and more systems
are controlled digitally.Complex systems such as space telcroboticsystems require the integration
of a number of sub-systems at differenthierarchicallevels. While many sub-systems may run on a
single processor, some sub-systems require their own processor or processors. The sub-systems are
integratedinto functioning systems through communications. Comunications between processes sharing
a singleprocessor are alsosubject to random delays due to memory management and interruptlatency.
Communications between processorsinvolve random delays due to network access and to data collisions.
Furthermore, allcontrolprocesses involvcdelays due to causal factorsin measuring devices and to signal
processing.
Traditionally,sampling ratesare chosen to meet the worst case communication delay. Such a strategy
is wasteful as the processorsare then idlea great proportion of the time; sample rates are not as high
as possible resultingin poor performance or in the over specificationof control processors;there isthe
possibilityof missing data no matter how low the sample rate is picked.
Randomly sampled systems have been studied since later1950's,however, resultson thissubject are
very limited and they are not applicableto practicalsystems. This paper studies asymptotical stability
with probabilityone for randomly sampled multi-dimensional linearsystems. A sufficientcondition for
the stabilityisobtained. This conditionisso simple that itcan be applied to practicalsystems. A design
procedure isalsoshown.
1 Introduction
Many complex systems today involve the integration of a number of different subsystems at various hierar-
chical levels. Examples of hierarchical subsystems are, for example, in the case of spacecraft:
Level 1 - Assignment of systems to tasks;
Level 2 - Assignment of subsystems to task systems, such as the shuttle manipulator, one of more cameras,
an astronaut on EVA;
Level 3 - Control of individual subsystems, cameras comprised of pan tilt, zoom, focus, feature tracking,
exception warning; or control of machine tools comprised of spindle, table, tool changer, gauge;
Level 4 - Control of elements, control of manipulator joints, end-effector force measurement, machine
tool spindle drive, elevator motor drive, submarine plane control.
These systems all comprise many components which may be ranked hierarchically. Many of the compo-
nents are now computer controlled and are integrated by means of digital busses or networks. The integration
*This materialis based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. ECS-I1879. Any
opinions,findings,conclusionsorrecommendations expressedin thispublicationarethoseof the authorsand do not necessarily
reflecthe views of the National ScienceFoundation.
tDept, of PrecisionEng.,MeijiUniv.,Japan. He iscurrentlyvisitingat Dept. of Computer and InformationScience,Univ.
of Penn.
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of these components into functioning feedback systems, camera - force-sensor - manipulator roll sensor, pitch
sensor - main propulsion - planes, implies in addition to data communications, communication rates.
In the case of communication networks, the data rates of point to point communication busses are well
known. The rates at which a computer can respond to communication data interrupts requests add a variance
to the data rates. In the case of shared networks, such as Ethernet, data collisions add considerable variance
to the data rate frequently exceeding the data rate itself. However, these shared networks are very attractive
from both the reliability and flexibility standpoints.
Because of their flexibility in programming and speed in computing, digital computers are now regularly
employed as integral components of dynamic feedback control systems. They are easily programmed to
realize desired compensators. Due to the discrete nature of digital computers, variables in dynamic systems
are sampled and quantized before sending to the computers. The well established discrete time system theory
(e.g., [8]) provides methods to analyze the behavior of sampled data systems, based on the assumption that
the sampling rates are fixed and the same, and the sampling operations on different channels of the systems
are synchronized. If the sampling rates are fixed but different on different channels, known as multi-rate
sampling, the system analyses are simple if the sampling rates have integral ratios [6, 10].
Due to random delays in measurement devices, signal processing, interrupt latency, priority scheduling,
conditional branching, network communications, etc., sampling rates vary randomly in many systems, and
the system performance could be expected to be improved if a theory supporting random sampling rates
was used. Systems with random sampling processes are called randomly sampled systems. The behavior
of a randomly sampled system is, presumably, related to the statistical properties of the random sampling
processes as well as system parameters. Randomly sampled systems have been studied by Kalman [11],
Leneman [16], Kushner and Tobias [15], Agniel and Jury [2], and others. One of the major motivations
for studying randomly sampled systems in late 1950's and early 1960's was the introduction of digital
computers in control systems. However as the speed of computers improved dramatically, time delays
caused by computers became practically negligible in simple single processor controlled systems compared
to other delays, and research on randomly sampled systems came to an end. Nowadays, development of
computer controlled systems has reached beyond the stage of single processor control. Many subsystems are
integrated into large systems. Furthermore, many complex dynamic systems impose demanding computation
requirement. For example, computation time becomes a bottleneck in the implementation of dynamic control
algorithms of multi-joint robot manipulators. Delay caused by computation and communication is no longer
a negligible factor.
Early researchers in the area of randomly sampled systems primarily considered stability conditions
of the systems. Their work is briefly summarized below. Kalman carried out a comprehensive study of
sampling systems Ill]. He classified sampling into six categories: conventional sampling, nonsynchronous
sampling, multiple-order sampling, multi-rate sampling, noninstantaneous sampling, and random sampling.
For randomly sampled systems, Kalman showed that if the second moment of the output of an autonomous
system is stable, the second moment of the output remains bounded when a bounded input is applied
to the system. Based on his state space method [13], Kalman [12] also discussed the regulator problem
and stability of a linear system described by independent random functions. This class of systems include
randomly sampled systems. Thus the stability conditions obtained for this class of systems are applicable
for randomly sampled systems. Kushner and Tobias [15] studied an autonomous linear system with linear
and nonlinear feedback. Using a stochastic Lyapunov function, criteria for stability with probability one
and s-th moment stability (s > 0) were obtained for scalar linear systems, and criteria for stability with
probability one and second moment stability were obtained for multi-dimensional linear systems. Agniel
and Jury [2] investigated asymptotic stability with probability one of a linear system with a saturating type
nonlinear component. A computational procedure was provided to determine the largest stability sector of
the nonlinearity for asymptotic stability with probability one. Using a stochastic Lyapunov function, Agniel
and Jury in another paper [1] gave a condition for the asymptotic stability with probability one and the
second moment asymptotic stability for single-input single-output multi-dimensional linear systems. They
also showed that if an autonomous system exhibits asymptotic stability with probability one, the system is
almost surely bounded input-bounded output. Leneman [16] studied a single-input single-output first order
linear system with feedback. He derived the second moment of the output for the cases with and without
input. The input is a stationary stochastic process independent of the sampling process. Consequently, a
condition for the second moment stability was given. Assuming the independence of the sampling times and
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thesignals,DannenbergandMelsa[7]tooktheexpectationofa linearsystemequation,obtainingasystem
equationof expectationof thestatesandoutputs.Thefirstmomentstabilityanalysisissimilarto that of
deterministicsampled-datasystems.An example of a spacecraft control problem was given, in which it is
assumed that there is a probability of missing messages. The problem of random sampling of a random
signal was studied by Bergen [4] and Leneman [17]. Their focus was on deriving expressions of the spectral
density of a random signal after a random sampling.
This paper studies the stability of randomly sampled systems in relation to the random sampling pro-
cesses. Though Kalman [11] and Kushner [15] have obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for the
stability in the second moment, it is not so easy to apply these conditions to practical systems. This paper
studies asymptotic stability with probability one and gives a necessary and sufficient condition for one-
dimensional systems and a sufficient condition for multi-dimensional systems. These conditions are easy to
verify for given sampling distributions and are thus applicable to practical systems.
In the next section, the asymptotical stability with probability one is defined. A sufficient condition
is given for multi-dimensional linear time-invariant randomly sampled systems which is also necessary for
one-dimensional systems. A design procedure todetermine feedback gains is obtained in Section 3. If we use
a nonlinear compensator such as a computed torque controller for a robotic control system, then we would
have a set of simple two-dimensional linear systems. In Section 4, the stability of such two-dimensional
systems is considered and the design prcedure is shown for a Bernoulli distribution, a uniform distribution
and a mixed uniform distribution.
2 Stability
Consider following linear time-invariant control system.
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (1)
where x is an n-dimensional state vector, u an r-dimensional control vector, and A and B are n x n and
n x r matrices, respectively. For this system, we apply a constant state feedback input
u(t) = Kx(tk), (2)
from t = t_ to t = t_+a(= tk + Ak), where K is an r x n matrix. Then x(tk+_) is given as follows.
X(tk+l) = ((I)(ik) -[- _(Ak)I_)x(l_k) , (3)
where
_0 Ak(b(A_) = exp(AAk), and _(Ak)= exp(Ar)drB.
Sampling interval Ak is assumed to be subject to some probability distribution function F(A) or distribu-
tion density function f(A) and Ai and Aj(i _ j) are statistically independent of each other. For simplicity,
we write Eq. (3) as follows
Zk+l : r(Ak)Zk. (4)
In this paper, we use the following matrix norm which is compatible with usual Euclid norm for vectors:
Ilrll = {a(r'r)} I/2, (5)
where F* is the conjugate transformed matrix and a(F) denotes the maximum eigenvalues of the matrix F.
Note, however, that while the stability of the system (1) or (3) is invariant under a similarity transformation
of the state variables, the matrix norm depends on the transformation, namely in general
Ilrll# IIY-XrTII•
The stability of randomly sampled control system Eq. (1) is defined as follows.
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Definition 1 (Stability) The randomly sampled control system Eq. (1) is asymptotically stable with
probability one if
Prob[lim Ilxkl[= 0] = 1
for any initial state Xo, where Ilxll is the Euclid norm of vector x.
Now we define the following notation:
and assume that
: Expectation of random variable w,
: Variance of random variable w,
E[{Iog(IIF(A)II)}2] < 2. (6)
Then a sufficient condition of the asymptotical stability is given in the next proposition.
Proposition 1 (Sufficient Condition) Randomly sampled control system (1) is asymptotically stable with
probability one if
E = EOog(IIT-Xr(A)TII)]< 0, (7)
We also have
V
Prob[llT-Xzkll < IIT-lx011exp{k(E + e)}] > 1 - ke-----ff, (8)
for any e > O, where V = VBog(llT-Xr(A)TII)].
< proof > Assuming x0 # 0 without loss of generality, from Eq. (4) we have
k-1
log(llT-ix_ll/llT- lxoll) < _-_log(IIT-1F(A, )Tll).
i=0
Then the proposition is easily proved by the statistical independence of Ai's and Thebyshev's inequality.
< end of proof >
We note that for one-dimensional systems the condition stated in the above proposition is necessary and
sufficient for the aymsptotic stability with probability one [14]. If the sampling interval is constant, the
condition in Prop. 1 is also necessary for the asymptotic stability of multi-dimensional systems.
f0 Aand g(A) = 7(r)dr, (9)
Now we define
7(A) = Iog(IIT-_F(A)TII),
then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2
i. If the sampling rate A is subject to a Bernoulli distribution where A = a with probability p and A = fl
with probability q = 1 - p, then the system is asymptotically stable with probability one, if
PT(or) + qT(fl) < 0.
it. lf the sampling rate A is subject to a uniform distribution H[c_, _], then the system is asymptotically stable
with probability one, if
g(_) < g(_).
iii. If the sampling rate A is subject to ll[a,/3] with probability c and to H[p, u] with probability 1 - e, then
the system is asymptotically stable with probability one, if
_g(fl) g(a) + (1 - c) g(') - g(p) < o.
_-_ u-_
The proof is straightforward, so we omit it here.
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3 Design Procedure
Next we discuss a design procedure of a feedback gain K and a matrix T in the following. Now, assume that
system _?(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
is controllable, then it is well known that the discretized system
xk+l = ¢(A_)xk + _(Ak)uk
(10)
(11)
is also controllable for almost all sampling interval Ak [5]. Then we can assign poles {hi, i = 1,2,..., n} to
system (11) if poles {hi } are symmetric with respect to the real axis. Here, we apply Hikita's pole assignment
algorithm[9] to the randomly sampled control systems.
[Algorithm]
step (i)^ For given {hi}, find r-dimensional vectors _i, i = 1,2, ...,n, which makes matrix
T(A) = _[vl : -" : vn] non-singular. Vector vi's are given as follows where ¢ = ¢(h) and
= _(_).
• if hi is a real number, then
vi = (_, - hd.)-l¢_i. (12)
• if hi and hi+l are conjugate complex numbers eq -4-j_i, then
vi = Vli(i - V2i(i+l, and vi+l = Vli(i + V2i(i+l, (13)
where
Vii -= {(_-eqln)2 +13_In}-x(¢-aiI,*) ql, and V2i = {((I)-cqI,,)2+/3_I-}-1/3i _. (14)
step (ii) Feedback gain K is given as follows.
K(£) : -[_, :...: _.]T(£) -1 (15)
step (iv) Check the stability using Proposition 1 or 2. If not stable, return step (i) and try
another {hal and or £.
It is easy t_ show that for this T(A) and K(£), we have
NT-X(2x)r(_x)T(h)l[ = m_ax{Ihil}. (16)
Hence we can use matrices T(A) and K(/_) to calculate -f(A) and g(A). In the next section, we use notations
7(A, A) and g(A,/_) for 7(A) and g(A), respectively, to show the dependence of the functions on/_ clearly.
4 Two Dimensional Systems
In this section, we consider control of robot manipulators. We view a robot manipulator as a component
of a large system, such as a space station. The robot controller communicates with the other components
of the system to achieve cooperative actions. Communication between components is considered to have a
longer delay than that within a component. We assume that robot controller has an inner feedback loop
which compensates the nonlinearity of manipulator dynamics and operates independently of the other part
of the system. The robot dynamic system together with the inner feedback loop becomes a linear system. It
is feasible to treat the robot manipulator subsystem as a linear system when integrating and communicating
with the other components. For example, if we use the nonlinear feedback controller developed in [3], we
have n (=DOF of manipulator) decoupled two-dimensional linear systems
10 1I0 ° (17)1 j u(t)
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where x(t) -- (ei(t), di(t)) is the error vector for the i-th component of outputs and u(t)is the corresponding
input for this component of outputs. If the task is specified in joint space (the joint space control), the i-th
component of output is simply the displacement of the i-th joint and the error vector is composed of the
joint position error and joint velocity error.
We now study the asymptotical stability of this system under the random sampling rate. The corre-
sponding discrete time system is easily obtained for a sampling interval A as follows.
Zt+l = 0 1 zk + At uk. (18)
We apply the algorithm given above to this system directly. Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3 (PD Controller) Assume that {Ai} = {A1, A_} where A1 _ A_, then we have
[_'(/_k) = (()il + )i2 -- )il)12 -- 1)//_2, (A1 "4- A2 q- )i1)i2 -- 2)/(2A)),
and
v(A, £) = "t(O,:),
where 0 = A/A.
The proof is obtained by direct calculation. This proposition implies that the function 3,(A, A) is the
same as the function 7(0, 1) if we use K(/%) = (kp/]x 2, kv/Lx) instead of K(1) = (kp, kv). Therefore we have
g(A, LX) = Ag(O, 1) for the same K(A). This fact is very useful to design the feedback gain. This will be
shown by examples.
Fig. 1 shows 7(0, 1) and g(O, 1) for )i x -- 0.4 and )i2 = 0.7, where we have
K(1)=_(O.X8,0.81),andT(1)= [ -0.759 -0.934]0.651 0.333 '
and _i was used to make the norm of column vectors of T matrix be equal to one.
Example 1 (Bernoulli Distribution) Let's assume that the sampling interval is subject to Bernoulli dis-
tribution, i.e. A = a with probability p and A =/3 with probalility q, where a </3, 0 <_p <_ 1, and q = 1 - p.
The sufficient stability condition is given as follows.
pT(ct/_x, 1) + q7(_/£, 1) < 0. (19)
Note that if Lx > fl/1.96(= LX*) then the system is asymptotically stable for any a because 7(0, 1) < 0 for
any 0 < 1.96. But we are generally interested in the smallest A because it gives us the fastest response.
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Fig. 1 shows that the function 7(0, 1) reaches the minimum value -0.417 at 0 = 1.35. Let O* be the point
which satisfies the following equation.
7(0", 1) = -p x 0.417.
q
Then it is clear that A must be greater than Amin(= 13/0") for Eq. (19).
A suitable value of 2x can be found from the range Amin < A < A* by a trial-and-error method using
Fig. I or Table 1 which gives pairs of {01,02} such that 7(01, 1) = 7(02, 1).
(i) Calculate a = -(q/p)7(/3/£x, 1).
(it) Find {01,02} such that 7(01,1) = 7(02,1) <_ a using Fig. i or Table I.
(iii) Check O, < a/2x < Oz. If so, calculate K(A). If not so, go back to step (i) with another 2x.
For example, if a = 10 reset, /3 = 30 msec, and p = 0.75, then O* is about 3.64 and Ami, = 8.24 msec,
while A" = 15.3 msec. If we select A = 11 msec then _7(/3/A, 1) = -0.278 and a/A = 0.91. Therefore
we can try the 6-th row of Table. 1, and we have 01 = 0.84 < 0.91 < 02 = 1.68. Hence the system is
asymptotically stable for K = -(1488,73.64).
Example 2 (Uniform Distribution) Now assume that A is subject to a uniform distribution H[a,/3].
The sufficient condition of the asymptotical stability with probability one is given as follows:
g(ctl£, 1) > g(13/£x, 1).
The function g(O, 1) has its minimum value at 0 = 1.96. Now we define/k ° =/3/19.6 and/_,,,i,_ =/3/2.89.
If ik >_ _x*, then the above sufficient condition is satisfied for any a. Therefore the system is asymptotically
stable if _x >_ A*. On the other hand, if _x <_ Amin, then the above condition is not satisfied for any a.
Table 1 also gives pairs of {03,04} and the ratio 03/04 such that g(03, 1) = g(04, 1). If there is a pair
{03,04} such that a//3 > 03J04, then the system is asymptotically stable for the K(A) where A = a/03.
Therefor we can determine A easily using this table as follows:
(i) Calculate a = a/ft.
(it) Find a pair {03,04} in the Table 1 such that a > 03/04.
(it) Calculate 2x = a103 and Ii(7_).
Now assume that a = 10 msec and/3 = 30 msec, then we have /;t* = 15.3 msec, /_,_i,_ = 10.38 rasec, and
a//3 = 1/3 > 0.273 in the Table 1. Therefore we can use a/,_ = 0.75 and h = 13.33msec. Hence the system
is asymptotically stable with /q = -(1065,62.31) if 3 < 36.7 msec. Table 2 shows the IAE (Integration of
Absolute value of the Error)for fifty random streams with the initial condition x(O) = (1.0, 0) 7". The table
shows that when /3 > 40 msec, the STD (STanderd Deviation) and the maximum values of IAE for the
velocity error _i(t) become very large compared to the cases where t3 <_ 35 msec. This means that the system
is still stable but there is a large vibration in the response for £x >_ 40 msec. It is interesting since A selected
above assures the asymptotically stability for/3 < 36.7 msec.
Example 3 (Mixed Uniform Distribution) Next we assume that A is subject to a uniform distribution
lg[a, _] with probability c and to H_, v] with probability 1 - e. The sufficient condition is given as follows:
E = Eg(/31h' 1)_- g(a/h., 1)
/3/A - a/h
g(t,l£x, 1) - g(l_lA, 1)
+ (1 - ¢) t,/£ -/_//k
<0.
Though the selection of _x becomes a little difficult, we can use the following procedure to estimate an
appropriate _x:
(i) Define 6_ = (a +/3)/2.0, /7 = (p +,)/2.0, p = c, and q = 1 - p.
(it) Determine _x using the procedure in Exam. 1 for c_ = 6_ and/3 = ft.
(iii) Check the condition. If satisfied, calculate K(A). If not, try another value for £.
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Figure2: Simulationsfor BernoulliDistribution,UniformDistributionandMixedUniformDistribution
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Table 1: 01, 82 ,03, and 04
'/(01, 1) = "/(02, 1) g(03, 1) = g(04, 1)
"/(0, 1) 01 02 g(O, 1) 03 04 03/04
0.00 0.00 1.96 0.000 0.00 2.88 0.000
-0.05 0.18 1.92 -0.009 0.25 2.87 0.087
-0.10 0.33 1.89 -0.039 0.50 2.84 0.176
-0.15 0.46 1.83 -0.094 0.75 2.78 0.270
-0.20 0.58 1.79 -0.173 1.00 2.69 0.372
-0.25 0.71 1.73 -0.270 1.25 2.56 0.488
-0.30 0.84 1.68 -0.373 1.50 2.39 0.628
-0.35 0.98 1.60 -0.456 1.75 2.17 0.806
-0.40 1.18 1.48 -0.467 1.80 2.12 0.849
Now assume that A is subject to 1415 msec, 15 msec] with probability E = 0.75 and to/t[20 msec, 40 msec]
with probability 0.25. Then we have & = lOmsec, fl = 30msec, p = 0.75, andq = 0.25. If we use A = llmscc
from the result of Exam. 1, then we have E = -0.04 < 0. Therefore the system is asymptotically stable for
the same K = -(1488, 73.64).
Fig. 2 shows the simulations of x(t) for three cases discussed above where x(0) = (1.0, 0) T.
It is easily shown that even if we use a PID controller
zk+l = zk + [1 : 0]xk, and uk = l(,az_ + If2xk, (20)
or a PD controller with one step delay
uk = lf((I)(/_)xk-1 q- kl/(/_)Uk-1), (21)
instead of the PD controller given in Prop. 3, we have the similar proposition . Therefore we can determine
/_ easily.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, the stability of randomly sampled linear control systems was discussed and the following results
were obtained.
1. A sufficient condition for tile asymptotical stability in a norm with probability one was obtained for
multi-dimensional systems.
2. For a simple two-dimensional system with PD controllers, a design procedure was shown which was
easily applicable to systems with PID controllers or PD controllers with one step delay.
The results given in this paper are also easily applicable to the robotic control systems where computed
torque controllers or PD controllers with a feedforward term are used at the random sampling rate. The
results will be shown in the near future [14].
Table 2: IAE for U[10 msec, 13msec]
MEAN STD MAX
e,(t) _,(t) e,(0 _,(t) e,(t) _,(t)
25 0.0531 0.9999 0.0022 0.0011 0.0572 1.0020
30 0.0511 1.0039 0.0043 0.0200 0.0561 1.1310
35 0.0498 1.0198 0.0060 0.0515 0.0589 1.2370
40 0.0509 1.2418 0.0077 0.4305 0.0717 2.7051
45 0.0709 2.6492 0.0638 4.4592 0.4354 30.276
3_9.'
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Abstract
This paper presents two types of precedence relationship representations for mechanical assembly sequences:
precedence relationships between the establishment of one connection between two parts and the establishment of
another connection, and precedence relationships between the establishment of one connection and states of the
assembly process. Precedence relationship representations have the advantage of being very compact. The problem
with these representations was how to guarantee their correctness and completeness. Two theorems are presented
each of which leads to the generation of one type of precedence relationship representation guaranteeing its correct-
ness and completeness for a class of assemblies.
1. Introduction
The generation of assembly sequences is an important capability for both autonomous and telerobotic systems for
space applications. Assembly, repair, servicing, and sample acquisition are examples of tasks that axe envisioned for
space robotic systems. In each case, a plan or sequence of operations must be generated, usually off-line, based on
prior knowledge. In real-time, it may be necessary to modify the plan based on monitoring and sensing of the
execution. The desirable representation of the alternative plans for an off-line planning system may be quite
different from the desirable representation for the real-time control system. The understanding of alternative
representations of such plans is fundamental to their integration into a useful system.
Several methodologies for representing assembly sequences have been utilized. These include representations
based on directed graphs [3], on AND/OR graphs [8], on establishment conditions [2], and on precedence
relationships [3, 6]. Those based on directed graphs and on AND/OR graphs are explicit representations since there is
a mapping from the assembly tasks into the elements of the representations. Those based on establishment con-
ditions and on precedence relationships are implicit representations because they consist of conditions that must be
satisfied by the assembly sequences.
In previous work [9] we have described a correct and complete algorithm for the generation of mechanical
assembly sequences. This algorithm yields the AND/OR graph representation of assembly sequences. The correspon-
dence between the AND/OR graph and the directed graph representations has also been established [10].
In this paper we address the precedence relationship representations of assembly sequences. These represen-
tations have the advantage that they are very compact and therefore might be preferred in real-time planning of
assembly sequences. The problem with precedence relationship representations was the assessment of their correct-
ness and completeness. By correctness of the representation we mean that only feasible sequences satisfy the
precedence relationships. By completeness we mean that all the feasible sequences satisfy the precedence relation-
ships.
Two types of precedence relationship representations can be used to represent mechanical assembly sequences:
precedence relationships between the establishment of one connection between two parts and the establishment of
another connection, and precedence relationships between the establishment of one connection and states of the
assembly process. This paper describes these two representations and shows two theorems that can be used to
guarantee their correcmess and completeness for a class of assemblies.
2. Background
A mechanical assembly is a composition of parts interconnected forming a stable unit. Each part is a solid object.
Parts ate interconnected whenever they have one or more surfaces in contact. Surface contacts between parts reduce
the degrees of freedom for relative motion. A cylindrical contact, for example, prevents any relative motion that is
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notatranslation along the axis or a rotation around the axis. Attachments may act on surface contacts and eliminate
all degrees of freedom for relative motion. For example, if a cylindrical contact has a pressure-fit attachment, then
no relative motion between the parts is possible.
A subassembly is a nonempty subset of parts that either has only one element (i.e. only one part), or is such that
every part has at least one surface contact with another part in the subset. Although there are cases in which it is
possible to join the same pair of parts in more than one way, a unique assembly geometry will be assumed for each
pair of parts. This geometry corresponds to their relative location in the whole assembly. A subassembly is said to
be stable if its parts maintain their relative position and do not break contact spontaneously. All one-part sub-
assemblies are stable.
The assembly process consists of a succession of tasks, each of which consists of joining subassemblies to form a
larger subassembly. The process starts with all parts separated and ends with all pans properly joined to form the
whole assembly. For the current analysis, it is assumed that exactly two subassemblies are joined at each assembly
task, and that after parts have been put together, they remain together until the end of the assembly process.
It is also assumed that whenever two parts are joined all contacts between them are established. Due to this
assumption, an assembly can be represented by a simple undirected graph (P, C) in which P = {p} ,P2, """ 'PN } is
the set of nodes, and C = { c I , c 2 , • • • , % } is the set of edges. Each node in P corresponds to a part in the assembly,
and there is one edge in C connecting every pair of nodes whose corresponding parts have at least one surface
contact. The elements of C are referred to as connections, and the graph (P,C) is referred to as the assembly's
graph of connections. A connection encompasses all contacts between two parts. Figure 1 shows an assembly in
exploded view, and figure 2 shows its corresponding graph of connections.
• Assembly states
The state of the assembly process is the configuration of the parts at the beginning (or at the end) of an assembly
task. The configuration of parts is given by the contacts that have been established. Since whenever two parts are
joined all contacts between them are established, the confgurafion of parts is given by the connections that have
been established. Therefore, a state of the assembly process can be represented by an L-dimensional binary vector
x=[x I ,x 2, • • • ,xL] in which the ith component x i is true or false respectively if the ith connection is established in
that state or not.
As mentioned above, it is assumed that whenever a subassembly is formed all connections between its parts are
established. Therefore, any subassembly can be characterized by its set of parts. In the rest of this paper, references
to subsets of parts should be understood as references to the subassemblies made up of those pa_s. It will always be
clear from context what the whole assembly is. Because of this assumption, any state of the assembly process can
also be represented by a partition of the set of parts of the whole assembly.
Given an assembly's graph of connections and one of the two representations of assembly states described above
(binary vector or partition), it is straight forward to obtain the other representation.
There are partitions of the set of parts of the whole assembly that cannot characterize a state of the assembly
process. For example, the partition { {CAP, HANDLE}, {RECEPTACLE}, {STICK} } cannot characterize a state of the
assembly process for the assembly shown in figure 1 because the subset ]CAP, HANDLE} does not characterize a
subassembly. Partitions that can characterize a state of the assembly process will be referred to as state partitions,
and partitions that cannot characterize a state will be referred to as nonstate partitions.
Similarly, not all L-dimensional binary vectors can characterize a state. For example, for the assembly shown in
figure 1 the 5-dimensional binary vector [true, true, false, false, false] does not correspond to a state because if
connections c i and c; are established then connection c3 should also be established. L-dimensional binary vectors
that can characterize a state will be referred to as state vectors whereas L-dimensional binary vectors that cannot
characterize a state will be referred to as nonstate vectors.
Any state of the assembly process can be associated to a simple undirected graph (P,C,) in which P is the set of
nodes of the assembly's graph of connections, and C, is the subset of connections (C k c C) that is established in that
state. This graph is referred to as the state's graph of connections. Except for the final state of the assembly
process, a state's graph of connections has more than one component.
We will use the subassembly predicate sa to determine whether a subset of parts makes up a subassembly. The
argument to this predicate is a subset of pans, and its value is either true or false depending on whether that subset of
parts corresponds to a subassembly. For example, for the assembly shown in figure 1, sa({ RECFPTACLE,
HANDLE })=true, whereas sa({ CAP, HANDLE })=false. From the assembly's graph of connections it is straight
forward to compute sa for any given subset of parts.
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In this paper, a partition of the set of parts whose elements all satisfy the subassembly predicate is an assembly
state representation, regardless of whether that state actually occurs in any of the different ways the assembly can be
assembled. The corresponding L-dimensional binary vector is also an assembly state representation. And the
corresponding configuration of parts is an assembly state. For example, for the assembly shown m figure 1, the
partition { {CAP, RECEPTACLE, HANDLE}, {STICK} } as well as the corresponding L-dimensional binary vector
[false, true, false, false, true] are assembly state representations. Yet, since it was assumed that once parts axe put
together they remain together, the configuration of parts (i.e. the state) corresponding to these representations cannot
occur in any assembly process. Once the cap and the handle have been joined to the receptacle, it is no longer
possible to join the stick.
In this paper, an assembly state representation for which all subassemblies satisfy the stability predicate is said to
be a stable assembly state representation. For example, for the assembly shown in figure 1, the pa_tion { {CAP,
RECEPTACLE, HANDLE}, {STICK} } as well as the corresponding binary vector [false, true, false, false, true] are
stable assembly state representations.
• Assembly tasks
Given two subassemblies characterized by their sets of parts 0 i and 0j, we say that joining 0 i and Oj is an assembly
task if the set 0k=0iU01_ characterizes a subassembly. For example, for the assembly shown in figure 1, if
Oi= { RECEPTACLE} and Oj={ HANDLE} then joining Oi and 0; is an assembly task, whereas if 0i={ CAP } and
0j= { HANDLE} then joining 0 i and 0j is not an assembly task( The subassemblies 0 i and O; are the input sub-
assemblies of the assembly task, and 0k is the output subassembly of the assembly task. Due (o the assumption of
unique geometry, an assembly task can be characterized by its input subassemblies only and it can be represented by
a set of two subsets of parts. For example, for the assembly shown in figure 1, the joining of the cap to the
receptacle is represented by { [CAP}, {RECEPTACLE} }.
An assembly task is said to be geometrically feasible if there is a collision-free path to bring the two sub-
assemblies into contact from a situation in which they are far apart. And an assembly task is said to be mechanically
feasible if it is feasible to establish the attachments that act on the contacts between the two subassemblies.
* Assembly sequences
Given an assembly that has N parts, an ordered set of N-1 assembly tasks _] ,z 2, ... ,XN_ ] is an assembly
sequence if there are no two tasks that have a common input subassembly, the output subassembly of the last task is
the whole assembly, and the input subassemblies to any task 'ri is either a one-part subassembly or the output
subassembly of a task that precedes x i. To any assembly sequence x] ,x 2, • • • ,'rN_ l there corresponds an ordered
sequence s 1 ,s 2, • •. ,sly of N assembly states of the assembly process. The state s 1 is the state in which all parts are
separated. The state sN is the state in which all parts are joined forming the whole assembly. And any two
consecutive states s i and si+ I are such that only the two input subassemblies of task x i are in s i and not in si+P and
only the output subassembly of task xi is in si+ I and not in s i. Therefore, an assembly sequence can also be
characterizedby anorderedsequenceofstates.
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An example of an assembly sequence for the assembly shown in figure 1 is:
1. The first task (xl) consists of joining the cap to the receptacle.
2. The second task (_2) consists of joining the stick to the subassembly made up of the cap and the
receptacle.
3. The third task (_3) consists of joining the handle to the subassembly made up of the cap, the stick, and
the receptacle.
An assembly sequence is said to be feasible if all its assembly tasks are geometrically and mechanically feasible,
and the input subassemblies of ail tasks are stable. The assembly sequence described above is feasible. An example
of an unfeasible assembly sequence for the assembly shown in figure 1 is:
1. The first task ('_1) consists of joining the cap to the receptacle.
2. The second task (x2) consists of joining the handle to the subassembly made up of the cap and the
receptacle.
3. The third task (z3) consists of joining the stick to the subassembly made up of the cap, the stick, and
thereceptacle.
This assembly sequence isunfeasiblebecause the thirdtask('c3)isnot geometricailyfeasiblesincethereisno
collisionfreepath tobringthe stickintothereceptacle,once both thecap and thehandlehave been joinedtothe
receptacle.
An assembly sequence(notnecessarilyfeasible)can be representedindifferentways. We willuse the following
representations:
•An orderedlistoftaskrepresentations.The number of elementsinthislistisequaltothenumber of
partsminus one.
•An orderedlistofbinaryvectors.Each vectormust correspondtoa state(notnecessarilystable).The
number ofelementsinthislististheequaltothenumber ofparts.
•An orderedlistof partitionsofthe setof parts.Each partitionmust correspondtoa state(notneces-
sarilystable).The number ofelementsinthislistisequaltothenumber ofparts.
•An orderedlistofsubsetsofconnections.The number ofelementsinthisListisequaltothenumber of
partsminus one.
Given the assembly'sgraph of connectionsand an assembly sequence in any of thesefourrepresentations,itis
straightforwardtoobtaintheotherthreerepresentations.
Since each assembly sequence can be representedby orderedlists,itispossibleto representthe set of all
assembly sequencesby a setoflists,each correspondingtoa differentassemblysequence.Itisalsopossibletouse
directedgraphs,and AND/OR graphstOrepresentthesetof allassembly sequences.Figure3 shows thedirectgraph
of feasibleassembly sequencesfortheassembly shown infigureI. The AND/OR graphofassembly sequencesfor
the assembly shown in figurei has been presentedelsewhere[8]. Alternatively,the setof allfeasibleassembly
sequences can be representedby setsofprecedencerelationships.Sections3 and 4 below presenttwo typesof
precedencerelationshiprepresentationsoffeasibleassemblysequences.
3. Precedence relationships between the establishment of one connection and the
establishment of another connection
We will use the notation c i < cj to indicate the fact that the establishment of connection ci must precede the
establishment of connection cj. And we will use the notation Ci < Cj tO indicate the fact that the establishment of
connection ci must precede or be simultaneous with the establishment of connection cj. Furthermore, we will use a
compact notation for logical combinations of precedence relationships; for example, we will write I ci < cj. c k when
we mean ( ci < cj) ^ ( ci < ct ), and we will write ci + cj < ck when we mean ( c i < c k) v ( cj < c t ).
An assembly sequence whose representation as an ordered sequence of binary vectors is (xl,x2,... ,x N) and
whose representation as an ordere, d sequence of subsets of connections is (TI,T2,"" ,'/N-l) satisfies the
precedence relationship c i < cj if ci _ Ta, cj _ 7b, and a < b. Similarly, the sequence satisfies ci <_cj if c i a_7a,
1The logical operation AND will be denoted either by the symbol "^" or by the product of the two logical variables. Similarly, the logical
operation OR will be denoted either by the symbol" v" or by the sum of the two logical variables.
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C = cap S = stick R = receptacle H = handle
Figure 3: Directed graph of feasible assembly sequences for the assembly shown in figure 1.
cj _ 'Yb,and a < b. For example, for the assembly shown in figure 1, the assembly sequence whose representation as
an ordered sequence of binary vectors is
( [false, false, false, false, false]
[true, false, false, false, false]
[ta'ue, true, true, false, false]
[true, true, true, true, true] )
and whose representation as an ordered sequence of subsets of connections is ( {q} {c2, c3} {c4, c5} ) satisfies the
precedence relationships c2 < c4 and c2 < c3 but does not satisfy the precedence relationships c2 < c 3 and c 2 <_c 1 .
Each feasible assembly sequence of a given assembly can be uniquely characterized by a logical expression
consisting of the conjunction of precedence relationships between the establishment of one connection and the
establishment of another connection. For example, for the assembly shown in figure 1, the assembly sequence
described in the previous paragraph can be uniquely characterized by the following conjunction of precedence
relationships
(cz< c2)^ (c2< c4)^ (c:_<c3)^ (c3< c2)^ (c4_<c5)^ (c5_<c4)
The setofallM feasibleassembly sequencescan be uniquelycharacterizedby a disjunctionofM conjunctionsof
precedencerelationshipsin which each conjunctioncharacterizesone assembly sequence. Clearly,thislogical
combinationofprecedencerelationshipsconstitutesa correctand completerepresentationforthe setofallassembly
sequences.
Itisoftenpossibleto simplifythislogicalcombinationof precedencerelationshipsusingthe rulesof boolean
algebra.Furthersimplificationispossibleifone noticesthattherearelogicalcombinationsof precedencerelation-
shipsthatcannotbe satisfiedby any assembly sequence. For theassembly shown in figureI,forexample, the
combination (c I < c2) ^ (c 2 < c3) ^ (c 3 < £'4) ^ (C4 < C5) cannot be satisfied by any assembly sequence. These
combinations can be set as don't care conditions in the simplification of the logical combination of precedence
relationships.
Whenever the assembly has the two properties described below, it is possible to obtain a simple precedence
relationship representation of all assembly sequences. This representation is obtained using the result of theorem 1.
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OF POOR QUALITY
The first property is:
Property 1: Given any two states s i and sj, not necessarily in the same assembly sequence, let y. and 7
be the sets of connections that are established in assembly tasks "ci and 'Cj from s i and sj respectively.' If J
(P, Ci) is the state's graph of connections associated to s i ,
(P, Cj) is the state's graph of connections associated to sj,
_,;_ _,
ci cj, and
xj is geometrically and mechanically feasible,
then
't i is geometrically and mechanically feasible.
This property corresponds to the fact that if it is geometrically and mechanically feasible to establish a set of
connections (7j) when many other connections (Cj) have already been established, then it is also geometrically and
mechanically feasible to establish fewer connections (7, _ 7j) when fewer other connections (C i c Cj) have been
established. Although many common assemblies have this property, there are assemblies that don'thave it.
The second property is:
Property 2: If the subsets 01 ,0 2 , ... , 0k of the set of parts P characterize stable subassemblies, then
the set 0 = 01 v 02 _ • • • u 0k also characterizes a stable subassembly.
Like in the case of property 1, many common assemblies have this second property. Yet, there are assemblies
that don't have it.
Theorem 1: Given an assembly made up of N parts whose graph of connections is (P ,C) (with
C={c 1,c 2,... ,cL} ),let
{ (711 '_21 "'' 7(N-I) I), (712 722 "'" 7(N-I)2), "'" , (71M 72M "'" 7(N-I)M) }
be a set of M ordered sequences of subsets of connections that represem feasible assembly sequences. If
the assembly has properties 1 and 2, then any ordered sequence of N-I subsets of connections that
represems an assembly sequence corresponds to a feasible assembly sequence if it satisfies the set of 2L
precedence relationships:
M
ci < Z Tij
j=l
where
L
M
i=1,2, ... ,L and _E Hij < ci i=1,2, ... ,L
j=l
Tij = H 3"ik with
k=-I
L
Hij = H _'i k
k=l
with
_'i J: = _" ct if ck _ 71j and l > i
L true otherwise
_.ik = f ct_ if ck a %j and l < i
t. true otherwise.
The sum and the product in this theorem are the logicaloperations OR and AND respectively. Each term Tij (for
i= 1,2, ... ,L, and forj= 1,2, ..- ,M) istheproductofthe variablescorrespondingto theconnectionsthataxe
establishedatthesame timeof'aftertheestablishmentofconnectionciinthcj_ sequence. Similarly,each termH i
(fori= 1,2, ... ,L, and forj= 1,2, ..- ,M) istheproductofthevariablescorrespondingtothe connectionsth_
are establishedbeforethe establishmentof connectioncim thej_ sequence. Precedencerelationshipsthathave
"tree"on eithersidearcalwayssatisfied.The proofofthistheoremispresentedelsewhere[7].
An example willillustrateheuse oftheorem 1. The assembly shown infigure1 hasproperties1 and 2. For that
assembly,thesetoffeasibleassembly sequencescan be obtainedfrom the directedgraph shown infigure3. There
aretenfeasibleassembly sequencesand theyarc:
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({C 1 } {C2,C3 } {C4,C5}) ({Cl } {C 5} {C2,C3,C4}) ({C 2} {CI,C 3 } {C4,C5})
({C 2} {C 4} 1CI,C3,C5 }) ({C 3 } {Cl,C 2} {C4,C5}) ({C 3 } {£4,C5 } {CI,C2})
({C 4} {C 2} {CI,C3,C5}) ({C 4} {C3,C 5 } {CI,¢2}) ({C 5} {C I } {¢2,C3,C4 })
({C 5} {C3,C 4} {CI,C2})
Applying the resultoftheorem I tothe above setof feasiblesequencesforthe assembly shown in figureI,the
precedencerelationshipshavingconnectioncIaloneon one sideare:
¢1 -< C2' C3" ¢4" ¢5 + C2" C3"C4' ¢5 + ¢3" ¢4"C5 + ¢3" C5 + ¢2" ¢4"¢5 + ¢2 + ¢3' ¢5 + ¢2 + C2" C3" ¢4 + C2
and
true+ true+ c 2.c 3+C 2.C 3.c 4.c 5+c 2.C 3+c 2.c 3.c 4.c 5+c 2"C 3"c 4"c 5+
c2. c3.c 4. %+ %+ c2"%. c4.%.e,, < c L .
Using the rules of boolean algebra, these two precedence relationships can be simplified yielding
c I <_ c2+c3.c 5 and true < c 1.
The second precedence relationship is always satisfied and can be ignore& Similarly, applying the result of theorem
1, simplifying the logical expressions, and deleting those precedence relationships that have "true" on either side, we
obtain four additional precedence relationships. The resulting set of precedence relationships is:
Cl <--C2+C3"C5 C2 < Cl +C3' C4 C3 --<¢I "C5+C2'C4 C4 -< C5+C2"C3 C5 -< C4+CI "C3' (Set I)
Set 1ofprecedencerelationshipsstillcontainsome redundanciesand canbe shown tobe equivalento
c 3 < c 1.c5+c 2.c 4. (Set 2)
It should be noticed that an unfeasible assembly sequence, such as the assembly sequence whose representation as
an ordered sequence of subsets of connections is ( { c2 } { c 5 } { c I , c3 , ca } ), does not satisfy Set 2 of precedence
relationships. It should also be noticed that there are ordered sequences of subsets of connections, such as
( { c3 } { c 1 , ca } { c 2 , c5 } ), that do not represent an assembly sequence, but satisfy Set 2 of precedence relationships.
The precedence relationships obtained using theorem 1 can only discriminate the feasible from the unfeasible
assembly sequences. The information in the assembly's graph of connections allows the discrimination of assembly
sequences from ordered sequences of subsets of connections that do not correspond to assembly sequences.
Theorem 1 is a sufficient condition. The set of precedence relationships obtained using this theorem is correct but
not necessarily complete. But if the set of M ordered sequences of subsets of connections includes the represen-
tations of all feasible assembly sequences, then the resulting set of precedence relationships constitutes a correct and
complete represemation of the feasible assembly sequences.
4. Precedence relationships between the establishment of one connection and states of the
assembly process
We will use the notation Ci _ S(x) to indicate that the establishment of the ith connection must precede any state
s of the assembly process for which the value of the logical function S(x_) is true. The argument of S(x) is the
L-dimensional binary vector representation of the state s. We will use a compact notation for logical combinations
of precedence relationships. For example, we will write ci + Cj -'¢ S (X_) when we mean
[c i -_ S(x)] v [cj_ S(x_)].
An assembly sequence whose representation as an ordered sequence of binary vectors is (xlx 2 ... XN) and
whose represemation as an ordered sequence of subsets of connections is (71 72 ' ' ' 7N-I ) satisfies the precedence
relationship c i ---) S ( x ) if
S(xk)=_ql[(l<k)^(ci_ _/1)] for k=l,2, ..-,N.
For example, for the assembly shown in figure 1, the assembly sequence whose representation as an ordered
sequence of binary vectors is
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( [false, false, false, false, false]
[true, false, false, false, false]
[true, true, true, false, false3
[true, true, true, true, true] )
and whose representation as an ordered sequence of subsets of connections is ( {ci} {c2, c3} {c4, c5} ) satisfies the
precedence relationship c I -, x2.x 3 because the only states for which S ( x_)--x2.x 3 is true are the _ and the
fourth, and the establishment of connection c I occurs on the first assembly task. This sequence does not satisfy the
precedence relationship c4 -0 x I .x2.x 3 because for the third state the value of S(x)--x 1 .x2.x 3 is true but the
establishment of connection c4 occurs on the third assembly task, which occurs after the third state.
Let Sus be the set of assembly states that never occur in any feasible assembly sequence. These include the
unstable assembly states, the stable states f3qam which the final state cannot be reached, and the states that cannot be
reached from the initial state. Let _Fx= {Xl,X2,... ,xl} be the set of L-dimensional binary vectors that represent
the states in Ws" Every elemem xj of _Fx is such that the value of the logical function G(xj) is urue, where
K L
G(x_)= G(x 1,x2,...,xL) = E H _'kl" (Eq.I)
k_l 1=1
The sum and the product in equation 1 are the logical operations OR and AND respectively, and )_kl is either the
symbol x t ff the I th component ofx_k is true, or the symbol 21 if the I th component ofx k is false. In many cases the
expression of G (x) can be simplified using the rules of boolean algebra. Allowing for simplifications, but keeping
the logical function as a sum of products 2, equation 1 can be rewritten as
j,
G(x) = _,_ gj(x) (Eq. 2)
j=l
where each term gj(x) is the product of a subset of { x 1 ,x2,. • • ,x L ,X1,22," " " 'XL } that does not include both x i
and 2i for any i. Each term gj(x) can be rewritten grouping all the nonnegated variables first and all the negated
variables last, i.e., gj( x ) = xa .x b ..... Xh "xp "xq ..... Y'z"
Any assembly sequence that includes a state that is in WS is unfeasible. Therefore, a necessary condition for the
feasibility of an assembly sequence whose representation as an ordered list of binary vectors is (x] x 2 .. • x N) is
that G(Xl)=G(x2) ..... G(xN)=false. This is equivalent to gj(xi)=false for i=1,2, ..- ,N _md for
j= 1,2, -_. • ,f. i-f the assembly h-as property 1 (see section 3), this condi-tinn is also sufficient. Furdaermore, if
(x I x2..-x_N) is an ordered list of binary vectors that represents an assembly sequence, the cor.,dition
_a_ x I ) = gj(x2) ..... gj(xN) = false corresponds to a precedence relationship. These facts are established by
following theorem. (The proof of this theorem is presented elsewhere [7].)
Theorem 2: Given an assembly made up of N parts whose graph of cormections is (P,C) (with
C={c 1,c 2,... ,CL} ),let
.r
j=l
be a disjunctive normal form of the logical function that is true ff and only if x is a binary-vector
representation of a state that does not occur in any feasible assembly sequence. Let Aj be the set
containing the indexes of the variables that are asserted in g .(x) Let N. be the set containing the indexes
of the variables that are negated in gj(x). If the assembly_ property 1, and if('/] T2 "" "YN-]) is an
ordered sequence of subsets of connectiom that represents an assembly sequence, then (_'1 _'2 " " ' _/v-1 )
satisfies the set of precedence relationships
X I-[x, for:--l,2,.-.,:
if and only if it corresponds to a feasible assembly sequence.
2Thisformofa logical functioniscommonlyreferredtoasdisjunctivenormalform[4].
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An example will illustrate the use of theorem 2. For the assembly shown in figure 1, which has property 1,
_X = { [ false, true, false, false, true ], [ true, false, false, true, false ] } (these binary vectors correspond to nodes 8
and 10 in the directed graph of assembly states shown in figure 3). Therefore,
G(x) =G(x I ,x2,x 3'x 4,x 5) = _1 "x2"_3"_4"x5 + xl "_2"Y'3 "x4"_s
In this case the expression of G (x) cannot be further simplified and we have
gl(x)=_l.X2.X3.X4.X5 AI={ 2,5 } NI= { 1,3,4}
g2(x) =Xl .._2-i3 .x4._ 5 A2= { 1,4 } N2= { 2,3,5 }.
Therefore, the precedence relationships are:
c I +c3+c 4 ---) x2.x 5 c2+c3+c 5 --->x I .x 4 (Set 3)
A simpler set of precedence relationships can be obtained if in the simplification of G(x) we set the nonstate
vectors as don't care conditions. For the assembly shown in figure 1, the set of precedence relationships
c I _-->x 2 .x 5 c 2 _--->x I .x 4 (Set 4)
was obtained in the same fashion as Set 3, except for setting the nonstate vectors as don't care conditions in the
simplification ofG(x). Set 4 is simpler and yet equivalent to Set 3.
It should be noticed that an unfeasible assembly sequence, such as the assembly sequence whose representation as
an ordered sequence of subsets of connections is ( { c: } { c5 } { c 1 ,% ,c 4 } ), does not satisfy both sets of precedence
relationships above (i.e. Sets 3 and 4). It should also be noticed that there axe ordered sequences of N-1 subsets of
connections and their corresponding ordered sequence of binary vectors, such as ( { c 1 } { c2 } { c3 ,c 4 ,c 5 } ), and
( [false, false, false, false, false]
[true, false, false, false, false]
[true, true, false, false, false]
[true, true, true, true, true] ),
that do not represent an assembly sequencel, but satisfy Sets 3 and 4 of precedence relationships. The precedence
relationships obtained using the result of theorem 2 can only discriminate the feasible from the unfeasible assembly
sequences. The information in the assembly's graph of connections allows the discrimination of assembly se-
quences from ordered sequences of subsets of connections that do not correspond to assembly sequences.
In order to be able to discriminate the representations of feasible assembly sequences from any sequence of N-1
subsets of connections, the set h_X must also include all nonstate vectors. For the assembly shown in figure 1 there
are 13 distinct assembly states, two of which do not occur in any feasible assembly sequence. Since there are 32
5-dimensional binary vectors, there are 19 5-dimensional nonstate vectors for the assembly shown in figure 1. Let
G(x) be the logical function that is true if and only if x is one of these- 21 (2+19) 5-dimensional vectors.
Simplifying this function, we obtain
G(x) = -_1x2 x5 + Xl 'x2 x3 + Xl "x'2 ' x4 + Xl '-x2 ' x3 + Xl" x2 -_3 + x3"x4 "x5 + x3 "x'4 "x5 + x3 x4 Y_5
Therefore, the precedence relationships are:
c I --) x2.x 5 c I _ x2-x 3 c2 --->x I .x4 c 2 ----)x I .x 3
c3 --->x 1 .x 2 c 3 --->x 4 .x 5 c4 _ x 3 .x 5 c 5 --->x 3 .x 4 (Set 5)
The ordered sequences of subsets of connections ( { c I } { c2 } { c3 ,c4 ,c 5 } ), which does not correspond to an
assembly sequence but satisfies Sets 3 and 4 of precedence relationships does not satisfy Set 5. But it should be
noticed that Set 5 of precedence relationships will be "satisfied" for ordered sequences of subsets of connections
containing less than N-1 subsets. For example, the sequence ({Cl,C2,C3} { c4,c5} ) "satisfies" Set 5 of
precedence relationships. Yet, this sequence does not correspond to a feasible assembly sequence because it does
not contain exactly N-1 subsets of connections.
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5. Conclusion
Two types of precedence relationships that can be used to represent assembly sequences were addressed:
precedence relationships between the establishment of one connection and the establishment of another connection,
and precedence relationships between the establishment of one connection and states of the assembly process.
The problem of guaranteeing the correctness and completeness of precedence relationship representations of
assembly sequences was solved for the class of assemblies that have properties 1 and 2 described in section 3.
In previous work [9] we have described the generation of the correct and complete AND/OR graph representation
of assembly sequences. The correspondence between the AND/OR graph and the directed graph representations has
also been established [10]. The results presented in this paper can be used to generate correct and complete
precedence relationship representations of assembly sequences from the AND/OR graph. These results can also be
used in proving the correctness and completeness of algorithms for the generation of mechanical assembly se-
quences that yield precedence relationship representations.
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Abstract
As more and more activities are performed in space, there will be a greater demand placed on
the information handling capacity of people who are to direct and accomplish these tasks. A
promising alternative to full-time human involvement is the use of semi-autonomous, intelligent
robot systems. To automate tasks such as assembly, disassembly, repair and maintenance, the
issues presented by environmental uncertainties need to be addressed. These uncertainties are
introduced by variations in the computed position of the robot at different locations in its work
envelope, variations in part positioning, and tolerances of part dimensions. As a result, the robot
system may not be able accomplish the desired task without the help of sensor feedback.
Measurements on the environment allow real time corrections to be made to the process. This
paper presents a design and imolementation of an intelligent robot system which inserts printed
circuit boards into a card cage. Intelligent behavior is accomplished by coupling the task
execution sequence with information derived from three different sensors: an overhead three-
dimensional vision system, a fingertip infrared sensor, and a six degree-of-freedom wrist-mounted
force/torque sensor.
I. Introduction
Robots are still far from the flexible automation tool they were envisioned to be. Robots in the
present day generally operate with minimal sensing and use a control strategy based on open 1.oop
positioning. Thus the reproducibility of the task depends upon the repeatability of the robot mot-ton
and the experimental setup used. A reliable robotic system has to be able to accommodate
uncertainties in the environment due to poor repeatability of the robot, changes in the workspace,
and variations in the position, orientation, and dimensions of the workpieces. For this reason
feedback from the workspace is required and therefore sensors have to be used. The sensory
information is used to aid the robotic system in accomplishing the desired task. Vision, tactile,
force/torque, proximity, and crossfire sensors can be used.
In order for robots to perform tasks like assembly, repair, or maintenance, the robot has to be
programmed using motion control primitives. Robotic assembly tasks can be programmed in
various languages, some of them incorporating both the robot motion primitives and the sensory
interactions. These languages include AL by Mujtaba and Goldman [1], LM by Latombe and
Mazer [2], and AML by Taylor, Summers and Meyer [3]. Work on f'me motion planning involving
sensor-guided motions to achieve part mating has been presented by Brooks [4]. A solution to the
problem of mating two parts requiring sensor based strategies to deal with geometric uncertainties
has been presented by Dufay and Latombe [5]. Their strategy to handle assembly forces is based
on threshold monitoring, wherein the robot motion is carried out until a sensory-based condition is
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met.Oncethecondition has been met, the motion is stopped, even if the desired goal has not been
achieved.
In the literature, several approaches for controlling the robot based on the forces measured
from the sensors present on the manipulator have been suggested. A survey of these strategies is
given in Cutkosky and Wright [6]. Two of these approaches are based on compliance, one passive
and the other active. Passive compliance uses compliant tools and is described in Nevins et al. [7].
Active compliance is achieved by using servo loop compensators and is described in Nevins et al.
[7] and Nevins and Whitney [8].
In this paper, a strategy based on fuzzy set theory is used to interpret the forces and torques
generated during the printed circuit board insertion process. It is quite cumbersome to derive a
mathematical model to describe an assembly task, such as the one described here. If such a model
were to be developed, it would be specific to the details of the particular task. Goldenberg and
Bazerghi [9] present an example of a method using a mathematical model for a peg-in-hole
problem. The fuzzy approach uses approximate relationships instead of a mathematical model
which uses absolute, numerical quantities. In the real world of robotic assembly, the goals,
constraints and consequences of robot actions are not precisely known and, therefore, cannot be
modelled exactly. Thus, the decisions have to be made by means of an inference mechanism that
can handle uncertain and imprecise knowledge. According to Zadeh [Yager et al., 10], if the gap
between human intelligence and machine intelligence is to be narrowed, machines should acquire
the ability to manipulate fuzzy concepts and to respond to fuzzy instructions. Fuzzy logic, based
on fuzzy set theory, is used for approximate reasoning about the insertion task.
The target task presented in this paper is part of a hierarchical planning and execution system.
This system maps user-specified three-dimensional part assembly tasks into various target robotic
workcells, and executes these tasks efficiently using manipulators and sensors available in the
workcell. This system was researched and developed in the Robotics and Automation Laboratories
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Details of this system are presented in Kelley and Moed [ 11].
As part of the hierarchy, the vision controller and the fuzzy insertion controller are each on-line,
independent processes that are experts in accomplishing specific tasks. For this reason, these two
controllers are called specialists. The specialists developed for this work are "plugable" modules
which can be executed together with other existing specialists to perform a multitude of assembly
tasks within the hierarchical structure.
2. Experimental Setup
The experimental set up for the printed circuit board insertion task consists of a robot, a host
computer, three basic sensors, and assembly fixtures. The first sensor is a 3D vision system
comprised of two CCD cameras and four lights suspended above the robot workcell. The cameras
are calibrated with respect to the robot's coordinate system using a method developed by
Yakimovsky and Cunningham [12, Kwak 13]. The 3D vision system is used to find the gross
location of objects in the workcell. The second sensor, a finger tip mounted crossfn'e sensor,
complements the vision system by providing more accurate position information. The third sensor,
a wrist-mounted force/torque sensor, monitors the insertion process.
The printed circuit boards are placed in the robot workcell in a fixture called the pick-up rack.
The boards are to be inserted in the card cage into slots called the insertion slots. The task starts by
taking a picture of the workcell with each camera. In the workcell, the general location of the
printed circuit board pick-up rack and the insertion slots is known a priori. Thus, in each image,
separate windows can be defined around the nominal locations of the pick-up rack and the
insertion slots. To save time, all image processing is confined to these windows. The windows are
large enough so that small variations in the position and orientation of the pick-up rack or insertion
slots are accommodated. A binary image of each window is created by thresholding the image.
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Blob labellingandmomentgeneratingtechniquesareusedto find agoodgraspinglocationon the
printed circuit boards.Sincetheprintedcircuit boardsarestandingvertically, it is desirableto
graspthemat the midpointof thetop edge.Becausethecamerasarenot looking directly at the
edgesof theboards,theresultingimageof aboardis nota line (whichmight correspond to the top
edge of a board). Instead, the board image is a parallelogram corresponding to a two dimensional
projection of the board on the camera image plane. The long edges of the parallelogram correspond
to the top and bottom edges of the printed circuit board. The first order moments are used to find
the centroid of this parallelogram which represents a point in the center of the board. As previously
mentioned, the center point of the top edge is a desirable location for grasping the printed circuit
boards. Since the cameras can be in any position, the top edge of the parallelogram in the image
does not necessarily correspond to the top edge of the printed circuit board. Thus, ray casting is
used to determine which edge of the parallelogram represents the top.edge of the board. A ray is
generated from the lens of the camera through the centroid and is projected onto the x-y plane of
the work surface. If the y-component of the projection is negative, then the camera is located above
and to the left of the printed circuit board. In this case it can be inferred that the top edge of the
parallelogram corresponds to the top edge of the board. If the y-component is positive, then the
camera is above and to the right of the printed circuit board. In this case it can be inferred that the
bottom edge of the parallelogram corresponds to the top edge of the printed circuit board. The
binary image is scanned from the centroid towards the top edge of the board to determine the image
coordinates of the grasping location on the board. Using the parameters from the camera
calibration model, the image coordinates of the grasping location are transformed to robot
coordinates. A similar approach is used to find the robot coordinates of the insertion slots (the only
difference is that the slot height is known a priori). The an.gular rotation of the boards and the
insertion slots in the image is determined using the information available from the second order
moments. Again the calibration model is used to transform the orientation to the robot coordinates.
Due to limitations of the camera calibration routines and inaccuracies introduced by thresholding
the image, these robot coordinates are treated as only a fin'st estimate.
The crossfire sensor is simply constructed from an infra-red emitting diode and a photo-
detector. Initially, the robot is directed by the supervisor to move the gripper above the grasping
location calculated by the vision system. Then the gripper is moved straight down in small
incremental steps. At each step, the finger-tip crossffre sensor is polled. When the infrared beam is
broken by the top edge of the board, the photo-detector output changes drastically. Thus a
reasonably accurate value for the z-coordinate of the top edge of the board is determined. Next the
crossfire sensor is used to find the exact center of this edge. The gripper is moved along the length
of the board until it finds one side. The process is repeated in the opposite direction to find the
other side of the board. From this, the x-, y,- and z-coordinates of the grasping location are
calculated and the gripper is moved to that position and the fingers are closed.
The printed circuit board is picked up by the robot and moved to a position above the insertion
slot. The printed circuit board is lowered to within a few centimeters above the height of the slot
guides. At this point the force/torque sensor is zeroed and the fuzzy controller is used to place the
board into the slot guides and then insert it in the slot.
The fuzzy controller monitors a six-component force/torque vector which relate to changes to
be made in the position and orientation of the robot. If all the components of this vector are zero,
the gripper is moved in the negative z-direction in small steps which lowers the board into the
guides. Otherwise, the robot is moved to the new position and orientation which is obtained by
adding a correction obtained from the fuzzy controller to its current values. This is repeated until
the board is well into the guides. Then the board is moved in the negative z-direction in larger
steps. In this phase the weighting of the vector returned from the fuzzy controller is reduced since
the board is already in the guides. The board is inserted until it is close to the top of the slot. At this
point the z-force is monitored in order to seat the board into the slot without damaging it. Once the
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boardhasbeeninsertedthe gripperis openedandmovedup vertically to cleartheheightof the
guides.Therobotis thendirectedto pickupanotherboardandrepeattheentireprocess.
3. Use of Fuzzy Logic
The design and synthesis of conventional controllers is based on the mathematical model of
the plant and involves quantitative and numeric calculations. With the advances in the area of fuzzy
logic and linguistic reasoning, fuzzy controllers are being used to control systems and replace the
human operator an integral part of the control process. These controllers use strategies expressed
as linguistic statements, that resemble human decision making. Holmblad and Ostergaard [14]
describe the application of fuzzy logic to the computer control of a rotary cement kiln. They
conclude that fuzzy logic is a practical and realistic alternative to traditional means of implementing
control strategies based on mathematical models. Fuzzy logic makes reasoning in the real world
possible by providing the ability to deal with a continuous range of values rather than just true or
false. Elements in fuzzy sets may belong only partially to a set, in contrast to traditional set theory
where elements either belong to a set or not.
When an assembly task is performed by a human, the reasoning that comes into play is often
of the form:
IF <sensed condition> THEN <control action>.
Depending upon the parts being assembled, the sensed conditions could be different. In the
case of inserting a card into a card cage, the sensed conditions could be of the form:
"The card is not completely aligned with both the guides"
or
"The card is not being pushed in vertically."
The information about the alignment of the card can be obtained visually. The information about
the direction of application of the pushing force can be obtained either visually or through contact
sensing. The control actions, likewise, could be of the form :
"Reorient the card slightly to bring it in line with the guides"
or
"Change the direction of application of the force a little to eliminate the jamming."
When a robot performs the task of a printed circuit board insertion, sensors are needed to
obtain the information regarding the process. In this experiment, force/torque information is used
to help the robot insert a printed circuit board into a slot whose location is determined using the
overhead camera system. The reasoning involved in the robotic insertion task is of the form of the
IF-THEN expression as given above. The sensed conditions involve terms related to the changes
in the forces and torques observed during the process. The sensed conditions are of the form:
"The x-torque is positive big"
or
"The y-torque is negative small,"
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andso forth. The logic value of a condition in ordinary Boolean logic is restricted to true or false
(0 or 1). In fuzzy logic, the logic value is a measure of the fulfillment of the condition and can take
any value in the interval [0, 1]. Fuzzy logic is used to express each of the terms by a unique fuzzy
membership function and thus establish a value in the interval [0, 1] for a given condition. The
forces and torques read from the sensor are scaled in such a fashion such that the maximum and
minimum values are -100 and 100 units of force (uf-- 0.2 oz) respectively. The scaling factors are
formulated from the signatures obtained during the trial insertion processes. Thus each sensor
reading is mapped onto a universe of discourse of -100 to 100 over which the relevant fuzzy sets
are defined. A parametric representation is used to represent the fuzzy sets. For example, if a fuzzy
set is defined as (a, b, c, d), this means that the membership value is 1 from a to b and goes from 1
to 0 along a straight line on either side from a to a - c and from b to b + d (c and d being positive).
The representation for "negative big" is (-100, -70, 0, 20). Figure 1 shows the fuzzy sets used in
the course of this experiment.
1.0
0.0
-100
nb nm ns
-50
b
0 50 100
Universe of Discourse
nb - negative big
nm - negative medium
ns - negative small
ps - positive small
pm - positive medium
pb - positive big
Figure 1. Fuzzy sets used in the card insertion experiment.
The forces and torques generated during a robotic assembly task reflect the status of the
process: jamming, misalignment, seating, for example. These forces and torques serve as
characterizing signatures of the process. Using statistical classification techniques, Fullmer [15]
uses these signatures to classify the assembly process as either acceptable or unacceptable. In this
paper, the force and torque signatures form a basis for the development of the fuzzy rules that are
used to provide real time corrective measures to accomplish the insertion task. The 6-D
force/torque signatures of an assembly process can be obtained by recording the forces and torques
as the assembly proceeds. For a typical "card-into-a-slot" insertion, the signatures are obtained
with respect to the position along the insertion path. In this case, the z-position of the card in the
guides is used. These signatures are affected by the vibrations of the robot, and have a component
that is related to the motion of the robot. Figure 2 shows these signatures for the robot going
through the insertion motion without a card in the gripper. Thus, the exact values of the forces and
torques generated might not be the same for two successive insertions of the same card into the
same slot. It can be assumed, however, that there will be basic features and trends of the
force/torque pattern which are common to successful insertions. The basic features may be
parameters associated with the peaks and valleys in the signatures. In case of some uncertainty in
the environment, it is difficult to classify these signals exactly and thus recognize the situation at
hand. It is almost impossible to take into account all the possibilities that can arise during an
assembly task and store them. The fuzzy controller implementation is able to cope with the
uncertainties and to successfully interpret the signatures.
After looking at the geometry of the "card-in-a-slot" problem, a number of heuristics capturing
the fuzzy reasoning process were generated. Every heuristic is represented as a condition/action
fuzzy rule. The condition, or the left hand side of a rule, tests to see whether the rule is applicable
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to the situation at hand. The action, or the right hand side of the rule, consists of a list of actions to
be performed if the rule is applicable.
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Figure 2. Typical force/torque signatures obtained by performing the insertion motion without a
card in the gripper.
4. Experimental Results
In this section, the test results of the "insert_board" specialist are presented. First, the PC
board is located using the "3D_vision" specialist and the position and orientation of the board is
estimated. This information is provided to the robot controller and the gripper is moved to a
position above the desired board. Because of the limited resolution of the overhead vision system,
the crossf'tre sensor in the finger tips is used to determine the precise edge locations of the board.
The position and orientation of the insertion slot are also determined using the vision system.
Next, the board is picked up at the center of its top edge and the arm positioned above the slot
where the board is to be inserted. Finally the board is inserted into the guides using the fuzzy
controller with feedback from the wrist force/torque sensor.
The fuzzy rules are written based on the force/torque signatures obtained from repeated trials.
Figure 3 shows two of the signatures for a perfect insertion. The increase in the z-force indicates
the seating of the board into the slot. Also, the torque shows an increase in magnitude as the card
is lowered into the guides because of friction and deviations in the robot motion relative to a
straight line when moved in cartesian coordinates.
Consider a simple problem that might be faced by the insert_board specialist as shown in
Figure 4. In this case the knowledge that is needed to insert the board into the guides is as follows:
1) A medium change in the z-force and large changes in the x- and y-torques as the board is
lowered indicate that one of the comers of the board is caught on one side of the guide.
2) No appreciable changes in the forces and torques as the card is lowered into the guides
indicate that the insertion is proceeding normally.
3) A large change in the z-force after the gripper has moved approximately the height of the
board indicates that the board is being seated into the slot.
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Figure 3. Typical force/torque signatures obtained by performing a perfect insertion.
Gripper
PC Board
Guide Insertion Slot
Y X
Figure 4. Typical near-miss situation to be handled by the insert board specialist and orientation of
the wrist force/torque sensor coordinate system.
A typical rule written in C is shown below. The gist of the rule is that if the scaled value of the
x-torque (mapxte) is negative big (nb) and the scaled value of the y-torque (mapyte) is positive big
(pb) then the output, (outset) should be negative big (nb).
Rule: Condition min =findmin(nb, mapxte, pb, mapyte)
Action truncset (nb, min, tempset)
maxfn(outset, tempset).
Findmin examines the fuzzy set nb at the point mapxte and the fuzzy set pb at mapyte, and returns
the minimum of the two. Then the minimum value min is used to truncate the fuzzy set, nb, and
create tempset, a temporary set. Maxfn is used to accumulate the effect of the rules that influence
that particular output. It takes the maximum of the two sets outset and tempset and stores it in
outset. In this case the output variable is a change in the x-position of the robot arm. This is
represented by delta-x which is obtained by defuzzifying the resulting set outset.
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Figure 5. Results of a successful insertion process.
Figure 5 shows the results of a successful insertion process. The graphs show the
modifications made to the x- and y-positions of the gripper and its rotation about the z-axis in the
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robot coordinatesystem. Also depicted are the x- and y-torques and the z-force. The control
iteration axis in the graphs refers to every point where a decision is made. The following strategy
is employed: If the delta-x, delta-y, and the delta-o are each below a given threshold, the board is
moved in a fixed increment towards the insertion slot. If any reading is above its threshold,
corrective action is taken instead. As shown in the figure, between control iterations 15-25 the
near-miss situation described in Figure 4 is encountered. The delta-x and delta-y graphs show the
corrective measures taken. The change in the rotation shown by delta-o relieves the torques by
aligning the board. During insertion, the card became skewed due to slippage in the gripper. The
iterations 65-80 show the activity in delta-x and delta-y which corrects this skew. From control
iterations 60 onwards the delta-o corrections are ignored by the controller to best avoid
oscillations. This explains the increase in the x- and y-torques during this period. The increase in
the z-force at iteration 83 is due to the final insertion of the board into the insertion slot.
5. Conclusions
A robotic assembly system has been presented which couples the task sequence of the robot
with information from different sensors. This coupling enables the system to handle uncertainties
encountered during task execution. In the example task only the nominal position of the printed
circuit boards and the insertion slots is known. A 3-D vision system determines the approximate
position and orientation of the boards and the insertion slots. It also determines a proper grasping
location on the board which is refined with the help of a fingertip crossf'tre sensor. A six degree-
of-freedom force/torque sensor is used to sense the forces and torques generated during the
assembly process. This paper described the application of fuzzy logic techniques to characterize
relationships between the assembly obj .ects and the data from the force/torque sensor. The fuzzy
approach uses experienced-based approxtmate relationships instead of using a precise mathematical
model of the insertion process. Data collected from a typical execution was shown in order to
describe the information received from the sensors. A typical fuzzy control rule for this task was
also included and explained. By using a fuzzy controller, printed circuit boards were successfully
inserted into target insertion slots. The modeling and controller assumptions made by fuzzy set
theory were validated by the repeated success of this assembly task over many trials.
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Abstract
The performance of non-trivial tasks by a mobile robot has been a long term objective of robotic research.
One of the major stumbling blocks to this goal is the conversion of the high-level planning goals and commands
into the actuator and sensor processing controls. In order for a mobile robot to accomplish a non-trivial task, the
task must be described in terms of primitive actions of the robot's actuators. Most non-trivial tasks require the
robot to interact with its environment; thus necessitating coordination of sensor processing and actuator control to
accomplish the task. Our contention is that the transformation from the high level description of the task to the
primitive actions should be performed primarily at execution time, when knowledge about the environment can be
obtained through sensors. We propose to produce the detailed plan of primitive actions by using a collection of
low-level planning components that contain domain specific knowledge and knowledge about the available sen-
sors, actuators, and sensor/actuator processing. This collection will perform signal and control processing as well
as serve as a control interface between an actual mobile robot and a high-level planning system. Previous
research has shown the usefulness of high-level planning systems to plan the coordination of activities such to
achieve a goal, but none have been fully applied to actual mobile robots due to the complexity of interacting with
sensors and actuators. This control interface is currently being implemented on a LABMATE mobile robot con-
nected to a SUN workstation and will be developed such to enable the LABMATE to perform non-trivial, sensor-
intensive tasks as specified by a planning system.*
1. Introduction
In order to perform intelligent tasks, a robot needs to interact with its environment through its sensors and
actuators. Often information about the environment must be obtained before decision making, scheduling, plan-
ning, and verification of high level tasks can proceed. Since the world is large and dynamic, it is impossible to
store current information a priori into the robot's internal model of the world, and thus the robot must father the
necessary information through its sensors. The gathering of information could also include the robot's observation
of its own interaction with the environment through its actuators.
The intelligent behavior exhibited by the robot in its performance of a task can be depicted or represented as a
plan (ordered sets of goals, events, and actions). Initially, a plan consists of a few abstract or high level goals in
which information-gathering needs are implicitly understood. During the planning process, the high level goals
are transformed into lower level, less abstract goals. Eventually, the implicit information needs of the plan must
be identified and explicitly stated, and can be represented as "information gathering goals" within the plan.
In order for any plan to be executed, all higher level goals must eventually be mapped to the robot's sensor
and actuator functions. Proper identification and mapping of the information gathering goals require the ability to:
*This research was sponsored in part by the National Science Foundation under grant NSF DMC 8518735.
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(1) represent the relationship between high level goals and their implicit information gathering needs (ie. what
kind of sensor interaction is needed for what goal),
(2) describe sensors and their ability to satisfy the information gathering ueeds,
(3) describe (and represent) the translation of informational needs into robot sensor and actuator actions, and
(4) replace the information gathering goals, within the plan, with sensor and actuator manipulations.
The final plan of robot sensor and actuator manipulations must be at such a level of detail so to allow proper exe-
cution of the plan by the robot. Our research will address the last three of the above abilities, and only slightly
address the first one.
2. Objectives
_ae objective of this research is to design and develop a sensor and actuator control interface to the LAB-
MATE mobile robot, resident in the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the University of Minnesota, Computer
Science Department. "Ibis control interface has three main functions:
(1) intelligently process sensor information for use by a high-level planning and reasoning system (here on
referred to as the Planning system);
(2)intelligentlycontrolthe robot'ssensorsand actuatorsviathecombinationof directivecontrol(from
commands/plans senttoitby the Planningsystem)and reactive'control(from reasoningaboutsensordatacol-
lectedfrom the robot's environment),and
(3) provide a "knowledgeable" interface between the robot's control levels and the Planning system.
The first function of the control interface is to process the sensor data for use by a Planning system, as well as
by any other sub-system of the robot. A Planning system is a symbolic level reasoning system, such as an expert
system or automated planning/scheduling system. The control interface should allow any of the robot's sub-
systems to access varying levels of raw and processed data frmn the robot's sensors. Thus both raw data and
abstracted data will be available to the Planning system for reasoning.
The second function of the control interface is to allow the robot to possess a reactive behavior to its environ-
ment and yet be effectively controlled by a Planning system (here on referred to as directive behavior). A reac-
tive behavior is the ability to conform the desired actions of the robot to correspond to the current state of the
robot's environment. It requires the collection of sensor data, and the calculation of the responding actuator com-
mands. This behavior is often cited along with survivalistic characteristics such as obstacle avoidance, and getting
out of the way of big meteorites. Though reactive behavior is necessary for effective interaction with the robot's
environment, directive behavior is necessary for the robot to derive the set of actions and intermediate goals
which solves a high-level task. The control interface will combine both behaviors such that high-level tasks can be
accomplished.
The final function is to provide a "knowledgeable" interface between the robot's control functions and the
Planning system. The interface should contain within itself information on the functionality, implememation,
status, etc., of the available commands to the Planning system, and this information should be accessible to the
Planning system. The Planning system, then, must possess the ability to access the information, reason about it,
and utilize it to interact with the robot's sensors and actuators.
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3. Related Work
The problem of programming a mobile robot to perform various non-trivial and sensor-intensive tasks is not a
new problem within the robotics domain. This problem has been attacked from four different directions of
research over the past decade. The four are: automated planning for robots, low-level feedback-control loops, sub-
sumption architecture, and hierarchical and distributed architectures. Each approach has definite benefits and
drawbacks.
3.1. Automated Planning and Navigation for Robots
There has been a great deal of research done within the domain of automated planning and navigation, espe-
10.22.24.31.33The majority of this research was aimed at creating
cially on domain-independent planning systems.
general problem solvers which can be adapted to fit most any domain. Most of these general problem solvers are
based on the same classical constructs of goal-reduction, conflict-detection/resolution, and constraint management.
These classical planning systems are designed to derive a set of partially ordered primitive actions which will
transform an initial world state to a given final state. Some of the classical planning research has been adapted
for problems within the mobile robot domain 23.30and there has been simulated robots running with classically-
based planning systems 7.19 controlling them. Most of this research was aimed at the problems of high level task
planning and did not address any of the problems of sensor processing, interaction and control.
2o the HILARE robot, 6 and research by Moravec and Elfes 21 concentrated on theThe Stanford Cart program,
complexities of sensor processing, sensor data uncertainty, and actuator control within the domain of robot naviga-
tion. All attempted to solve problems in robot position uncertainty, obstacle detection/avoidance, and piloting the
robot from position to position. Due to poor actuator controllers, large error propagations, long response times,
and/or very weak problem solving algorithms, none of these projects attempted any non-trivial, sensor-intensive
problems beyond that of simple obstacle avoidance through path planning. Kuipers and Levitt 35 both imple-
mented navigation planning systems for different simulated robots. Both systems were concerned with how to
represent space and reason about it, but neither addressed problems in sensor controls, noisy data processing and
problems due to a dynamic world.
More recently, Wilkins, and Drummond 9,32 each have made specifications within their plan representations
for the use of sensory data. These mechanisms assumed the availability of highly processed sensor data and did
not address data processing needs, derivability, uncertainty management, and error recovery. Firby 11has imple-
mented a planning system to perform reactive planning within a simulation. The system has operators to deter-
mine when to use sensors, but does not have constructs to deal with errors, sensor controls and parameters, and
inaccurate or noisy sensor data. Finally, Georgeff 12 has implemented a planning/control system initially in simu-
lation and then on the SKI FLAKEY mobile robot where it exhibited 2 mare problems: 1) poor response time to
sensor input due to delays of interaction between the symbolic level control and the lower-level robot and sensor
control; and 2) problems of control and system development due to the normal errors which embody sensor pro-
cessing as well as sensor data.
Throughout most of the automated planning research for robots, there has been a great deal of simplifying
assumptions on the amount of control and sensor processing and interfacing required to control an actual robot.
These systems performed well in simulations based on these simplifying assumptions, but never progressed to suc-
cessful implementation on actual mobile robots. Their assumptions on the management, control and interactions
with sensors, sensor data and actuators were far too basic to their design, and thus limited their ability to success-
fully implement their designs on actual mobile robots.
3.2. Feedback-Control Loops
The research on automated planning for robots was a general problem solving approach to the robot control
problem. In contrast, the next direction of research focused on narrowly defined problems where domain specific
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knowledge is highly applicable. The portion of this research which is best addressed towards the problem of
accomplishing high-level tasks for mobile (or any) robots, has been the work in sensor-actuator feedback-control
loops. Here a great deal of research has been performed to develop many different types of systems which con-
tinuously transforms a sensor input signal into an actuator control signal, controlling the actuator to accomplish a
(usually very low-level) sensor-intensive task (ie. mathematically transform or through look up tables). For exam-
ple, a number of sensor feedback-control loop systems have been developed for a robot ann to insert a peg into a
hole based on compliant motion, s.13.16.17.34Compliant motion is a specification of robot motion modification in
response to forces generated during the robot motion which enables the robot to carry out a task in the presence of
significant sensing and control errors.
There have been many similar successful developments of sensor-actuator feedback control loops which per-
formed single, narrowly defined, low-level, sensor-intensive tasks with actual robots. Such systems are quite sen-
sitive to details of geometry and to error characteristics and must therefore he constructed anew for each task.
Though the task complexity has increased in terms of sensor signals and actuator control, the flexibility of the
control is still limited to parameterized, direct execution, with no ability to plan or coordinate multiple actions.
Higher-level tasks which require flexible control for multiple actions and multiple goals have not been attempted.
Also, there have been no attempts at interfacing any feedback-control loops to a Planning system such to enable
more flexible control in performing higher-level tasks.
3.3. Subsumption Architecture
The subsumption architecture 5 is a layered approach to building robust sensor-actuator feedback control sys-
tems. Mobile robot control is transformed into a problem based on parallel task achieving behaviors. The key
idea is that layers of a control system can run in parallel to each other. Each individual layer correspondence to a
level of behavioral competence. The next higher level of overall competence (ie. improved intelligence) or
enhanced capability can be obtained by adding a new layer to an existing group of layers. The new layer will run
in parallel with the other layers, and will interact with the lower layers through excitation of their inputs and inhi-
bition of their outputs. Basically, the higher layer examines the data flowing through the lower layer, and injects
data into the layer, suppressing the normal flow. The lower layer runs the same regardless of the existence of the
higher layer. Thus, each layer can be frozen after it is thoroughly debugged. Each layer is implemented within a
set of small processors, each processor running a finite state machine, and communicating to other processors
across single bit data paths.
The main emphasis of the subsumption architecture is the levels of parallel behaviors, with each behavior per-
forming sensor-actuator feedback control tasks. Through this implemented architecture, the robot has been able to
wander through an environment, avoid obstacles, search for doorways, and travel through them. Though the dis-
tributed method of control for the robot allows for many behaviors to run in parallel (thus performing many
sensor-intensive tasks at once), it also disallows the ability to centrally control the robot to achieve planned goals
such as are in high-level tasks. There is no ability for a reasoning system to interact with the robot, controlling it
to perform high-level tasks (ie. no high-level Planning system interface).
3.4. Hierarchical and Distributed Architecture
The forth approach concentrated on developing specialized architectures for dealing with complexity of pro-
cessing and data flow. Albus _ is implementing a highly-synchronized, hierarchy of computational modules to
control sensors and process sensor data as it flows though the structure. The longest planning horizons exist in
the top computational module where the highest level decisions are carried out as well. At each level, goals and
plans are generated, synchronized, and passed onto the appropriate submodule where they are again decomposed
into subgoals, and passed on further down the hierarchy. Decomposition is based on processed input data from
the sensors, information on the current state of the control hierarchy, and predictions generated by higher level
modules. The system is a highly-synchronized, static, configuration of routines and subroutines.
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Anotherhierarchicalrchitectureenlistsa declarative description of the sensors combined with procedural
definitions of sensor control. This research on "Logical Sensors" 15.2consists of logical/abstracted views of sen-
sots and sensor processing, much like how logical I/O is used to insulate the user from the differences of I/O dev-
ices and computer operating systems. It is similar to a distributed variation of the hierarchical control approach,
only it is more net-like than tree-like, and it allows more flexibility in the inter-module control structure. It pro-
vides a coherent and efficient data/control interface for acquiring of information from different sensors types.
Finally, one of the more referenced mobile robot architectures is the "blackboard", whose function is to main-
tain the consistency of sensor data as it is being processed, and manage the sensor control based on the informa-
tional needs of other system processes. 29.3.4.14.1sThese systems have been used extensively on the DARPA ALV
and other similar projects, where they have controlled mobile robots through road following, and obstacle
avoidance tasks. Blackboard systems usually require that all sensor data be processed and converted into a single
logic/symbolic-based format. This can hamper control processes which must first convert the data from raw sen-
sor to numerical and then to symbolic; then reason about the resulting commands. Then the symbolic commands
must be converted to low level control commands before executing them. Unlike the very quick feedback control
loop approach, this approach can become very slow, limiting the robot's task performance for even the simplest of
tasks.
4. Proposed Work
4.1. Rationale for the Approach and Designs
Past research has shown that the success of a robot accomplishing a task in any unstructured environment
highly depends on the ability of the robot to correctly sense its environment and correctly use the information
which it senses. All of the research surveyed which initially conducted the experiments in simulation and then
attempted to implement in the real world have underestimated the problems with processing sensor data, control-
ling the sensors, and interacting with the real world such that their systems were unable to effectively control the
robot.
Previous research in controlling a robot within unstructured environments have produced only limited success
in achieving narrowly defined tasks (ie. road following). The low level feedback control loops may provide
speedy response to sensory input, but they only can perform singly-defined tasks, and methods of combining them
into goal achieving behaviors are needed. Brook's research is a step towards combining sensor-feedback control
loops into intelligent, reactive behaviors, but it does not attempt to solve the problems of allowing goal directed
behavior along with the reactive behavior.
One problem with the blackboard-like approaches is that they have been built from the point of view of the
reasoning and planning systems. Little emphasis is placed on the needs, capabilities and limitations of the sensor
and control systems. Emphasis on these needs, capabilities, and limitations is important in the design of the rea-
soning and planning system because in order to achieve a given task, reasoning and planning must interact
exclusively with sensors and actuator controls. These reasoning systems do not contain sufficient knowledge to
reason about the use of the sensors, and are thus unable to fully utilize the sensor to improve the task perfor-
mance.
A second problem with complex structures and methods is the reactive delay which they exhibit. The com-
plexity of the system causes a very slow response time, and thus not only is the main task performed very slowly,
but the ability of the robot to react to unexpected events is extremely slow. A commonly used example of this
problem is a robot sitting in the middle of the street, slowly reasoning about which way to move, and being hit by
a truck before deciding. Slow reaction time to hazardous and dangerous events is unacceptable for any robot
within an unstructured environment.
Collectively, previous research in mobile robots performing tasks in unstructured environments have not
emphasized one of three important problems:
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(1) the problems of sensors, sensor interaction, and sensor processing,
(2) the need to intelligently control so to accomplish high level tasks, and
(3) the need to have the robot react quickly to its environment (often called reactive behavior).
To accomplish tasks in unstructured environments requires proper interaction with the sensors. This requires
intelligent management, representation, interaction and utilization of sensors and sensory data. The problems with
sensors can not be ignored if success is expected.
4.2. Specific Aims of the Approach and Design
This research is aimed at overcoming the problems not emphasized by previous work. The approach is to:
(1) develop a control interface system between the robot's sensors/actuators and the Planning system's such to
logically abstract the functionality of the robotic sensor/actuator processing and control from the implementation;
(2) build into the interface the capabilities to a) process and reason over sensor data so to convert it into a form
usable by a Planning system, b) control sensors and actuators such to drive the robot in both directive and reactive
behavior modes, c) allow reasoning, analysis, and recovery over errors occurring during the performance of tasks,
and d) allow both a Planning System and the interface components to reason over the use of the interface's func-
tionality; and
(3) test the control interface by a) adapting an available Harming system to the interface such to control the robot
to successfully accomplish a high level task; and b) perform experiments on an actual robot and sensors such to
attack the problems of real-time sensor control and sensor data processing;
4.3. Design of the Logical Sensor and Actuator System (LSAS)
We are currently implementing a control interface, called the Logical Sensor and Actuator System (LSAS),
between the sensor and actuator drivers on the LABMATE robot and a Planning System. This control interface
consists of a collection of low-level planning components that contain domain specific knowledge on the accom-
plishment of high-level Planning goals. These components also contain knowledge on the availability and use of
sensors, actuators, and sensor/actuator processing.
The basic component-types of the LSAS are the Logical Sensor, the Sensor Driver, and the Actuator Driver.
Logical Sensors are abstract views of robot sensor hardware combined with sensor processing software, which can
be extended to include actuator hardware and processing such to produce sensor-actuator feedback control loops.
Simple Logical Sensors will sense the environment, process the data as determined by their main functional pur-
pose, and return an output signal back to all requesting processes. This signal can be as complex as a multi-
image signal to as simple as a symbolic label. The sensing of the environment can be directly through the sensor
(Sensor Driver), or through other Logical Sensors. Thus Logical Sensors can be built hierarchically to produce
varying levels of processed sensor data.
Sensor Drivers and Actuator Drivers are the lowest level software interfaces to the actual sensor and actuator
hardware. These entities will consist of many of the properties of Logical Sensors, but differ in that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between Sensor/Actuator Drivers and the actual hardware components they drive (mul-
tiple Logical Sensors which perform the same task can exist to provide flexibility). Sensor Drivers interface
directly to the sensor hardware, and control the hardware parameters in accordance to the control and data request
commands sent to it by Logical Sensors. Likewise Actuator Drivers interface directly to the robot's actuator
drivers and control them in accordance to the control commands sent to it by Logical Sensors.
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Logical Sensors are created from the combination of Sensor Drivers, Actuator Drivers, and other Logical Sen-
sors, thus producing a hierarchical structure of sensor-actuator processing and control functionality. For example,
a Logical Sensor for searching out thermostat locations could consist of Logical Sensors for: avoiding obstacles,
wandering around the environment, going through doorways, and recognizing thermostats. Each of these Logical
Sensors provides a functional level of sensor (and/or) actuator processing and control, and each consists of addi-
tional sub-sensors, which also provides a sub-level of functionality.
Externally, the Logical Sensor is an abstract view of sensor-actuator functionality. Intemally, Logical
Sensors contain a main function, a standard set of interaction functions, and a standard set of sensor-facts. All
Logical Sensors have the same base set of standard interaction functions and sensor-facts. Interaction functions
include status checks on the hardware, hardware initialization routines, and control parameter manipulations.
Sensor-facts include information such as the sensor's name, parameter list and types, output data types, possible
side effects, power usage estimates, and a list of goals which it can aid in achieving. Each Logical Sensor sub-
type can add additional interaction functions and sensor-facts if needed. The complete set of functions and
sensor-facts will constitute the knowledgeable interface component of the LSAS. Thus, the interface contains
knowledge on how to use the Logical Sensor (parameter information); what purpose to use the Logical Sensor
(goals it could achieve); what conditions will the Logical Sensor perform well under; and even how to test the
Logical Sensor.
Each Logical Sensor also contains a main function which intelligently performs the sensing/actuator process-
ing for which the Logical Sensor exists. This function can vary from performing very simple signal processing to
performing complex reasoning over its current situation and sending actuator commands such to accomplish a
task. For example, the main function for a simple Logical Sensor which monitors a force sensor until a threshold
is reached and then signals another Logical Sensor will he one which interacts with the sensor, compares the force
to the threshold, and signals upon reaching the threshold. In comparison, a more complex Logical Sensor which
determines the distance to an object directly in front of the robot may first reason about the the differing charac-
teristics of the available Logical Sensors for measuring distances (ie. sonar, infra-red, visible camera, actual dis-
tance traversed by robot's wheels,...) vs. the characteristics of the current situation, and select the most appropriate
Logical Sensor. Then, it will monitor the execution of the selected Logical Sensor for possible errors. If there is
an error, it will reason about its cause, and take appropriate action (which includes selecting a different Logical
Sensor). The Logical Sensors which perform complex reasoning can he viewed as micro-planning systems with
very small domains (ie. the domain of deriving distances), in which planning/reasoning is performed only to deter-
mine the next one or two robot actions. This type of planning is necessary due to the dynamic nature of the
world, and will only work for accomplishing goals which are a few actions from success (thus the need for the
Planning system to perform long-term planning and coordination of Logical Sensors).
5. Example
The intent of this research is to automatically determine mobile robot actions which will accomplish high-
level sensor-intensive tasks. In order for a robot to be useful, it must he able to accomplish tasks which require
interaction with its environment. Of course, interaction within unstructured environments is highly desirable, and
any task requiring such interaction must he sensor-intensive. This means that a vast majority of the robot's
actions require the use of contemporaneous sensor data to assure successful execution.
An example of a non-trivial, sensor-intensive task is the reconnaissance mission. One of the goals of the
reconnaissance mission plan would be a follow-recon-path goal. Within this goal, the robot will enter into a
known territory (previously charted, ie. by satellite), search for new objects in the environment, and attempt to
record data on the object without disrupting the object's existence within the environment. This example assumes
either an indoor environment (ie inside a space station), or no problems with terrain locomotion, (wheel slippage,
etc.), and environmental hardening (ie. protection against the elements). These problems, though of concem in the
field of robotics, are not the emphasis of this research, and thus simplifying assumptions are used.
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Inthisexampletherobot is given a partially-ordered plan from the Planning system (ie. much like a plan
from NOAH 22 ), where one of the goals in the plan is follow-recon-path. Each of the plan's goals are given to
the control interface one at a time. This example will follow the execution of the follow-recon-path goal as it is
given to the control interface. The first step of the control interface in executing the follow-recon-path goal is to
break it down into two operations: follow-given-path and search-for-new-object. This decomposition must take
place within the control interface for two reasons. First, both operations must he executed within the control
interface due to their sensor-intensive nature and the dynamic nature of the environment. Second, though each of
these operations achieves a subgoal of the given goal, they must be performed in parallel in order for their combi-
nation to achieve the entire goal. Forcing the transition from Planning system to control interface to occur before
such goals exist within the plan will simplify the overall process (ie. current planning research is still struggling
with reasoning about parallel execution of goals).
In performing the follow-given-path operation, the robot would move through its environment following a
path defined with the given goal. As the robot is following this path, it will be performing the search-for-new-
object operation in parallel. This operation will consist of the robot comparing the objects found in its environ-
ment with those recorded on the given chart (or from the last time the robot was along that path). Note that a
third operation of recording a map of its environment or updating that map could also be performed in parallel.
Upon discovering a new (or interesting) object in its environment, the robot will then suspend the current two
operations, and start a new operation which will record information on the new object. The criteria for "new or
interesting" are not important at this point, but could be determined via various sensors such as magnetic fields,
infra-red, etc. or via the robot performing comparisons between the current environment and an a priori chart.
The objective of the new operation, record-data-on-object, is to use various sensors to record data on the newly
discovered object. The recorded data can be analyzed at a later time (ie. transmitted back to a base station for
more in depth analysis). A second objective of this operation is to not get too close to the new object such to dis-
turb, disrupt, or be in danger firom it. First, the robot will select two to four vantage points to collect information
on the object. Interaction with the higher-level Planning system may be required to partially plan ahead as to
which vantage-points to visit first as well as to predict which data-recording parameters would he necessary. The
robot's Planning system only partially plans, because of world dynamics rendering complete planning untractable;
thus, the robot only plans that which is necessary such to detect possible unforeseen interactions (ie. wasting time
by poor selection of vantage-points).
The selection of vantage-points, the number of them, and the ordering of them will depend on the location of
the new object relative to the robot, the actual existence of "good" vantage points (or any vantage points), limits
of the recording devices, desired distance to maintain from the object, etc. This Planning system may need to
interact with the robot's sensors such to collect this data. As the plan is being derived, its execution can begin.
The robot will proceed to the first vantage point and record data on the object. If the object moves, the robot will
re-select (replan) vantage-points and attempt to continue recording data on the object. If the object approaches the
robot, the robot will react, and move away, keeping the desired distance. Continued aggression by the object will
result in the robot aborting the data recording attempt. Upon completion or abortion of the data recording opera-
tion, the robot will return to the point of suspension, possibly requiring interaction with the Planning system, and
continue on with its initial two operations (follow-given-path and search-for-new-object).
This example exhibits many characteristics of non-trivial, sensor-intensive tasks. Examples are:
1) The robot must record information on its environment for determining interesting objects.
2) The robot must perform simple navigation tasks to follow a given path and avoid obstacles.
3) The robot is able to perform parallel operations, each achieving separate subgoals of a given goal.
4) The robot is able to suspend and resume operations as dictated by by control and by input sensor data.
5) Upon finding a new object, the robot is able to determine positions for data gathering, partially plan the task of
the goal of data gathering, and then accomplish that goal through execution.
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6) The robot is able to react to unforeseen occurrences, and replan its actions such to achieve its goal.
This enumeration is not a complete set of characteristics for any non-trivial, sensor-intensive task, but serves
as an illustration of what constitutes such a task. It is important to note the amount of sensor interaction which
must occur in order for the robot to accomplish the task. The acknowledgment of this high amount of sensor
interaction is the motivation of this research.
6. Summary
Mobile robot primitive actions which accomplish non-trivial, sensor-intensive tasks can be determined through
the proper use and representation of the sensors and sensor data provided by the LSAS architecture. The LSAS is
designed to be an control interface between high-level planning systems, and the sensor and robot hardware
through hierarchical layers of sensor and actuator processing and control. Until recently, previous research only
emphasized purely reactive systems (which are unable to plan, reason, and control such to achieve given goals), or
purely goal directive systems (which are unable to react to unforeseen situations and threats). Within the LSAS,
both directive and reactive behavior are possible through multiple parallel Logical Sensors and the combination of
their outputs. Previous research which incorporated both behaviors primarily used blackboard approaches, and
perform extensive amounts of processing in order to accomplish trivial tasks, thus computational time delays
reduce the effectiveness of sensor response. Effective reactive behavior will be achieved in the LSAS by minim-
izing sensory input response time via the use of feedback control loops. Finally, one feature which many other
approaches do not possess is the inclusion of a knowledgeable interface between the sensors and the Planning sys-
tem. Thus, the Planning system can reason about the which, where, when, and how of using the sensors as it
plans future moves.
The LSAS design addresses the need for intelligent processing of sensor data, combining directive and reac-
tive control, and providing a knowledgeable interface to the sensors and actuators. The development of the LSAS
will provide greater insight to the use of sensors for accomplishing intelligent behavior within mobile robots, and
will provide further research topics in intelligent robot control, sensor interaction and control, multi-sensor fusion
for the accomplishment of tasks, sensor utilization to improve task performance, and improved robot-environment
interaction through error recovery and reactive behavior techniques.
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ABSTRACT
New opportunities for the application of telerobotic systems to enhance human intelligence and
dexterity in the hazardous environment of space are presented by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Space Station Program. Because of the need for significant increases in
extravehicular activity and the potential increase in hazards associated with space programs, emphasis
is being heightened on telerobotic systems research and development. The Automation Technology
Branch at NASA Langley Research Center currently is sponsoring the Laboratory Telerobotic
Manipulator (LTM) program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to develop and demonstrate ground-
based telerobotic manipulator system hardware for research and demonstrations aimed at future NASA
applications. The LTM incorporates traction drives, modularity, redundant kinematics, and state-of-the-
art hierarchical control techniques to form a basis for merging the diverse technological domains of
robust, high-dexterity teleoperations and autonomous robotic operation into common hardware to further
NASA's research.
INTRODUCTION
New opportunities for the application of telerobotic systems to enhance human intelligence and
dexterity in the hazardous environment of space are presented by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Space Station Program. The suited astronaut has been the mainstay of the U.S.
space program to date, and this will continue. Nevertheless, with significant increases in extravehicular
activity (EVA) likely and potentially increased hazards associated with future programs, heightened
emphasis is being placed on telerobotic systems research and development. R&D goals are to improve
overall safety and efficiency and provide significant spin-off technology to improve the productivity of
the U.S. industrial sector. The Automation Technology Branch at NASA Langley Research Center
currently is sponsoring the Laboratory Telerobotic Manipulator (LTM) program at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) to develop and demonstrate ground-based telerobotic manipulator system hardware
for research and demonstrations aimed at future NASA applications.
NASA plans indicate the need to rely on teleoperation for control of dexterous telerobotic systems
in the construction and initial operation of the Space Station. Evolution into intelligent robotic
operations is desirable. Because of present technological limitations, evolution is expected to be gradual.
The unique nature of orbital operations demands that this evolution be carefully controlled. A major
limitation in implementing the transition is the lack of available telerobotic hardware that can function
well as a real-time teleoperator while providing a sound hardware basis for intelligent, autonomous
robotic operations. The LTM is being developed as a basis for the merger of these diverse technology
domains into common hardware to further NASA research.
*Research performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, operated by Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC05-840R21400, and sponsored
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley Research Center.
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SYSTEM DESIGN FEATURES
Merging the mechanical and control features necessary for a force-reflecting servomanipulator
and a robotic positioner into a single system is a particularly difficult task. A good force-reflecting
servomanipulator designed for efficient human-in-the-loop control emphasizes end effector speed for
good master response to human control input, good slave tracking of the master, high-joint back-
drivability for force reflection, and low reflected friction and inertia to minimize operator fatigue. On
the other hand, a good robotic positioner emphasizes end effector accuracy, end effector speeds, and
mechanical and control stiffness. A major objective of the LTM design is to bridge the gap between these
two technologies by providing the most important design and operational parameters of each. The LTM
prototype system is composed of two force-reflecting slave arms (Fig. 1) and two force-reflecting master
arms (Fig. 2) with a digital-based control system providing bilateral, position-position, force-reflecting
control. End effector robotic control with kinematic redundancy resolution is being implemented.1
Finally, joint-level robotic control of position and velocity and open-loop joint drives are provided for
implementation of other robotic control options in the future.
A. Mechanical design
The LTM design uses a modular approach for joint construction, with common pitch-yaw
differential joints implemented for the arm, shoulder, elbow, and wrist. An output wrist roll follows the
wrist pitch-yaw differential to give a compact hemispherical wrist positioner. A simple parallel jaw
gripper is provided for the slave, and a pistol grip handle is provided on the master. Each pitch-yaw
joint mechanism provides these motions about orthogonal axes, and each is attached to adjacent joints by
four mechanical fasteners that produce a modular mounting arrangement. This arrangement allows the
LTM arms to be easily assembled and disassembled. Cabling connections are automatically engaged
during mechanical connection. All cabling is routed internally to eliminate external pigtails and
connectors. This modularity, shown in Fig. 3, allows the LTM arms to be easily reconfigured for changing
requirements and also permits maintenance of the arms simply by replacing the failed module. Traction
drives with variable loading mechanisms were chosen for torque transmission through the LTM
differentials. Although traction drives have not been widely used for servocontrol applications,
potentially they can provide benefits for space applications, such as zero backlash and minimal
lubrication requirements. Redundant LTM kinematics provides good dexterity for work in confined spaces
and allows solutions for avoiding kinematic singularities. The overall reach of 1.4 m and end effector
speed of 0.9 m/s for any joint were chosen for dexterous performance as a teleoperator. All joints have an
unloaded acceleration capability exceeding lg in all directions.
The LTM has load capacities to accommodate expected requirements for orbital operation while
providing counterbalanced operation for 1-g earth demonstrations. Each LTM arm has a peak load
capacity of 13.6 kg and a continuous load capacity of 9.1 kg. For effective ground operation, the LTM arm
is configured from joints with different torque capacities. To reduce fabrication and engineering costs, a
large joint with a peak torque capacity of 186 Nm is used at both the slave shoulder and elbow positions.
To optimize dexterity and minimize weight, a small joint with peak torque capacity of 49 Nm is used as
the slave wrist joint. The master arms are composed entirely of small joints due to the reduced
requirements for output torque. As shown in Fig. 4, each joint assembly consists of a differential drive
mechanism; two dc servomotors with integral reducers, fail-safe brakes, tachometers, and optical
encoders; two in-line torque sensors; and two 16-bit accuracy single-turn resolvers coupled directly to the
axis of rotation at the joint output. The speed reduction ratio through the differential is approximately
3.5:1. The reducers were specially designed for LTM and utilize spring-loaded antibacklash gear trains.
Commercial in-line torque sensors have been modified and incorporated directly into the joint mechanism
to produce a compact arrangement. Permanent magnet fail-safe brakes coaxially mounted to each drive
motor will safely support loads during power failure and are capable of supporting maximum payloads
for extended periods without excessive motor heating. Their advantage is higher torque-per-unit size
and weight compared to spring-set brakes.
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Fig. 1. LTM slave arms.
Fig. 2. LTM master arms.
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Fig. 4. LTMsmall pitch-yaw joint assembly.
Force transmission through the differential drive mechanism is by traction drives. Unlike force
transfer through gear teeth, which generate torsional oscillation as loads transfer between the teeth,
force transfer through traction is inherently smooth and steady, without backlash. 2 Two driving rollers
provide input into the differential. A significant advantage in this differential setup is that each
driving roller is required to transmit only one-half the total torque necessary for a particular motion, thus
reducing required motor size and resulting weight. These rollers interface with two intermediate rollers
that drive the pitch-yaw output roller about the pitch and yaw axes. The axis about which the pitch-
yaw roller rotates depends upon the rotation direction of the driving rollers. The contact surfaces of the
traction rollers are gold-plated by an ion plating process developed by NASA Lewis Research Center.
This plating serves as a dry lubricant in that it prevents the substrates from making contact. The thin
layer of gold is a cost-effective solution for lubrication of these rolling surfaces in space. By using
resolvers directly at the output of each joint for position measurement, any creep experienced through the
traction drive differential will not affect positioning characteristics of the arm.
For traction drives to function, there must be a normal force between the mating rollers that
transmits torque by friction. As an alternative to the more common constant-loading mechanisms,
variable loading mechanisms have been employed on the LTM in an effort to improve differential back-
drivability, mechanical efficiency, and fatigue life. Constant loading mechanisms produce a constant
normal load between traction drive rollers. This constant normal load must be sized to ensure adequate
traction at the joint's maximum torque capacity. The obvious disadvantage of this constant normal load is
that traction drive rollers and their supporting bearings are needlessly overloaded during periods of low
torque transmission, not only generating extra bearing losses at low torque transmission but, more
importantly, shortening the drive system fatigue life. In order to ensure adequate traction with minimum
friction loss, variable loading mechanisms were developed for the LTM. These purely mechanical
mechanisms produce varying normal loads between the traction rollers that are proportional to the
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transmitted torque. Variable loading mechanisms have been incorporated into the traction drive
differential, one pair at the input rollers and one at the output pitch-yaw roller.
B. Control System Design
The LTM control system is a modular hierarchical design with expansion capabilities for future
enhancements of both the hardware and software. It is based on past ORNL experiences in complex
hierarchical manipulator systems 3 and the need to be consistent with the overall space station NASREM
control approach. 4 A top-level block diagram illustrating the organization of the system hardware is
shown in Fig. 5. At this level, the system is composed of two computer systems, one master and one slave,
connected by a high-speed serial communication link to allow significant separation between master and
slave arms. Each rack controls a pair of LTM arms using data acquired from sensors in the individual
joints. Custom embedded computers distributed in the joints provide sensor data acquisition and data
communication to the central computer systems through high-speed fiber optic links. A Macintosh II
computer interfaced with the master computer system provides a graphics-based interface for system
operation.
A commercial VMEbus approach is utilized for the central computer systems and is based on
multiple Motorola 68020 single-board computers operating in parallel. One single-board computer
coordinates the overall operation of the system, while additional single-board computers complete the
control algorithm calculations required for teleoperation, robotics, and electronic counterbalancing. In
addition to the single-board computers, the VME systems support digital and analog I/O, distributed
communication links, terminal support, and mass storage. PWM amplifiers that provide drive signals to
individual joint motors are also located in the central computer racks. The overall hardware
arrangement for the master rack is shown schematically in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram on the LTM control system hardware.
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Customelectronicspackagesweredevelopedtoreducethenumberof cablesrequired for each arm.
Because the LTM utilizes an embedded cabling approach in which all power, control, and communication
cables pass through the pitch/yaw joints, it was necessary to minimize the number of cables required. The
custom computer packages reduce the cabling by acquiring, processing, and multiplexing the many sensor
signals over serial communication links between arm modules and the VMEbus racks. The electronics
packages consist of four individual systems: a joint processor logic board (JPl) in each joint, a joint
processor power board (JPp) in each joint, a link processor (LP) board for each joint to interface with the
VMEbus, and the fiber optic communication system. The joint processor logic board and the link processor
board are high-density circuit boards using surface mount technology on both sides of a multilayer board.
The JPl board is a five-layer board with 40 integrated circuits, all in surface-mount technology. The LP
board is a four-layer board. Figure 7 illustrates the JPi, JPp, and LP boards.
The link processor is based on the Intel N80C196KA 16-bit microcontroller. The system has 16
kbytes of ROM to contain the startup and communication code, 4 kbytes of dual-port RAM, and 16 kbytes
of SRAM to hold the application code after it is downloaded from the VME system through the DPRAM.
The LP communicates with the VME system through 4 kbytes of dual-port RAM that is memory-mapped
to 4-kbyte blocks in the VME memory. Communication with the JPls via the fiber optic links is controlled
by an Intel N82588 2-Mbaud LAN controller. A link processor sends commands to an individual joint
processor to acquire joint data and, after receiving the joint data, places the data in a portion of shared
global memory containing the current world model. During operations, the LP sends data requests every
millisecond independent from and asynchronous to the VME system. The LPs also pass commands and code
to the joint processors from the VME system.
The joint processor logic board, like the link processor, is based on the Intel N80C196KA 16-bit
microcontroller. The system also has 16 kbytes of ROM to hold the startup and communication code and 16
kbytes of SRAM to hold application code that is downloaded through the LP after startup. The JPI also
utilizes the same N82588 LAN controller for communications. A joint processor acquires data from the
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numerous sensors in a pitch/yaw joint upon demand and returns them over the fiber optic link to a paired
link processor. The data consist of pitch and yaw velocity, pitch and yaw position, motor positions, motor
velocities, joint torques, and joint temperatures. In addition, the JPI on the wrist joint acquires data for
wrist roll and grip commands for end effector control. Man-machine interface cursor control and various
mode selection button data is also acquired for the master handle.
The joint processor power board converts the 24-V dc power distributed through the arms to the
+5-V dc and +12-V dc needed by the joint processor boards. The power board also supplies power to the
joint torque sensors, supplies the resolver reference drives, and contains the motor brake relays. The fiber
optic system consists of two full-duplex bidirectional transceivers and a single high-strength fiber for
each link and joint processor pair. The link processor transceiver is in the rack with the VME computer
system, and the joint processor transceiver is on the JPp board in each joint. The transceivers use two
different wavelengths of light to receive and transmit, thus providing full-duplex operation on a single
fiber. A multidrop link approach could have been implemented, but the overall speed would have been
significantly reduced.
The LTM software architecture, shown in Fig. 8, supports a modular hierarchical design with
expansion capability for future enhancements to the system. In addition, interfaces have been defined to
allow layering into hierarchical control implementations such as NASREM. 4 The operating system for
the central VME computers is OS-9, a multiprogramming, multitasking, modular system that provides for
position-independent code in real-time applications. Both C and FORTH are currently used for
programming. In addition, FORTRAN 77, PASCAL, and BASIC are also supported if required for future
developments. FORTH was chosen as the development language for the data acquisition processors
distributed in the arms. FORTH allows a minimal system to have powerful debug capabilities, an
important consideration with the limited ROM and RAM of the link and joint processors. In addition, the
FORTH kernel is open, allowing modifications to the operating environment. FORTH has its own
assembler and compiler, thus eliminating the need for a cross compiler on the VME system to generate
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code for the custom modules. A need for user modification in this code is not expected. All higher-level
code in the LTM, in which future user modification can be expected, is written in C. C is a more widely
accepted language in the robotics research community, and future code upgrades and maintenance should
thus be easier.
The joint level control scheme for the LTM must perform well in two diverse operating modes, a
robotic mode and a bilateral, force-reflecting master-slave mode. Performance in either of these modes
can be compromised by significant nonlinearities associated with the traction drive pitch-yaw joints, as
well as load variations due to changes in arm configuration or payload. The basic approach for
addressing these effects in the LTM is to close a torque control loop around the motor drive portion of the
drive train using the in-line torque transducer. For the robotic control mode, a proportional-integral
control loop for each pitch-yaw joint with decoupled input commands has been implemented. This loop is
shown in Fig. 9. For the bilateral, force-reflecting master-slave mode, the pitch-yaw joint control loop
shown in Fig. 9, minus the integral term has been implemented in classic bilateral, position-position
control fashion.
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Fig. 9. Robotic control loop block diagram.
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STATUS
Mechanicalandcontrolsystemfabricationand assemblyof the first master-slave arm pair is
complete. The second master-slave arm pair will be completed shortly. Initial operation and testing of
the baseline master-slave system, as well as the robotic mode, has been started. It has been shown that
force-reflecting servomechanisms utilizing traction drives are feasible, and that distributed electronics
and universal cabling allow modularity to be implemented. The performance of this first LTM prototype
is expected to confirm the expectation that a telerobotic manipulator system bridging the gap between
classic teleoperated manipulators and robotic systems can be built.
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ABSTRACT
A computationally efficient robotic control scheme for the NASA Laboratory Telerobotic Manipulator (LTM) is
presented. This scheme utilizes the redundancy of the seven-degree-of-freedom LTM to avoid joint limits and
singularities. An analysis to determine singular configurations is presented. Performance criteria are determined based
on the joint limits and singularity analysis. The control scheme is developed in the framework of resolved rate control
using the gradient projection method, and it does not require the generalized inverse of the Jacobian. An efficient
formulation for determining the joint velocities of the LTM is obtained. This control scheme is well suited for real-
time implementation, which is essential if the end-effector trajectory is continuously modified based on sensory
feedback. Implementation of this scheme on a Motorola 68020 VME bus-based controller of the LTM is in progress.
Simulation results demonstrating the redundancy utilization in the robotic mode are presented.
1. Introduction
NASA has embarked on an extensive national project to establish a permanent human-occupied space station. To
accompfish this project, significantly increased levels of dexterous human-like handling tasks will be required in orbit.
This will include space station construction as well as planned and unplanned maintenance operations on the station. In
addition, a significant amount of satellite repair and maintenance is expected in the future. To meet the need for sharply
increased levels of dexterous handling while decreasing the levels of required human extravehicular activity, NASA has
established a goal for significant use of telerobotic hardware in future space activities.
The NASA Langley Research Center has sponsored the Laboratory Telerobotic Manipulator (LTM) Prototype
Project at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory to develop prototypical manipulators for use in NASA laboratories to
develop and demonstrate telerobotic and robotic capabilities in an earth-based environment [1]. As a result, the LTM
must be designed to be a high-quality force-reflecting teleoperator with capabilities for robotic operation. High
performance under human control, low required backdriving torque, high velocity and acceleration capability, and good
capacity-to-weight ratio are emphasized in the design. To provide the basis for a transition to autonomous robotic
operation, features for high-quality robotic operation are also provided. These include good end-effector positioning
accuracy and high mechanical and control stiffness. The LTM is also designed for modular maintainability to ease re-
pair and reconfiguration.
The LTM arm, shown in Fig. 1, has seven degrees of freedom that provide kinematic redundancy. The arm is
configured from three common pitch/yaw joints which combine to provide shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints. The
*Research performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the
U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC05-840R21400, and sponsored by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Langley Research Center.
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Table 1.
0i
(dog)
Denavit-Hmenborf table of link parameters
di a i ai 0i
(m) (deg) (m) (deg)
shown
01 0 -90 0 -90
02 0 90 a2 0
03 0 90 0 90
04 0 -90 a4 0
05 0 90 0 0
06 0 90 0 90
07 d_ 0 0 0
Note: a2 = 23.0 in., a4= 20.0 in., d7 = 12.0 in.
Table 2. Motion Range of the LTM
(_q_¢; Zero reference is indicated in Fit,ure 1]
Range (degrees) with Range (degrees) with-
counterbalancing and out counterbalancing
Motion with cabling,, and with cablin_
Shoulder pitch -45 > 01 > -135 +30> 01 >-135
Shoulder yaw +180 > 02 > -180 +180 > 02 > -180
Elbow pitch +120 > 03 > +45 +135 > 03 > -30
Elbow yaw +120 > 84 > -120 +180 > 04 > -180
Wrist pitch +135 > 05 > -30 +135 > 05 > -30
Wrist yaw +180>06> 0 +180>06> 0
Wrist roll +i80 > 07 >-180 +180 > 07 > -180
interface boundaries of these joints provide inherent modularity. A wrist roll mechanism, mounted on the output of
the wrist joint, provides the seventh degree of freedom. Seven degrees of freedom allow the LTM to reorient itself
without changing the end-effector position and orientation. This paper describes the robotic control scheme for the
LTM for utilizing redundancy to avoid internal singularities and joint limits.
2. Robotic Control of the LTM
Several joints of a robotic manipulator at time-varying rates simultaneously move the end-effector along a specified
path defined in terms of end-effector position and orientation as a function of time. In the case of a six-degree-of-
freedom manipulator, joint motions required to achieve a specified end-effector motion are unique. However, a seven-or
more degree-of-freedom manipulator has more joints than the six independent variables required to completely specify
the position and orientation of the end-effector. The kinematic linear equations relating unknown joint velocities to
specified end-effector velocity components do not have unique solutions-an infinite number of solutions is possible.
Thus we may choose a joint velocity solution that results in "improved" performance of the manipulator while tracking
a desired trajectory, and performance may be judged by criteria such as avoiding obstacles or joint limits.
A number of control schemes for determining joint trajectories for redundant manipulators have been suggested by
researchers. Most control schemes in the literature determine joint velocities through global or local optimization of
various performance criteria. Global optimization schemes are generally iterative and computationally complex; thus,
they are currently limited to off-line programming. On-line implementation is essential if the end-effector trajectory is
continuously modified based on sensory feedback. Most local optimization schemes are presented in the framework of
resolved rate control [2]. Control of the LTM in the robotic mode is achieved by an efficient gradient projection
kinematic control scheme developed by Dubey et al. [3]. This scheme avoids computation of the pseudoinverse of the
Jacobian, and it results in an efficient formulation for determining joint velocities.
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3. Kinematic Optimization Scheme
The kinematic optimization scheme developed by Dubey et al. [3] used to control the LTM can be summarized as
follows. A manipulator using n joints to control m independent variables of the end-effector position and orientation
(m __<6) is described by the following kinematic equation:
i = J_ , (1)
where x is an m-dimensional vector of linear and angular velocities of the end-effector with reference to base
coordinates, b is an n-dimensional vector of joint velocities, and J is an m × n Jacobian matrix.
If J is a square matrix and has full rank, then the joint velocities required to achieve the desired end-effector motion
will be unique and can be evaluated by
= j-l_. (2)
IfJ is rectangular with m < n, the joint velocities can be computed by
= J+_ + (l- J+J)_ , (3)
where J+ is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse [4] of the Jacobian. IfJ has a full rank, then
j+= jT(jjT) "1. (4)
The matrix I in Eq. (3) is an n x n identity matrix, and the vector _ is an arbitrary n-dimensional joint velocity vector.
To optimize a perform.ance criterion H(0) using the gradient projection method [5], redundancy is resolved by
substituting kVH(0) for _bin Eq. (3) and rewriting it as
= J+/t + k(I- J+J)VH(0). (5)
The coefficient k in Eq. (5) is a real scalar constant, and VII(0) is the gradient vector of H(0).
Let b _ R 7 be the joint velocity vector for the seven-degree-of-freedom manipulator. Suppose in the Cartesian
workspace the end-effector velocity is described by a six-dimensional vector with reference to the base coordinates, and
has three linear and three angular velocity components. The joint velocity vector 0 and the end-effector velocity vector
x are related by Eq. (1), where J is a 6 × 7 Jacobian matrix. We will assume that the rank of the Jacobian is six,
which implies that J is not singular. Thus, it is possible to construct a nonsingular 6 × 6 matrix J* from any six
independent columns of the matrix. In general, by rearranging the columns of J and the corresponding elements of
in a different order, we can rewrite Eq. (1) as
= Ec_J*]O , (6)
where ot is any column vector of the Jacobian such that the remaining six columns form a nonsingular matrix J*.
Rearranging terms in Eq. (5), we obtain the following:
t_ = J+(x- kJVH) + kVH . (7)
A suitable selection of k may be based on the hardware bounds on the joint velocities.and heuristics. The first term on
the ri ht hand side of Eq (7) is the least-norm solution of Eq (1) with x replaced by (x - kJVI-I). As shown in ref.3,g - . ". , • *_,, . .
the least-norm solution can be obtained from a particular solulaon _ and a homogeneous soluuon Oh of this equauon
by subtracting from the particular solution its component along the nomogeneous solution. Thus we have
"* I Un vh 10_ + kVH , (8)
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_P = - kJVH) (9)
and
= . (10)
If we assume the wrist to be spherical, with none of the two wrist axes pairs aligned, we can partition J as
follows:
j, =[ j_3×3 03x3 ]j_3x3 j;3x3 " (11)
,-1 ,
To determine J (x- kJVH) and J*" lot in Eqs. (9) and (10) respectively, we need only to solve two sets of three
simultaneous equations. Thus a simple formulation for determining the joint velocities is obtained.
4. Inverse Kinematics of the LTM
The above control scheme for optimizing a performance criterion using the gradient projection method was applied
to the LTM. The LTM is a seven degree-of-freedom manipulator with a spherical wrist. The pitch-yaw-roll spherical
wrist is designed so that its singularities occur when the hand is pointing to its sides and at the extremes of motion
range, not when it is pointing straight out, as is common in many industrial manipulators. Degrees of freedom of the
LTM and the coordinate frames referred to in the Denavit-Hartenberg table (Table 1) for this manipulator are shown in
Fig. 1.
To simplify the calculations, we will refer the desired end-effector and wrist velocity vectors to the third coordinate
frame x3, Y3, z3, which is attached to link 3 using the notation used by Paul [6]. This results in a Jacobian that has a
much simpler form and thus is more efficient for computation. Let the desired end-effector velocity referred to the third
coordinate frame be given by
where 3v h R 3
coordinate frame.
T ]T3x h = [ 3v h 3o) h
3x h = [3Vhl 3Vh2 3Vh3 300hl 3tah2 3COh3]T, (12)
and 3tOh E R 3 are the linear and angular hand velocity vectors, respectively, referred to the third
Let the desired wrist velocity vector referred to the third coordinate frame be given by
T T ]T3_v = [ 3v w 3(o w
3_v = [3vwl 3Vw2 3Vw3 3t0Wl 3C0w2 3taw3]T, (13)
where 3vw _ R 3 and 3o) w _ R3 are the linear and angular wrist velocity vectors, respectively, referred to the third
coordinate frame. For a given 31h , the terms of 3x w may be obtained by using the following relationships:
3to w = 30) h , (14)
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3vw= 3vh- 3¢oh xd 73z h, (15)
where 3z h is the unit vector zh at the hand (Fig. 1) that is referred to the third coordinate frame; 3z h may be shown to
be the following:
3Zh = [s4c6+c4c5s6 s4c5s6.c4c6 .s5s6] T ' (16)
where ci and s_irepresent cos0 i and sin0 i respectively. Let 3J w be the Jacobian relating the joint velocity vector 0 =
[01,02 .....07 IT and the wrist velocity vector 3x w such that
3i w = 3Jw_. (17)
The Jacobian 3J w
m
3J w =
can be shown to be the following:
a4s2s3s4+a2c2s 3 a4c3s 4 0 -a4s 4 0 0 0
_a4s2s3c 4 -a4c3c4-a 2 0 a4c 4 0 0 0
_a4(s2c3s4+c2c4)-a2c2c 3 a4s3s4 -a4c 4 0 0 0 0
_s2c 3 s3 0 0 -s4 c4s 5 c4c5s6+s4c6
c2 0 1 0 c4 s4s 5 s4c5s6-c4c6
_s2s 3 -c 3 0 1 0 c5 -s5s6
(18)
where, as before, ci and s i represent cos0 i and sin0 i respectively.
To determine the joint velocities required to follow a desired end-effector velocity and to optimize a given
performance criterion using the gradient projection method, we first determine the end-effector velocity 3x h referred to
the third coordinate frame. Given the end-effector velocity vector Xh _ R6 in the base coordinates, we can determine
3x h from the following:
3_th = 3R0_h ' (19)
where 3R 0 is a 3 x 3 projection matrix given by
ClC'2C3-SlS3 SlC2C3+ClS3 -s2c3 1
3R 0 = ClS2 SlS2 c2 ,
ClC2S3+SlC3 SlC2S3-ClC3 -s2s 3
(20)
and ci and s i represent cos0 i and sin0 i respectively. We can now determine wrist velocity vector 3x w from Eqs. (14)
and (15).
Consider the case when the first column of the Jacobian is taken to be tz and the remaining six columns are
J*. The elements of __ denoted by __i' for i= 1 to 7, with _1 = 0, may be obtainedindependent and form the matrix
as follows:
a4c4 a4s4
a2+a4c3c4 a4c3s4
il
i2
(21a)
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where A = -a2a4s4,
(a4s3s4)ffp_ " _3
_P3 -
a4c4
(22a)
F::],Ic4c c6,4 ,4  c6c4 s,.].= _ c4s5s6 s4s5s6 c5s6 x5- _3 "
.*
L. _37 c4c5 s4c5 -s5 16 + C30p2 - _4
(2311)
On the other hand, another column, say column four, may be taken to be o_ with the remaining six columns
• . * . . . *. . •
forming the matrix J , m which case if J is nonsmgular we have i_, = 0 and :
rq.
a4s2s3c4 a4s2s3s4+a2c2s3 x 2
(21b)
where A = -a2s3(a4c2c3c 4 + a4s2s 4 + a2c2),
_3 = a4c4
(a4s3s4)_2 - x 3 - [a4(s2c3s 4 + c2c 4) + a2c2c3]_1
(22b)
and
I_P5 1 I c4c5c6"s4s6 s4c5c6+c4s6
I
6 - s6 c4s5s6 s4s5s6
{_7 c4c5 s4c5
s5c6][4s2c3 ls3,1c5s6 i5 - c2_31 _3 . (23b)
-s 5 i6 + s2s3_ 1 + c3_ 2
are the it elements of the vector (x- kJVH). The vector Oh withIn Eqs. (21), through (23), x i for i = 1 to 6 h " " * •
elements _ i ' i = 1 to 7, may similarly be obtained by setting the element 0_ i = 1, where i = 1 for the case
when ¢x is taken to be the fhst column and i -- 4 when _t is taken to be the fourth column. The remaining elements of
' " * 0_ and using the ith elements of vector -_t for
.0_ may be obtained from Eqs. (21) through (23) by replacing 0p i by i
xifori = lto6.
We have obtained computationally efficient closed-form solutions for the elements of _ and 0_ in Eqs. (21)
through (23). The vector 0 can now be obtained from Eq. (8). Thus, by this approach we have eliminated the need to
determine the generalized inverse of the Jacobian or to numerically solve the six simultaneous equations with six
unknowns. Suppose that in the course of execution we have s4 approaching zero, then _t may be chosen to be equal to
column 4. On the other hand, if s3 approaches zero we may choose ¢x to be column 1. In all cases, c4 = 0 and/or s6
= 0 must be avoided, situations achieved by optimizing a suitable performance criterion.
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5. Performance Criteria and Singularity Analysis
To avoid joint limits and singular configurations of the LTM we have developed performance criteria to be
optimized using the control scheme presented in the last section. The motion ranges of the joints of the LTM, given
in Table 2, are given for two cases: (1) with counter-balancing and cabling and (2) without counter-balancing and with
cabling (see Fig. 1). To stay within the joint limits specified in Table 2, we may choose the following performance
criterion:
H(0) = g (0i - 0imid )2 , (24)
where 0 i is the i th joint angle and 0imid is the midpoint value for the 0 i joint angle. Inspection of the above
performance criterion shows that if it is minimized, the joint angles tend to stay in their midrange. Each term in the
above summation may be weighted according to the range of the corresponding joint motion and its distance from the
midpoint.
When a manipulator is in a singular configuration it is unable to move or rotate the end-effector in at least one
direction. The joint velocities required to move in this direction are infinitely high. In a configuration close to a
singular configuration joint velocities required to move in certain direction(s) are much above the hardware bounds on
joint velocities, resulting in inaccurate motion. The workspace of an articulated manipulator (redundant or
nonredundant) is filled with singularities at the workspace boundaries as well as inside the workspace. Singularities at
the workspace boundaries are usually unavoidable; however, singularities inside the workspace, referred to as internal
singularities, are avoidable for manipulators with redundant joints. Because an infinite number of joint configurations
results in a given position and orientation of a redundant manipulator within its workspace, it is possible to choose a
nonsingular joint configuration. However, in order to avoid singular configurations we need to know the conditions for
singularity.
When a manipulator is in a singular configuration, the determinant of jjT is zero [7]. Thus the joint coordinates
that make the determinant of jjT equal to zero would result in singular configurations. However, this condition
involves an extremely complicated equation which is difficult to solve. The singularities of a seven-degree-of-freedom
arm such as the LTM occur when the rank of the Jacobian J is less than six, implying that the arm is in a
configuration in which the end-effector cannot be moved and rotated in a completely arbitrary direction. Because the
Jacobian for the LTM is a 6 x 7 matrix, the rank of it may be determined by considering the determinant of all seven 6
x 6 matrices that can be formed from the columns of J. Since this determination is extremely laborious, we utilize the
following scheme.
When joint 6 is either 0 or 180 °, then joint 5 is collinear with joint 7. In this case the column 5 vector of J is
equal to or the negative of the column 7 vector, which implies that the wrist is singular and cannot be moved to an
arbitrary new orientation with just the use of the wrist joint angles. Thus, the task of finding the singularities has been
broken into two parts. The singularities will be considered first for the case when joints 5 and 7 are not collinear, and
then for the case when joints 5 and 7 are collinear. The Jacobian referred to the second coordinate frame 2j contains the
following components:
2j=
.a4c2s3c4 a4s4 .a4s3c4 -a4c3s 4 0 0 0 -
a4(s2s4+c2c3c4)+a2c2 0 a4c3c4 -a4s3s 4 0 0 0
_a4s2s3c4 -(a2+a4c3c4) 0 a4c 4 0 0 0
-s 2 0 0 s3 -c3s4 c3c4s5+s3c5 (c3c4c5"s3s5)s6+c3s4c6
0 1 0 -c3 -s3s4 s3c4s5-c3c5 (s3c4c5+c3s5)s6+s3s4c6
c 2 0 1 0 c4 s4s 5 s4c5st-c4c6 _
(25)
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Wenowconsiderthefollowingthe cases:
1. JOints _ and 7 Are Not Collinear (Nonsin_t, ular Wrist)
Since the wrist is nonsingular, the LTM can be singular only when the fast three rows of the Jacobian have a rank
less than 3. This implies that the top left 3 x 4 submatrix Js of 2j will have a rank less than 3 in a singular
configuration. This sub-Jacobian is given by,
Js
I _a4c2s3c 4 a4s4 -a4s3c4 -a4c3s 4 ]= a4(s2s4+c2c3c4)+a2c 2 0 a4c3c 4 -a4s3s 4 .
-a4s2s3c4 -(a2+a4c3c 4) 0 a4c 4
(26)
Denote by Jijk the Jacobian formed by the ith, jth, and k th columns of the Jacobian represented by Js. If the rank
of Js is less than-3, then it follows that,
det(J123) = 0, det(J124) = 0, det(J134) = 0, det(J234) = 0. (27)
Based on the above conditions we obtain the singularities corresponding to a nonsingular wrist (see Table 3). Three
singular configurations corresponding to a nonsingular wrist are shown in Fig. 2.
ELBOW y_' "I
ELBOW STRAIGHT
SHOULOER YAW
Fig. 2 Singular configurations corresponding to a nonsingular wrist.
Table 3. Singularitiea of the LTM 0Nonsingulax Wrist)
02
wl
w2
03
90
-90
0
lg0
0
180
÷90
±90
04
±90
+qo NP2
90
-90
Q
180 N'PI
180
¢
180
wl = alan( -a 2/a4_ , w2 = atan( a2/a+)
NP1 -- Not possible. Link 2 is coincident with llnk 4.
NP2 -- Not possible. Wrist pitch, 03, is greater than -90.
2. Joints 5 and 7 Are Collinear (Singular Wrist)
Notice that with joints 5 and 7 collinear (06 = +90°), the two 6-dimensional vectors formed by columns 5 and 7 of
2
Jacobian J are parallel, which corresponds to the wrist being in asingular position. Hence, for the LTM to have a
singularity, only the sub-Jacobian given by the first six columns of 2j need be considered. This sub-Jacobian will be
represented by Jss and can be written in the following form:
Jss =
-a4c2s3c 4 a4s4 -a4s3c 4 -a4c3s 4 0 0
a4(s2s4+c2c3c4)+a2c2 0 a4c3c 4 -a4s3s 4 0 0
-a4s2s3c4 -(a2+a4c3c4) 0 a4c4 0 0
-s 2 0 0 s3 -c3s4 c3c4s5+s3c 5
0 1 0 -c3 -s3s 4 s3c4s5-c3c 5
c2 0 1 0 c4 s4s 5
(28)
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For the case under consideration, all the remaining singularities for the LTM can be determined by setting the
determinant of the Jacobian Jss equal to zero. However, this leads to an equation for which the roots are difficult to
determine. As a result, at this time only the singularities will be found that correspond to the occurrence of two sets of
collinear joint axes. Since all singularities were found for which joints 5 and 7 were not collinear, then it follows that
any singularities that occur due to two sets of collinear joint axes must have one of that set of collinear joint axes due
to joints 5 and 7 being collinear. Thus to determine if two sets of collinear joint axes can occur, it is In:st necessary to
find all possible cases where sets of joint axes are collinear. Then it must be determined if those sets can physically
exist when joints 5 and 7 are collinear.
In the procedure for doing this we used the notation of Paul [6] in which the m th joint axis lies along the z axis of
the (m-I) frame. Thus, if the z axis of frame n is collinear with the z axis of frame m, it means that joint axes m + 1
and n + 1 are collinear. Let mTn denote the homogeneous transform which refers frame n of the LTM to frame m of
the LTM. To be collinear it follows that mTn must be of the form
I rll r12 0 0
mT n = r21 r22 0 0
0 0 +1 p3
0 0 0 1
(29)
In general, the mTn is of the form,
I rll r12 r13 pl 1
mT n = r21 r22 r23 p2 (30)
r31 r32 p33 p3 "
0 0 0 1
Thus, for two joint axes to be collinear, the following seven relations must be satisfied.
(a): r13 = 0, (c): r31 = 0, (e): r33 = +1, (31)
(b): r23 = 0, (d): r32 = 0, (0: pl = 0, (g): p2 = 0.
Notice that Eq. (31 ) represents a set of dependent equations. Only Eqs. (31 c), (31 d), (31 f), and (31 g) are independent;
however, the other equations help in the algebraic manipulation. Based on the above conditions, we obtain the
singularities of the LTM when the wrist is in a singular configuration (Table 4). Figure 3 shows three of the singular
configurations corresponding to a singular wrist. Including the singularities of both cases, that is, singular and
nonsingular wrist, we obtain the singularities of the LTM shown in Table 5.
Table 4. Singularities o1"I?_ LTM (Singular Wrist)
02 03 04 e5 06
+90 90 o, 180
+90 90 _ 80
Table 5. Singularities of the LTM (Singular and Nonsingular Wrist)
0_. 0 _ e4 05 06
90 :t:90
w I q0
w2 -90
0 fl
180 180
q
180
__ SHOULDER PITCH-WRIST YAW
SHOULDER PITCH - _._ I
ELBOW YAW
/
ELBOW PITCH .__WRIST YAW
Fig. 3 Three configurations corresponding to a singular wrist.
±90
*9O
±90 90 0,180
±90 90 0,180
wl = atan( -a 2/a4), w2 = atan( a 2/a4)
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Toavoid the singular configurations shown in Table 5, we may optimize the following performance criterion:
H(0) = k2sin202 + k3cos203 + k4sin204 + k6cos206, (32)
where the k i are weighting factors that may be chosen based on the range of the joint angle and the distance the joint
angle is from its desired value. Inspection of Eq. (32) and Table 5 shows that if H(0) is minimized, then joints 4 and 2
will tend to move toward 0 ° while joints 3 and 6 will tend to move toward _+90°.
6. Real-Time Implementation and Simulation Results
The robotic control scheme for the LTM is being implemented on a 16-MHz VME bus/Motorola 68020
microprocessor. The software is written in C language. Figure 4 is a block diagram of implementation of the
kinematic optimization scheme. Control loops are closed around the joint servos, and the optimizing inverse
kinematics algorithm is implemented in an open-loop fashion. The complete algorithm runs at 100 Hz, which includes
the optimizing inverse kinematics, forward kinematics, joint-to-motor transformation calculations, and joint velocity
and position limit checking.
0Oeair_l
-'° "°Hm I1Inverse Motor !,_ ,,_1 conlrollefs ManipulatorKinematics Angles
I
Focward I
I
_ I
Fig. 4 Real-time implementation block diagram.
Graphical simulations to test the control software were performed for different cases. In each case the LTM end-
effector follows a specified straight-line trajectory while maintaining a fixed orientation. In the first case, the
performance criterion H(0) in Eq. 24 is minimized so that the LTM avoids running into joint limits. In the second
case, singularities are avoided by optimizing performance criterion H(0) in Eq. 32. Comparison is made in each case
with the joint trajectories resulting from the least-norm solution, which does not utilize the null space of the Jacobian
to optimize a performance criterion.
Simulation results presented in Figures 5 and 6 are for the case when the performance criterion is optimized to
avoid joint angle limits. Each figure shows the LTM trajectory along with a plot of joint angles as a function of time.
In Fig. 5, only the least-norm solution is used to follow the desired end-effector trajectory. In this case joint 5 hits its
lower limit before the end point is reached. Figure 6 demonstrates the use of redundancy to avoid the limits on joint
angles. In this case the LTM reaches the desired end point along a specified trajectory without reaching a joint limit.
Figures 7 and 8 present the case when the performance criterion is optimized to avoid high joint velocities due to
an internal singularity. The LTM is started in a near singular configuration in both figures. The least-norm solution
shown in Fig. 7 produces high joint velocities and, therefore, the LTM is commanded to stop; however, Fig. 8 shows
that if the null space of the Jacobian is utilized to avoid singularities, the desired end point is reached without getting
too close to the singular configuration, thus avoiding high joint velocities.
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Fig. 5 End-effector motion along a straight line with a fixed orientation .
(Least-norm solution -reaches joint 5 limit)
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Fig. 6 End-effector motion along a straight line with fixed orientation.
(Redundancy utilized to avoid joint limits)
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Fig. 7 End-effector motion along a straight line with a fixed orientation .
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Fig. 8 End-effector motion along a straight line with a fixed orientation .
(Redundancy utilized to avoid singularities)
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7. Conclusions
A computationally efficient, robotic control scheme for the seven-degree-of-freedom LTM was presented. This
scheme determines the joint velocities required to follow a specified end-effector trajectory while optimizing a given
performance criterion using the gradient projection method. LTM kinematics was analyzed to determine its internal
singularities. Performance criteria to avoid joint angle limits and singularities were obtained. Feasibility and
effectiveness of the control scheme were demonstrated by simulations to avoid joint angle limits and singularities.
Real-time implementation of the control scheme is in progress. Future work includes the use of redundancy to avoid
obstacles and minimize joint torques, simultaneous optimizations of multiple performance criteria, and extension of the
robotic control scheme to telerobotic control with force reflection.
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Abstract
The motions of robotic manipulators mounted on spacecraft can disturb the spacecraft's
positions and attitude. These disturbances can surpass the ability of the system's attitude control
reaction jets to control them, for the disturbances increase as manipulator speeds increase. If the ma-
nipulator moves too quickly the resulting disturbances can exceed the saturation levels of the reaction
jets, causing excessive spacecraft motions. This paper presents a method for planning space
manipulator, s motions so that tasks can be performed as quickly as possible without saturating the
system's attitude control jets.
1. Introduction
This paper presents a method that enables space manipulator motions to be planned so that tasks
can be performed in minimum time, without saturating the system's attitude control jets.
Future space missions are expected to use robotic manipulators mounted on spacecraft to
construct space stations and repair satellites. However, the motions of such manipulators can disturb
the position and attitude of their spacecraft. While control techniques have been proposed for space
manipulators which permit their spacecraft to move in response to manipulator motions [ 1], for many
missions even relatively small unplanned spacecraft motions may be undesirable. Although these
motions can be controlled using the spacecraft's attitude control reaction jets, disturbances increase as
manipulator speeds increase. Even with the use of recently developed methods for planning space
manipulator motions to minimize the disturbances [2,3], these disturbances can exceed the saturation
levels of the spacecraft reaction jet system and result in excessive spacecraft motions. Therefore,
motion planning for space manipulators must consider the limits of the reaction jets if space
manipulators are to be able to perform their tasks quickly, in minimum time, without excessive
spacecraft motions.
A number of methods have been developed to plan the minimum time motion of fixed based
manipulators [4-9]. However these methods do not consider the problem of the motion planning for
space manipulators with their spacecraft control systems saturation constraints. The technique
presented here considers the saturation limits of both a manipulator's joint actuators and those of the
reaction jets. It can be applied to any rigid, non-redundant space manipulator system whose actuator
and spacecraft capabilities can be specified as a function of the state of the system. It provides both
the optimal position and velocity command profiles for the system and the optimal open-loop actuator
* Now at the Center for Naval Analyses, Alexandria, VA.
NASA Fellow.
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and reaction jet forces and torques required for a given task. These forces and torques can be used as
feedforward signals by manipulator and spacecraft closedloop control systems to reduce dynamic
control system errors. The technique can also be used with conventional planning methods to aide in
planning nonoptimal manipulator motions that will not exceed the system's capabilities.
Results demonstrate the effectiveness of the method for planning minimum time space
manipulator motions. They also show that the technique can be used to design the lightest weight
system to perform a given set of tasks in a specified amount of time.
2. The System
The technique is illustrated by its application to a simple system consisting of a three degree-of-
freedom (DOF) revolute manipulator mounted on a spacecraft with six DOF, see Figure 1. The
system has a total of nine DOF. The spacecraft is equipped with six reaction jets which can
counteract the disturbance forces and moments generated by the manipulator's motion.
doad Xbody
Manipulator ,,
Reaction Jets _)6 Link 2 Y
Y
0 Manipulator Link I bod'
(Link 0)
dy
X !
N
a. System and Manipulator Joint Variables. b. Spacecraft Rotation Variables.
Figure 1. System Model and Variables
The spacecraft's six DOF are represented by the variables X, Y, Z, ¢1, 02 and 03 which define
its position and orientation with respect to the inertial coordinate frame N. also shown in Figure 1. A
body-fixed coordinate frame (Xbody,Ybody,Zbody) is attached to the spacecraft at its center of mass.
The angle 01 is the rotation of the spacecraft about the Ybody axis, 02 is the rotation about the Zbody
axis, and 03 is the rotation about the Xbody axis, as shown in Figure lb. The three manipulator joint
motions, 04, 05 and 06, are shown in Figure la.
3. The Dynamic Model
The planning algorithm requires a full nonlinear dynamic model of the system. These equations
may be formulated in any convenient manner. Here a Lagrangian formulation was used to develop
the the dynamic equations for the system shown in Figure 1 with X, Y, Z, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05 and 06
as generalized coordinates. The resulting dynamic equations may be written in the vector form [10]:
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•. <
M¢_+ _ C¢ __=T (1)
where
Me
<
c¢
T
is a 9 element vector of generalized coordinates,
is a 9x9 mass matrix,
is a 9x9x9 Codolis tensor, and
is a 9 element vector of generalized forces and moments.
The elements of the Coriolis tensor, can be calculated from:
< OM¢i[ 1 OMck i
C¢ijk= O¢k - 2 _0i
(2)
This nonlinear matrix equation was used in an independent dynamic simulation of the system to
verify the results of the planning algorithm. When the objective of the optimization is to maintain a
stationary spacecraft, a simplified form of Equation (1) can be used in the algorithm. It is obtained
by setting the time derivatives of the spacecraft's generalized coordinates to zero. This simplification
must be done after the complete equations of motion have been derived; setting these variables equal
to zero before the Lagrangian differentiation leads to errors [10]. The resulting simplified equations
have the form:
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where the elements of the simplified mass matrix and Coriolis tensor are subsets of the original full
mass matrix and Coriolis tensor respectively.
4. The Planning Algorithm
The minimum time planning technique presented here is based on a well known algorithm
developed for optimizing the motions of conventional manipulators along fixed paths [5], which has
also been extended to non-fixed manipulator paths [6]. This algorithm is based on the fact that the
minimum time motion of a manipulator along its path is achieved when its acceleration or deceleration
is at its maximum at every point along the path. The algorithm finds the switching points between
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the maximum acceleration and deceleration regions of the path using a function called the Limit
Curve.
The Limit Curve, Sm(S), is generally plotted in the S - S phase plane and is the plot of the
maximum velocity that the manipulator may have at any distance S along the path without exceeding
the system's capabilities. To find the Limit Curve for a space manipulator, including the constraints
imposed by the system's reaction jets Equations (1) must be transformed from an equation in terms
of n generalized coordinates to an equation in terms of a scalar path coordinate, such as S, the
distance along the path [5]. For a non-redundant space manipulator, the prescribed motion of the
manipulator and the spacecraft may be written as a vector function of the generalized coordinates in
the form:
P(S) =R(_ (4)
where P is generally a 12 element vector representing the position and orientation of the manipulator
end-effector and spacecraft, generally given in inertial coordinates. Only a three element P vector is
required for the system shown in Figure 1 because the motion of the base is nominally stationary and
the manipulator has only three DOF. Using Equation (4) and its derivatives, it is possible to
transform the equations of motion, Equation (1), into an equation of the form [10]:
rn(_) _ + b(_) S2 = I (5)
The elements of the T vector in Equation (5) are the joint actuator torques and the forces and
moments acting at the spacecraft center of mass. The time optimal algorithm requires that the
constraints due to the limits of the the manipulator's actuators and the spacecraft attitude control jets
must be stated for the T vector as a function of the state of the system. It is therefore necessary to
transform the dynamic equations into a form where the generalized force vector, called T*, consists
of both the reaction jet forces (F1 through F6) and the manipulator actuator torques (T7, T8, and
T9), since the saturation constraints are imposed on these forces and torques. The numbering and
locations of the reaction jet forces are shown in Figure 2.
-F4 -F3 -F4
F1
F1 I -F I31- 
F4
dx _- dx
F2
dydy
Figure 2. Reaction Jet System
From fundamental mechanics the following transformation may be written:
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I/2 0 0 0 -ll(2dy) 0 0 0 0
I12 0 0 0 11(2dy) 0 0 0 0
0 I12 0 0 0 ll(2dz) 0 0 0
t 0 I12 0 0 0 -ll(2dz) 0 0 0
T = 0 0 112 I/(2dx) 0 0 0 0 0 T
0 0 I/2 -I/(2dx) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l
(6)
Using Equation (6), Equation (5) is then transformed into the form:
m*(.¢.)s + b*(03 $2 = T* (7)
In this form, the limits on both the capabilities of the reaction jets' forces and the joint motors'
torques may easily be taken into account in the formulation of the Limit Curve. The limits on these
torques and forces may be expressed as any function of the state of the system:
T*irnin(_, _ ) < T* i < T*imax_, _ ) (8)
The Limit Curve is found by noting that for each generalized force, a path acceleration value can be
calculated as a function of the path position and velocity from Equation (8), or:
(9)
Note that b* i and m* i are elements of the vectors m* and b* respectively. From Equation (9), and
the limits on forces and torques, it is possible to calculate the range of path accelerations permitted by
each joint actuator and reaction jet. The range of accelerations allowed by the complete system is
then defined by the limits:
Stain max lT*imin " b'iS2)
= ( _a*i "
(10)
_nax miin/T*imax - b'iS2 t
= • [ m'i
The maximum velocity allowed by the system at any point along the path, Sm (S), occurs when
the range of allowable S decreases to zero, or Smax = Smin" The function Sm(S) plotted in the
phase plane defines the Limit Curve which is used by the algorithm to find the optimal switching
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points as described in detail in reference [5]. Any conventionally planned trajectory lying above the
optimal trajectory in the phase plane will violate the constraints imposed by the joint motors and the
reaction jets.
This technique has been implemented in a computer software package with extensive computer
graphics to aid the planner in visualizing the results of the optimization.
5. Examples
This section describes the application of the planning technique to the example system shown in
Figure 1, whose parameters are given in Table I. The system's masses were chosen so that the
manipulator's motions would produce significant disturbances on the spacecraft.
Table I. Space Manipulator Parameters.
Soaceeraft
Mass 80. kg
Length 3. m
Diameter 1. m
Principle Moments of Inertia:
about X 20. kg-m 2
about Y 70. kg-m 2
about Z 70. kg-m 2
Maximum Joint Motor Output:
Maximum Reaction Jet Output:
Reaction Jet Locations:
Link 1 Link 2
4. kg 4. kg
1. m 1. m
0.5 m 0.5 m
0.01 kg-m 2 0.01 kg-m 2
0.34 kg-m 2 0.34 kg-m 2
0.34kg-m 2 0.34 kg-m
15 N-m
10 N
dx= 1.25 m dy =0.4 m dz=0.4 m
The manipulator path for the case discussed is shown in Figure 3. The Limit Curve and optimal
trajectory for this case are shown in Figure 4, along with a conventionally planned trajectory. The
optimal trajectory required to complete this maneuver is 3.739 seconds, a significant improvement
compared to approximately 5.4 seconds required by the conventional plan which uses constant
velocity and accelerations. Figure 5 shows that for the optimal trajectory none of the manipulator
joint actuators are used to their full capacity; the maximum torque capabilities are shown as hash
marks on the vertical axes of each plot. Hence the manipulator's speed is governed by the
capabilities of the reaction jets which are at their bounds during the motion, as may be seen in Figure
6. These suggest that this manipulator might be designed with smaller and less powerful motors,
which would both reduce system weight and improve performance.
S FINAL POINT
PATH
Figure 3. A Three Dimensional View of a Manipulator Path.
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Figure 4. Limit Curve, Optimal and Conventional Trajectories for Example System and Path.
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Figure 5. Manipulator joint motor torque profiles (N-m) as a function of Path Distance, S (m).
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Figure 6. Reaction Jet Force Profiles (N) as a function of Path Distance, S (m).
An independent dynamic simulation was used to verify the results obtained by the algorithm
[11]. It showed that the manipulator followed its prescribed path and the spacecraft remained
virtually stationary when the joint torques and reaction jet forces calculated with the algorithm were
used as dynamic feedforward signals to drive a full nonlinear model of the system: only very small
errors were observed due to slight differences between the models and the integration techniques
used by the two programs. For example, the simulation showed linear spacecraft displacements of
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the less than .0006 meters. In real systems modelling errors can lead to undesired spacecraft
motions, even with dynamic feedforward. These can easily be corrected by the spacecraft's attitude
control system. Figure 7 shows simulation results for the case where the properties of the system
used in the planning algorithm were in error by a few percent and a relatively simple PD attitude
control system was used to compensate for the errors. The figure shows the feedforward reaction
forces and the small contribution required from the closedloop controller to reduce the motions of the
spacecraft essentially to zero.
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Figure 7. Reaction Jet Forces - Openloop and Control components for System with Modelling
Errors.
The importance of the reaction jet forces in holding the spacecraft stationary during the
manipulator's motion can be seen in Figures 8a and 8b, which are simulation results for the case
where the feedforward signals to the reaction jets are set to zero. Such large linear and angular
displacements would be unacceptable in most missions. In most systems the spacecraft's closedloop
attitude control system would reduce these disturbance-induced displacements to some degree.
However, the simulation results obtained in this study show that trying to control manipulator-
disturbed spacecraft motions with feedback control alone can lead to substantial errors, particularly
when the attitude control system's bandwidth is limited by system structural resonances and
controller sampling times. Based on these results one can conclude that for many systems
manipulator disturbances are sufficiently large to require dynamic feedforward compensation in
addition to closedloop attitude control.
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The simulation results obtained in the study also clearly show that saturation of the reaction jet
system should be avoided, whether or not manipulator motions are planned in a time optimal manner.
Figure 9 shows that the linear motions of the spacecraft became relatively large when the reaction jet
forces required to hold the spacecraft during the manipulator's motions exceeded the reaction jet
capabilities by 20 percent. The rotational motions also became large. This clearly points out the need
to consider the saturation limits of the spacecraft's attitude control system when planning the motions
of its manipulator.
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Figure 9. Linear Spacecraft Displacement for System With Reaction Jet Saturation.
6. Conclusions
This paper presents a method for planning the time optimal motions of space manipulators. It
considers the constraints of the forces and moments acting on the spacecraft, as well as the
constraints of the manipulator joint motors, to calculate a minimum time velocity trajectory for the
manipulator. The algorithm has been verified by an independent simulation. The results obtained in
the study show that the saturation of a space manipulator system's attitude control jets can be an
important problem which should be considered in planning the motions of the manipulator. The
technique developed in this paper, combined with a simple attitude control system to compensate for
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modelling errors, maybe an effective technique for dealing with this problem. The results obtained in
this study also suggest that dynamic feedforward techniques may be an important part of any space
manipulator control system.
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES FOR TELEROBOTIC RESEARCH
F. Wallace Harrison
Automation Technology Branch
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
ABSTRACT
NASA currently supports several activities related to the definition and creation of telerobotic
systems. The effort and investment required to create architectures for these complex systems can
be enormous; however, the magnitude of process can be reduced if structured design techniques are
applied. A number of informal methodologies supporting certain aspects of the design process are
available. More recently, prototypes of integrated tools supporting all phases of system design
from requirements analysis to code generation and hardware layout have begun to appear. This
paper describes activities related to system architecture of telerobots at Langley Research Center
including current activities which are designed to provide a methodology for the comparison and
quantitative analysis of alternative system architectures.
1. INTRODUCTION
Much effort is presently being directed within NASA and other government organizations to
creating architectures for telerobotic systems [1,2,3]; however, there remains a great deal of
confusion over a precise definition of and the scope of the activities associated with the term system
architecture. For example, how is system architecture related to computer and network
architectures and operating, I/O and other systems? Does a system architecture define the organi-
zation of a system or does the organization of a system define a system architecture? We offer these
definitions as a basis for the discussions in this paper. A system is an arrangement of things so
related or connected as to form a complex or unitary whole. Further, we state that a system must
possess a finite set of data, rules, facts, and principles organized and arranged in a regular, orderly
manner so that a useful purpose is served. Architecture is the science and the art of construction
and design; thus, system architecture is the term used to describe activities which ensure that
systems are designed and constructed to meet these definitions. This paper presents a philosophy
of telerobotic system construction as reflected in an approach to building telerobotic systems at
Langley Research Center (LaRC) in the Intelligent Systems Research Laboratory (ISRL).
Section 2 of this paper is a general discussion of the activities related to system architecture in
ISRL. Section 3 describes the Telerobotic System Simulation (TRSS), a real-time telerobotic
simulation and run-time system for the investigation of telerobotic technologies. Section 4
discusses a Capability-based Architecture for Robotics (CBAR), a new architecture for building
evolutionary, structured capabilities into telerobot systems. Section [5] briefly discusses current
activities in system architecture designed to provide the tools for the comparison and quantitative
analysis of alternative system architectures. We conclude by summarizing the lessons we have
learned to date.
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2. IntelligentSystemsResearchLaboratory
Teleroboticsconsistsof a huge number of highly specialized and interrelated disciplines and
technologies. The objective of automation research in the Automation Technology Branch (ATB) at
LaRC is to advance technology in specific technology areas (mechanisms, controls, sensors, and
operator interface) required for space-based assembly, servicing, and inspection systems [4].
However, meaningful progress in most of these areas depends on having at least a base-level
capability in and understanding of the range of telerobotic technologies. The Teleoperator and
Robotics System Simulation (TRSS) and the Intelligent Systems Research Laboratory (ISRL) have
been developed to provide these base-level capabilities and is structured to allow and promote
evolutionary development of telerobotic technologies. Development of TRSS began in 1981 by a
small group of researchers and programmers with the objective of investigating the effects of
transport delays on operator performance [5]. The graphical simulation ran on Control Data Corp.,
Cyber 175, used a simulated five degree-of-freedom manipulator, and used displays and controls in
a general purpose aircraft simulator.
Parallel to the TRSS development, ISRL was established as a tool to investigate planning
systems for robotic systems in a more realistic setting than a purely graphical simulation could
provide. Early experiments were directed toward understanding the relationship between
perception, reasoning, and manipulation in a simple blocksworld environment for autonomous
robots as described in reference [6].
ISRL is organized as a distributed, hierarchical collection of teleoperator and robotic
hardware. Each major subsystem consists of a user programmable controller and data
communications hardware. In addition to their primary function each subsystem can be used as a
program development system or as a general purpose computational element. Primary real-time
communications occurs on a 250,000 byte per second packet-switching global bus conforming to
the IEEE 488-1978 standard. Device drivers have been written to support demand-driven, priority-
based network access and shared file system access. The current network configuration is
illustrated in figure 1. Primary subsystems consist of two PUMA manipulators, a vision and laser
ranging system, and an operator interface. Interfaces to a Symbolics 3670 computer, a Control
Data Corporation Cyber 175 and a Redifusion Poly 2000 high-speed graphics subsystem are
provided.
Manipulator and controller, The two digitally-controlled PUMA robotic arms driven by direct
current servo systems, provide manipulator functions in ISRL. The PUMA, typically used in
"pick-and-place" industrial applications, is a six degree-of-freedom (DOF) anthropomorphic
manipulator. It has been augmented with a parallel jaw gripper and a six DOF force torque sensor.
In its factory configuration, control is provided by a hierarchical controller composed of a master
and six slave microprocessors, each slave providing low-level proportional, integral, derivative
(PID) control of one joint of the manipulator. The master controller is an LSI 11-03
microprocessor with 4000 to 32000 bytes of random access memory for user program storage and
28000 to 30000 bytes of read-only memory containing the VAL operating system.
While the controller and VAL are adequate for many industrial applications, its structure and
programming do not allow the flexibility necessary in a research environment. To obtain this
flexibility, the master controller was replaced with a general purpose computer (LSI 11-73); and,
using VAL as a reference, new software was generated with the necessary capability.
Computational and input/output facilities are enhanced with the addition of a special-purpose
peripheral device drivers, while more general capabilities, such as manipulator initialization,
position and rate control, coordinate transformations, and extended I/O are provided by a library of
FORTRAN functions.
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End Effector. Grasping functions are provided by a microprocessor-controlled parallel jaw
end effector having integral force, proximity, base overload, and crossfire detectors. Finger force
and torque about the X and Y axis can be sensed. Proximity sensors are simple binary, infrared
reflectivity-based emitter-detectors. Cross-fire detectors detect the presence of a work piece between
the jaws by interruption of a light beam.
One of the first telerobotic studies in ISRL was an active compliance task 5]. The finger
force/torque sensors sensed constraint forces during close tolerance peg insertion and fed this data
to control and display modules via the data acquisition system. A simple computer graphics display
indicated the magnitude and direction of the binding forces and torques. Using the display the
operator could readily command the arm to move to null any disturbing forces. A subsequent
modification allowed the operator to select a mode in which the force and torque data were fed
directly to the control system to null the force and torques automatically.
Vision. Current ISRL image acquisition and analysis approaches partition this problem area
between man and machine, giving each responsibility for that which it does best. Man serves as the
basic mechanism for image interpretation and understanding, while the machine vision system
performs image acquisition/enhancement/compression and determines the location of objects.
Image acquisition is provided by a Data Cube imaging system interfaced to a Micro-Vax II general-
purpose processor. Current efforts have centered on determining the three-space location and
orientation of labeled objects using a single camera, and research on a multifunction recognition
operator for telerobotic vision [7].
The operator is responsible for moving the camera to acquire a labeled object in the field of
view. Once acquired, simulation modules are provided for vision-based control of the manipulator.
Vision-based control was demonstrated in a recent satellite servicing simulation. After acquiring a
label (in this case, a pattern of light emitting diodes) associated with the simulated experiment
module, the vision system determined the relative location of the module with respect to the camera
and the end effector, and then commanded the manipulator to move to the module under control of
the vision system [8].
A coherent laser scanning system has recently become available in ISRL. Laser scanning
systems promise high accuracy ranging with television-like displays over wide ranges of ambient
illumination [9]. Current efforts are concentrated on generating accurate representations of the
manipulator environment for path planning and collision avoidance.
In 1983, TRSS was interfaced to ISRL. Kinematics of the simulation were converted to
those of a PUMA 560 and the capability for force control was added. In 1985, automatic control
based on vision sensing was added. All TRSS control strategies, based on resolved-motion rate
control, are developed as shared control. That is, all automatic control schemes must continuously
share control with the operator; thus the operator is free at any time to "help" the automatic system.
Conversely, the automatic system is free to aid the operator in task completion. The system
requires no complicated semaphores, signaling mechanisms, or logic to switch between automatic
and teleoperator control. The most significant feature of the TRSS control strategy is that the
reference signal inputs of the manipulator control system is formed as linear combination of outputs
from any number of control/sensor modules. The most obvious advantage of this approach is that
sensors and associated control modules may be distributed, both spatially and temporally, across
multiple processors. Multirate control is almost trivial to implement and the system has some
intrinsic fault tolerance. If sensor communications fails, motion based on that sensor output stops.
3. Telerobotic System Simulation
In 1986, a requirement for task-referenced control of multiple manipulators was generated.
To facilitate the implementation of these capabilities, the simulation was ported from the CYBER
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175 to a VAX/11-750 located in ISRL and a critical examination of existing TRSS code (a single
thread of code executed once each clock cycle) and system organization was conducted as part of
this activity. The major conclusion of this examination was that the simulation needed to be more
modular in organization. An objective in TRSS is that it provide basic capabilities in specific
technology areas that are of marginal interest to a researcher. Modularization hides the
implementation details of these uninteresting, but interacting, modules so that a researcher need
only to understand its behavior and interface to utilize its capabilities. Another conclusion was that
top-down design was inappropriate for the target environment. Providing capabilities where none
existed before is often the prime objective of a research project. This implies that fixed requirements
specifications and hardware architectures are often not available and that even the high-level
organization of the simulation may change frequently. TRSS should provide mechanisms to make
the reorganization of the simulation possible. A third conclusion was an extraordinarily high
percentage of development time was being spent by research personnel on hardware interfaces and
communications software. The Teleoperator and Robotics Testbed (TART) was conceived and
implemented in response to these limitations. TART consists of a baseline of standard modules and
interfaces, termed capabilities, and a logical organization which defines the operating characteristics
of a telerobotic system. Capabilities facilitate design, coding, and testing of algorithms and aid the
integration of alternative algorithms and software from other sources.
The TART system architecture, as illustrated in figure 2, consists of six layers (L1 through
L6), each supported by the functions and capabilities of the layer below. To the programmer, each
boundary defines an abstract machine on which the functions of the next higher level are defined.
Layers accept commands from and provides feedback to the layer above. The lowest level of
TART, the sensor/actuator layer L6, is defined and fixed by the communications protocols and
physical characteristics of the collection of devices available in ISRL (see discussion above). Servo
level control of manipulators, camera systems, and end effectors and processing of raw sensor data
is provided at L5. In some cases, this processing at this layer is provided by vendor-supplied
equipment. In other cases, such as machine vision, algorithms are provided by ATB researchers.
Inputs to the sensor processing and servo control layer from L4 are the commanded positions and
orientations and/or their derivatives for manipulators, grippers, pointing systems, and other
devices in their local coordinate system. L5 provides preprocessed sensor and control states to the
next higher layer. The electrical voltages and currents to drive motors and actuators are output to
L6. If data rates require the interpolation of set points, this is provided in L5.
The communications layer, L4, maps the input and output from the servo/sensor processes to
a consistent unambiguous representation. The data structures for all similar devices are required to
be identical in form with data scaled to the same units. Thus L4 isolates higher levels from the
eccentricities of the underlying hardware and communications protocol. For example, all Cartesian
force/torque sensors have a uniform representation which includes a signal indicating overload
conditions. If a particular force/torque sensor does not generate this signal in hardware, it must be
synthesized in software. Data conversion from device measurement units to laboratory units is also
done at L4. The communications layer is maintained by programming support personnel who have
experience in dealing with real-time communications. The virtual telerobot architecture provided by
L4 functions much like the set of registers available to machine language programmers of computer
systems. Just as one does not have to understand the microprogramming and internal data paths of
a computer to program it, L4 isolates the researcher from much of the low level programming of the
telerobot.
The capabilities required to make the devices in ISRL perform as a system are provided in the
coordination and control layer L3. Commands received from L2 are distributed among a number of
control capabilities (vision, force, etc.) based on the task to be performed. Tasks that require more
than one resource, ie. multiarm control or a compliant grasp, are coordinated in L3 by
simultaneously enabling multiple control capabilities with appropriate gains. Coordinate
transformations from world to local device coordinates are performed here. Since the capabilities at
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this level, such as force or vision control, are defined with respect to the TART virtual architecture,
the programmer can focus on algorithm development.
Task primitives (move ann(s), close end effector, etc.) are executed by the task level, L2.
Capabilities in L2 are activated by commands from L1 and enable appropriate control modules in L3
by setting variables in global memory. L2 then monitors the system as the task is performed and
reports success or failure to L1. Each task primitive is implemented as a subroutine and maintained
in a library which is directly linked with the TRSS operator interface program or other applications.
Levels L3 and L2 taken together provide a capability similar to the intrinsic functions of a compiler.
L1 provides the interface between external systems, both man and machine, and the
remainder of TART. Displays for monitoring system status and a command interpreter to
decompose high level commands (move to or grasp an object) into sequences of task primitives are
provided. L1 provides the remainder of the capabilities found in the typical compiler or interpreter.
New task primitives and sequences of commands can be executed, debugged, and evaluated in the
operator interface command language before being programmed as an L2 module. For a discussion
of the use of TART by external system see [6].
These six levels, their functional descriptions and their logical organization, define the TART
system architecture. It should be noted that any implementation is a compromise among a number
of competing requirements (speed, ease of use, cost, etc.). The principle function of the TART
implementation architecture is to support telerobotics research, and ease of use and reduced cost are
emphasized at the expense of performance. In general, layers 4 and above are implemented on a
single MicroVax II microprocessor under the VMS operating system. The virtual machine
architecture is implemented as a installed shareable image making its data structures global to all
processes. Each layer of the architecture is implemented as one or more VMS processes and each
process, once started, is responsible for its own scheduling using the mechanisms offered by the
VMS operating system. Every capability is implemented as a separate process. To the researcher,
this means that refinements and alternatives to algorithms can easily be investigated by stopping the
current process and starting a new. However, the requirement that each capability in the TART ar-
chitecture be a separate process is a major source of overhead and the global accessibility of the
virtual architecture can lead to abuse of the TART design philosophy and subtle programming
errors. The Capability-Based Architecture for Robotics (CBAR), is being developed in response to
these problems.
4. A Capability-Based Architecture for Robotics (CBAR)
The system architecture of CBAR is based on a more formal definition and representation of a
capability. The motivation for creating the abstraction of the capability is related to human
limitations in the ability to manage and understand information and control flow in the design of
complex systems. To overcome this limitation, capabilities have clearly defined function and
operate on a small set of interface data structures with control flow limited to that implied by
changes in each capability's data structures. No explicit command/response mechanism is required.
CBAR encourages the use of modularization in the design process and is amendable to both top-
down (recursive application of the abstraction) and bottom-up (utilization of existing abstractions)
design practices. At all levels of the system design, both function and interface are represented in
only sufficient detail to understand the immediate design and implementation problem. Both the
designer's and implementer's ability to efficiently create systems that behave properly and are easy
to maintain and document is enhanced.
A capability, C, is def'med by its set of data structures and an associated transformation and is
represented in figure 3 where P is called the planning data structure, Q is the query data structure, R
is the output data structure, S is the sensor data structure, T is a capability transformation, and A is
a set of attributes. Functionally, a capability transforms S, the world as seen through its sensor data
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structure,to P, the world as we wish it, by transitioning through a seriesof statesQ while
producingoutputR to effectchangeson its environment.
To betterunderstandthe representation,considera control engineer'smodel of a simple
feedbackcontrollercapability(seefigure4). Thecontrollerhassomestate(Q)andanalgorithm(T)
which forms anoutput (R) to controla plant basedon a setpoint (P) andfeedbackfrom sensors
(S). A moregeneralinterpretationcanbetakenfrom planningsystems.Hereaparticularsituation
or configurationis aproblemstate(Q) which is derivedfrom sensordata(S) andpreviousstates.
An operator(T) transformsagivenstateinto anotherstatewhileproducingoutput(R). A solution
to aproblemis a sequenceof operatorsthattransformsaninitial stateintoagoalstate(P).Complex
functional capabilitiescanbegeneratedby repeatedapplicationof thecapability abstractionas
illustratedin figure 5. Thebehaviorof a systemat anygiventimeis describedby thesetof active
capabilitiesandtheirinterconnectionsandcanberepresentedasalattice.
Theflow of datain theCBAR latticeis bidirectionalandnonstationary.Goalsflow from the
top of the latticeto thebottomthroughtheP datastructureswith increasinglevelsof detail. State
information flows from bottomto top throughtheQ datastructureswith decreasingdetail. The
form of thelatticeis determinedby theactivesetof goalsandstates.
Twodegeneratecapabilitiesthatareof interestarebestexplainedbyanexample.Considerthe
feedbackcontrollerdiscussedaboveusedto controlaplantconsistingof anamplifier-drivenmotor
andpositionencoder. Theproblem,depictedin figure 6, is to generatea setof motorcurrentsto
drive the motor through amplifier A to a statesensedthroughencoderE. C3, called an input
capability,transforms(notnecessarilylinearly) from sensorE internalunits to amoreconvenient
representation(angulardisplacement,velocity, etc.) and makesthe codingof C1, the control
algorithm, much more tractable. C2, an output capability, functions in a similar mannerbut
generatesactuatorcontrolsignals.
Dynamic reconfigurationof the lattice is accomplishedthrough contact and disconnect
mechanisms.A capabilityreadyto executeis saidto becontacted.Capabilitiesarecontactedby a
name,C, assignedastheyarecreated(currentlythefidenamequalifiedby subroutinename)with a
desiredsetof accessrights.Theaccessrightsarecomparedwith thecurrentaccessibilityattributes
and the contact is either allowedor denied. If a contact is allowed, the capabilitiesexchange
informationregardingthelocationof their datastructuresandacountof thenumberof contactsis
incremented.
Links in the lattice arebrokenwhen a capability is no longer requiredvia a disconnect
mechanismandacapabilitywith nocontactsis saidto bedisconnected.A capabilityreceivinga
disconnectsignaldecreasesits contactcountand,if zero,terminatesexecution.
Accessibilityattributesreferto thepermissiblereadandwriteaccessmodesappliedto thedata
structuresof a capabilityandareplacedto theright of thedirectedline segments.Any capability
alwayshasreadaccessto its own planningdatastructure(P) andwrite accessto its querydata
structure(Q); however,externalaccessto P andQ arestrictly enforced.Readaccess(RA.)means
that only a singleexternal routine can read a capability's Q datastructureand implies that a
capabilitycanbecontactedbyonly a singleexternalsource.Forexample,in figure 6capabilityC1
hasexclusiveownershipof C2preventingotherprocessesfrom controlling the amplifier drive
signal.Write access(WA) meansthatonly a singleexternalprocesscanwrite to acapabilitiesP
datastructure,but is notsufficientin itself to insuresoleownership.Readshared(RS)andwrite
shared(WS) accessmeansthatmultipleexternalroutinehaveaccessto acapabilitiy'sP andQdata
structuresrespectively.In figure6, capabilityC3 iscontactedby C1with RSaccessimplying that
otherexternalroutinesmayaccessandmonitorthepositionandrateof themotor.
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Consideranexpandedthreelevelimplementationof thepreviousmotorcontroUerexamplein
figure 7. LevelsL2 andL3 areidenticalin form andfunctionto figure 6; however,anadditional
layer L1 hasbeenaddedto monitor the controller andprovide a statusindication to external
routines. The sensorcapability,C3, hasbeencontactedwith RSaccessto allow simultaneous
accessto its Qdatastructureby bothC1andC4. NotethatC4couldhavemonitoredpositionand
rate throughQ3 but this resultsin a communicationsdelay,less reliability, and morecompute
overhead.
5. CURRENTWORK
Predictingtheperformanceof architecturesfor complex systemsduring early designand
developmentis a difficult anddemandingtask. Typically, accuratequantitativemeasuresare
unavailableuntil latein thedesignprocessleavingmanykeydecisionstoreston theexperienceand
prejudicesof thedesigner.Until thesubjectiveelementsof theprocesscanbesignificantlyreduced,
the designandimplementationof systemarchitectureswill remainmorean art thana science.
Today, it wouldbeunthinkableto attemptthedesignof a computersystemwithout appropriate
computer-aidedesigntools. Thequalityandquantityof toolsfor theVLSI designhaveincreased
dramaticallysincetheir introductionin the 1960's. More recently,similar toolshavebeenintro-
ducedfor softwaredesign;however,few toolsto aid theintegrationof bothhardwareandsoftware
in the creation of complex system(such astelerobots)exist. The Architecture Design and
AssessmentSystem(ADAS), a setof computer-aidedesigntoolssupportingsystemdesignfrom
initial conceptthrough hardware/softwareimplementation,hasbeendevelopedby Research
TriangleInstitute(RTI) [10]. ADAS is acollectionof toolsthatcanbeusedto identify pathologies
early in thedesignprocesssothat alternativescanbecreatedandanalyzed.LaRC andRTI are
currentlymodelingTRSSandtheTART architectureusingADAS with theobjectiveof developing
amethodologyfor thecomparativeanalysisof teleroboticarchitectures.
Using theADAS graphicalinterface,thehardwareandsoftwaredesignsof threesystems:
TRSS/TART, TRSS/CBAR, and the FTS/NASREM are being modeled and analyzed.
TRSS/TART,becauseof theavailabilityof detailedperformancedata,will beusedto validatethe
modelingand analysistechniques.ADAS is alsoan integral elementof the CBAR designand
implementation.The designwill becapturedasdataflow graphsandmappedto hardware.All
designdecisionswill beevaluatedvia simulationto pinpoint bottlenecksanddeterminethebest
partition betweenhardwareandsoftware.As detailsof theNASREM/FTSarchitecturearemade
available,functionalsimulationswill beconductedto validatethedesign.
The CBAR implementationarchitectureis currently under development.A simplified
representationof TRSScontrol architecturein CBAR form is beingusedasamodel for thefirst
prototype. Major designdecisionsare being evaluatedusing the Architectural Design and
AssessmentSystemtoprovidequantitativeperformanceanalysisbeforeimplementation.
6. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
At LaRC,architecturalendeavorshaveevolvedinto twodistinctactivities.Systemarchitecture
activitiesareconcernedwith thefunctionalcharacteristicsandthelogicalorganizationof asystem.
As such,it is principally aconceptualandphilosophicalactivity that resultsin a systemdesign
specification,adetailedunderstandingof whatthesystemis to doandhowit is logicallyorganized.
Theimplementationarchitecturephasetranslatesthe systemdesignspecificationinto a detailed
implementationplan by mapping the systemarchitecture onto the hardware and software
subsystems.Thepartitioninghasimportantpracticalimplications. Partitioningthearchitectural
designmakeseachphasemoretractableby limiting thenumberof degreesof freedomin eachstep;
and,properlydone,new devicetechnologiesandalgorithmscanbeincorporatedinto the system
withoutscrappingorcompromisingtheentiredesignspecification.Forexample,severalfamiliesof
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computershavebeendesignedwhichsharecommonsystemarchitecturewithperformanceranges
of 1-100andyet mostsoftwarewritten andcompiledandlinkedononemachinecanrunon any
otherfamily member.
Therole of the systemarchitectin a researchenvironmentis at bestdifficult. The system
architectis typicallyconcernedwith topicssuchasrequirementsengineering,designspecification,
implementationarchitectures,testing,validation,andmaintenance.It is sufficient to saythat to
most researchers,thesetopics arenot of paramountimportance,yet the differencebetweena
proj.ect's,successand failure is often correlatedwith the quality of its supporting systems
engmeenng.Certainly, the utility of the project'sresultsto othersis enhancedwhensufficient
attentionisgiven.
What aresomeof theattributesof a "good"systemarchitecture?First, thereis a consistent
designphilosophy. Well-defined softwareand hardwarestructureswith a carefully designed
minimized rule set are theresult and enableprogrammersto createefficient andmaintainable
applications.High-level languages and adequate documentation are absolute requirements. We
maintain that the current debate over the need for a "standardized" telerobot control system architec-
ture is unnecessary and distracting. With imagination, thought, and commitment we can build
systems which instead of stifling creativity, will encourage it; instead of locking us into proprietary
systems, will facilitate their introduction; and instead of being rigidly confining, will be easily
extendable.
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Abstract
It is often proposed that the redundancy in choosing a force distribution
for multiple arms grasping a single object should be handled by minimizing a
quadratic performance index. The performance index may be formulated in terms
of joint torques or in terms of the Cartesian space force/torque applied to the
body by the grippers. The former seeks to minimize power consumption while the
latter minimizes body stresses. Because the cost functions are related to each
other by a joint angle dependent transformation on the weight matrix, it might
be argued that either method tends to reduce power consumption, but clearly the
joint space minimization is optimal. In this paper, a comparison of these two
options is presented with consideration given to computational cost and power
consumption. Simulation results using a two arm robot system are presented to
show the savings realized by employing the joint space optimization. These
savings are offset by additional complexity, computation time and in some cases
processor power consumption.
1. Introduction
Some of the recent developments in multiple arm manipulation of a commonly
grasped body include the work of Hayati [1], Alberts [2], and Carnignan [3].
The common thread between these papers is that each employs the minimization of
some form of quadratic performance index to choose an appropriate load
distribution. Hayati proposed an extension of Mason's [4] hybrid position/force
control in which the inertia of each arm is artificially extended to include a
portion of the payload inertia. From a practical point of view, the method may
be difficult to implement effectively, because it requires precise knowledge of
the inertial properties of the arms and of the jointly manipulated objects as
well as the solution of inverse dynamics. Alberts closes a force feedback loop
around a kinematic resolved rate controller for multiple arms, thus realizing
the Damping Control Method. As in Hayati's work the problem of redundancy in
determining the distribution of load among the manipulators is handled by
minimizing a quadratic cost function in task-space force and torque. This tends
to minimize internal forces in the body while maintaining control over a
prescribed force and torque interaction with the external environment. Alberts
formulation does not consider the closed chain dynamics of the manipulators and
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payload, but rather each manipulator is viewed as an actuator with an
independent control system. Carnignan used a quadratic cost function to
minimize joint space torques including those due to manipulator kinetics, but
due to the inclusion of the manipulator kinetic effects, undesirable internal
forces may be produced in the body. This method is computationally more
expensive than task space optimization.
It can be argued that minimizing a quadratic cost function in joint space
has greater power efficiency than a minimization in task space, but at what
computational cost? This paper compares the task space versus joint space cost
functions with respect to power efficiency and computational cost. The
development is to be based on Alberts' task space cost function and a joint
space cost function developed along similar lines. The computational cost of
using the joint space minimization scheme is similar to Carnignan's method. The
torques required to compensate for manipulator kinetics are not included in the
minimization so as to avoid imposing unnecessary internal forces and torques
within the manipulated body.
2. Power Cost Calculation
In a multiarm robotic system, minimization of a joint torque based
quadratic cost function would tend to minimize the dissipated power used by the
motors under static conditions. 1
A minimization scheme to establish an "optimal" force distribution could be
formulated in either joint space or task space. From the standpoint of power
used to drive the joints, it would be optimal to formulate the minimization in
joint space. In this paper the question considered is that of how much power
really can be saved by optimizing in joint space as opposed to task space.
Based upon a task space quadratic performance index
T
Qt = -rtwt_-t (I)
the task space optimal load distribution force equation [2] is
£t : AtF (2)
where
At : wtlHTEHwtlH T]-I (3)
and _t is a vector of wrench vectors (as in Equation 15, Appendix I) such
that each components F(_I of rt is a wrench vector applied to the body at
the grasp point of the-i manTpulator and subscript t denotes task space. H
is a matrix of Jacobian transformations that depends upon the locations of the
grasp points of each arm relative to the applied external force F. The weight
1To truly minimize power consumption under dynamic conditions the cost
function should include a term representing the product of joint torque and
joint velocity. This is discussed further later in reference to Equation (9).
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matrix is given by Wt : diag (v1, v2,...,VN) where N is the number
of arms and vi is a diagonal weight matrix reflecting the relative cartesian
end effector force and torque capabilities of the ith arm.
Using a similar development (Appendix I) but, based upon a joint space
quadratic performance index
Qj = _TwjT (4)
the joint space optimal load distribution force equation is
_j = AjF
(5)
where
Aj = j-Twj -1j -1H[HJ-TwjJ -1H-T] -1 (6)
with W. = diag (w1, w2, ...,wN) and wi is a diagonal matrix whose
element_ are the squares of the reciprocals of the relative joint torque
capabilities of the ith arm. Subscript j denotes joint space.
The cost function is an indication of power used since torque (T) is
proportional to current and current squared is proportional to power
dissipated. To compare power consumption on an equal basis the cost of task
space optimized load distribution was evaluated in terms of the joint space cost
function. Thus, for evaluative purposes, the torque-squared cost of executing
the task space optimization scheme can be expressed as
Qtj = TTwj Tt (7)
where Tt = jTAt[F
and the cost associated with joint space optimization is given by Equation (4),
that is Qil = Qi- The cost resulting from the joint space formulation will
always be _t_ass n that of the task space formulation according to the above
criterion.
The power used by a motor is
2 KE KE
Power = laR + ]_T mTm + l_T mT1
where Ia is the armature current
R is the armature resistance
KE is the back emf constant
KT is the torque constant
is the angular speed of the rotor
Tl is the torque of the load
(8)
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Tm : Tf + Dm where Tf is constant friction
and D is the viscous damping coefficient.
The current Ia is related to the dynamcs of the motor by
Ia : 1 [(Jm + Jl)dm + Tm + TI] (9)
where Jm is the motor inertia and Jl is the load inertia. Observe that
in the joint space minimization presented here (7) minimizes the power due to
the term laiR in (8) but does not account for the power associated with
mTl in the last term of (8). From a practical point of view it appears that
the contribution of this term will normally be small. In simulations conducted,
in which the load velocity was 0.1 m/s, the mT l term resulted in power
difference of less than i%.
The percent difference in power is defined as follows
PN = Pt - Pj * 100
P.
J
(10)
where Pt and Pj represent the power used by task and joint space
respectively.
The power difference is
PD = Pt - Pj where PD is in watts (11)
A simulation 2 was used with the system parameters of the NASA LTM 3 (given
in Appendix Ill) to compute the power used by the two-arm LTM system in moving a
40 lb. payload on Earth. The center of gravity of the object was at the grasp
point of one of the arms. The two arms moved horizontally without rotating the
object. For this trajectory PD and PN were plotted in figures 1 and 2
respectively. The initial Pj = 1093 watts.
2The simulation is a combination of ROBSIM (a full dynamics robot simulator
developed by NASA LaRC) and user coded. Robsim simulated the robotics dynamics
and the user code calculated the load distributed joint torques and costs.
3LTM is an acronym for the Laboratory Telerobotic Manipulator developed for
NASA LaRC by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The LTM is a seven-degree-of-
freedom arm employing differential friction drive joints. For simplicity the
differential joint drive are treated as conventional gear driven joints.
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3. Computational Cost Calculation
In a real-time computer program it is desirable to keep computationally
expensive operations to a minimum. The number of operations it takes to
calculate task space and joint space load distribution are determined below.
For this analysis the following assumptions are made:
1. The manipulators grasp points are fixed while the body is in motion,
thus H remains a constant matrix.
2. W does not change over the motion of the body.
3. All manipulators have the same number of degrees of freedom.
In task space A is constant thus requiring only a matrix vector multiply to
calculate Ft. A is a 6N x 6 matrix where N is the number of manipulators
grasping the body, and F is a 6 x 1 vector needing:
36N multiplies;
30N additions
to calculate rt.
Joint space will have the same operations as above plus the operations to
calculate A. The total number of operation needed to calculated Tj as
derived in Appendix II is:
N(48n + 72) + 195
71
N(48n + 30) + 206
multiplies
divides
additions
With the need to calculated the jacobian inverse the total number of operations
to calculate rj as derived in Appendix II is:
N(60n + 267) + 195
71N + 71
N(58n + 236) + 206
multiplies
divides
additions
Currently the most powerful space qualified procesor is the Harris 80C86. Based
on using this processor with a 5 mhz clock and the number of arms and degrees of
freedom (DOF), the results Table I, II, and III are obtained. The entries in
the tables represent the number of times the computation can be executed in I
second.
Number of Arms
D F
e r 6
g o e
r f e 7
e d
e o 8
s m
2 3
17.5 12.4
16.4 11.5
15.3 10.7
4
9.54
8.86
8.27
Joint Space with Jacobian Inverse Calculated
Table I
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D F
e r
g o e
r f e
e d
e o
s m
2
29.8
27.2
25.0
3
21.9
19.8
18.1
4
17.3
15.6
14.2
Joint Space without Jacobian Inverse Calculated
Table II
D F
e r
g o e
r f e
e d
e o
s m
6
7
8
2
413
413
413
3
275
275
275
4
206
206
206
Task Space
Table Ill
The computational cost of task space optimization is small enough to execute the
code on an existing processor whereas joint space optimization would likely
require a separate processor. In this case the power required to operate
additional processing equipment must be considered. The power requirement of an
64K 80C86 board based on Harris radiation hardened components is 30 watts.
4. Summary
It has been shown that an apparently significant amount of power can be
saved by employing the joint space optimized load distribution. In the example
presented the largest savings over task space optimization realized was about 25
watts. This can be viewed as an extreme case. It is important to note,
however, that the joint space optimization represents a substantial increase in
computational burden. If this results in a need for additional processors, the
power required to operate them might offset the savings realized by the
optimization scheme.
In the future, space qualified processors will be available that are much
more powerful and possibly more power efficient than those now used. In the
case where a surplus of efficient computing power is available, the joint space
optimization may prove to be the method of choice.
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Appendix I
5. Joint Space Optimal Load Distribution
Assume that a desired net cartesian space wrench vector F acting on the
body with known point of application p is specified. The wrench vector is
made up of cartesian space force f and moment m vectors such that
(12)
This wrench could be to counteract gravitational loading or inertial reactions
due to body acceleration, or to apply a force to the external environment
through the jointly manipulated object. Now consider a system of N
manipulators, where F(i) denotes a cartesian space wrench applied to the
jointly manipulated body by the end effector of arm i. The following
conditions must be satisfied in order to establish equilibrium:
N N
f = Z (13) and m = Z (m(i) + r_p(i) X f(i) )
- i=1 - i=1 - -
(14)
where f(i) and m(i)
make up- F(i)
are the force and moment vectors, respectively, that
(15)
and _[p(i) is a vector drawn from the point of application p of the force
f to the grasp point for manipulator i. The minimization procedure operates on
quadratic function Q in the vector T, with positive definite symmetric
weighting matrix W
Q = T W T (16)
where
F ._
Conditions
jT is the jacobian transpose of the manipulator
[(i)]i and W = diag (Wl, w2, ... , WN)F( )
13) and (14) are expressed in matrix form as
(17)
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If3o 13o 13oli11I I I [rp(N}X] I 13rp(1)X]l 13 . [rp(2)X] I 3 " " I (N)]
where, 13 is a 3 by 3 identity matrix and [_[p(i)X] is a matrix that
operates on f(i) to form the cross product _[p(i)X_(i). A more compact
expression fog (18) is
(18)
= F
HJT T = F
Using a Lagrange multiplier
cost function is obtained.
(19)
to append equation (19) to (16) the augmented
= TTwT _ xT(Hj-T _ _ [) (20)
The optimal solution must satisfy
@--_= O, that is 2TTw - _THj-1 = 0 (21)
BT
Rearranging and applying equation (19) to equation (21)
T = 1 HW-1j-1HT_ which yields _ = 2(Hj-Tw-1j-1HT)-I[ (22)
Now upon eliminating _ between equations (21) and (22) the final expression
for joint torques is obtained•
T = W-1j-1HT(Hj-Tw-1j-1HT) -IF = AF (23)
Appendix II
To count the operations in A it is necessary to first simplify
two matrices A and B, such that
where A = AB-1, A = j-Twj-Ij-IHT and B = HA
Calculating A:
J[10J21
0
• jN1
lw+ w+10lanHTIHTI
, Wj 1= .WN1 HT
A into
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f
where
and
SO
j_l is the jacobian inverse for manipulator i,
W_ 1 is the weight matrix inverse for manipulator i,
T
Hi is the transform grasp point to controlled force
manipulator i.
F for
and
A = j-Tw_Ij-1HT- =
3 I 1¸.-1 -1.-T. Tdl WI J1 71 0
0 JNIWNIJNTHT
B = HA =
[ HIJ11W11jITH_ 0 1-I, -I -T.T
0 HIJN WN JN NN
The cost to calculate .-T,-1.-1. T
di wi Ji Ni is:
jTIHT =
1 1
at a cost of
IIIOOZn x6 1 -z ofull 0 1 I y -xmatrix I 1
0 i
IO
n*(6 multiplies + 6 additions)
-I -1 T Fnx 6 l
Wi [Ji Hi] = I full I
Lmatrix]
at a cost of n*6 multiplies
1J
-T -i -i T
Ji [Wi Ji Hi] =
6x6
full
matrix
at a cost of n36 multiplies + (n-1)36 additions• The total cost of A is
N[48n multiplies + (48n-36) additions].
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Calculating B:
Bi : HiAi =
6x6
full
matrix
6x6
full
matrix
at a cost of 36 multiplies 30 additions. Using triangular factorization to
count the operation for B-1, the cost is 195 multiplies 71 divides 206
additions. Total cost for Aj is
N(48n + 36) + 195 multiplies
71 divides
N(48n) + 206 additions
To calculate the cost for a jacobian inverse a generalized inverse formulation
is used. ji-1 = JiT[JiJiT] -I where Ji is the 6 x n
jacobian for the ith manipulator and n is the degree of freedom of the
manipulator. The cost is 12n + 6 multiplies 71 divides and 1On + 206
additions giving a total cost for Aj with calculation of the jacobian
inverse as
N(60n + 231) + 195
71N + 71
N(58n + 206) + 206
mul tipl ies
divides
additions
Appendix Ill
6. LTM System Parameters
Motor constants (for all 7 joints)
Torque Constant KT 8.5
Back emf constant KE 6.3
Armature resistance R 2.5
Armature inertia Jm 0.0015
Viscous Damping D 0.3
Static Friction Tf 0.8
oz-in/A
V/KRPM
OHM
oz-in-sec 2
oz-in-KRPM
oz-in
Gear ratio from motor shaft to joint (assuming conventional gear driven joints)
Joint 1 522
Joint 2 522
Joint 3 522
Joint 4 522
Joint 5 121
Joint 6 121
Joint 7 25
Denavit and Hartenberg parameters
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Denavi t-Hartenberg Parameters
joint d a a o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Joint Inertia Matrix
0
0
0
0
_90 °
90°
_90 °
90 °
0
23"
0
20"
0 -90 °
0 90 °
5.9" 0
0
0
0
01 + 90 °
O2
O3 - 90 (,
O4
05
06 + 90 °
O7 - 90 °
Link
Number
3
6
where the orlentati
Inertia Matrix
KG-M
0.029 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0145 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0145
0.029 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2989 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.2989
0.029 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0145 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0145
0.029 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2296 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.2296
0.0163 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0082 0.0
O.0 O.0 O.0082
0.0163 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0269 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0269
0.0182 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0099 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0099
Orientation
Matrix
1.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 -I.0
0.0 1.0 0.0
0.0 1.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 -i.0
0.0 1.0 0.0
0.0 -I.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.0
-I.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 -1.0
0.0 1.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.0
0.0 -1.0 0.0
0.0 -I.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.0
-I.0 0.0 0.0
on matrix is referenced to the base of LTM.
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